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Abstract 
purpose of this 
as proposed by 
is the further development and formalisation the biomatrix 
eloete (1987). It focuses on description of 
per se not is essentially a conceptual-theoretical study within the 
broader C!'\J.,t",""" research is conducted within the framework of new .... rn·".u71 ....... 
rp.~'pnirr.n and the complete model is as its central theoretical outcome the 
research process is the formulation of the biomatrix model into a logically consistent and contextually 
congruent systems model: to viewed as a rigorously defined proposition. 
biomatrix model is a general systems model which reality fundamentally as a web or field 
of process-threads criss-crossing physical or conceptual space. In a way this means that everything 
can be considered primarily as process, a notion was expressed by Heraclitus his famous 
saying rhei" 2500 ago. interact and become focalised certain areas, 
giving rise to emergence of qualitatively different properties. In 
addition to having an emergent core-body (classically Q""~'V"'J"""''''' with the of a discrete or 
system) these ,",u.",,,,;:) have an associated interacting v ... "",~··uu ... a'A~ pemne~It1~lg therr 
surrounding space. The model reality as a complementary 
focalised-field-like-entities, respectively referred to as 
og~~tm~r they the two in 
complementary approach towards the fundamental nature of reality is C!nn'n:",<,~ .. t1 to 
wave-particle duality in un,'" .... ·"" In an ontological as well as ... I-/J',. ... 'AU\.1lVj<; .... " .. sense 
corlslCLer~~a to constitute a complementary 
of process-
and doublets. 
and 
two classes are 
The biomatrix model thus introduces the notion of a 'wave-like' or a thread-like-process-
system. It furthermore the classical notion of discrete entities or into that of 
focalised-field-like-systems with diffuse boundaries. It is that the substance an 
existence is an integrated field of matter, and information, referred to as mei (matter-~nergy-
information). Together all systems constitute a dynamically organised mei in flux, referred to 
as the biomatrix. It is the web thread-like, systems a meta-
teleonomic continuity, reaching across different levels of organisation the biomatrix; 
term focalised-field-like-systems on the other a duality their 
respective teU~onlC fields, withone pole in its field teleonomically directed at its outer 
and the other drrected at its envrronment; hence the term doublet. 
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The observer is """"~'WI .. ",.., .. f1 to for and identify tel eons within the field of observation. 
leads to an abstraction of the integrated pattern or web of tel eons, spanning the different levels of 
organisation under investigation (i.e. a teleonic perspective on a multi-levelled reality). 
This is radically different from the more conventional perspective on reality whereby the observer is 
in the guided by the existence of discrete entities or 'things', followed by a study 
interactive processes. In the teleonic approach the is in the on the process-threads 
traversing space, focalised strung beads on a or drops water 
on a spider's web. The of 'stress' or uncertainty in terms of the outcome of processes 
this teleonomic web gives to a state to as te/entropy, inspired (but not 
directly to) physical concept entropy. 
The biomatrix be """"J~'f1 from different perspectives; this is analogous to shining different 
coloured light onto the biomatrix space, thereby rendering a particular aspect of field more visible. 
the first instance a distinction may made between the doublets and the tel eons, thus deciding 
whether focus should be on the thread-like systems or focalised-field-like systems; not unlike 
investigating wave-like or particle-like properties of sub-atomic entities in physics. Both teleons and 
doublets may looked at from what is referred to as generic system aspects, from the 
perspective of substance (or dynamic organisation, ethos, te/eos, process structure. 
model furthermore .. v."I"' .... " the interplay between aspects in terms of the 
evolution of :>v:>.",u,", analysis of "''''T",n", within the context of 
application of the model) is biomatrix approach. 
The biomatrix model is potentially applicable to 
and all spheres of being. It is a work 
to of especial importance in 
integrating all relevant levels of organisation in 
on aU 
development it is considered 
social spheres, extending to 
fields. It is considered a useful model in 
providing a conceptual map for reductionistic and holistic excursions into multi-disciplinary 
fields its associated problems. 
However, ultimately it is more thlm a of it does in very ..,..,~''' ..... v 
statements about nature all (e.g. """" .... "':..lL the · .. m,,,, ... ,,'.nrr middle'), 
which if accepted as valid, would have profound epistemological and v .. "V.' ... l".l' .... a! COIlseIClue:nCI~S for· 
our understanding of the universe in which we participate. 
Anacreon Cloete 
}pm,rTn'IPnT of Biomedical bnl~me:emlg of Medicine, 
South Africa 
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We dance around in a ring and propose, 
But the Secret in the middle and knows 
Robert Frost 
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Introduction 3 
1.2 4 
paradigm 5 
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Introduction 
Introductio'n 
According to present wisdom, the world we live in consists 
with one another to create the processes of life. 
concrete entities of matter that interact 
nrl,nrllrl! is attached to entities, while 
proices:ses play only a secondary role. This wisdom also l'Ip.tp.rrr,inE~<:: we study life, that is to 
to structural entities before we concern prc)ce:sses ..... rn"" .. "'.>" such a view 
on own is ma.ae(IU8te to gain complete understanding world. An alternative notion of 
v .. ,,,,,",,", .. in this thesis, according to which life l'nlmnrl<::.!"<:: a 
which concrete entities are not the 
mte:rac1tmg field prclce:sses. This means that "",,·nll·tU"HY 
to Heraclitus in 
flux. 
an 
a 
is in 
are two complementary views, namely, the classical view that 1>"/11""''''' concrete entities 
with and another view that gives this privilege to processes. It is that greater 
"' ...... v .. should be given to the latter, which unfortunately is not widely at present. It is 
sUI~ge:ste'a that clusters of processes give rise to thread-like systems that traverse physical and 
conceptual with several of them interacting closely at localised points, giving rise to focalised 
field-like ............ ' ... Put differently "we should begin by assuming that all we are and 
interactions. this, we might begin to ask how it is that some kinds of become 
recursive and to 'succeed' in stabilising and reproducing themselves, .. "'1'I"' .... ti patterned 
effects such as organisations, whilst others disappear completely" (Chia 1996, p.53). 
The amang;ement of process-threads in conceptual space looks sornethiIllg like a h .. ? ...... "'n·" net: 
the are strings and the resulting focalised entities knots. On 
of a tlstlennarl's net one realllsc~s that knots are simply entangled ,",Ul""''''''' to say 
any boundaries at to one 
it is difficult to say the 
next one "''''1''''''''' bo\lDdarH~S of the knots are thus fuzzy. that is to not An even more 
distance, from 
for liitt",,.·in ..... 
In the biomatrix ,..,,,,,.,pn,,.,,,,,,, 
....... "' .. , ... ,," of the knot boundary is that of a star seen at a 
seem to emanating in all directions and extending into surrounding space 
thread-like process systems are called teleons and the tv ... ",!" .... ,", c"/"t",",,, 
are to as doublets. The reasons for these names will bec;orIle 
clear as we Together they comprise a network 
word is derived the concept of bios that indicates the totality of life within 
and of matrix, a mould or ... "11· ....... that indicates the configuration 
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Part 1: Introduction 
We ..... ,"" .. "" it is possible to distinguish universal patterns within this universal web of matter-
'''''',A'''' (mei) in flux as by the observer. It is patterns which are 
a meta-pattern that we attempt to depict within the universally applicable to all parts of the web, 
biomatrix model. In the words of Gregory Bateson: 
pattern which connects is a metapattern. It is a pattern of paltterns. It is metapattern 
ael:m~:s the vast generalisation UUJI~~'U" it is patter.ns connect. (Bateson 
The biomatrix 
towards """"T"''''''' 
was thus created in reSPOlrlSe to a 
where 'processes' and 
a broader field of 
for a process and approach 
are viewed as COlnplenlenltary modes of 
complementarity is COflSlCler€:a to be manifestation 
analogous to 
ensemble 
approach where 
viewed as 
LlLla,IlL" that exists for light, which can be considereeJ either as waves or as an 
alSlcre1te elrItities (i.e. photons). is in contrast to 
nt'11M.,..,.., C4)mJPOJlents of a 
mrlera,C[l()ns nerwefm these cornpcmellts. 
1.2 Central theoretical thesis 
The purpose of the 
the development and 
is to develop a generalised !<V""TPn,,," model; more specifically, it aCldlresses 
of the biomatrix 
The model is potentially UI-'IJu,",av""" to systems on all extending 
level through the institutional, levels. It deals with both the 
natural (animate and as well as the human and social) spheres on the 
levels. In knowledge the modelling searches for general principles 
which are considered to be valid for all levels and spheres being. 
The 'hypothesis' or central theoretical thesis is considered to emerge from the model in a qualitative 
sense, and the meaning of the in the delimitation of its theoretical COJlcelPts, 
as well as the way in which been related and for conceptual 
(Reason 1981a). it should be noted is neither aimed at the 
nor the se. 
context of this thesis model should be judged primarily on the basis of its "logical 
(Reason 1981b) and "soundness oj endeavour" (Reason r,,,u ,"",,,,,,-,,", "contextual rn"'OYIJPn,f'p" 
1981c). 
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1.3 Theoretical paradigm 
A researcher generally commits herself to a particular paradigm, because she regards that paradigm as 
more promising than other competing paradigms. Furthermore, the acceptance of a paradigm is 
regarded as a commitment by the researcher towards: 
• a specific theory or set of theories and 
• particular metaphysical assumptions and pre-conceptions (Mouton and Marais 1988). 
Seen against this background, the biomatrix model is first and foremost grounded in the systems 
paradigm (Laszlo and Laszlo 1997). More specifically, the model has its roots in the paradigm of 
general systems theory (Boulding 1956; Mesarovic 1964; von Bertalanffy 1968; Laszlo 1972; 
Weinberg 1975). The biomatrix model puts great emphasis on the teleonomic nature of systems in 
general, and in this regard it has an affinity with the purposeful systems of Ackoff (Ackoff and Emery 
1972). 
The critical reader will recognise elements of general systems theory, cybernetics, system dynamics, 
soft operations research and soft systems thinking in the biomatrix model (Dash 1994; Lane 1994; 
Lane and Jackson 1995). One of the aims of the model is to serve as a conceptual map in order to 
facilitate looking at a problem from different perspectives, as opposed to serving as a quantitative 
model for the analysis and design of systems. In this respect it leans towards the "soft systems" 
paradigm as advocated by Checkland (Checkland and Haynes 1994). 
The model focuses on systems as organised processes (or events) rather than as interacting entities. In 
this regard it is considered to be grounded within a process paradigm. The statement attributed to the 
Greek philosopher Heraclitus that "everything flows" is well known, albeit not that widely 
understood. For Heraclitus everything emerges from one substance, that, in tum, has a dynamic aspect 
(fire) and an informational aspect (logos) (Sabelli 1989, p.239): "Who, if not Heraclitus, was the 
great thinker who first realised that men are flames and things are processes?" (Sabelli 1989, p.237). 
In more recent times the process paradigm was philosophically argued by Whitehead (Whitehead 
1969; Whitehead 1985). Aspects of the process paradigm has been introduced into systems theory by 
Checkland, in what he referred to as human activity systems (Checkland 1981). Jantsch viewed 
process from an evolutionary perspective (Jantsch 1979); and Smuts, with his theory of Holism, saw 
process as a fundamental tendency towards the evolution of "wholes" (Smuts 1987). The concept of 
the "union of opposites", itself seen as a process, was introduced by Sabelli (Sabelli 1991 a; Sabelli 
1991 b). From the perspective of physics Capra explored the notion that events constitute the primary 
reality underlying the manifestation ofthe material world (Capra 1976). 
The biomatrix model assumes that the flux of me; (matter-~nergy-information) constitutes a field in 
physical and conceptual space. In those areas where the field becomes 'dense', discrete entities 
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Part 1: Introduction 
emerge out of the underlying field. The model furthermore introduces the concept of 'thread-like' 
Drcice~ls systems within this field, which are considered to to the concept of field-lines 
proposed in the field-theories of physics. In that respect the model is grounded within field 
paradigm of physics, e.g. electro-magnetism, gravity quantum (Einstein and 1966; 
Gribbin 1984). 
Aspects of chaos theory (Gleick 1 Ayers 1997), logic (McNeill 1993) fuzzy system 
dynamics (Tessem and Davidsen 1994) have been incorporated in the, model (even if only in a 
metapborical sense). 
1.4 Novelty of the biomatrix model 
novelty of the biomatrix model is considered to reside in the way its constituent parts have been 
contextualised into a meta-framework for inquiry. first glance one may argue that many of 
individual elements have already been proposed by others and addressed in a variety of <!,,<!,"''',,<! 
theories as well as scientific disciplines. However, in most instances elements of the model have 
been contextualised or defined in a different way. 
The following quotes from the literature are considered to set the tone 
this thesis: 
what has been aspired to in 
6 
Attention in the contemporary natural sciences shifted from description and classifi-
cation individual to the theoretical explanation of classes of entities forming 
ordered structures or events .... Thus classical physics gave us particular entities as ulti-
mate furnishings of world, with classification serving the primary heuristic purpose of 
building theories for calculating their behaviour .... The new nn'1<:'1('<:' deals with ordered se-
quences of events, forming wholes, which can only arbitrarily, and usually without success in 
formulating exact laws, be analysed to individual components. The general construct for these 
ordered wholes is (Laszlo 1972, p.23) 
Before Clerk Maxwell, people conceived of physical reality - insofar as it is supposed to rep-
resent events in nature - as material points, whose chang~s exclusively of 
Maxwell they conceived physical reality as re):lre~;enteC1 by continuous fields, 
not mechanically explicable ... This in the COllce:PtlOI of 
N""Wf".n (Einstein 
is most profound 
and fruitful one that has come to physics 1972, p.23) 
Physics' conception nature as forming ordered fields with complex ""uJ"'n ...... is 
reflected in the new chemistry, 
formed the sharing outer 
nuclei. 
molecules are viewed as complex dynamic patterns 
1"'1'1iTtU'<! (conceptualizable both as waves and particles) 
counterparts to these concepts are found in ,bjol0io/' 
( 
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There, organisms are no longer viewed as com-
ponents in some mechanistic type new COIlcelPt of a 
whole which, rather than 
, __ ''' ___ , cells, molecules elements are dis-
as co-ordinate subsystems endowed 
surfaces, concentration gradients and energy transfer even the full or-
ganism is no longer thought of as a strictly delimited, rigorously bounded system but is 
n"''''''''l>n to merge with its environment over a series of further boundaries, none of which are 
absolute (i.e. adiabatic walls). The organic boundaries themselves are permeable to 
some - though not all - informations, energies and substances .... Its concern is the discern-
ment of ordered totalities constituting, at the basic physical level, fields, and on higher 
systems within the fields, and systems within systems within fields - and so on, in a 
hierarchy of organization of nature. (Laszlo 1972, p.24-25) 
A true scientific breakthrough comes today when somebody has sufficient "' ..... "',.", .. U"UI!;" ... -
tion - and courage to follow up, which may be even more important to at 
the universe in terms of some new kinds of entities, some new kinds of or, 
comes to the same thing, in some new way of combining units; combining 
a new unit at the superordinate leveL (Gerard in: Laszlo 1972, p.25) 
And the many breakthroughs which have occurred in the recent and are to occur in 
the next future, come when someone looks at the universe in terms of are not 
atomic material substance but organized functional systems, to one another by hori-
zontal interactions within their own level as well as by vertical interactions different 
(Laszlo p.25) 
of the biomatrix model 
n .. 11m" • ..., '""v ......... , ...... relating to the biomatrix model can be summarised as follows: 
.. 
.. 
matter-energy-information influx underlies all manifestation on all levels and in all 
"nt ........ ·" of the universe. 
and are considered to manifest in a dual and complementary manner: as 
ovtoft/ion threads of activity on the one hand, andfocalisedfields of activity on the other hand. 
.. The and focalised-fields-of-activity together constitute a multi-layered and 
holarchically configured field of mei in flux (referred to as the biomatrix). 
.. A continuity of 'teleos I (i.e. a teleonomic continuity) exists in terms of 
across levels of organisation in the field. 
of the flux 
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.. The teleonomic continuity constitutes a symmetrical and complementary meta-pattern 
conceptual 'teleos-space' a teleonomic projection in phase-space). 
1.6 Expectations for the biomatrix model 
The expectations for the biomatrix model may be summarised as follows: 
.. model is 
derive a 
manifestation 
a generalised model in sense that it " .. ,.un,;, the Oh'~flrllflr to 
malerstanamg of on all of org;ant~,ati(>n and all SDnleres 
psychological, biological, Dh"Slco-chermCial spheres). 
.. It provides a model for inquiry which might understanding of the ;'''''''''''111 under 
investigation analysis), or alternatively the ofa system synthesis ). 
need for a .. The model addresses 
knowledge "'",f'Ul"">'" "' ...... ".'11 
meta-language which allows for the 
.. It is supportive of different points of view as well as diverse fields of knowledge. 
of 
'" It ontological statements about quintessential nature of systems in general, which 
may serve as a basis for future inquiry into the nature of reality per se. The model is suppor-
tive the need a "universal organizational science" as suggested by Bognadov (Dudley 
1996), 
1.7 Potential application of the model 
The biomatrix model is potentiaHy applicable to all of systems, i.e. on all levels of organisation, 
all spheres of being and in all fields of knowledge. However, at this stage its development it is 
considered to be of especial importance in the biological, psychological social spheres, extending 
to and integrating all levels of organisation relevant to domains. 
1.8 The m~dening process 
The biomatrix model essentially includes the following elements of modelling: 
8 
.. drawing of distinctions and tOC:USltn2 on different perspectives by the observer) . 
'" A description of the nature of each of these distinctions 
'" A higher order description of the relationship between distinctions which in its tum results in 
a higher order distinction (Keeney 1983). 
'" The notion of metamodelling, in addressing issues at a higher level of and of abstraction. 
level of logic means that we are modelling at the metalevel instead of the object-level 
inquiring system. level of means that we are one step further from 
the real world objects and things than when we modelled at the object level of .:\1'\<:"'.:\('t1 
(van Gigch 1993, 
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The notion of a model as opposed to a theory 
The distinction between the ontological basis (i.e. the nature of 'being') and the epistemological basis 
(Le. the nature of 'seeing') is not always that clear-cut within the biomatrix. We like to think of the 
biomatrix model as a complementary fusion between the two poles of 'objective' observation and 
subjective construction. Stated in the context of cybernetic epistemology: "It is only partially true that 
there exists a 'real' physical world outside our skins that we are capable of perceiving. The notion that 
an external world lineally acts upon our sensorium in order to shape the descriptions of representa-
tions is incomplete. Similarly, it is a partial view to see the entire world as made up by our 
prescriptions for construction" (Keeney 1983, p.SO). Likewise the phenomenalist intention includes 
"the viewpoint of the observer within the scene of the study. It attempts to describe the manifestation 
of things within the context of 'being-in-the-world' "(Fuenmayor 1991 b, p.4S0). Furthermore, "things 
are not simply in themselves, nor do they exist 'out there' independently from us. Their being is 
always constituted by a 'showing themselves to us', and by our way of access to them" (Fuenmayor 
1991b, p.4SI). 
The biomatrix model thus acknowledges the role the observer plays in experiencing 'reality' as well 
as his potential as a creator in constructing 'reality'. Likewise the model attempts to describe the 
'objective' being of a universe which has evolved up to its present state, driven by an implicit creative 
potential of becoming. 
1.9 The notion of a model as opposed to a theory 
Mouton and Marais (Mouton and Marais 1988) argue that the heuristic function is the most common 
characteristic of a model, whereas the explanatory function is usually attributed to a theory. However, 
the differences between models and theories are largely differences of degree. 
In a model an attempt is made to represent the dynamic aspects of the phenomenon under focus by 
illustrating the relationships between the major elements of that phenomenon in a simplified form. A 
model merely agrees in broad outline with the phenomenon of which it is a model. Certain 
characteristics of the phenomenon, considered to be irrelevant for the model, are conveniently 
excluded, while the most obvious aspects are emphasised. The value of this simplification is that it 
draws the attention of the researcher to specific themes. It is this guiding function of models that is 
referred to as its heuristic function (i.e. to discover or reveal). The model, by suggesting relationships 
between variables and concepts, does explain the order or pattern of that phenomenon in a superficial 
manner (Mouton and Marais 1988). 
On the other hand, a theory can be defined as "a set of interrelated constructs (concepts), definitions, 
and propositions that present a systematic view of phenomena by specifying relations between 
variables, with the purpose of explaining and predicting the phenomena" (Kerlinger in: Mouton and 
Marais 1988, p.142). Furthermore, "where the criterion of a good model is situated in its heuristic 
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Part 1: Introduction 
potential (rather than its <>1"1"'"'''''''' 
....... LH ... ., ... the ability to explam 
the criterion a theory is associated ability to 
relationships hetweEm phenomena" (Mouton and Marais 1988, 
p.l44). 
H""'~rlrIO' in mind these 
considered to be a model. It 
between a model and a it can be stated that biomatrix is 
regarded as a ··n .. , ...... " .. "'","" theoretical model" in sense that 
models in the social (in contradistinction to .in the physical "' .............. ,"" are 
characteristically to subsequent theories" (Mouton LY""' .... '" 1988, 
in calling for different COltal1tlOllS 
more it is applied to SltlJlatl~[)nS and proves its worth" (Reason 1988a) ability 
to eXI)lalln f1.""" .. ",,,,, ntu· ... n'M"".'". more it may be considered as a formally validated 
1.10 Evolution of the thesis 
The biomatrix model has been development for a of years. It originated work 
of pertaining to the O'P,'''''f'1Il'' organisation of physiological in human beings higher 
........... " (Jaros, Guyton et Jaros, Belonje et al. 1988), and was subsequently extended and 
by Jaros and and eloele 1987). In 1990 an interdisciplinary discussion 
was initiated in order to its relevant concepts. group comprised Jaros on 
the development of the model in general and its application to a variety of disciplines), 
on the development and formalisation of the model in general), Dostal 
development and application to institutional organisation), (focusing on its and 
application to the field of psychology) Muller (focusing on principles of harmony as inspired by 
music). Although formal were terminated in 1996, the exchange of ideas 
on a more informal 
with f'.O.Ulo·rlt'""r" from different 
Numerous publications have seen the light since its inception, 
contributing (as reflected in the biomatrix bibliography). 
Many from a variety of disciplines were consulted for '''''''"'''''''''''', both in informal 
discussions and at international COlltelrences on systems theory. outcome of this thesis was 
enriched an on-going recursive the lU .... ;)(lLU •• U of the 
on and its application, on hand, to a '''' .. " ...... , of conceptual scenarios and 
practical case studies within the .. .,.", .. " .. ,'h 
The already been applied in the 
and Jaros 1994b; Edwards 1996; 
of psychology (Edwards 
Jaros 1999) and education 
Dostal 1997), producing two PhD in those fields; as well as to 
business and governance (Dostal and 1994a; Dostal and 
1994; 1996; et 1997; Jaros and 
bibliography a list). 
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The model should be regarded as in a state of evolution and certainly neither complete nor perfect. 
However, it is envisaged that its current state may serve as a congruent framework for future inquiry 
into its structure, content and validity. The validity and usefulness of the model should eventually 
prove itself through its application to a variety of real world problems across different disciplines. 
Time will tell whether it will ultimately survive, and have the ability to adapt and transform and 
become a viable theory within the conceptual environment of other competing and synergistic 
theories. In the words of Varela: "there are no personal creations without a context: that an idea has 
impact is an historical fact and not a personal adventure or a question of 'being right' " (Varela 1996, 
pAlS). 
1.11 Format and reading of the thesis document 
The thesis is presented in six separate parts, followed by three appendices: 
Part 1: Introduces the subject matter and establishes the context of the research work. 
Part 2: Deals with the research paradigm for the thesis. 
Main body 
Part 3: Introduces and provides a contextual perspective on concepts, i.e. emphasises re-
lationships between concepts. 
Part 4: Provides a linear and reductionistic perspective on concepts. That is to say, con-
cepts are introduced separately in a hierarchical order of increased complexity. 
Furthermore, each concept is reduced to its constituent elements in a reductionis-
tic manner. 
Part 5: Is essentially a culmination of part 4 and deals with the two classes of systems in 
the model (in a similar manner as the concepts dealt with in part 4). 
Part 6: Discusses contributions, future research and conclusions of the thesis. 
Appendix A: Presents a glossary of key concepts (i.e. an alphabetical list of definitions). 
Appendix B: Presents a synopsis of the most important concepts, principles and contributions of 
the biomatrix model. 
Appendix C: Presents a critical response to the systems paradigm, the biomatrix model and this 
thesis in particular. 
Part 3 may be viewed as, and is written in the style of a 'story'. It introduces the theoretical concepts 
and puts them into context by way of a series of themes comprising six different chapters. It 
represents an experiential and exploratory perspective primarily aimed at influencing the mindset 
of the reader. Concepts are introduced in the context of a theme and sometimes re-explored in a 
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different context and from a different perspective. 'story' sets out from one of many 
points journey ends at one of many possible points 
definition in-depth discussion of concepts. 
'nn,~p"t~ are introduced a way, i.e. in the sense 
relying on all the previously introduced concepts for 
hierarchy of COllcepts each new concept 
formulation. they constitute a 
hierarchical tree of meaning. concept is dealt with in a reductionistic 
to its components or sub-concepts. 
Part 3 
and 
4 5 essennau:y with the same " ... ,,"""+ matter, but from a different perspective 
style.! The is thus informed two different synthetic 
and considered to complement each other. !nderstandulkg and insight are meant to emerge 
from the complementary interaction these two "Pt"';:"I'·l"tt'vP.;: on the model. dealing with 
what is the same subject matter from two perspectives to a degree of 
repetition, which is intended to understanding concepts and to clarify some of the 
detail. 
The argument traces a 'spiral of understanding' , which essentially remains open-ended, to be re-
explored, leading to new insights, depth, perhaps even a new-found state to be 
followed by clarity. is intended to means " of 
concepts through a of meditation" (Muller-Merbach 
1994, by an change of consciousness" (Murthy 1994, 
concluding remarks at the beginning and each part and Cl'l(ilptl;:r primarily The introductory 
serve to orientate reader within body of text; it is not intended to serve as an 
or summary 
The constructs and in the model are in as precise a manner as 
possible. are either printed or framed. In instances the model 
shares its terminology with other systems models or scientific However, the of 
these concepts in the context of the biomatrix model may differ considerably from 
me,aning. In a cases it was to introduce a of which the and 
doublet are most a constant their meaning, neologisms are 
I Ideally these two should be written in hypertext to be read on a cornPllter in which case the reader 
would be able to 'jump' back and forth from a contextual or oersoe:cti'v-e to a more reductionistic or 
analytical per.specti\i'e. 
12 
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Fonnatand document 
acc:onlpame:d by, or interchanged with a descriptive e.g. thread~like for the teleon. 
In those the a concept has not been defined or referenced in the text, it 
should be assumed that, given the context which it used, the is as defined in a 
standard English dictionary. 
Bibliographic r",t~'r"'n 
author's name 
in the text are all done according to a uniform format and always include the 
brackets, rre:mecmle whether or not author is actually mentioned in 
accompanying text. 
This thesis' is informed by the belief "our view of error not necessarily to be one 
'wandering from the truth'. Instead, we can see it as a tellltul~e of a path taken purposefully 
uncertainty, as a consequence of nec:essary risk taking, and as a resource for de!Hg111ng. Perhaps that 
path into even though it not bring 'truth', trigger a leap to especially 
useful and (Rowland 
It should be noted that the subject matter this thesis is development malllSal:IOn of 
model and not application per se. is to say, it primarily with formulation 
theoretical constructs. Furthermore, it is not expected from to be able 
to apply the of numerous short examples presented 
throughout the are meant to relevant and should not seen as formal 
applications of the model. A different interpretation of some examples not necessarily 
detract from the concept being illustrated. Readers interested in the actual application biomatrix 
model are to the biomamx bibliography (inclusive two PhD dealing with its 
application). 
Finally, it should stated that in the completion of this a balance had to struck between a 
state of synthetic wholeness and a state of analytic pertectlo:n. Neither of states has 
attained and 
extremes. 
end result, not unlike our human condition, somewhere in .... "'" .. , .... 1'\ these two 
13 
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2. Part 2: Research 
2 describes research paradigm within which research work is conducted, namely new 
paradigm research with its qualitative research methods. It sets out to do this under the 
following headings: 
2.1 Introduction 
Critical subjectivity 
2.3 Complementarity of inductive and deductive research methods 
2.4 Heuristic 
and self-reference in scientific investigation 
Wholistic or patterned knowing 
2.7 Validity 
19 
20 
20 
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Introduction 
.. "'C'.,."I1,,,,h methodology of the thesis is grounded new paradigm ,.p~pnl-rn as DCCIDU:St:U by Paul 
1981 b), and qualitative research methods as 
Marais 1988). The research paradigm adhered to 
been discussed by Edwards (Edwards 1996, p.77-86) and 
in Mouton & Marais 
Inn'"""',,,,'1- of the biomatrix 
1997, p.4-9); what 
follows is primarily an integration and summary of these two ... VL .... U."U 
the research paradigm is perhaps best illustrated by the following two nll,r.t-"",,· 
nature of 
a potential discovery may be thought to attract the mind which will reveal it - inflaming the 
scientist with creative desire and imparting to him intimations him from to 
clue (Polanyi in: Moustakas 1981, p.209); 
it would be a very healthy emphasis in the sciences if it was 
cated, personal search of a disciplined, open-minded individual 
new knowledge. No refinement of method can do 
it is 
Essentially, a paradigm describes the principles on """',",U',''''''' are SU[IDosea 
their approaches. Mitroff distinguishes two fundamentally rI'~'f;.,. ... ","t .,,"''''' ... '''' .. .-.......... :.8' •• '" 
): 
" 
cOlllvcmtllonal norms scil::nce: e.g. faith in r!n.,,"!> 
uOltl,el1nerlt, absence of bias; 
" counter-norms: e.g. faith n rationality 
partiality, of judgement, presence of bias . 
creates 
17) 
...... "!lU'U1U developed a model of the way scientists think about ""l'''U~,,,, "'-"'<I'''VU 1981a). In 
this model, based on the psychological types as proposed by C.G. lung, there are four different 
"",y'''''''''' from two independent dimensions. The first dimension concerns the kind of input data the 
individual characteristically prefers (i.e. the informational dimension), and the second is about 
way of with this information (i.e. the decision-making dimension). The two 
independent, can be represented by two orthogonal axes in a plane. 
the information axis, it is assumed that individuals can obtain information from two 
sources, viz. internal sources, through intuition, and external sources, through sensation. It is also 
.. ,,", ............. that two modes of obtaining information are mutually exclusive. to 
in information through the senses are interested in details and the specifics of a 
hard, realistic facts, and pay attention to the practical. By contrast, those who 
lU ..... lVll through imagination are interested in the whole, in the gestalt; they are ....... ' ........ ", 
in hypothetical possibilities, in what might be, in the creation novel, innovative 
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Part 2: Research paradigm 
viewpoints. (People can be very sensitive to external infonnation and at the same time be very good at 
. intuition, whereas some persons may be bad at both. However, the distinction, albeit limited, 
illustrates the point that there can be more ways of functioning than the simple analytical way.) 
On the decision-making dimension, Jung saw two antithetical possibilities: on the one hand thinking, 
~md on the other hand, feeling. Individuals who prefer thinking use reasoning which is impersonal, 
fonnal, or theoretical; they are interested in abstract generalisations. On the other hand those who 
prefer the feeling mode are interested in reaching personal value judgements which may be unique to 
the individual; they explain via empathy, and value things in human tenns. This mode reaches its 
highest fonn in the variety of ethical systems which have been developed. (Again, the proposed 
antithetical nature of the two modes is an extreme case; after all, one can be very ethical and very 
rational at the same time. But the simplification will be accepted for the sake of the argument). 
A juxtaposition of these different modes gives rise to four different quadrants, each representing a 
different mode of inquiry (see Figure 1). In reality each individual person will have a mode which is a 
mixture of all four, with perhaps one of the modes dominating in each case. 
These four modes can be summarised as follows: 
Analytical scientist (Le. sensing I 
thinking mode): The aim of the ana-
lytical scientist is accuracy, certainty 
and reliability. The style of inquiry is 
the controlled experiment and the 
orientation towards science is imper-
sonal, theoretical and unambiguous. 
Any endeavour that cannot be 
subjected to this approach is either 
suppressed, devalued or set aside as 
not worth knowing or capable of 
being known. 
Conceptual theorist I scientist (i.e. 
intuition I thinking mode): The con-
ceptual theorist shares the impersonal 
and theoretical orientation towards 
Figure 1: A typology of scientists 
science with the previous category. However, whereas the analytical scientist is concerned with 
accuracy and certainty, the conceptual theorist is concerned with imaginative and speculative theory 
building. The aim is to construct the broadest possible conceptual schemes, with the emphasis not 
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necessarily on 
exploration. 
on coming up with an 'interesting' theory that may lead to further 
is exploring, creating and inventing multiple possible representations 
of the world. 
Conceptual humanist intuition I feeling mode): This approach concerns passionate and personal 
knowledge. The goal is to develop a science that will further the development of human growth, I 
awareness and personal welfare. Emotions, personal knowledge and 
acknowledged in the inquiry. 
are and 
Particular' humanist ;)"'ll';)lU~ I feeling mode): The 
similar to the conceptual hUrnal1l1st, in that the is on 
humanist is 
individual person; the 
individual case study is 
individual. 
inquiry, i.e. the in-depth of a particular 
The IS ",",," •• v ..... scientific paradigm falls predominantly within the analytical-
scientist of 
paradigm research. In al'lrl .. ",c'<" 
the other three types fall predominantly within 
multifaceted problems it is not advisable to limit 
one particular extreme mode, but one has to open up to other ways of thinlri'.,,, .. 
preferably to utilise a mixture of modes for each task. 
Although the of the biomatrix model was 
conceptual-theorist and mode of inquiry, it was 
the analytical-scientist mode inquiry and put together in an atmosphere 
realm of new 
thinking to 
and 
a 
from 
in the particular humanist were valued and accepted. Information was through personal 
observations in and engineering sciences, as well as the study of 
relevant literature, cOlnpleIIlentell the process of personal imagination the creation of novel 
and innovative and Marais 1988). It therefore aims to be a truly multi-modal 
approach, compared to the ......... ,'" analytical scientific mode. 
The following sections anr' ..... o..: some of the philosophical ideas considered to be supportive new 
paradigm research: 
2.2 Critical subjectivity 
Post-modem methodology I"Pl"lrp,"pntc:: a from objective COllSCIOllsness to 
(Reason 1988b). In beyond the split between ~_~._._ •.•. oOlleClwe to a quality 
of awareness where we do not our subjective nor to be 
swept away by it; we it to consciousness and use it as part of the inquiry n1'r.,..p,~c:: 
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Part 2: Research 
the one it is reCOglllsc::a 
Observations are not absolute relative to an nh<:~n/~r' point view; ... Observations 
fect observed so as to obliterate the nh<:~n/~r' prediction. 1972, p.l) 
On the other hand, 
recognised: 
role of subjective describer apparently objective universe to 
What we need now is the description of the "describer" or, in 
observer. (Bateson 1972, p.l) 
words, we need a theory 
This to the fundamental epistemological issue perception is a product of the functioning of 
the nervous of the by external reality (Maturana and Varela 1992); that 
not passively information but actively and creatively structures it (Tamas 
1993); it would not be possible to a description if the observer did not have the properties 
that allowed him to generate a description 1983). 
(Heron 1981, p.26-27) "'UjO;,,,,"'''''''' that one must ",nn,rp.""'j",tp. that considered view of your 
reality consulting you is a very different matter from our considered of our reality." 
is important to m and interpreting the meaning of findings. Sabelli and 
(Sabelli Carlson-Sabelli 1989) suggest we mean what we whatever we 
think we mean to say. This i .. Y""''''''''''' the importance of critical subjectivity since method which we 
use to communicate the research process is essentially one of UUl"''''~'''''''' 
2.3 Complementarity of inductive and deductive research methods 
Inductive deductive research methods are not ne(:eS!iarl ODtlosc::a to other but may be 
complementary, whereby informs deduction 
Inaumlonstarts are~p.Rr~ f~T' 
versa. Within the new paradigm, 
which are informed by his ",v~,,,, ... ,,,nt·,,, 
"1""'''''',,,, to a body data, r .... "" .. "'I'1,v re:duc:mg and the that be 
collected. UeQmmOin from the gathered data is used to modify rebuild the original theoretical 
constructs (Sowden and Keeves 1990). 
2.4 Heuristic research 
Moustakas (Moustakas 1981, p.207) heuristic research as 'approach which 
encourages an individual to discover, and methods which him to investigate further 
111Ul"''''J'''.'' Often such research proceeds without hypotheses, research or a rp~''''l'Ir(',h ... ' .... 5,.. 
Rather, emerge course other pursuits. Personal experience, intellectual, emotional and 
spiritual, be important of research. studies are often added at a late 
the process rather than at the the is not clouded by 
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pre-digested ideas. Validation may occiJr ih the form of feedback from experiences others. 
Self-inquiry inquiry of research subject are interrelated throughout the project, mutually 
informing each other (Moustakas 1981). 
2.5 Recursiveness and self-reference in scientific investigation 
Recursion to those processes which loop into themselves by forming circular ........ , ... +d·.,,'" 
patterns organisation. Recursions are, however, not a return to the same beginning, generally 
imply a new beginning at a different level ,of organisation. example, recursive cognition 
imply that an intuitive understanding a field of serves as a basis for thinking, 
which in its tum lead to insight and a deeper intuitive understanding. 
the context of .. .,.."",,,,..,·h rE·I",nr",nJPn.,.",c includes the detection,description and analysis of underlying 
patterns of organisation; a distinction between different levels of organisation; higher order feedback 
(Le. about feedb?-ck); as well as the observation of the process of observing (Le. 
sCience) (Keeney 1983). 
2.6 Wholistic or patterned knowing 
Patterns describe the interrelationship of parts that com rise pattern. A pattern is a web of 
meaning, which cannot be understood by understanding its Patterned and synthetic thinking can 
grasp meaning, while linear reductionistic thinking cannot. Often, nl.1lt'h·m can be 
extended and filled with more detailed information 1981 b). discerning of pattern or 
Gestalt as an is a scientific theory and is associated 
with intuition. It involves nelrCellVlr1Ul a phenomenon as a whole or unity (Moustakas 1981). 
2.7 Validity 
The nOl:l0I1S of absolute truth and are challenged by new paradigm research. Consequently 
issues validity and ....... " ..... as used by the classical c:!l'l,F'nT'ITII" are also challenged. 
Reason (Reason 1988a) refers to validity in the context of new paradigm research as "soundness of 
endeavours". Relative meaning, practical worth, individual and consensual judgement and 
tril.lLng111ation are to be considered in the of the 
Meaning is essentially derived from relationships between concepts as inform each other, 
whereas validity can derived in terms of dialectical opposites, logical coherence, and evaluation of 
subjective knowing. Validity associated with dialectics also to the research process itself, as a 
process engagement with the field of research (Reason 1988b). 
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3.1 The biomatrix: a holarchic and co-emerging field of 
teleons and doublets 
This chapter serves to introduce the key concepts of the biomatrix model. In a sense it an 
overview all the elements of the model, although some concepts are touched on very or 
perhaps only by way of being named. It relies strongly on the use of imagery and metaphors, in an 
to convey what is essentially a message requiring a shift in mind-set from our more 
conventional perspective on the world we live in. 
As an introduction this may seem 'dense'. concepts or areas which may not 
totally accessible at this stage are revisited at other points in this their should 
be clearer. 
This chapter may likened to the beginning a novel, at which point identity the characters 
or nature the may not be entirely clear, but where the basis interest and later 
illumination is established. 
The chapter comprises six different themes, as depicted below. 
3.1.1 
3.1.2 
.3 
3.1.4 
.5 
.6 
A field rays stars and rays and ... 
Setting the 'system' 
Fractals, holograms and 
an exercise seeing light 
fields within fields within ... 
The biomatrix: multiple perspectives on reality 
The pattern that connects: a universal meta-pattern of teleos 
cosmic layer upon layer of evolving 
3.1.7 Conclusion 
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3.1.1 A field of CO-lem4erlllin rays and stars and and ••• 
.. The essence oj the world we inhabit 
space. 
in, is that oj thread-like-processes traversing 
biomatrix model maintains that 'reality' on the one hand .... nl'l~n .. ' thread-like-entities or 
energy and information flux, traversing time space; on hand it ..... nlmnrl<:!.?'C1. 
jocalised", .. "'",,,,· or 'objects' of matter, information, material or 'objects' 
concepts). 
In all ... "i_H .... ". what our actual perception of !'!n!'!,rov and information. 
We know matter and are interchangeable (Einstein Infeld 1966), and we also know 
that information is contained in both of them (Shannon and """"""'r 1963). The are thus like 
inseparable triplets that make up everything in this 
we have coined the word that stands 
In our observation and "",""I"f-,,..11 of reality we tend to 
all, they are 
our minds. They 
things we can see 
us a sense of a 
the soil we on, the moon, the sun 
touch 
provides us 
this cohesion oelkWt:en them 
and Cloete 1990). 
the focalised 
light and 
so dear in 
earth and 
Then there are our 
loved ones, company we we vote for or against, our distinct memories 
and our of a future state. Together aU entities are of and 
eXl!lresse~d in terms of the most powerful 'objects' of them all, i.e. the symbols or words constituting 
our language. 
We can hardly imagine a world without focalised entities. Yet, all these things out of an 
underlying, more and flowing reality in time-space (Bohm 1980; Bohm and 1987; Hiley 
and 1987), a reality which comprises threads or ever-flowing meL Put differently, "we 
should assuming all we have are and From we might to 
how it is that some kinds of interaction become recursive and to stabilizing 
and reproducing themselves, generating patterned such as organizations, whilst others 
disappear completely" 1996, p.53). 
Generally we are only aware of processes by of their .u~" .... ! .. """" on the world of objects, and 
our language verbs expressing actions are characteristically attached to nouns that represent entity-
""v",''''''",, (it be noted that intransitive verbs are thus attached). all know 
too well that objects (and concepts) evolve, move, get traJllSIIOrnileO and interact in a complex 
psycho-social The question that we to ourselves are 
what are the laws of harmony for this dance? 
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Let us approach question with a metaphor. an empty dancing hall in which the 
has taken its place and has started to play. The sound waves permeate and fill up empty space: we 
can imagine the movements it might elicit from the dancers when they arrive, that there are no 
dancers, only the sound waves the As the first pair of dancers enters floor the music 
immediately acquires a 'body': we can actually 'see' with our When the subsequent dancers join 
in, the dynamics change every albeit in a very subtle way, dictated not only the music 
but also by the interaction ... "'1"."....... the dancers. In fact, if we observe the dance from behind a 
soundproof glass without hearing the music, we could at all sorts of conclusions about the 
nature of interaction between the dancers. However, should the mood or rhythm of change, 
there will be an inexplicable change dynamics of the something completely unexpected and 
unpredictable, which we could never explain without listening to the actual as well. 
In summary, 'laws' and conclusions based on observation of the interaction between entities are 
partial truths. will remain partial no matter to what extent and we study the processes of 
interaction until we become aware and acknowledge the underlying process-strands that "prTnPl'Itp 
traverse space. These prc,ce!;s-straJIlOS are the threads that connect and dynamically organise 
components of the biomatrix into a 
.. The wave-particle duality of light serves as a universal metaphor for all observations made of 
reality. 
In physics the conceptual jump towards the dual nature of light was made at the beginning of this 
It is now known that light is both particle-like and wave-like nature (Gribbin 1984; 
Feynman 1985). The implication of this is that when studying the interaction of photons (i.e. the 
of light) the observer arrives at certain conclusions and which are known to be but 
which are only partial truths. Conversely, if the wave-like or thread-like nature of light is on, 
another set of laws of dynamics is arrived at. Together, these different sets of laws make a .,.,..,.,~ .. .,.. 
truth and give us more insight. It should be noted that these two approaches require a change in both 
perspective and on part the (and the actual for that For 
example, we can observe the interaction of photons from a and arrive at a 
description the dynamics or logic the process. This is often referred to as a "process approach", 
i.e. implying that we are focusing on the interaction between and changes within a group or system of 
particles. The fact is, until we re-assess our mind-set and means of observation, we will be unable to 
observe its wave-like nature. It is only once we have made a conceptual jump and followed this 
through in real world, that we there is dynamics as well. This is the dynamics 
wave-like entities extended as a field in space and giving to another kind of behaviour (Gribbin 
1984). For example, on a macroscopic scale afield of gravity and existence of a warped space-
was postulated Einstein (Einstein and lnfeld 1966). described warped space-time as a field 
engulfing all matter and intlluellcirlg the of interaction between but at 
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The biomatrix: 
same time same objects (Clarke 1979). The v."' ..... ,,. <>n."·n!~ ... 1'1 is an 
attempt at aC~JlO'Wle~aglmg 
traversing the """"VJ<.''''''''' 
nh" .... "it'li... a universal field of waves or web of Dr()cess-threa(1s 
Ds"cn'O-SIOCl:al domain. It requires first, and foremost, a re-:shapm,li!: our 
mind-set, and the 
as a core concept in the 
in due course. It is noteworthy that the term 
<:V<:TPn,<: literature (Robbins and Oliva 1982). 
not <on"" .. ", .. 
• The process-threads (waves) and the focalised entities (particles, objects or C01lcel'JISJ are co-
emergent; i.e. come about in a mutually created and mutually sustained way. 
Let us return to of floor. There actually comes a when the dancers 
oeC:OITle so Imrnersea they start to take part in it. Something very ordinary, but at the 
same start to sing in harmony with the - ____ •• 1 create 
emerges her own some more in tune than 
and now SOInel)OCIY comes up with a completely .li1"tpl",F'nt which, if it is 
'good', spreads amc)ng At point we can actually switch the 
participants have bec:oITle both the dancers and the musicians. dancer 
the dancers have 'stars', each shining forth according to own nature. of 
co-emergence, field and the thing, of the rays and the star, is completed. 
3.1.2 Setting free: an exercise in seeing the light 
• The biomatrix is interrelated web of process-threads and focalised entities that constitute all 
living and ... n'~_""""'CT things in the universe. 
The universe is thus viewed as a complex web of process-threads stretching in 
conceivable direction, 
space. It should 
the entities that we generally refer to as objects or are dispersed in 
symbols and 
(Le. conceptual process-
are actually situated at the 
that this is equally true for conceptual 
even laws conceptual entities) as opposed to our 
we a closer look at these entities we see 
COilceptual or physical) where the prCICe!iS-lnreaas l'nt'v"I"O'P become dense. These 
orclces;s-threaas densely cluster together as en1:ItI(~s are of the interactions 
if they are <>"' .. "',.. ... £'1 to a point in space. When we 
each of tum rise to its own 
a web or network of interwoven 
certain and rise to the focalised en1:Itlf~S or 
and create new (see Figure 2). 
look it becomes apparent that 
'radiating' into 
"' ... r·n ........ dense at 
tum shine forth 
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Turning our mind's eye stars to the 
renders metaphor, that 
the fishennan's net. Always bearing in mind the 
limitations of metaphors, the web can depicted 
as a fishennan's net: connecting 
process-threads the knots the 
focalised (see 3). 
The web aU process-threads and 
focalised is referred to as the biomatrix 
(Jaros Cloete 1987). It is derived from the 
concept of bios that indicates totality of 
life within universe, and of matrix, Latin 
womb (in the sense a space which 
processes take fonn). 
We believe that it is possible to 
universal patterns within the of as 
perceived by It is those pattenls 
which are universally applicable to all parts of the 
web, a meta-pattern is holographic and 
fractal-like, that we attempt to depict within the 
biomatrix. 
• are fields (or clusters) of process-
threads, and doublets are fields (or clusters) of 
teleons. 
Upon closer inspection of the net 
analogy, strings turn out to comprise even 
smaller strands, in a similar fashion as strands 
in a rope of thinner 
em;lOiseu in thread. The or 
Figure 3: Afishennan's net as metaphor for 
the biomatrix 
that keeps all the ,-' .. · ... "'1'1« is the 
frictional forces between the strands. What keeps the processes in biomatrix together turns out to 
a shared function, goal and/or purpose. In biomatrix tenninology, these concepts are collectively 
referred to as teleos (Greek for (Cloete and Jaros 1994). Teleos is probably the most important 
COIlcelDt that serves as primary means of demarcating and 'grasping' such a collective of 
a teleos all constitute collective are 
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aimed at the same 15""''''''1' in conceptual space (Figure 4). such, clustered 
process-threads resemble arrows or vectors in conceptual space. 
Figure 4: A cluster of process strands in teleos space 
In biomatrix terminology teleonomically clustered process-threads are referred to as teleons and 
constitute one of the two primary classes of systems the biomatrix (Cloete and 1989; 
and It is partly of their they are referred to as 
but there is an<)tnc~r reason why the name is appropriate. means to reach out 
or teleons stretch I'\pT1WP"n two or more levels 
in the space. The part of the word teleon is meant to ... s"' ... ,&' .. the existence these 
teleos-related process-threads as autonomous systems in their own right. teleon as a system is 
depicted symbolically in Figure 5. 
v"''''u,'''''' entities' are ,..". .. ,,,,t,,.r1 the vector-
like teleons cluster around a focal point of 
attraction. The metaphor we choose to use is that 
a tree. Both the and roots of a tree 
ro~~etller at the trunk acts as a node 
of attraction or focus for them. The 
system of the roots and that of the 
represent two fields, reaching inwards TOU"!:IJr'"iC! 
the centre of the earth and reaching outwards 
towards the respectively. roots are thus 
Figure 5: A symbolic depiction of the teleon 
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Figure 6: doublet as a tree-like field ofteleons 
downward looking vectors and IJU'''''''''''''", upward lVV''''"j,l''. vectors 1''''1''1''1''111'1'0 two major fields, the 
endo- and exo-fields respectively. Indeed, tree is like "Janus-faced holon" of A,""",","'U"" 
(Koestler 1978). Within the trunk there are cohesive forces that pull branches and the roots 
together into a whole, which is referred to as the centro-field. It turns out that the focalised-field-like-
entities within the are like the tree with its endo, exo and centro fields of teleons (see Figure 
To highlight the important duality between the exo and fields we chose name doublet 
(Jaros and 1987). 
The doublet represents other primary class of systems in the bloma'trIx Originally the term 
doublet was intended to describe the tendency of all these systems to comprise a bipolar field of 
teleons, or two clusters of teleons, teleons 'aimed at' its inner environment (the endo-
teleons or endo-teleons) those 'aimed its outer environment (the teleons 
or exo-teleons) (Jaros and Cloete 1987). Subsequently dualities within the doublet were 
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hollH'cblic and field doublets 
also recognised and a third field was added, namely the centro-jield. It refers to those teleons that are 
actually 'aimed at' the same doublet from which it originates, thus 'aimed at' itself. Conceptually this 
third field belongs to another plane of abstraction (the exo- and endo-fields are both in the vertical 
plane, whereas the centro-field is in the horizontal plane), and not detract from the dual-field-
like nature associated with the doublet. Another very important dual field was subsequently added, 
namely that of the exo-tapping-teleons and the endo-tapping-teleons, the teleos of both these clusters 
being to facilitate the 'Hnking up with', or 'tapping of, available fields teleons in the outer 
inner environment of 
conceptual 
doublet respectively. The doublet as a composite-field-like i;:Vi;:ltPn'l 
is depicted in Figure 7. 
It must be noted that the doublet is not equivalent to the trunk of the tree in metaphor but 
the entire tree. As the roots and the out from the trunk to varying extent it is 
in 
to 
difficult to define where the boundary of the tree In the case the roots there are micro-roots that 
Figure 7: The doublet as a composite-field-like in 
conceptual space 
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A contextual 1'\P1I'c"", ... ti\,,,, on biomatrix 
can stretch out to distances without revealing existence to naked eye. are, 
however, part of the doublet the tree. In the biomatrix, the doublets are ensembles ofteleons. A 
doublet comprises more than just the we see, as it includes the field of orolces:ses 
reaching out from them. Thus we can say that the biomatrix, like the fisherman's net, consists entirely 
process systems, the teleons and focalised fields of teleons, i.e. the doublets. From this point 
of view, Heraclitus' notion of "everything flows" is supported by the biomatrix. 
Associated with a doublet there always is a nucleus that provides the point of attraction or focus 
serves as a for 'self or ·whole'. Ultimately, it is the nucleus which to the 
as an autonomous and 
integrated It represents 
the organisational princi-
and values the of 
teleons (together referred to as the 
field of ethos). At this point 
tree analogy fans short, except 
that one could, from a causal 
point of view, the 
original seed to be analogous to 
its nucleus. image of a double 
spiral the exo and endo 
teleonic encircling a 
of focus (i.e. the nucleus) is 
perhaps a more apt metaphor at 
point (see Figure 8). 
Figure 8: A double spiral encircling an attractor as metaphor 
for the doublet 
A core body or centro.-body may emerge from the interacting fields in the doublet 
densification as depicted in Figure 9). The core is perceived as a discrete 
the area of 
entity in 
space (conceptual or physical). In case of living V'lSI'"U,3JU" core body represents its anatomical 
whereas in social one may associate it the physical premises of an orJl(amlsation 
the headquarters of a business organisation, the region of a city or an entire 
country). The important point which emphasis is the that one should not mistake the core-
body for the In other words, the and discrete core should not be confused with 
the entire field-like which it arises, which comprises a vast field of teleons (Le. 
processes) reaching into an outer- and inner space. 
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The biomatrix: a holarchic and 
Figure 9: The core body of the doublet as an emergent entity with discrete 
boundaries 
are thus two types of complementary systems in biomatrix: teleons and doublets. 
Both are process-based in the sense that they a cluster or of in the 
case of the doublet the is focalised in space around its ethos-related nucleus and may give to 
an emergent core body, analogous to a star and its circular field of rays stretching across the universe, 
Wh,,.rpl~<': in the of a field is focalised in terms of its teleos, stretching like an 
arrow or bundle of light across space (pretty much like a bundle of laser sharing the same 
frequency). These two of are and co-creating. That is to say, a 
emerges from associated and but viewed 
level of organisation, a teleon from interaction between In our 
fisherman's web metaphor the threads actually emerge out of the interaction between the ... v,,,n,", 
doublets. 
Although ''''.'"'''11'' and doublets are co-emerg:ent they both display properties that are not 
its complementary OOllOU~t is thus from the sum total of of 
interacting teleons, teleon is from sum total its doublets. 
yet again to our metaphor: the knots are not the threads and the threads are not the 
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on biomatrix 
• boundaries of the doublets and the teleons 
Classically, when we refer to a we draw boundaries, even "''''''''j¥' we acknowledge the 
openness of systems. In fact, it is which 1'1",1, .... ·., """,e",", (Bailey 1995). 
In the instance of both teleons and doublets we are not ....... 4 .... '1'\ at all. is 
a gradual distinction between the c:",c:'r",m emllr()nnlen.t, more glow surrounding a light 
source. It is not so much a matter of deltmllllg a uv ......... w. 
area that is being 'lit' by its asS:OCllate:d 
of the ~xposure of the 'lens' through which the 
for a doublet is always its focalised nucleus (i.e. its shared 
focal area and 
extent of this area depends on the 
at it The point departure 
which lends it an identity and 
ultimately serves to demarcate it as an entity (or system). Likewise, in the case of a teleon it would be 
focalised teleos. 
In addition to the boundaries being 
diffuse, they are also fuzzy. The fields 
of the respective systems within the 
biomatrix overlap (not unlike the glow 
the stars) and are analogous to 
membership functions as defined m 
logic (McNeill 1993). It should be 
noted that fuzziness of reality is a 
natural phenomenon rather than a result 
of our ignorance about it" (Sushil 1997, 
Interacting systems share a 
common or more appropriately. 
'1.V'1.tpn1'1. interact by virtue of the fact that 
overlap (to a 
extent).2 The bounda-
systems in the biomatrix overlap 
in a fundamental sense, which is 
qualitatively different from defining 
with discrete boundaries inter-
acting with one another across their 
( 
:''''''ICAc. T.t~ Cr Fl'£'I,..I)S 
(3Q1.1AJDI'I'It;!;ES o..-ElC/..i!P) 
boundaries (see Figure 10). Figure 10: Field-like overlapping of doublets A and B 
2 This is not unlike the notion of interaction at a distance between entities as 
interaction by virtue of a shared field of space-time, as envisaged in the general theory 
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On examination a fisherman'S net one realises that knots are and it 
is difficult to say their DOlmoarl~es are or whether have any at strings 
belonging to one knot 'reach towards knots, it is difficult to one 
ends and the next one The LJY"uu,\U of the knots are thus fuzzy, not discrete. An even 
more 'illuminating' for the of the knot boundary is a shining star seen at a 
from which rays seem to emanating in aU directions and into space 
differing distances. Looking at the 'stars' we have to to see them not as points of 
light, but to focus on or field which surrounds them, reaching into infinity. 
or fieid the relative boundlessness of the doublet and its teleons. 
3.1.3 Fractals, holograms and holarchies: fields within fields within ••• 
• The pattern of the biomatrix resembles that 
a particular doublet within the biomatrix is expanded in more detail we find that it actually 
a multitude of smaller doublets within its similar to fractal patterns 1987). 
There are doublets within doublets, referred to as endo or sub-doublets relative to the doublet of 
focus. the doublet focus belongs to a more encompassing doublet, supra-doublet. 
same is true if we to focus on a 
teleon the biomatrix: we 
find that it sub-tel eons and at the 
same time it participates in a supra-teleon. 
Due to fuzzy nature of both doublets and 
"''''YU,". they may in belong to more 
one supra-doublet or -teleon at the same time. 
In addition to this repetition of the same 
structure within ever finer levels 
distinction within biomatrix is also 
another type of embedding of we 
were to a teleon, we find not only its 
sub-teleons, but also a of doublets 
participating in its processes. These are 
.. ""t.F' .... ~·rI to as the participating sul)-doultllelts 
of the teleon. Similarly the under 
focus may in tum in a number 
of doublets. The complementary pattern 
doublets and teleons repeats its 
at all areas of focus within the 
biomatrix, no matter how small or how large, 
analogous to some fractal patterns 
11). Figure 11: fractal-like configuration 
biomatrix 
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.. The biomatrtx is holarchically organised 
The hierarchical structure of nature and its 
systems is widely acknowledged in systems 
theory (Wilby 1994). Wholes (or systems) 
cluster together'to form wholes (or 
supra-systems) and so forth, to a 
root-like structure or hierarchy (Kline 1995, 
p.108). For atoms cluster to 
molecules, molecules living cens, 
the together the the 
organisms a society etc. (see Figure This 
is classically referred to as a 
hierarchy. The biomatrix this concept a 
few further. the 
Figure 12: 
concept a holarchy (Koestler basically rpt,,.rr!in to the 
classical pyramidal hierarchy of 
systems 
that there are holons (his term for 
a system comprising sub-systems and participating in a supra-system) within hoions, making up 
We would like to the use of the term but a different reason. 
A symmetrical 'hierarchy' of fields 
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It turns out that the within the biomatrix is much like a .v"" ...... , ... It is not only a 
simple root-like structure, but actually contains mirror-like properties (referred to in as the 
principle of symmetry), giving to a complete tree with the hierarchy its roots mirroring that of 
its branches. 'hierarchy' biomatrix thus expands in both directions, relative to the point of 
the observer Figure 13). addition to its mirroring properties, the 'levels' of the 
'hierarchy' within biomatrix are not always hard and Intermediate levels can actually be 
'skipped', rise to a new 'hierarchy' where a very 'low' level directly links up with a very 'high' 
level. This is a direct consequence of the fields all doublets matter how or how big) 
potentially 'stretching into all regions of the biomatrix (the infinitely small and the infinitely large). It 
is a sense analogous to the holographic plate where a very small section the plate potentially 
provides the same holographic picture as any other larger section. notion of reality is supported 
by the holographic paradigm in science (Wilber 1982). The holographic nature of reality is perhaps 
explained tnrjcmf<m the metaphor of the wild fig tree (considered to be a holy tree in India). At 
points within branches it forms roots drooping down towards the earth, and each of 
these points a tree in its entirety. It is a tree within a tree (see Figure 14). The 
'hierarchy' not firmly 'grounded': some parts it hang in and repeat 
the same pattern it is in a sense a very dynamic, 'distributed' and relative For all 
aforementioned reasons we prefer to it a holarchy (i.e. referring to its holographic nature). 
Figure 14: tree as me'tapitlor for the hnli .... '·hu 
3.1.4 The biomatrix: multiple perspectives on reality 
matrix of and teleons their relationships forms a rather complex configuration 
we to the real world. Building a conceptual of the world 'out there' always a 
exercise, no matter to what extent we try to justify an objective approach. ... .... ,~.''''vu as 
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to what we want to model is our first ""."""'i"n, .. choice. is followed by a decision as to from what 
we wish to model the thing under nhC~I>"'J"'t1 and to what level of detail. This is in a sense 
analogous to an artist deciding what to paint and then deciding what is to 
, 
used. Realism, expressionism and .. U,;:'Ll" ... same thing but with 
."''''w ..... depending on the personal .... ""·t ... ·"''I''I,,,1>1:: own style and also 
In the end, no matter how it, the proof of the pudding is in its 
l;i.nl"nI>1'hIl"IO for us, or it does not It is stand in front of a painting and it 
meaningful and enriches our perception and 
approach is something in-between a technical 
it in either direction. 
things, or it is not. The biomatrix 
and a work of art; the scope is there to explore 
biomatrix potentially contains all those aspects of a that we consider to be primary and 
universal. are: its ethos, teleos, process, dynamic organisation (intended and 
and the substance (mei). All these things pertain to difl:erelnt aspects of the same system(s), 
while distinctions in the perception and mind some of them having 
more an objective reality than others. It is easier to agreement and thereby 
11",~rr",,,, of objectivity on something like the structure or anatomy of a human being, than to 
aglreeimeillt on an individual's ethos (Le. values and 
important or meanlng1ul than the other. 
not mean the one is more 
The maintains that our personal 'reality' both a "constitutive ontology", 
where are brought into being by being distinguished, as well as a "transcendental ontology", 
which assumes access to a true reality (Mingers 1997). It is that reality should be looked at 
from as many as possible, always retaining a balance oet'wecm is objective and 'known for 
a fact' , and that which is subject to our own personal perceptions 
viewed as a multi-dimensional matrix of all aspects of systems The biomatrix 
and their 
....... , ...... ,'''''''1:'". The biomatrix model provides to approach and 
perspectives, the What is 
painted only in bold strokes, capturing its 
essence with to certain parts or aspects in may be likened 
to coloured light through a multicoloured lighting a single colour at a 
time and this onto a conceptual map. We could for instance light up mei flow within the 
matrix, thereby J .... U' .... U"~ at the fields from a pure mei perspective. This would effectively foreground 
and trace all the flow between the doublets, i.e. look at what is _________ • flowing in space. 
Alternatively we can look at a meta-pattern, a pattern of patterns of flow. In mS1tanc;e we actually 
of abstraction, look at the mei 
namely that 
40 
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ofteleos super-imposed on the pattern ofmei flow. We consider this to be one of the most meaningful 
and insightful projections to be made within the biomatrix. It is indeed "the pattern which connects ... " 
(Bateson 1985, p.20). In fact, it is from this teleonomic projection that the exo-, endo-, centro- and 
tapping-teleons of the doublet were derived. 
3.1.5 The pattern that connects: a u.niversal meta-pattern of teleos 
Pre-empting possible criticism with regard to a teleological approach based purely on religious 
notions (i.e. teleology), creationism or anthropomorphism, it should be noted that the concept of 
teleos within the biomatrix is more widely defined. Teleos refers to any attractor or preferred state 
(in conceptual space) towards which the state of a system tends to be attracted or dynamically 
organised. It either emerges from the system and is being observed (abstracted) or is intended 
(projected onto the system). A system is considered to be attracted towards a preferred state if it 
persists under different prevailing conditions in its present state, or persists to progress towards a 
particular future state (or end-state). Whenever a system exhibits the aforementioned properties it is 
said to be teleos-related. The overall concept of teleos is inclusive of and depicts a range of concepts 
in the same class: i.e. purpose, mission, ideal, goal, objective, strange attractor (as in chaos theory) 
and function. 
Let us make a brief exploration of this meta-pattern of teleos. It is essentially a 'linking' of the 
individual doublets within the biomatrix. For the purpose of this discussion let us assume Do (our 
doublet of focus) is a human-being (i.e. Dh).3 
3 In order to avoid confusion and to facilitate discussion we have designed a shorthand notation: 
It For doublets a subscript defmes the relative level at which the doublet is considered to be located and the 
parenthesis identifies the particular doublet either by number or name. 
It Therefore Do is a doublet situated at the chosen level of reference. D.h D.2• D-N are subdoublets relative to 
the doublet of focus. For example D.l (cell) denotes a cellular subdoublet considered to reside on level (-1) 
relative to the human doublet Do (human), and D.2 (molecule) is a molecular subdoublet considered to reside 
on level (-2) relative to the human doublet. Likewise Dh D2, ~ are supradoublets. For example Dl (family) 
denotes the family supradoublet considered to reside on level I relative to the human doublet, and D2 
(society) denotes the societal supradoublet considered to reside on level (2) relative to the human doublet. 
This notation may be further shortened. For example D human denotes a human doublet and by implication 
resides on the level of human organisms. 
Footnote continued on next page. 
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Let us on teleonic field 
in its outer en'{Ir()DnleOlt, with the enClo-tele~C)DS 
the societal doublet and 
ntf'TnI"neirrntina the human doublet, i.e. 
S-+ b (see 15). Such an endo-teleon could, 
for example be the teleon for food production or 
the teleon for provision of knowledge within 
society. 
However, it is one for a teleonic field to 
or teleonic field 
another another thing for it to be 
fully assimilated the doublet of focus (thus 
being integrated with its own field). This 
requires an act 
doublet of 
on the part of the 
as an intentional or 
autonomic ..... r',.. ... '''' T'aplping teleons are depicted 
by a vector which starts at origin, taps 
another field returns to its origin. 
An example this would To ..... 1 ..... 0 through 
which the human internalises through 
her own actions what is offered by the 
societal endo-teleonic field. For such an 
internalisation it is that one has the 
ability and desire to do so. these endo-
teleons to be within the human 
doublet, some sort has to be 
15: The endo-field 'O"i" .. ,' .. O within 
the outer environment 
16: Tapping into the external 
environment 
• For teleons the subscript denotes the direction or route of the tel~mIiIC 'vector': Le. the level (or doublet) 
42 
from which the teleon onl~mfltes Md the level (or doublet) it is directed at. Tendo 5-+ b is M endoteleon 
from the societal aimed at the humM level. In this case one knows that the societal level is higher thM 
the humM level Md th ...... !"n' .... the teleon is M endoteleon. In the relative Texo _I .... 0 is an exoteleon 
from a level below the aimed at the reference level. exo nature of the teleon is evident 
from the fact that the teleon is directed from a lower (-1) to a higher level (0). 
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effected, as an intentional or autonomic process. at very to use 
our hands, open our mouths and swallow in order to assimilate food 'on in our outer-
environment Figure 16). Similarly the search for and being receptive to knowledge requires 
some attunement or 
Tapping can also completely n""",,,, .. For example, our cells also absorb energy sun through 
endo-teleon originating at level of the solar system and reaching out towards the molecular 
level. In instance it by virtue an attunement between our solar 
spectrum; however, it is a 'tapping' comes about through an attunement to window of 
on a molecular level. 
In aU examples the process entails a tapping into teleonic field originating within the 
external of doublet. It referred to as an exo-tapping teleon and depicted as 
foHows (see Figure 18): T-exo-tap~ 1 .... 0. 
18: The exC~-tal::mnl!l teleonic field Figure 17: exo-teleonic 
Let us now focus on the eX()-[eleO'filC field on:gm:atll1tg from our individual and eXltenalI1lg into his outer 
environment, i.e. the 17): 0 .... J. This field of teleons the 
individual's to his outer environment, example, being productive at giving to 
...... J .... '". person, building a house, or planting a tree. 
This .... ""r .... ' ........ " ..... field is tapped, but time from level of ""r· .... '" inwards (i.e. 11,"j~t".T~·f'I at 
its members). teleons are ..... ti!"ITE't1 to as enclo-tapplIllg teleons 19): -enaO-taD I .... 0 .... 1· 
example, an employer not only 'employs', but to tap into full potential each employee. 
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Figure 19: The endo-tapping teleonic field in 
society 
Likewise society actively taps into the resources of its individual members through a variety of 
institutions. 
The teleonic field which maintains the identity and integrity of a doublet as a distinct entity is referred 
to as the centro-teleonic field. This field constitutes the centro-teleons. A centro-teleon originates at 
the doublet offocus and refers back to itself (see Figure 20): T-centro 0 .... o. 
CEIVT~O-T£LEDAl.XC FIE!:::!> 
Figure 20: The centro-teleonic field 
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In the human are the prClces,ses which create and maintain a sense of self and 
which lend us an ---"---J which is distinct our neighbour. It all those processes 
which are at our inner the cells) nor our outer environment (i.e. the 
society in which we participate), but rather at or the an I nfl, "n", of 
central nervous perform this role, processes of self·reflection and self-preservation. 
This is also the field in which our selfishness is enacted. For instance, we may consume food not 
because we are hungry or because we participate in a social activity, but our own personal 
enjoyment. nervous may 'make a (either consciously or unconsciously) to put 
certain danger, or fellow of society for that in order to preserve 
integrity of individuaL For us human the is the act 
becoming self-conscious. 
Let us now 
teleonic field 
permeates 
on the inner environment the human-being·doublet, and start with the endo-
at the cells within body (see Figure 21): T-endo h .... c. This field of teleons 
environment of outer environment of the 
doublets. It is telc~onomICall) 
therefore also 
of the cells. For it is the process of providing 
oxygen to 
cells. This 
fact that the 
mei, but 
advocate could 
removal 
but at the same 
point illustrates a principle of the teu~onomlc 
of the arrows or ,"',""v,,':> is not determined direction of the flow 
by the direction of its 
argue that the 
is a matter of 
21: 
teleos in the conceptual teleonomic space. The 
of the production of carbon-dioxide and its " ... ,""' ... , ...... ''''". 
the needs of the trees in our environment and that the 
endo-teleonic field 
doublet 
to the human 
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arrow therefore points up towards the environment rather than down towards the cells. Whenever in 
doubt about the direction of a teleon, 
as to possible teleos it may serve. 
its governance and from this position draw conclusions 
case of the removal of carbon-dioxide, the process is 
regulated in such a way that it maintains the 
regulatory are situated the inner 
within the within very narrow levels. The 
lrolrunent and certainly not the outer environment of 
the doublet. It thus appears that the regulatory 'concern' is in this instance cells participating in 
the inner-environment certainly not the trees in the outer environment of the .... v •• u ... ' •• 
The cells also have to tap their outer environment through an exo-tapping teleon (see 22): T-
exo-tap c-+ 11-+ c. example, the process of taking oxygen from the blood depends, an1longst other 
processes, on an 
barrier the core body 
transportation process (initiated from within the celJ) across the cellular 
cellular doublet). 
cells in their tum also 
Figure 23): 
22: bxC,-tatmIn fields of cellular doublets in 
human doublet 
things available to the body at large, i.e. their eXG.-Iel 
c-+ 11· For eX~lmt>le, the secretion hormones, the release of 
food SUllStlIDc:es, and the mechanical COlltr~lctllon of muscle cells contributes to the functioning 
our bodies as a whole. 
its tum, the org;anllsm has to tap into fields of referred to as endo-tapping-field of 
teleons Figure T -endo-tap 11-+ c-+ 11. example, we into the contractile potential of our 
muscular in the act of walking, we also tune into the electro-chemical activity of cells 
all our processes, becoming in the process. Thinking is largely 
an intentional 'switching on' of the and tuning into or 'listening-in' on the inner 'conversation' 
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emerging from the level of the brain cells. The body also chooses to suppress the contribution some 
cells and favour those of others, for instance the development of particular innate skills and the 
relative under-utilisation of others. 
Figure Exo-teleonic field of cellular doublets 
human doublet 
to 
24: Endo-tapping field of the human doublet 
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Figure . Teleonic fields 
the doublet 
Figure fields Orllgtn:lltll1lg from 
outside and inside the doublet 
The following expression ....... " ........ all the ."'."'v.... originating the doublet and 
un '~""L""" at its immediate internal and external environments as well as itself (N ...... , .... '~ .. nr'" any relative 
level of organisation) Figure 25): 
T 0-+ -N, N, 0 == T -centro 0-+ 0 + T -endo O-+.N + T -exo 0-+ N + T -endo-tap 0-+ .N-+ 0 + T -exo-tap 0-+ N-+ 0 
48 
following, on the 
another level 
hand, are all the teleons directed at the doublet of focus but originating 
26): 
0+ 0-+ N + T -exo-tap ·N-+ O-+.N 
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The idealised teleonomic pattern or projection of flux in biomatrix constitutes an integration 
of both the aforementioned patterns (see 27). 
27: idealised teleonomic 
projection of mei flux in the biomatrix 
Some tel,e0I1S actually span more than two levels the biomatrix, true ..... ' ....... '" to 
concept of a teleon as an independent thread-like-entity in its own as opposed to a mere process 
of interaction between two entities, and justifying the name signifying something that reaches out far. 
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Such a supra-teleon may be depicted as follows: T-endo N-> 1-> 0.... _I. This endo-teleon spans at least 
four levels of organisation with the relative level of focus represented b~ (0). 
nutrition and education ..... "v.,,,, are both "',...""'" ... '" ... ....,' .. 11-11 ..... of such a mUIlU'-le"e 
In first instance is produced on an ecological (planetary) level, it is processed 
endo-teleon. 
distributed 
on the societal level, gets COIllsurned by the individual and finally ends up within individual cell as 
metabolised substances: ecologica1-> society-> individual-> cell (see Similarly knowledge is 
created on a global level, gets 1T1t.~rnlrPt~·rI sc:reened and distributed wi{hin the society, is taught to the 
individual and on. a cellular induces a change of the brain-cell configuration which leads to an 
altered memory and understanding. 
28: Multi-levelled endo-teleonic chains of 'provision' 
It should be emphasised that the as depicted in teleonomic projection of is an 
idealised teleos. reality many of the processes do not map onto this 
teleonomic pattern in a one-to-one basis. other words, many real-life are a combination of 
different teleons on the idealised pattern. does however, not detract from usefulness 
pattern. In this sense, teleons are analogous to primary colours, in that most ._~ .... '" colours 
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are a combination of the primary colours with some being closer to one the primaries than 
others. In reality. though, our knowledge of the primary colours gives us tremendous insight into the 
colours we observe around us, both in terms of their analysis and their synthesis. 
3.1.6 The cosmic experience: layer upon layer evolving 
It is often meaningful to make further distinctions within the web the biomatrix, based on the 
different qualities inherent in the different layers of theweh, and also to take into account 
evolution. Instead of viewing biomatrix as a single web of teleons and doublets, we may in 
Q1stm~;Ul!m parallel webs with each one comprising its own levels and unique holarchy. Although they 
are separate holarchies, these webs do in fact intermingle and are attached at certain points or whole 
areas, not unlike a multi-layered patch-work of webs. The distinction to made is that between 
a naturo-sphere and a The naturo-sphere pertains to the whole of nature, excluding man 
and all man-created institutions, whereas the socio-sphere pertains to human beings and 
their ass:ocllate:d "'l"'PT'~""TC: (physical as well as conceptual), inclusive of society at large. A further 
distinction can be made within socio-sphere between cultural, technological, and 
political spheres. An additional distinction may made between a physico-sphere and bio-sphere, 
respectively referring to inanimate and animate things. 
: ·1 
·1 ~1 
, '/" 
'::+ , .. \ 
, 
"I 
Figure 29: Parallel and interacting holarchies 
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One may imagine the process of evolution as a process whereby a new web with ................... emergent 
attaches itself onto 'vacant' areas of the pre-existing web, and gradually its own 
In some L ..... ""'."' ..... it may even expand over the pre-existing web and attach itself to 
additional points of 29). Although may be many points attachment which 
are shared, they retain own respective holarchies qualities. The evolution of life from the 
original physico-sphere is a good case in point; thus the distinction of organic (and biology) 
as opposed to chemistry (and physics). The advent gave rise to radically fonns of 
matter and new 'laws'. Similarly the advent of human artefacts changed the the planet; the 
socio-sphere (inclusive the technological sphere) reached the point where it interacts with vast 
areas of the naturo-web even changes it in a way, though not always for the better. The 
challenge is to evolve sustainable (Starik and Rands 1995). 
3.1. 7 Conclusion 
The concept of a complementary pair of systems in the biomatrix, namely .""."''' .. ,. .. , and doublets, 
introduces a novel systems theory. We fully acknowledge the 
always been (i.e. and relationship n"T'lIJ ... ~n 
theory has 
systems and within 
within systems theory systems (i.e. or process-based l'Inr'rn~i:U:' 
emphasises even the primary role by"''''''''''''''''' point for 
observer. However, we are of the opinion notion of a a new dimension to 
process-based approach, in the sense that it fully acknowledges the fact processes do not merely 
manifest as a transformation of 'entities', but actually have an objective existence as thread-like 
entities traversing space (Jaros and Cloete 1990; Cloete and Jaros 1994). is in a way analogous 
to introducing a wave, and a of wave dynamics into systems theory. In addition 
to the notion of a wave we retain the COflcelot instance it is viewed as a 
focalised-jield-like entity (i.e. the doublet). 
'particle', but in 
ogc'thl,r the teleons aOUIDlets serve as a '"'v ....... "' ... "'u-
tary couple of svs'tem,s. thereby aCJlillowu:agmg complementary nature of reality (analogous to 
wave-particle duality in physics). We thus respect and endeavour to integrate the 'objects' as 
well as process-threads of this world, putting both on an equal footing so to speak. 
The UU,J'UUICU serves as a useful COIlce1Ptuai map or model within which the observer can explore 
dual nature The teleonomic within the provides a meta-pattern of 
teleos we is universally true for aU systems. it constitutes a 
abstraction of the underlying teleos in the which could serve as a means 
understanding and gaining more into systems and their 'problems'. At same 
time it serves as a means of interdisciplinary study communication by providing a 
comprehensive, but relatively simple, framework of our multi-faceted human condition and the 
universe which we live. 
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3.2 Symmetry, complementary pairs and the emerging 
middle: universal es within the biomatrix 
chapter elaborates on nature the biomatrix model by exploring <1SI)It;;I;LS of 
or~(anlisatiol1lal structure and its implications, namely the concepts of symmetry, complementary pairs, 
tapping, the middle', dynamic equilibrium and co-evolution. These principles essentially 
share common theme of a 'complementary and symmetrical duality '. Some 
have been introduced in the previous chapter are re-explored here, albeit in a 
concepts that 
context. 
3.2.1 Symmetrically organised complementary pairs 
3.2.2 Tapping: a pre-requisite for being 61 
3.23 A triple, three-levelled distinction: outer environment, the self and the 
environment 
3.2.4 Dynamically balanced pairs: a cosmic balancing act 
3 Co-evolution and the emerging middle: betwixt and between the 'heavens' 
the 'seas' 
65 
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3.2.1 Symmetrically 
...... &U"' ...... complementary pairs 
At the heart the UiumaU1X is premise that 
complementary processes and to a common 
complementarity that "v ... "" ...... "", more) 
reflective and recursive is related to the concept 
is a symmetrical organisation of 
The principle of 
prolces:ses ron.ur'Tlna in a mutually 
(Sabelli 
1989), These 'opposites' are COJISIClenld to belong to mutually m[(~ra!epe:nal;:nt, not .u .. " ......... " exclusive, 
poles. The symmetrical Orj~anllsa.tlOn, in conceptual space, of complementary is referred to as 
the principle of symmetry in biomatrix. We believe that the svrnmlerrlca complementary 
configuration of processes (and structures) exists both in an ePllste:m()IO:!UCal in an ontological 
.AA ..... ~.U in the mind of the in an epistemological sense as a dual sense. In other words, it 
observer and in an 'V"V!,>''''''''' sense as inherent in the nature of in cosmos. 
The .. """" .... ",." .. 
dynamically-coupled c:v~:tennc: 
f<,,,I.l'U.,,.,UVU of systems in the tllomatrlx is supported by the concept of 
and environment are 
interpreted as the two, d}'ltlanrnc;all) "VI",U'''''''' parts of a system"; and "the 
result is two systems the dynamics of each one has a on the dynamics of the 
other. When the first moves through its state space, it changes the state space of 
the second system, the changed dynamics of the second "'V"'''''TTl will in tum change the state 
space topology of the first and so on" (Keijzer and Bem 1996, 
Let us explore some of 
fundamental aspect of the 
symmetrically organised complementary pairs in order to elucidate this 
model: 
The most basic cOlnpientlellltat'Y pair is directly related to the distinction based on the inside and 
outside of a c:vc::tenrl. 
this follows the "'.",.,.,."'". 
distinction 
inputs and outputs a 
system, i.e. the 
flowing across the 
boundaries into and out 
the system. An 
of an approach 
relies strongly on this 
distinction is that 
cybernetic 
approach 
Ultimately 
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3: A contextual nl':r'l:nl',ctl1~1': on biomatrix conlcer:ltc; 
between input and output of mei may be traced to the fact that an open system the mei flow 
happens in a continuous spatial sense. In other words mei transformed within a system, 
although it may be temporarily stored within the or environment, it ultimately crosses 
system's boundaries transformed. short: (in the form matter, information or 
'pure crosses boundaries of a system as a continual flux the inside out and from the 
outside In the biomatrix a distinction is made between the input output processes t'nlmn"'~'ln<r 
the field oro,ces:ses associated with a doublet. The of mei flow is considered to be symmetrical 
in sense the mei flows inwards as well as outwards relative to the inner and outer environment 
of the doublet. It complementary in the sense that it is a mutually interdependent flow of mei; the 
one can not manifest indefinitely without being complemented the other. This is supported by the 
fact that energy can not be created or destroyed, 
and space is continuous, i.e. can not 'jump' 
from one point in space to another (at not 
on the macroscopic level). human being thus 
'consumes' in of food, oxygen, 
information made available the of 
books, and returns it to the ~-. ';-V--.uu ...... In 
a transformed way via the .. vr· .... t'.nn of waste 
products, radiation of heat, and communication 
of 
When biomatrix approach was introduced 
(Jaros and eloete 1987), notion of 
doublet as a dual of processes was not 
based on the flow of mei, as mentioned 
above, but derived from fact that there is a 
sVl1rmlletrical and complementary organisation 
teleos the conceptual space of the biomatrix. 
Figure 31: The dual teleonic field of the 
001JDliet (Le. a centro-symmetry) 
We believe that symmetrical and complementary organisation of teleos in aU and 
biomatrix at large, is one most powerful concepts in biomatrix approach. It is primarily a 
distinction between those processes are teleonomically aimed at the outer environment of the 
doublet (exo-teleonic field or and those which are teleonomically aimed 
at the environment of the doublet (endo-teleonic field or T1 .... o). These two clusters 
of teleons are symmetrically arranged around the common point of namely the nucleus or 
focal point the doublet under investigation, Do 31). Furthermore, two fields are 
mutually supportive and complementary, in the sense that one cannot exist indefinitely without the 
other. can regard the spatial organisation of the as a teleonomic projection highlights 
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configuration or n!:ll1l"tprn 
in the holarchy. 
assc)cullted with a process-system or set of 
us explore a few "''''''UUI-II'''''' of dual field. In the human doublet the processes of "" ...... nlll..:.. 
talking, in fact aU inter-personal relations, are associated with the exo-teleonic field (T -exo human .... 
environment) because they are aimed at the interaction human doublet with outer 
environment. On the other of nutrition, breathing (inhaling oxygen 
mr'Omrlatlon (e.g. reading) are to be associated with of carbon-dioxide), and 
enClo-tleleC)ntC field as they are predominantly aimed at the inner environment 
of the human doublet. In case an organisational doublet a business) the processes 
IJn/ .... u''''LlVU. marketing, and are considered to be associated with its exo-teleonic field 
organisation .... society), i.e. they are pnlOOmllrUll1ltly aimed at its outer environment. On the other hand, 
processes of personnel financing and all maintenance are considered to 
in endo-teleonic field 
in the human doublet all prOices,ses associated with the inner environment, 
the cellular doublets, are to be endo-teleons. Similarly in the organisational 
.... V .... ..,I' .... all processes as5;oclatl~a with the support of the inner environment, namely the employee 
.... v ... ..,.,"''''' and the physical are considered to be endo-teleons. Conversely in the human 
doublet there are those teleonomically aimed at its outer environment, e.g. the family, the 
and society at all of which are considered to Likewise, Dr()Ce:ss(~s 
rI, ...... ,..t ... ti at the outer environment of organisational doublet typicaHy comprise interaction 
suppliers and at w~ ~ ~l are 
"'Vll;)I\J,"'I<;,\,1 to be in the eX()-te:leOlntc 
it is apt to 1'1' ......... , ... between those merely exist in the 
the observer and thus an epistemological base and those distinctions which have an 
ontological basis, in other words are considered to have an objective reality. Although the teleonomic 
projection of processes in the biomatrix exists in the first instance as an ~h~:tr~IC'.tl(ln in the mind of the 
observer, it may in fact also have an reality, in the same way Oh'.en/e the objective 
... .n.." .... , .. "' ... of a gravity field or the magrumc field in the physical 
of a particular nrrl"'p,~c;: an nnIIPi"l"IVP sense "n".-,r,,'II'v the dynamic 
of a particular to reach a particular outcome. example, the teleons 
nV'llI"TF'n supply and carbon dioxide removal from the cellular environment are clearly regulated 
towards the levels of these in the inner environment (i.e. the cellular level) of the organism and 
definitely not by the concentration of these in the outer environment. this reason both these 
""c,t .. ""c of gas flow should be to be endo-teleons (see Similarly, the processes 
inter-personal communication to get from A to are terms of 
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outcomes 
fact 
, 
" 
-
-
\ 
/ 
, 
I 
flux, vis-A-vis the 
ill:>:l'U ..... :lilL~,U teleos 
32: The direction of 
direction of 
to the outer environment and not 
other words, we can objectively observe 
in this particular instance, the outcome of 
are therefore exo-
nroc=ess of walking actually establish the 
is steered by a sne~cltlc outcome to be 
"',.. ..... " .. " relative to the outer environment (e.g. realcnmg car) and not by a outcome to be 
reached relative to my inner environment (i.e. the When my aim is to towards a car and 
car moves, the teleon to car will I car. On the 
other hand, if the conditions environment are altered, e.g. my blood level is 
changed, it may influence my process, but will not change the <1e!ure:<1 outcome of 
the process, i.e. reaching my car. this sense it is stated the process of in terms of its 
associated is organised the human doublet's outer environment. It be clear 
that the dual distinction between an exo- an has a real that is 
not or more of an 
of 
outcome with an 
thus be observed on the 
and the accordingly. 
In more than one 
may actually in both the exo-
the exi!!teDice 
the organisation of 
","1 ... ", .. ", level). The 
of the dynamics 
gravity or second law 
is observed to move towards an 
of a process under observation may 
organisation of the process, 
may be associated a particular as such it 
,",u ... r""""",,, of the L"''''UUUIUl", field of processes. example, 
we may eat we are hungry and need to feed our in which instance 
regulated by the inner environment (e.g. blood sugar levels) and belonl:!s to the endo-pole; on the other 
hand we eat as part of a DrClce::;s social interaction with friends, in which ins,tarlce it is 
regulated Inn'l'I-I"!IC;:V~ (e.g. mtr,l-persOlllal c()ndiltiorlinrz our We also 
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and the middle: universal within the biomatrix 
eat as a means of socialisation. Likewise, we may to eat for our own enjoyment, i.e. egocentric 
reasons. In practice a particular process may serve all these aims, in which instance it is considered to 
";:"UII'''' in more than one the poles. single process eating (or be multi-polar and 
more specifically the food) thus gets 'split up', projected or in the 
teleonic projection of the biomatrix, into an endo-teleon (i.e. nutrition through food intake), an exo-
teleon (Le. socialisation through food intake) and a centro-teleon (i.e. eating for 'selfish' reasons) (see 
The same argument holds true in the case of walking (or jogging) for health reasons, 
walking to work, and walking for personal enjoyment. 
To sum up: in the instance we may 
trace the flow of mei within and between 
systems and identify a complementary and 
symmetrical organisation of both input 
output processes. This is the 
distinction made for any open 
addition to this duality of mei flow another 
duality exists on another level 
aDS,rra(:non, namely the duality of 
This symmetrical and 
organisation relative to in 
the teleonomic projection of biomatrix 
(as opposed to the flow projection 
which traces the actual flow of mei in 
space-time). We believe that this duality of 
teleos holds in general and for all 
systems in holarchic spheres, in 
same way that an input and output of 
flow exists for all open systems. 
Furthermore, teleonomic duality is 
considered to be both epistemologically 
ontologically founded. Acknowledging the 
objective existence of, and identifying the 
teleological symmetry of processes inherent 
Exo 
33: Multi-polar teleonomic projection of the 
process 
in all contributes to our understanding, analysis and of all systems. explicit 
statement and formalisation of this complementary and symmetrical organisation of teleos in all 
"",<, .. "'",'" is one of the greatest contributions of the biomatrix model towards theory. While this 
is related to concepts of aUltonOmtV and integration, and the Janus faced holon as introduced by 
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1978), it extends these concepts in a way which will become in 
" ... """,..,,,,," .. sections. 
In addition to symmetrical organisation of teleos originating within a particular doublet-system 
(Le. a centro-doublet another type of symmetry can also be distinguished. is an 
or inter-doublet symmetry within the holarchy of systems 
coupling 
that 
SVSIel11S between the different levels of organisation. 
teleos originating within the doublet Do. 
refers to symmetrical 
symmetry implies 
• .0 .. , .... " .. .0 within the inner 
environment endo-doublets D.N) and the teleos originating within the outer environment (Le. exo-
doublets ~), aU couple in a symmetrical and complementary fashion as well Figure This 
may be as a duality of and in the teleos space. 
Figure 34: outer and inner teleonomic symmetry (i.e. an inter-doublet 
symmetry) 
Let us look at business organisation as a case in point, focusing on the outer first. There 
are within the environment considered to be teleologically towards the uu,uU'"'''' 
doublet (Db), e.g. the supply of mei and trained personnel as well as the regulations set by 
government to facilitate favourable conduct of business; these are endo-teleons originating within 
r:nt"'PTV (Ds) and directed at the business doublet (T-endo society ... business). the other hand, certain 
processes which are considered to be directed at society have origin within the business doublet, 
e.g. marketing and provision services and goods. These are exo-teleons originating within 
the business-doublet and aimed at society (T -exo business ... These two fields of processes 
represent one type outer-inter-doublet symmetry 
Similarly, there is an of There are within the DUlnmess 
doublet aimed at its inner environment, for instance taking care of personnel (Dp) and ..... ,.u ... ...,." ........ ..., 
of these are the endo-teleons originating within business doublet and directed at 
inner environment business ... inner env). are processes originating within 
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I 
inner environment directed towards business doublet, for instance, the orOiQUlctl\Ie contributions of 
employees and technological which are considered to be the originating within 
envir~nment and aimed at the ....... ,,. ...... "',, doublet (T -exo inner env ... business). 
Thus three classes of teleonomic symmetries may distinguished, namely: 
.. a centro syrnmletry, i.e. of endo exo-teleons 
'5"'1<","'1'> within 
.. an <?uter symmetry, 
levels respectively: 
.. an inner symmetry, 
levels respectively: 
and endo-teleons originating 
of endo and exo-teleons originating within 
T-endo (4-1 ¢::;> -1 .. 0 
rpfj"'rp,,,,..p level itself: 
reference and outer 
reference inner 
~", .• _._. these distinctions represent a triple symmetry which its roots in duality of teleos 
within a particular reference doublet, as well as in the three-level distinction made the 
reference doublet and its inner outer environment. 
3.2.2 Tapping: a pre-requisite for 
Doublets within the biomatrix as points convergence of teleons. In mei flow oel-SOiectlve 
doublets are to be inter-linked by a network input and output orocesses. In the telf~on,omlC 
perspective, focus is on the teleos associated with the mei and one observes a network of endo 
and linking the respective doublets. Thus, a svrnmletr'lca organised meta-pattern of 
teleons, interlinking the dOlllbllets. can be observed the teleos domain. 
arranged field, but a complex arrangement biomatrix is not simply a 
overlapping fields. The Russian Doll is only an extreme simplification to get the 
discussion To see some clarity in this very complex it is important to distinguish 
between different Jields interactions. overlap of fields time-space is a 11 .. ", .. "".<11:1 
but not sufficient requirement. In addition one needs what is referred to as resonance in the physico-
lSLlllel"t:. when two interact by of their mutual attunement to the emanating from 
and by them. without attunement wave will 
permeate environment a physical object without actually it is 
'attuned' and absorbs some of the surrounding .. n .... av Optimal ""'~,.n .... 't'1"""'" of energy 
when the wave resonates with the inherent dynamics of the For example, 
plants only absorb a certain spectrum in the electromagnetic spectrum and allow the rest simply to 
pass it by. find themselves in an environment permeated by the fields of 
doublets. they only tune in to a few of the fields and then only interact with l"Pr1tl'lln 
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Part 3: A contextual on biomatrix 
aspects of these fields. For example, as the result of the nr ... Il' .... cll1 evolution we have become attuned 
those. We select and read to particular food substances and thus are able to 
infonnation in a similar way when we pay attention to a particular person talking in a crowded and 
noisy room. The same holds true for an organisation or filled with a number of doublets 
aU being involved in a great number ofteleons at any 
Within our bodies cells are ex,)()s~~O to a 
respond to some of these 
example, this makes it possible 
exercise particular control over 
membrane, either because the cell 
" ... ","'",1'1 in the blood, but only 
.... ' ........... to that particular substance. For 
within the body and thus 
nutrients are transported across the cell 
a process of attunement by 
virtue of its innate structure) or are specialised active transportation processes in the 
membranes. A cell may die because its means attunement with the blood stream is defective. 
Similarly an individual or organisation within society be dysfunctional or actually cease to exist 
as a result of not being able to attune to field of processes penneating its environment. 
reasons for the lack of attunement can numerous and include the lack of desire, inability or 
unavailability, among other reasons shall not be dealt with in this chapter. The main 
point to remember is that some attunement (referred to the biomatrix approach as tapping) 
is required for a doublet to Im:i:::rai~t with another doublet. We believe that it is mainly due to the 
principle of tapping that integrated into a more extensive web of mei flow and a 
meta-pattern of principle of tapping will be discussed in great detail. 
tenn 'tapping' is to be to attunement as it is a much more descriptive tenn. Tapping 
is considered to perform of coupling teleonic fields from the inner and outer environment 
with the field originating from the of focus. For example, the opening of a tap when we need 
water is a of attuning ourselves to the available water supplies in our 
The eXallTl1JtleS Ul"'U"'VU~'U to now were all concerned with doublets res;ponollDg to 
their doublets reach out to 
is reti~rrE~t1 to as exotapping.4 In the case of an '""""'£1"'''' 
4 Exotapping is represcmte:d the T -exotap 0.... N .... 0, the subscript indicating that the teleos orll~jmltes 
at the level of (Do), and reaches out to a doublet above the level of origin (~), intp,O'rl'l:tina of this 
outer field with the ... "' .. v ..... of origin. T -exotap i ......... i represents the individual's exotapping 
T -exotap e .... i .... e rp.nl"p.!lI .. nt~ cellular exotapping from the individual field. 
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Symmetry, complementary pairs and the emerging middle: universal principles within the biomatrix 
exotapping generally, but not always, requires a conscious willed act. For example, we tap water 
because we want to drink it. It is like taking the horse to the water. An example of unintentional 
tapping is our breathing that occurs in an automatic repetitive way. However, even that can be 
overridden at will when we take a deep breath for a particular purpose. On a cellular level the 
question of will is absent and tapping is always done in an automatic way (at least from the 
perspective of the organism). However, even the cells regulate their own uptake and only extract as 
much oxygen from the blood as they need for their functioning: no more, no less. Tapping for them is 
regulated by the optimum amount necessary for their functioning. It is perhaps time that human beings 
also applied this principle and replaced the customary tapping for maximum with tapping for optimum 
amounts. The idea of tapping within the biomatrix, in fact, originated from the important physiologi-
cal principle of optimum uptake of oxygen from the blood, so vividly compared to the tapping of 
water from the water supply of a city by the great physiologist Dr Arthur Guyton when he taught his 
medical students the principles of circulation (Jaros 1998). 
The doublet also taps into its inner environment, in which case one talks of endotapping.5 This may 
not be obvious at first glance and is thus largely neglected on most levels of organisation above the 
individual human level. In order to maintain the flow of mei and to create a harmony within the field 
of teleos between the inner and outer environment it is essential for any doublet to tap into its inner 
environment of sub-doublets and utilise the processes they offer. For instance, management of an 
organisation has to take deliberate steps to utilise the full potential on offer from its employees 
thereby integrating it with the overall organisational objectives and goals. This applies to any process 
which may facilitate the integration of the individual worker's talent and contributions into the larger 
whole (i.e. the organisation). It is not uncommon for the individual employee to make suggestions, 
write a report or offer to make a particular contribution without any response from the immediate 
superiors or management. These suggestions are completely in vain and are thus lost to the 
organisation as a whole. It is essential for the organisation to actively tap the individual fields in order 
to integrate them as full members of the organisational doublet. This also holds for all technological 
aids and other resources available within the organisation. 
In case of the human doublet the various processes emanating from the cells within our body are 
integrated (tapped) either intentionally or unconsciously through automated nervous or hormonal 
5 Endotapping can be symbolised by the following expression: T -endotap 0 .... -N .... 0 , where the teleos originates at 
Do and the tapping is done with respect to a level below (RN)' T -endotap i .... C--+ i represents the endotapping of the 
individual from the cells, and T-endotap Hi->s represents society's endotapping into its participating members. 
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mechanisms. For example, in order to walk we have to a signal to the muscle cells to increase 
low level (tone) into a meaningful movement of parts or of the entire body. In the brain 
there is a random activation on the neuronal level it is up to the individual to focus on 
it in order to tum it into a meaningful Tapping of cellul~ doublets is through 
the neuronal hormonal regulated from the level the human doublet. Should these 
absent or at fault, the particular cellular doublets will not be fully integrated within the 
human "vs'[em and will for aU practical purposes cease to members the human 
organism. challenge within the societal doublet is to fully integrate all its llIOiOllIU'''' .. '' according to 
each member's .... ". ... ",,, 
one form of tapping 
made to 
most "'r"xl ........ means 
contributions. The creation of appropriate job opportunities is 
individual members of society. It also happens when are 
the opportunity to become fully integrated into society. One the 
achieving this is to create opportunities for individuals to ,,"v,,,,,,,,.,, their 
individual creative talents and at the same time satisfy their need for belonging to a family 
doublet also has to reach towards its family members and allow each them to contribute according 
to his abilities and 1'1 .. ", ..... " 
tapping process is considered to belong to a class teleons an explicit of 
integrating what is on offer the fields of sub-doublets environment) and fields of 
the supra-doublets (outer environment) the field of the .. ",ti" .. ""n ... ", doublet. division of tapping 
teleons into the 
concerns a functional 
function relative to 
the exo-tapping groups is based on a dual distinction. On one hand it 
stlnctlC)fl (Le. tapping) and on the other hand it concerns direction of 
reference doublet (i.e. inwards or outwards). It should be noted that tapping 
teleons are organised around the level and collectively grouped into the exo-
tapping and endo-tapping fields ofteleons Figure 35). 
concept of tapping is related to the concept of integration in systems theory (Koestler 
Gharajedaghi However, theory integration is largely used in the context of 
integration into a larger whole. This is seen as complementary to 
autonomy or which concerns the system or the level' 
concept of 
K.Olesuer 1978; 
Bateson 1985). On the other hand the biomatrix model considers the ""1"1"'"'''''''' of nt"" ........ 't; ... 1'1 to have 
two complementary poles, namely integration of the system with the outer environment (Le. the larger 
whole) and integration the system with inner environment (i.e. integration of inner 
processes, or into the Integration in biomatrix 'looks' both up down 
(outward or inwards) the holarchy in a symmetrical complementary l~.lllUll. The concept of 
integration within the biomatrix model is thus based on the fact that it explicitly focuses on at least 
three levels organisation, i.e. level of the itself (Do) , outer environment (D1), and its 
environment (D.I)' It is obvious that or endo-doublets sellt-or'Wllse or ._+0 ..... ' ... +0 UI"'IU"'IOiI 
the larger whole of the reference doublet, but not so obvious that is also another process of 
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Figure Symmetrically organised exo 
and fields 
integration which from the level inwards Tr\u/,u'n the subdoublets. 
We believe this symmetrical of the process integration, to the same of 
organisation, has not been sufficiently addressed in systems theory. 
A triple, three-levelled distinction: the outer environment, the self the inner 
The nrp'\JlO. with the dualities which exist within all doublet-systems, its 
and outer environment and the duality terms of the associated two teleonic 
directed at and outer environment respectively. It is now time to focus on the doublet 
itself that exists as an autonomous within the of teleons in the biomatrix. 
The lU,,",llU.Y of a doublet is 'embodied' nucleus, which acts as an attractor Un''''''""1,,, which 
When become 
(Maturana and 1992) then an autonomous emerges within field It is 
the structure embedded within these organisationally closed processes specifies how system 
will within fields and what will be its unique character and identity. self-
processes are referred to as the centro-tel eons or centro-teleonic of the doublet. The 
name CeIlIIrOi-(e:leOln. was derived fact that teleos-related encircle the 
i.e. the nucleus, as well as the with or .. ",t'", ....... nl"'" 
organisation The teleos associated with this field of processes is back at 
.. "'t; ........ 'nl" .. level of This is as: 0 .... 0 (i.e. Do-+ Do). 
level of 
at the 
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In words the associated with processes the nucleus residing within 
doublet and consequently also level. It may be as a serpent its own tail, 
i.e. by symbol the ouroboros. This centro-teleonic field processes is responsible for 
maintaining the doublet as an autonomous whole (Koestler 1978; Maturana and Varela 1992), thereby 
asserting its own characteristic of activity. Centro-tel eons are typically associated with the 
processes governance (more specifically organisation of self) and In the human 
doublet centro-tel eons are all those processes which directly focus on the human as a whole 
and not on the individual organs or on its participating doublets in the outer environment. For 
instance, in human doublet centro-teleons would be those processes within the autonomic nervous 
for prioritising between the different organ systems to whole body. e.g. 
in the case of hypothermia the blood supply to the extremities (arms and legs) is severely limited in 
order to preserve heat within the body as a at the cost of the The 
is thus not on maintaining individual cells within the body but on keeping the body as 
a whole To achieve this, priorities to be established relative to body as a whole. In the 
psychological dimension it would entail establishing an a sense self. Ultimately comes 
down to the processes of self-reflection within the individual. In the ... """U'""'<:; 
of second-order cybernetics: 
languaging, create the rlift-"' ....... ,' .. 
thereby to some extent create 
pro(~eSSles all 
process of human knowing is DrOices;s in which we, 
",,,,·,, .. 1,, .. ,, between the self and IlU'''-'''''U. and 
'wl";,GUUJlilol. ourselves" (Brier 1996, 
ethos, what is COrlSl(len~CI 
In a Dusme:ss 
formulation 
would typically be 
self-reflection within the Or12:anlsatlion. 
DrOlcesses l:I.:S~iU(";lll:I.U:;U with policy-
a mission statement and 
... uu .... :!'; on a performance its statement. Furthermore, 
all DrClceSises concerned with priorities relative to the overall performance of business 
would be viewed as centro-teleonic, e.g. the approval allocation of budgets by an executive 
committee (Le. representative of the whole). the physico-sphere, centro-teleonic processes would 
those responsible for maintaining structural integrity the entity as a whole. For example, in 
the system it could be associated the or of in atom it 
could be to the force. 
In the middle of the centro-teleonic field the nucleus which is associated with a focalised field 
of ethos. The is considered to be focalised it is shared by all teleons within the doublet. 
Although each within the doublet is associated with its own focalised of teleos, there is a 
single set values or organisational principles shared by all teleons within the doublet. It is that 
single set of which all teleons within a doublet, aimed as it is in different 
directions within conceptual into an autonomous whole. unity the doublet as a 
field of teleons is thus through its ethos acting as an attractor for divergent 
teleoses. To sum up, doublet has multiple functions, goals as by 
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set of 
but has a single focalised 
6""''''''''''''''''''' principles and 
of ethos. This single focalised field ethos is a shared 
which is embodied by the nucleus in the middle. 
galaxy serves as a useful metaphor fields of teleos and 
the metaphor the individual suns within the galaxy 
field of ethos within 
individual points of 
focus in associated with the planets sub-teleons or 
The suns thus act as points within a conceptual space. On the 
centre of the galaxy 'attractor' which pulls all the suns together. 
This attractor resembles the focalised shared ethos of the doublet as a Similarly, 
within the doublet are the foci of single ethos focus, which are two qualitatively 
different distinctions. difference is that one group of points space 
and the other in conceptual ethos space 36). All these foci act as attractors and are 
analogous to the concept of attractors 1987). In the one they attract 
processes 
shared set 
(Keeney 1983; 
"" .. ".1'''',. .... 1"1 outcome and an()tm~r ... ,"' ....... ,,'"''"' they attract fields of ."' ..... uu .. towards a 
principles. It is a 
J...>"'~'U"'" 1997). 
based on two different Inu;!rnl types 
The endo and exo-teleons in combination with tapping teleons are the 
integration of in the teleos domain, centro-teleons are the 
autonomy and itself. The makes a fll,,'hnf'.t1 
integration of the doublet (Do) with outer environment (DN) exo-
teleons (T -exo teleons (T -exotap 0 ... N ... 0) on one hand, and the of 
reference (Do) with doublets in its inner (D_N) through the (T-
0 ... -N) and teleons (T -endotap 0 .... N ... 0) on hand. 
This brings us to the very important concept of a three-level (/istincr:Ucm for all doublets within 
biomatrix. It is a distinction the following three and the 
teleonic fields: 
.. an inner environment endo-teleonic field processes (T -endo 0 ... _I ), 
(T -endotap 0"", -1 ... 0 ), 
.. the reference level (Do) 
its associated nucleus in 
centro-teleonic field of orocesses (T -centro 0"",0 ) and 
domain, 
• an outer environment (D1) with its exo-teleonic field 
(T-exotap 0 ... 1 ... 0). 
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Figure 36: The doublet as a teleonomic field with multiple attractors in 
space and a focal attraction in space 
Although a doublet is focalised on a particular level of organisation within holarchy, its field of 
teleons reaches into both the outer and the inner The doublet as a system therefore spans at 
least three levels of organisation and is symmetrically organised as a field of teleons around the 
reference level or level of focus. symmetrical organisation .... 1'~1"nl'" to the levels of organisation 
within holarchy far-reaching implications the synthesis 
Traditionally whole is considered to be up and "" ......... n ........ the or units the 
system. The units may be either structural entities, e.g. the cells within the body, or (as is 
the case of a human system (Checkland 1981 ». However, traditionally, when is 
made to whole, it is implied it is parts not the the outer 
environment is by definition excluded the whole (see 38). 
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In the biomatrix this is changed into a 
description whereby whole is considered 
to be focused on a 
organisation, but with 
into the 
organisation (Le. 
level of 
eA:lC':WUW'Z both 
of 
ment). The whole is 
organised as a field telleofls around the 
level of (ocus. The 
teleonic and endo-teleonic 
and embrace the upper, .... 1"< ... "' ... 
levels of organisation 
results in a triple fi1<;:'hn{·tI 
to the 'units' of 
inner and outer 
centro-
permeate 
and lower 
This 
referring 
that the 
Figure 38: ....,.~''''''', ........ distinction between a system 
and the environment 
equally and in a SVIlIU1lI~tfll:!a the whole. This is in contrast with the more conventional 
distinction between 
and the environment on 
<;:V<;:1rprn viz., the 
hand. concept of a doublet mcorploraltes 
parts on the one hand 
concepts a 
'new whole', a symmetrtcally-focalised-field-like system. considers the outer 
both an epistemological as well as and inner environment to the same logical type 
. I 
"" . ,/ / 
&:,,,0 
Figure centro and exo UV ..... W .. L as a fractal-like tree 
of flux 
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the stretching the ontological perspective. In other words the units (i.e. teleonic field) 
outer environment belong to the whole (i.e. the doublet) equally in the same sense as the units 
............. p, into the inner environment Figure 
In hierarchy theory levels are requisite for a non-reducible of complex 
sv~;telns: the focal level of jostling their internal dispositions (the 'initiating conditions' of 
Salthe), which give rise to behaviour; and the external (boundary conditions) limiting 
that behaviour" (Salthe and Matsuno 1995, p.332). Although three levels of the biomatrix 
some similarity with this distinction, it should be noted the teleonomic projection of the biomatrix 
Jv"m ..... i.,,"'., a vector field (Le. the ofteleons) which is to symmetrical also in 
a causal sense. That is to no distinction is made between un,.1 .. ':'" initiating conditions external 
constraints: both the inner and outer environment co-act in a causally symmetrical sense in 
emergence of the 'middle' level. Khalil is to the viewpoint when he 
idea of complexity is imperative for the unltlerstanollng of the nature of organisation. A COlrnpleXJty 
approach behavior of households, even higher-level l'5a. •. u",,:un/u:) like 
states. higher-level or!l~nlisa1:iorls ontological importance equal to lower-level 
ones. ,.. .. y1"g" .... I'" allows a new look at the ontological proposition that social organization is nelltn€,r 
an construct from lower-level individuals nor a hegemonic individual which manufactures 
lower-level human action" (Khalil 1995, pAlS). Moreno that "the of in 
natural (cognition as we it) is the of the appearance of an autonomous system -
the nervous system - embedded into another more generic one - the organism. basic idea is 
complemented by another one: the formation and development of this system, in the course of 
evolution, can understood only as the outcome of a continuous interaction between organisms and 
environment, among different organisms, and, especially, among the very cognitive organisms" 
(Moreno, Umerez et aL 1997, p.126). 
In addition to symmetrical distinction or duality between the environments, there is also the 
concept nucleus with its embracing centro-teleonic field residing on the reference A clear 
distinction is made the and 'non-self whole. traditional notion a 
system and its has thus extended and changed resulting an explicit distinction ner'wefm 
the autonomous aspects of whole (i.e. the nucleus centro-teleonic field, the 'self) on one 
hand and its inner (Le. endo-teleonic field) and outer units (Le. exo-teleonic field) on the other. 
Dualities both the and outer fields and between the organisation of the 'self (i.e. 
centro-teleonic field nucleus) and the non-self (Le. and outer-teleonic fields combined). It is 
a double description of (Keeney 1983). An parallel may drawn the 
complementary pairs ofteleons (the centro-teleon in the middle) and the complementary nature 
of personality types within a group, as suggested by Ackoff(Ackoff 1996). 
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Although the aforementioned distinctions may appear to be of only philosophical importance, they 
hold very real implications for the way we perceive existing systems and the way we design new 
systems. For instance, the tendency of integration is looked upon as both an and an outer 
integration, e.g. in the process of integration the human doublet 'reaches' inwards (i.e. to the 'society' 
of cells and inner environment) as well as outwards to and the physical 
environment). With the the nucleus as a distinct or conceptual space) it 
becomes possible for a 
the seed which ,",v.ta .. u.", 
to potentially exist in an enfolded state parts, analogous to 
}'V'''"" ...... for the plant to manifest or to idea for a design in 
the socio-sphere. ....V.A...,"". as a field also forces us to acknowledge the fact that the 
system just as much outer environment as it participates in inner environment. It 
highlights the fact that, for an individual is in a direct sense dependent on environment, 
since the individual doublet actually comprises part of the environment (Le. exo-teleonic field 
permeating the outer environment). 
This brings us to the important -WI"ee·'leVeJ rule in the biomatrix namely that wrleneVf~r observer 
taken into 
or inner level of 
explicitly makes 
nature of the 
focuses on a doublet-system, at 
consideration, viz. the reierelnce 
organisation. Although this 
this three-levelled ..... ;:!'U1l'''' .. ,''' 
doublet demands that 
with the level 
levels and its associated 
the upper or outer level, and 
implied in other systems models, 
.. ptp"Pt"ll'P to all doublet-systems. The 
all instances considers at least three 
middle (see Figure 39). 
-- ---
levels of organisation 
of organisation, 
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3.2.4 Dynamically balanced complementary pairs: a cosmic balancing act 
In addition to the symmetrical organisation complementary pairs, there is a complementary 
"..".,,,m •• tn; of another logical type, namely a ,,,,.,,, ....... tn, of dynamic organisational principles. Thus, 
(lVlnarmc organisation the moment to moment organisation) of these relative 
to each other a symmetry of its own. This principle is to as a dynamic balancing of 
complementary pairs to a common point of reference. me~phor a tightrope walker is 
useful to explain of dynamic balancing. We all in order tightrope 
to move forward, 
balance. It is in 
to sway the balancing pole to side, tne:retlv maintaining a delicate 
impossible to retain a balance in a state of or trying to remain perfectly 
upright all time. There is a continuos oscillation from the one side to the but overall, over 
a dynamic balance relative to the upright position is maintained. This principle of dynamic 
balance or eqUilibrium also applies to riding a bicycle, even though 
very small and in some not even to the 
imbalances do exist at a soe:Cltlc moment in analogous to a 
t ... 1Jl;)1\J'U is created which in periods 
movements sideways may be 
eye. 
of music wan£1E~rm 
and 
away from 
give to a 'force' 
.... "'1""1""n ... a V .. l.<lU"' .... Put differently, precise sort homeostasis is unlikely; the CO,,"' ......... 
at 
values 
move hither and thither as influences assume momentary prominence. lies the 
strength living systems - their ability to to the stresses that constantly impinge on 
(Tracey 1995, p.16). 
We believe a dynamic balance should be maintained between aU complementary within the 
biomatrix. The periods of oscillation case to case, though, depending on the dynamics 
of the and context. What be perceived as an imbalance or asymmetrical state of 
affairs is, in context of the considered to part of a cycle which will eventually 
sway over to other side and so forth. the 'long term' all systems maintain a dynamic 
balance between complementary pairs, with the period of oscillation depending on their particular 
dynamics. Philosophically this viewpoint is in line with a "complementarity of opposites"; 
more specifically it to cycles, as to the 
other viewpoints conflict and opposition, or domination (SabeUi 1989, 
p.33). a specific moment in time complementary pairs are partly in terms of 
dynamic organisation or mutual balance; this temporary imbalance to a unidirectional 
process or of "correction" (Sabelli 1989, p.56). imbalance may be a driving force leading 
to bifurcations, creativity and .. """ ... 1;,.., within 
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Symmetry, complementary pairs and the emerging middle: universal principles within the biomatrix 
The following are some of the dynamically-balanced complementary-pairs in the biomatrix: 
• exo-teleonic-field vis-A-vis endo-teleonic-field (i.e. outer-environment vis-A-vis inner-
environment). 
• centro-teleonic-field (Le. self) vis-A-vis exo- and endo-teleonic-fields (i.e. non-self). 
• give (endo/exo-teleonic-fields) vis-a.-vis take (endo/exo-tapping-fields) 
3.2.5 Co-evolution and the emerging middle: betwixt and between the 'heavens' and 
the 'seas' 
It is generally accepted within systems theory that there is a tendency for wholes to self-organise 
themselves into larger wholes (Koestler 1978; Smuts 1987), with so-called emergent properties 
arising on this newly formed level of organisation. A distinction has been made between ontogenesis, 
which refers to the growth and maturation of the young of self-reproducing species, as opposed to 
phylogenesis, which refers to the creative advance of nature into novelty (Laszlo 1972). Evolution is 
considered to be the process whereby new levels of complexity emerge from the "simple" (Laszlo 
1972), or from a slightly different perspective, the formation of evermore encompassing or complex 
wholes (Young 1976; Smuts 1987). Some of the characteristics of the newly formed level of 
organisation are not explainable from its constituent units and are considered to be "new" or 
"emergent" (von Bertalanfry 1968). It has been suggested that synergy of various kinds has been a 
major source of creativity in evolution, of which 'emergent effects' are considered to be a subset 
(Coming 1995). Maturana and Varela view the evolutionary path of a system as the course followed 
by the conservation of "structural coupling" of the system in its environment (Maturana and Varela 
1992). It is the relationship between a structure-determined entity and the medium in which it exists. 
The structure of an object specifies which events in its medium it can interact with and how it will 
behave under each and every one of these interactions. Structure is not a static thing, it alters with 
every interaction that it undergoes. 
In the biomatrix evolution is viewed as a process which always occurs within two levels of 
organisation, viz. an upper or outer level and a lower or inner level. Let us focus on phylogenesis or 
the creation of a completely novel system. Although the exact nature of the dynamics has not been 
fully explored, it is our belief that the nucleus of a potentially new system originates as a result of the 
flux of mei between the upper and lower level. In addition to the exo- and endo-teleons there also 
need to be endo- and exo-tapping teleons in place. The emergence of the nucleus may conceptually be 
viewed as the emergence of an attractor in the space in-between these two levels due to the presence 
of several outcome-enhancing feedback loops between them. It is believed that if the dynamics of the 
respective teleons between these two levels become sufficiently closed in terms of its coupling or 
organisation, it may give rise to the new attractor or nucleus of a potential doublet (see Figure 40). 
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Part 3: A contextual ....... ,,., ..... ,i,, .. biomatrix conlcel'lltll 
is ...... UVjll,VLI3 to the emergence 
.. ',,';lVll to the prf:-e:li~isting 
ti .. -th .... ""au!,;",,, (i.e. ontogenesis). 
point that needs to be emphasised is 
between pre-existing levels of 
Both the upper and the lower 
U"''''ln_"" or a whirlpool in a fluid. Once a nucleus 
into a doublet and even 
V1P'UlP'('I as a process whereby the 
, thereby creating new 
of organisation interact in a complementary and 
symmetrical manner to bring a new system forth. Evolution is thus not viewed as a 
wholes get together into ever-larger influence of the environment. It is a 
matter of 'heaven' getting together and the one 'lending the other a hand' 
'I. 
'emerging as a 
principle of evolution 
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I'!mE~roj'HI' middle: universal 
Figure 41: A Chukchi drawing of the worlds" 
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Part 3: A contextual on biomatrix 
sornetnm:g new out of the ""''''-'''''''''''''''J'. flux between two poles. When 
teleons) become sufficiently 
something new comes about. 
or dynamically coupled in a way that 
(i.e. an upper or outer level) couples with the 
levels chaos (i.e. a turbulent flux) arises, 
(Le. a lower or 
rise to nuclei 
'hands' (i.e. the 
to 'turbulence', 
level) and 
attractors in the between 
sense of theory) which act as the seeds for new uv"".""""," 'Earth' (i.e. the middle level) thus 
emerges out of the interaction between the 'heavens' and the 'seas'.The concept morphogenetic 
fields as postulated by Sheldrake may account for information stored in the 'upper level' and his 
hypothesis of formative causation su~~gests an inclusion 
evolution (Sheldrake 1987). 
'top-down " causation in 
Paleo-Siberian mythology of the worlds" also .:oonr'''!:Ol"'' to support the concept 
middle. is rather well illustrated by a Chukchi drawing (Dogoras in: Grimal 
figure 41). Dogoras renders the foIlowing explanation: "In 
world, with stars all about it and by the Milky Way to 
Dawn is nrPcnRrlno to give foxes in exc:nmlge for the 
CO!)tulmes, are .... "'I' ..... ..,!:\1"lr ..... 
centre is the pole 
World of the Dawn. 
process of 
emergent 
p.439) (see 
axis of the 
Man of the 
and 
a world, his 
between Darkness is "' ...... , .. ,. ........ a tree with (Grima I 1989, p.438). 
The biomatrix evolutionary model thus postulates the pre-existence, in all instances, of at least two 
interacting of organisation a mutual causative way. This calls for an 'original' or 
primordial into two levels of organisation, from the 'or 
Concluding remarks 
This chapter dealt with the important principles of duality, complementarity and symmetry, and how 
these influence the biomatrix model. 
synlIDetrical 
middle 
dual pattern of 
of the important implications were shown to be the 
and outer teleonic doublet, as as the 
two nC::\;C:::S:SlLidlUUK in 
all instances an emphasis on at interacting organisation. In the 
function of tapping was explained as an essential element in all systems. 
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3.3 Being in the biomatrix: generic aspects and their 
relationships 
This chapter explores in more depth the universal aspects of all systems, namely the generic systems 
aspects. These universal distinctions are: ethos, teleos, process, structure, substance and dynamic 
organisation. The focus is on generic relationships within the biomatrix, i.e. the nature of being, as 
opposed to evolution or becoming (which is dealt with in the next chapter). 
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3.3.1 The biomatrix space 
a means of preparing the ground for the various distinctions made within the biomatrix model it is 
perhaps appropriate to first address the notion of 
In accord with the explicated by Mathews, the biomatrix model subscribes to an ontology of 
"substance monism" (Mathews 1991, p.66). Reality is portrayed in terms of a single, extended, 
universal ,,..t.,,,h',n'''', an indivisible continuum or of universal substantival flux. Seen in this 
context, biomatrix to the nn'IVPN:l'I web flux in a physical " .... ",,.."'_.Y, 
Space-time and substance are seen as one and the same 'thing'; space-time is not an arena, but it is 
everything, it is basic fabric of the universe. This a reality where space-time is the 
of which world is made and the structure of space-time is the world's physics. In accord with the 
ideas put forward by the general of relativity "space-time is not only absolute, it is physically 
it acts on matter and is acted on by it. It is an evolving, internally differentiated physical 
entity" (Mathews 1991, p.66). Space-time not a arena, but source and medium of all 
interactions, its parts both acting on and acted upon by each other; and ... spacetime is a unified whole, 
with global and topological as well as local characteristics. It is not a collection of things, but a single 
- the only thing that is really reaL could call it by names as pure substance, or being as 
such" Mathews 1991, p.68). 
The primitive form motion in plenum is seen to be wave-like; that "bodies are 
rnp1"PIV local disturbances the of or complex dynamic configurations in 
the substantial medium" (Mathews 1991, Furthermore, "certain U/"'"''_.Tny'IT1''' or 
motion within the substantival continuum distinguish themselves their surroundings by 
maintaining their own structure in face of the external ebb and flow which otherwise shapes local 
configurations in the field. By this intrinsic activity they create a genuine - ontological - self/other 
distinction, their individuality in no implies separability or from 
Indeed this individuaJity connects them to their environment with even 
ties of dependence do their mere substantival or topological (Mathews 1991, pJ 43). 
Both process and substance are accorded equal ontological status. Thus, process is not viewed as 
dance, danced by the dancers' or even 'a dance without dancers'; instead process and substance are 
viewed as aspects of a underlying reality. It is a reality the , the 'dancers' and 
the continuum are .. 0,' .... ,<,.".<>1" ron." .. .,."",,,. 
space described by biomatrix is referred to as the biomatrtx space insofar as 
the model essentially comprises the of holarchically (i.e. telc~ons) 
and focalised-field-like-entities doublets) as distinguished and described by observer. 
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Part 3: A contextual perspective on biomatrix concepts 
Distinctions within the biomatrix space either derive from the 'objective' observation and 
experiencing of mei flux within physical space, or from the processes of imagination and conceptuali-
sation within the mind of the observer. Our perception of 'reality' is essentially an outcome of both 
these processes; i.e. objective observation of mei flux in physical space and sUbjective imagination in 
conceptual space (i.e. in the mind of the observer). This is not to say that these two spaces are 
necessarily separate and that a duality between 'mind' and 'body' is implied. From the viewpoint of a 
cybernetic epistemology mind and body are considered to be a unity and suggests a "typology of 
closure"; i.e. these two 'spaces' are considered to "recursively generate" each other (Keeney 1983; 
Barnes 1996). 
A distinction is thus made between those processes considered to originate within physical space and 
those processes considered to originate within the conceptual space of the 'mind'. These distinctions 
are best thought of as spheres or fields within a universal biomatrix space and are considered to 
overlap in the same way that fuzzy logic distribution functions overlap (see Figure 42). This fuzzy 
distribution is further supported by the notion of overlappingfields within afield-like space. 
1. L..LJ--...... 1 
---
O~~ __________ L-____ ------~----~~------__ ~O 
~,;, ,.1 / ~c.ertMl 
J>nrr~c. TJ:"otJ 
Figure 42: Fuzzy distribution functions of physical vis-a-vis conceptual space/systems 
Systems originating within physical and conceptual space are respectively referred to as physical 
systems and conceptual systems (the notion of a "concrete system" in LST (Miller 1978) is essentially 
similar to that of a physical system). 
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in the ",n-"lU .. ,U are considered to manifest as a field-like flux of mei 
find it useful to draw a distinction physical 
sum up: aU 
within the ",AVU1",,, 
and conceptual between physical and conceptual Belonging to logical type 
the two is the distinction 
In addition to aforementioned 
aspects 
are essentially field-like 
is retc;:fn::<1 
biomatrix 
separation between 
logical type: 
i.e. generally 
in the model, doublets. 
the on what 
that distinctions within the 
fuzzy in sense that there is a clear-cut 
are areas of 'overlap' between distinctions of the same 
The distinctions 
addressed. 
on the different asJ,ects of a system biomatrix model are subsequently 
3.3.2 Generic aspects and their relationship 
Boulding suggests a system is a way of looking at the world (Boulding 1956). differently, the 
observer abstracts certain aspects as observed, and builds an image or interpretation 
around his <;!pn,<;!/u'V n:tOrimatloll. },lerCleptlon interpretation a process of attaching meaning 
to what we out there. This a largely subjective interpretation of reality. Opposed to 
this viewpoint is the 'objective' observation and interpretation associated with the "'''''.' ... u ..... '''' process 
of measurement and inter-subjective agr'eernerlt. Both these pr()cesse:s. however, entail a of 
abstraction in the mind of the observer. biomatrix approach a combination of both, in 
the one complements and pnlr1i"!""<;! the other, ultimately leading to an 'reality' . 
If this image proves to be meaningful and it will endure and survive the test of 
The biomatrix model associates six generic systems aspects or perspectives with all These 
are partly based on objective observation things in the real world, and on 
meaningful enrich our of the world our inner and outer worlds). 
following representative a different systemic quality, are associated with aU 
systems in the i.e. ethos, teleos, process, structure, 
organisation. are distinctions which make up a aet1erlic 
field-like in their nature: i.e. each in tum comprises a 
boundaries 
overlap (see 
distinctions are by their very nature, 
(mei) and aynr.am"c 
of all 
other aSJ:)ec~ts 
are 
the 
their membership functions 
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43: Interrelatedness of the IY"'n' ..... lt' systems aspects 
The "' ..... "' ......... " ... sections "'YI'Ilnlr", the generic <:!v<:!.tP."'<:! aspects in more detaiL 
3.3.2.1 Ethos aspect 
The ethos aspect of a system to the field of organisational and governing 
principles that are associated with the nature and behaviour of a system in time 
Typical are: 
82 
• Guiding principles in society determined by culture~ customs, 
others. 
morals, politics, among 
• Business etbics of an organisation relating to competitiveness, excellence 
ment. 
• of an individual based on attitudes, ........... ~~. etc. 
, 
social commit-
• Genetic code on the cellular level ..... ""." ........ guiding pnllCltUes for cellular processes and 
evolutionary strategies. 
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and their 
• of nature on various of the physical reality, including the laws of gravity, 
electromagnetic attraction repulsion, and chemical affinitiveness. 
The ethos of a answers the ues,tlo]n: what is of importance ? It between different 
possible outcomes and acts as 'judge' npT'WPI'n what is and what not, the 'good' the 
'bad" 'beautiful' 'ugly" and , what is important and what not. Ethos 
..... ""u"",,,,. as guiding principles in corlcelPtU81 space is perceived differently on various levels of the 
living holarchy. laws of nature appear to firmly established, whereas ethics, 
morals and views nl1Pf'on continuous evolution. 
3.3.2.2 Teleos aspect 
The teleos aspect to a state or outcome towards which a rJ"'.If"<"." (or 
system) tends to be n''''''/',~,n attracted or it dynamically persists in. 
either emlen~es from or it is projected onto a system. 
that include sentient interaction such as individual, 
many forms of teleos may be projected. 
B. Emergent teleos 
those levels 
:)u'-' • ..,ty and 
I-'m"'f'o'",nt teleos is by abstracting it behaviour as observed in a system. 
physical level, is derived the nature and is therefore an abstracted nature. 
Emergent behaviour such as customs generally present a that is 
A system is considered to ..... " .. "" .. ~i' ",mpf'o'pnt teleos if it in its state or "' ..... .,.h ... " .. " 
to " .. ~,n-r,,....,.., towards a particular en(l-State under prevailing conditions. 
b. Projected teleos 
Projected teleos is either within or outside a system to intended or planned 
outcomes. Planned behaviour such as that obtained through legislation is generally considered and 
projected upon relevant It is important to stress that in the context of the .... ,y'1<u., .. 
approach not specifically refer to intervention as interpreted by some of the <>"'1'1 ..... ",.,'1'''' of 
teleology, although it not exclude it. 
overall concept of teleos is inclusive of a of concepts in same class: purpose, mission, 
goal, objective, strange attractor (as in theory) and function. concepts are generally 
interrelated and interchangeable, depending on the focus nl"u~pr1"P" Thus, teleos 
of a is the of a outcome (intended or emerg.em 
Furthermore, in some instances it may also contextualise these projections (e.g. 
ascribed purpose statement. each type of teleos the question it poses is different: 
time (lornaln. 
in terms an 
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Part 3: A contextual on biomatrix 
• e.g. What is the preferred outcome? When is it going to happen? How much of it is 
going to haJ:'perl'! 
• Purposes: e.g. Why is it happening? 
Examples are: 
• sun as an attractor for the earth or a plant; thereby determining movements over 
. time. 
• an emergent behavioural or dynamic organisational pattern that acts as an attractor and 
persists over time: e.g. a habit, the development of a city tending towards a certain direction 
and preferred states of chemical bonding on atomic molecular 
• an mte:na~,a goal by a e.g. to a amount of goods 
time or to arrive at a particular destination. 
3.3,2.3 Process aspect 
A process is a series of actions over time leading towards an en'I-:lIUte 
relative to a particular period of observation. 
A "'Y''''''''''''' focuses on the actual flux of mel in space COllcelPtu;al or over It typically 
answers the question: how are things ? or more " ..... ,..'i·',..~.lh' how are actions COltlm'CU,a 
and what mei flux like over time and in ? 
A process may be teleos-related or open-ended in terms 
determined end-state or outcome): 
releos (i.e. with no n,.,,·tjo,.,. .. t1 or 
• if it is associated with a purpose, it is referred to as a purposeful process. 
• if it is dynamically organised towards a preferred end-state, it is referred to as a goal-
• if it is dynamically organised towards a preferred class of outcomes (Le. a OP., .. ,.", outcome), it 
is to as afunctional process. 
In practice processes typically constiture a combination of the above distinctions. 
Typical examples pro,ces:ses are: 
• A network: a confluence branching of rivulets; ... " ..... m • ..,.n an interrelated offlow. 
• Commuting walking-+- driving-+- parking-+- ... "'1"' .. "1<,-..... ,nl'T.".nn at office). 
• Design (e.g. brainstorming-+- analysing-+- synthesising-+- design specification). 
• Transformation (e.g. re-designing-+- implementation or re-structuring). 
• Nutrition (e.g. offood-+- preparing-+- eating-+- digesting-+- metabolising). 
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3.3.2.4 Strudure asped 
Structure to those relationships between (e.g. 
entities, actions or processes) which appear to constant to a 
particular period of observation and of organisation as defined by the 
focus of the observer. 
Structure exists in physical and/or conceptual space retc~rrf~d to as a configuration) 
(referred to as an action-pattern). The distinction 1'1"",1/"",-., structure process is 
statement will elucidated in am>tnl~r section). 'of the observer 
time 
to the 
It is noteworthy structure may in both a spatial as well as a temporal sense. In a way 
structure or form is something transcends both time and Within the 
continuum it provides a link between these two modes of perception. structure in a 
instance (e.g. music or word) should viewed the structure 
inherent in a (e.g. a human body. or an organisational existing in 
conceptual terms form and are used in ways by we 
therefore thought it wise to make a clear distinction between structure the spatial and 
structure in the temporal domain. The term structure was to depict both concepts (the 
fact that it is both a noun and a verb is thus appropriate). 
a. Configuration (spatial structure) 
Spatial structure or configuration refers to the relative arrangement of the 
elements of a ystem in space. 
The is in the 
.. the three-dimensional structure of a molecule; 
.. the anatomy of the human body; 
.. the structure of an institution 
.. structure of the theory of mathematics 
.. geographical structure of a town. 
b. Action-pattern (temporal strudure) 
instance on the aspect of the system. For 
in conceptual space); 
in conceptual space); 
Implicit to a process is nntl'PJ"n of change refers to sequencing of 
actions. If this pattern is repetitive it manifests as a structure in time, 
generally referred to as an action-pattern. In this instance the focus is on 
temporal structure of the system, which subsequently may lead to its representation in the 
domain. 
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Part 3: A contextual nPT'.;:np'I"t1,ol .. on biomatrix 
Examples of action-patterns are: 
• a score; 
• the sound 
• a behavioural pattern; 
.. procedures an institution. 
3.3.2.5 Substance (mei) aspect 
The substance a to all those Q~nl'lrn1t~ 'entities' which embody a (conceptual 
andlor nn,,,,,,,,,,,, in other words, that which makes a perceptible to our 
senses, to our or to our ... "' •• " ... 
It may in its tum comprise a more subtle substance; smaller, more fundamental or 
more refined 'entities'. Matter, energy and information together is considered to constitute the 
main classes of substance. From a physical point of these three entities are very intimately 
related. interrelationship is reflected by their ability to int  one Apart from 
'pure energy' none of these aspects can really exist out of relationship with at least one of the other. 
Information, instance, is stored in some form is conveyed the exchange 
signify 
contains some sort 
symbiosis ..... "'''' ... ' .... 
namely mei. 
.......... ..."" with information in its unique structure. To 
substance, they are to as a single 
Physics distinguishes between four different , _____ j of matter solid, liquid, and 
plasma states. Likewise pmIOS~)pnlerS distinguished between the "elements" the 
world i.e. earth, did not to the day of an 
............. " .. as depicted in the the physical elemelilts. but rather retlem,d to different 
of the materiaUphysical Similarly biomatrix with distinctions of 
substance three to be phases or states of substance. Unfortunately 
three distinctions substance can be separated fragmented in our When this occurs 
we do not the fact that are merely manifestations of same underlying 'thing'. This 
lead to a fragmented perspective on 
the world. 
consequently, solutions to the problems we encounter in 
Afunctional dls'tlD(:tlOin pertaining to substance can made as foHows: 
a. Input I Output entities ('building blocks' and 'products') 
Input/output-entities form part of the throughput of mei entities a system. input entities to 
the 'building or those which are being processed I transformed into products, whereas 
the output entities to the or products of associated process or transforma-
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tion. a book acts as an input for a student becomes ans;lormea into and 
understanding as an information-based output 
b. Transformers (actors) 
The trailst(}rmlers or actors are all en11tu~s which are and explicitly engaged in the 
process of other entities into or products a are transformers, 
Wn,I"I"Pl~<;: input/output entities are being transformed. input/output-entities are analogous to 
the subject-object relationship a sentence. The student her learning prOiceSlses would act as the 
trailst(}rm.ers in 
c. Supportive entities 
The supportive entities are aU those entities which are not explicitly engaged in the transformation 
process and are also not 'flowing through' the system as part the input/output entities (e.g. 
buildings). The distinction between an actor and supporting entity is not always that clear and may 
depend on perspective and intention of the observer. educational "tr.,,,'1"U1""'" as well as 
parents, transport so forth constitute examples of supportive entities. 
3.3.2.6 Dynamic Organisation aspect 
UY"tr.41rlll,; organisation refers to combined outcome of all the 'guiding 
forces' in a system, i. e. the combined outcome of the emergent-organisation 
Vis-a-ViS the intended-organisation or governance of a system 
Emergent organisation and governance are intimately related in a recursive 
sense, th  nature of which will be elaborated on in a subsequent section. 
important point to make is that these concepts are relative to both the of the 
perspective held the nn!;en/f'!l". 
a. Emergent organisation 
Emergent organisation refers to the innate ability of a system to organise 
itself as a result of the interaction between its units. 
It is an organisation which emerges from the interaction of the parts of the 
system and cannot be traced back to a particular decision-making "'l"""~"U' 
states at non-equilibrium points, or 
terminology "far equilibrium" and In 
complexity theory it is assumed that complex adaptive systems basically run themselves without 
intervention from a specific 'governing' element. The adaptive responses appear random, because the 
individual activities are not 'controlled' or pre-determined (Kauffinan 1993). It is a type of 
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organisation based in apparently random actions on the "edge of chaos" (Gleick 1987). stable 
state towards which a system is naturally drawn is referred to as an attractor (which exists in 
conceptual space). The principle of emergence is at the heart of the tendency of parts to form 
larger stable 'wholes' (or systems) of own accord, exhibiting qualitatively different properties, 
i.e. maintaining or organising itself around a newly acquired stable state (i.e. from thermodynamic 
equilibrium). All these aspects of organisation are collectively referred to in the biomatrix as 
emergent organisation. 
On the .... "', .... '" level emer~,ent organisation refers to the ability matter, ... v' ............. ''', to organise 
itself stable structures as a result of interaction the various or atomic 
The complex molecular structures of in living """r ...... ,.' is an excellent case 
and is referred to as 'protein folding'. Other examples are KIVU"'" of to 
organise themselves into larger complex structures of organisation, e.g. single-cellular cultures and 
SO<lnllteS, and the emergence of new patterns of thought or novel ideas in Furthermore, we are all 
familiar with the emergence of new patterns organisation within a group of interacting individuals, 
without able to pin-point its origin to a particular individuaL Some human settlements evolve 
from a scale perspective (e.g. the city as a whole) in an emergent sense, without any overall 
planning. In fact, any culture is to a large extent the collective outcome of interactions between 
a particular group of individuals over time. Emergent patterns may thus persist and become viable 
patterns of organisation in their own right. 
b. Governance (governed organisation) 
Governance or to 'intended', planned. 
grammed or pre·determined organisation of a system. 
Governance pertains to aspects of organisation which originate with some 
form or nrr,crr.~mlm;oo and manifest as a nrp,tprr;oorl 
outcome. The an'JPrnl'lTIr.F' may traced to an ..................... '" 
'decision-making element', called "governor" or the "decider" (Miller 1978), which can either 
outside or inside system governed. the 'decision has made' it is considered to be 
pre-determined. Although this type of organisation to be limited to what are generally 
considered to be living systems, it may also be imprinted or programmed into artefacts and 
technological extensions found in those systems. 
De'penldinl~ on where the decision-making-process resides it can be rF't,f"rrE'rI to as intrinsic or extrinsic 
governance. However, these modes of governance can be mixed, with some aspects determined 
outside and others from inside. example, an institution values even goals may be 
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determined outside the system that is responsible its execution, regulatory decisions are 
made within the system responsible for their execution, a particular production process. 
The notion of intention is important but rather slippery and difficult to define. Christensen argues that 
"we must understand intentionality as a complex property of information-utilising systems, in 
with way in which systems exploit information" and "that the control strategy focused on 
explicit, context sensitive exploitation of information is the one which forms 
intentionality" (Christensen 1996, p.316). 
a cellular level C""I ...... "" typically be with regulatory 
'''''''''U~''U~''U'' of the (DNA and RNA In this governance is 
considered to be "''''''_'''''T''' ........ in the sense that organisational have 'made' in 
the process of evolution. the organismic level it pertains to all homeostatic regulatory processes, 
whereas in psyche the human (or other sentient being), it is associated with all 
intentional forms of organisation, individual values, plans, ideals, goals ultimately 
its On the institutional level it to all forms of managerial processes, 
policy formulation, planning, decision-making regulation. On a national 
it refers to prCiCes:ses Q."~''''''J'Q.t'''''' with orderly 'government'. 
c. Generic perspectives on dynamic organisation 
Further distinctions of dynamic organisation can be made pertaining to the generic aspects a 
system: 
"organisation etbos: the principles and values of a bill of 
the ten commandments, ast)ec[s of institutional ml!;SlCm state meints, "survival of 
fittest" as an evolutionary value); 
• organisation of teleos (teleos-setting): establishing the purpose, goals and objectives of 
organisation; 
" organisation of process (regullltion): 'decision-making' processes that are responsible 
continuous adjustments to the flux in order to a preferred teleos goals); 
" organisation of structure (i.e. of the procedures 
and strategies legal procedures, decision-making procedures and the DNA code in or-
ganisms); 
• organisation of substance: selection of entities participating in a system (e.g. personnel and 
all other mei resources). 
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Pan 3: A biomatrix COD:ceDlts 
d. ,uncltlOilal perspectives on dynamic organisation 
Maruyama (Maruyama 1963) defined the nature of regUJal:l0n as either deviation-counteracting or 
Deviation in this context deviation from the goal (as selected 
through control function) that occurs in extended this concept to apply to all 
fonns dynamic organisation, i.e. either emergent or Int,pncil"l'1 (or pre-detennined). 
d.i. Deviation-counteracting dynamic organisation 
Deviation-counter~cting organisation (morphostasis) ensures that the outcome of a process remains 
of its preferred outcome, and deviation from this outcome is counteracted with 
adjustments in its functioning. 
most cases this type of dynamic organisation is through the process of feedback more 
neli!aIIVe feedback is aU homeostatic control meicnalllisms as 
elaborated on in the field of cybernetics. 
Deviation-amplifying dynamic organisation 
Deviation-amplifying organisation actually any deviation from the preferred outcome. 
may either lead to the creation of a new (morphogenesis) or the destruction of the "' ..... I;)UIJII;:. order 
(morpholysis). Deviation-amplifying organisation is typically achieved through feedback 
techniques. It may lead to destruction 
transfonned system. 
the existing system and/or the emergence a novel 
Deviation-amplifying organisation would rise to an unstable situation if it were not somehow 
limited. Limitation of deviation-amplification organisation is typically 
level deviation-counteracting imposed on it. The higher 
the boundaries within 
explosion (i.e. deviation aJIltplllllCatl4cmJ 
deviation counteracting). 
organisation freely nn"' • ..at-.:.'" 
may be counteracted a 
means of higher 
mechanism actually sets 
,.;.......:uu.Jl,.;. a population 
resources 
The concepts 'positive' feedback should be "' ...... "' ... though. Both deviation-
amplification and deviation-counteracting could be achieved by 
depending on the spatial and temporal configuration of the 
cybernetic techniques, 
loops in the cybernetic 
configuration. These concepts may also cause confusion when applied in other disciplines 
(e.g. psychology), order to distinguish unambiguously between feedback configurations for 
deviation-counteracting organisation, the tenns morphogenetic and deviation-amplifying 
morphostatic feedback, reSIJecltlve are preferred. 
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e. Other systems perspectives on organisation 
The tenn self-organisation is used in different contexts in systems literature (von Bertalanffy 
1968; Jantsch 1979; and Stengers 1984; Goertzel 1992) and depending on its use, may 
actually both to lntr-,nlOlll' governance and to emergent organisation. Thus the ability a system 
to 
instance, it 
does not nec:ess:ariJly d]lstu~gu.lSh the 'mechanism' organisation at stake. For 
be as a result an internal decidor homeostatic ."'Fl, .... " .. '"'. U'''',",'''""''U'''U''' In 
the body) or it as a prnpro.pn1" ..... rr' ....... rii ... , (e.g. ofa to organise 
itself without apparent decidor). 
Living theory (LST) essentially (1;';:;<",,",1<1";;;;:) a cybernetic viewpoint organisation: "the 
basic observation LST is that systems cells, humans, organizations, and societies) 
can maintain regularity irregularity system's environments. regularity is 
aCC:OIT:lpI1Sne:d by current or anticipated states internally desired states and 
converting difference into actions that will keep differences Thus, 
is concerned with self-regulating systems at or above four in Boulding's hierarchy, as well as the 
properties of the lower level systems, particularly the cybernetic properties level (Vancouver 
1996, p.166). The role played by different categories of infonnation in the organisation of systems, as 
seen in the context of LST, is by Banathy: "a organizational feature in LST involves the 
assignment of tasks to components order that critical be out in an 
appropriate manner ... , If the "'''1'''''''''''' in question is not we see fluidity in 
components that are responsibility for the task, as evolution is taking 
this case traditional of cybernetic feedback to account for effective behavior" 
(Banathy pI 
Cybernetic-based of complexity, regulation, eqUilibrium, 
infonnation exchange and feedback and control are central to the organisation and viability of systems 
in the viable systems model (Jackson 1992). 
Maturana and Varela emphasise the principle of autopoiesis according to which a system can create 
and maintain own state boundary, at the same also have ability to """""1" .. 111'-" 
itself, or more specifically, to this unique (Maturana and Varela 1992). 
svsteolS differ from other in tenns of their structure (or more specifically their spatial 
configuration) but they are alike in tenns of their organisation. 
Ackoff's circular organisation an organisational design that addresses the quality of work 
life an work force and by so doing better serves their and 
of organisation as a The design also effects the type organisational changes 
required to facilitate the interaction of the parts organisation, and of the organisation as a whole 
with parts of environment. It is essentially a democratic process where there is a circularity of 
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power and each member participates directly or indirectly in all decisions that affect him (Ackoff 
1994). 
Shakun considers purposeful complex adaptive systems and prOicesses to "involve multiplayer, 
multicriteria, dynamic problems subject to in which players 
both and conflict in choosing and delivering to as operational goals 
decision making. Thus, such systems are both cybernetic and (Shakun 
p.305). 
Coming considers the concept of synergy to be overall principle in living sv~m::lns. 
with related concepts of self-organisation, ... m ... ro' ... "t'''' and complexity (Coming 1995). Kauffinan 
autonomous, autocatalytic " .. 11,£,,,,,,,,,,,,, n,."mllllr'V sources in nature and that 
natural ,,"','''''''.,Ivn merely fine-tunes the results of these proicesses (Kauffinan 1993). a new 
"nltlvs,ics of biology" is envisioned which natural laws of will be 
as being responsible both driving the evolutionary process and for truncating the role natural 
selection (Coming 1995). 
Miller distinguishes between different classes of organisational learning: i.e. methodical learning, 
which in its turns comprises systemic analysis, experimentation and structural learning, vis-a.-vis 
emergent forms of learning. which in tum comprise synthesis, interaction and institutional learning 
(Miller 1996). Parallels may be drawn between methodical and emergent learning as opposed to the 
governed and emergent organisation ofthe biomatrix model. 
Multimodal systems thinking distinguishes between two intertwined forms of organisation: "the 
determinative, that it always exerts own To this belongs ... All the cosmos, 
including man, is subject to determinative order. Only man, however, is to the seClono 
the normative. This is because this order human will and only humanity 
will" (de Raadt 1997, p.IS). 
3.3.3 Contextnalising the generic aspects of a system: a juxtaposition dual 
distinctions 
The generic aspects of a system all represent different perspectives of the same system under 
observation. As such these aspects are intimately interwoven and certainly not independent They all 
contain, to a or extent, of For process always contains 
elements of and in most also organisation structure. On the hand, all 
the aspects contain elements of substance. They are not all related in the same way; this would 
implied a range rather trivial distinctions. In an attempt to clarify the relationship between the 
generic aspects, it has proven useful to contextualise them in terms of two additional pairs dual 
Olstmc:tiCtns. These distinctions are a temporal perspective vis-a-vis spatial perspective, as well as a 
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distinction the conceptual (Le. having eXlstelrlCe in the the 
vis the physical sphere (i.e. having existence physical space). These two 
tary distinctions been chosen, since they are representative of some of the most fundamental 
distinctions to be made in process perceiving 'reality'. It does, to some extent, us in 
understanding the relationship between the generic aspects. juxtaposition of these 
distinctions is depicted in Figure 44 and is subsequently explored against the background of 
pairs of generic systems aSlJlec1:s. 
3.3.3.1 Dynamic Organisation and Substance (mei) perspective 
As a first order of abstraction the dynamic organisation and substance perspectives of being are 
considered. two perspectives represent the most fundamental or 'primary' generic of 
being, since ultimately all creation emanates from organisation substance (me i). For example, 
energy is organised into matter, and the mere fact that there is some form organisation actually 
implies presence of information, and vice versa. It also appears to hold a cosmological sense, 
since all being manifested through the organisation energy at birth of the cosmos (e.g. the 
theory of a bang of or radiation, emanating from a singular point in time-space). From a 
spiritual and mythical perspective it also seems to well supported, since most religions or creation 
myths refer to the creation of world out of the (Le. or substance) through 
intervention a 'creator' or other organising principle (i.e. conscious intent or emergent organisa-
tion). It should also be noted that within the conceptual sphere quadrants A and B (see 44), 
the information element of substance predominates (depicted as mel), whereas in the physical sphere 
(i.e. quadrants C and D), the and material of substance predominates (depicted as 
MEi). 
3.3.3.2 Structure and Process perspective 
As the next order abstraction we consider notions of structure and us on 
process a Process manifests essentially in the domain as a sequence 
actions over a period time. More specifIcally, we focus on the flux of mei over time, i.e. the 
transportation of substance or the transformation of substance time. This all space 
as but in case of the of a we choose to emphasise the temporal 
"'11< .... /; .... "', albeit space. has been out by the distinction between time and 
is merely an abstraction which in reality as a space-time continuum (Clarke 1979). 
The mei flux may manifest predominantly in a conceptual sense (Le. quadrant B), as would be 
case for all thought processes, for example, changes over time in our attitudes, as well as problem-
solving and design processes. It may also entail that are expressed symbolically, a 
written 'story', computer programmes and extlre!;sic)Os of mathematical transformation. On the other 
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Part 3: A contextual 
A. 
j) c. 
The systems in context of a double distinction of spatial V1C!.l'I.'\l1 
temporal and physical conceptual 
hand, flux also has a physical component (i.e. quadrant C), for example, radiation of energy in 
all movement matter space, talking, walking, manufacturing and distribution of resources 
and products. 
Structure is an aspect which manifests both in a spatial as well as a temporal sense. On the right half 
(quadrants B and C) we have the action-pattern which represents the structure inherent in a repetitive 
type of process (Le. mei flux); on the half we have spatial configuration which in 
tum represents configuration mei space (both conceptual physical). The distinction 
h .. t1'1ll"~'n these two of structure is relative to particular domain (i.e. temporal or spatial) as 
well as the to level of focus within the holarchy of systems. 
example, the anatomical structure of a human being is observed as a spatial configuration in 
quadrant D, whereas a unique walking pattern is perceived in a temporal sense as an action-pattern in 
'1 .............. C. It should noted of structure are on the same level of observation 
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and abstraction. ~1'\'''l",,,pr we are aware that underlying the anatomy (Le. on a cellular and 
atomic level) is a myriad of bio-chemical and sub-atomic rise to the relatively 
stable human anatomy. The distinction between action-pattern and spatial configuration may be 
drawn within the same level organisation and abstraction, or alternatively it may be in a 
'vertical' sense across different levels of organisation. 
Another example is the design, manufacturing and implementation of a particular technology. For 
instance, technical documentation pertaining to design an aircraft exists predominantly as a 
spatial configuration in quadrant whereas manufacturing procedures as an action-pattern 
in quadrant actual Ulauu.a"~UI 
3.3.3.3 Teleos and Ethos perspective 
teleos and aspects represent 
, systems aspects. 
manifests as an action-pattern quadrant 
exists as a spatial configuration in quadrant 
highest order abstraction within range generic 
manifests predominantly as an aspect in a tempor l sense and is viewed as a projection in 
time, not unlike a vector or arrow pointing to a orj;~-Dl'et€:m:d outcome at some point in the future. In 
the physical teleos is of all with a in space 
and either come as a result of an emergent or~tanisatioln, or governed as 
thromm """u ........ intervention. 
teleos are all processes in nature which tend to move towards a preferred end-state as a 
result of the 'laws', e.g. a running towards the sea and heat exchange processes like the 
persistent cooling down of an object in a colder environment. It also far 
thermodynamic equilibrium biochemical 
t'nlI1;Ofl;me and 1977b; 1980). All planned or mteinac;~a processes in the physical 
sphere, e.g. moving towards a particular destination or for a particular of fitness, are also 
included. In conceptual sphere, teleos represents all purposes and goals as formulated in the 
human mind, as well as its symbolic expression (e.g. as expressed in a document or image). 
Ethos as an aspect is viewed predominantly in a spatial sense. The and principles are expressed 
as some sort structure or hierarchy, relative to teleos aspect is essentially 'time-less' 
(analogous to the distinction parameter variable in ....... 111>\"' .. .,.. ... 10., .. " 
conceptual sphere (quadrant A) it ,.....nrpc;:~·ntc;: all the values and beliefs in the or expressed 
symbolically, for instance, expression of institutional values in a mission statement, whereas in the 
physical sphere (quadrant D), it manifest as a physical 'entity' which contains values and 
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organisational principles a system, for example, the nucleus and its DNA in cell, 
'head' of a and board of directors of an institution. 
Concluding rl'!IOall"li:!It 
This chapter dealt with generic systems aspects. It explored from different 
perspectives ethos, teleos, structure, substance (mei) and dynamic organisation. The dual 
distinctions of dynamic organisation substance, structure vis-a.-vis process and teleos vis-a-
vis were contextualised through their juxtaposition. 
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3 .. 4 Becoming in the biomatrix: the evolution and 
"''''' ..... '01 ... .:10 of in the biomatrix 
Systems do not in Tn .... vp" .. they undergo slight changes or perhaps even a true 
transformation order to adapt to chamgc~s within 
appears to be on one level of nn<:Pf'VlUI 
on other (up or the holarchy 
generic organisational tendencies thus some 
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in the biomatrix: the in the biomatrix 
3.4.1 The three organisational tendencies: phases of being and becoming 
a means setting broader context it can stated that all have a limited life 
generally comprises three phases or organisational tendencies (Maruyama 1963): 
• creative tendency (morphogenesis); 
• maintenance tendency (morphostasis); 
• destructive tenl(lellCY i.e. towards increased chaos (morpholysis). 
Intuitively this sense. We all know that once been it to 
maintained, othelWise it falls or destroyed. We only have to our own lives to 
u.mtuc;u.u"' ...... l truth. Obviously, from the point view of individual, destruction 
means the end of life is generally avoided or delayed as much as possible. However, destructive 
forces not ne(~es~,arl be seen as a since old to make the 
young, or in to change we have to down' at least some elements 
maintenance of organisation manifests primarily through deviation-counteracting 
phostatic) feedback whereas both the and 
primarily through deviation-amplifying feedback mechanisms. Deviation-amplifying 
mechanisms either manifestation of sornet:hll1lS!; novel (morphogenesis), or 
facilitate the destruction that which already (morpho lysis ). 
processes transformation at which the may 
breaking down that which exists or turn transformed 
new. the other hand, most us are with 
is a critical point in all 
'downwards' spiral of 
something and 
t .. n<i:trl~hr.n when we try to 
implement but 'inertia' towards maintcmalrlce within the SVS1[em is so that it 
becomes simply impossible to of the - ........... ,l'> structure. In practice, a dynamic balance 
needs to struck between 'three pillars' of organisation. 
3.4.2 A dual pattern of becoming: governed vis-i-vis emergent organisation 
The organisation of any system may be viewed as the outcome between two interacting organisational 
tendencies, i.e. 
organisation. 
governed organisation, also to as governance and the emergent 
us now these two organisational tendencies in context of generic 
""",1''''' .... , .. , a~)Dects: Ethos (E), (T), Process (P), Structure and two implicit aspects 
substance and dynamic organisation Figure The two the essence 
of the phases a system would go through in terms of its dynamic organisation over time, 
relative to its aspects. other words they are analogous in phase space, 
with the generic aspects respectively representing the different possible dynamic-organisational states 
as the system evolves overtime (Gleick 1987). 
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Figure 45: Phase trajectories emergent orf;l:amLSatlon 
relative to the generic systems aspects 
3.4.2.1 Governed organisation 
Let us first focus on the clockwise path representing governed organisation that typically starts with 
search for or identification of an ethos (E). is an extremely important phase, since it basically 
determines and sets the tone everything that is to follow, tells us what is important, and serves as 
the 'judge' the a evolution. a society, for the ethos phase 
would involve "' ..... , ....... ·"'1 to the institutions that embody principles general behaviour. ,... .. 1'-11"'" 
these are the laws of the nation, ·the churches, the customs, and possibly a Bill of Rights. In an 
organisation, this phase would inc~ude the formulation of a mission statement according to which the 
j;;"'IU::' •• U\J'U should Unfortunately, in relatively little is spent on this crucial 
phase. A hasty production of the mission statement is generally followed by just as hasty 
of goals and and a premature commencement of the activities. It is important not only 
to state the ethos, but also to spend time to clarify it within all 'minds and hearts' of the 
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in the biomatrix: biomatrix 
HCi.palrlts. Obviously, although a statement to be concise, its conciseness must the 
result a distillation process and not a superficial improvisation. of any is very 
complex tenns of its implications and it therefore needs a great deal of clarification time). 
The next phase consists of the definition of the teleos (T), in 
clearly state the purpose (where applicable) and clearly 
context of the It is important to 
the goals. Participants in this process 
generally love spending time on this aspect, perhaps because it ;)VIJUwlJ'VYV resembles their own 
personal and dreams. 
Next in line is the process aspect (P). is the point of implementation in the process domain, 
during which the that will Droidul~e the preferred outputs, as in the have to 
be put in place. In practice is not always a one to one relationship between a particular process 
and a particular goal. There may in fact be a great deal of cross-linking and multi-functionality 
oet'wet:n process and teleos. 
system now 'proceeds' (evolves) to the structure (S). At this it becomes necessary to 
identifY all structures required to support the pr<)cesse:s, in order to produce the outcomes. 
Again, is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship with process aspect: a single structure 
associated different and vice versa. Some of us tend to 'hooked' onto this 
perhaps these are 'things' that are ingrained in our physical 
environment. We sometimes even so far as to start out with our best to 
make the other aspects 'fit'. instance, we may have acquired a particular as a result of an 
l'IO(ITi",!Qllirp marketing campaign and only then try to work out how it can fit in with the system. We 
may be impressed by the structure a building or even a city, without due attention to how it 
will serve our values and style. Likewise we may also fixated on a or 
existing structure (e.g. of a institution) thereby neglect or even reverse 
perspective o  governed organisational Structure also ingrained in our 
minds in the fonn action-patterns, action-patterns as pre-conceived pre-programmed ways 
of seeing, thinking and 'doing'. This often makes it extremely difficult to start off with a 'clean slate'. 
In this it could that studies us understand how 
we came to be what we are yet without providing any definite answer, by that current 
of rationality just one amongst Consequently, if we assume that both 
ourselves and our problems are constructed in contingent circumstances, we could aim to deconstruct 
ourselves, to change characteristics that may considered undesirable, and to rebuild ourselves in 
dltterelnt ways" (Valero-Silva 1996, p.544). 
idealised QPO(1II1Plr1l'f' of phases governed organisation is thus: P~S. 
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3.4.2.2 Emergent organisation 
Fortunately (or in some instances unfortunately) there is also another of organisation, namely 
emergent organisation. were not the case we would been completely dependent on what 
we can when it comes to the organisation of all man-made 
,",v"n'n,,, However, often simply just happen of their own or so it appears to 
us. This can be attributed to other path phase space, Le. counter-clockwise route depicted as 
starting at the structure aspect (S) Figure 45). 
re[lea1tea interaction of structures or more specifically, ""''''''Ua''' 
or substance, rise to newly evolved This 
(P). 
entltu~s with its 
the i:lIV"'L"'111 to the 
Through the repeated interaction between processes may evolve or emerge an action-pattern or 
attractor. This in its tum gives to a outcome for the process(es), which leads us to the 
realm of teleos (T). 
processes, or more specifically their respective action-patterns attractors, may now in their 
tum interact and give to generalised principles of interaction (or organisation). According to 
Mintzberg organisational strategies "are not plans produced by a certain group of top managers 
technocrats but patterns in streams of decisions. latter mutate, get realized 
in a manner is beyond a person's (or a propositional knowledge and control" (Mintzberg 
1993, p.509). Once generalised have the dynamic 
organisation has moved into the of ethos (E). 
As has been mentioned before, in the evolution human civilisation and especially its cultural 
dimension over the ages, a great deal emerged purely as a result the free interaction its 
members an ever-changing context, is in contrast with a process planned and on'l.,p,",p,t1 
The idealised for emergemorganisation is thus: S..... T ..... E. 
Dancing in phase-space 
In reality both organisational tendencies in either a cIOICk'wI5.e or 
direction. However, the long-term progression emergent and governed organisation are anti-
and clockwise respectively. Thus, although organisation may, instance take a 
'backwards' (i.e. in a clockwise direction), it does in the long term progress in an anti-clockwise 
direction. the a novel structure out of interaction of pro,ces:ses 
represents a step 'backwards' or a CIO'CK'1V1 of emergent or~~anlsatlo:n. 'forward' and 
'backward' stepping between nrr ........ '~C! and structure is referred to as "Zllg-Zltlggmg 
1985}. 
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Furthennore, it should noted that the two organisational tendencies are idealised states. In reality 
they always interact and rise to a combined outcome, the actual dynamic organisation the 
svs:refln. Thus, it comes to organisation it always two to tango! 
The r .... ''''n.>t of direction eiCLIU::'i:lLUVIli:U tendency .~ .... w_.w. with the mutual interaction 
of two organisational tendencies, to a complex 'dance' in 6 This 
the ",,,,,,, .. rn state moves dynamism 
different I.IA"""",.,_ evolving new 
For eX~I.m[He. let us assume we are .\Ju ...... :)!, at a business 
delllict«,d in Figure 46. 
with a trajectory as 
Interplay ht>.llw.'.en structure and process (see 46): A business may start off by functioning 
with implicit procedures or action patterns (So). a result of the emergent processes interaction 
over time amongst within environment (EMs-+p), specific ways dealing with the 
tasks at hand may causing unintended shifts in tasks and thus their job descriptions. 
Thus, without governance or intended a new structure (SJ) (EMp-+s). This 
............ 0 .. 1"1(' .. is not attributable to the contribution any specific or any decision 
at a specific point time. Should patterns prove to be useful they may become fonnally 
adopted as explicit and standard procedure, viz., they become part of the of governance; in 
this instance an anti-clockwise movement in phase (GOs-+p). 
Interplay between process and teleos: us assume that no fonnal goals have established as 
far as the level of output is concerned. time the will simply do their job as see fit 
and as a result a certain pattern preferred outcome may emerge over time (EMp-+T). 
system has moved from the aspect to aspect. At this in 
manager may 
"'U''',,'' • ...,11 goals. are that 
outcomes decide to these as monthly 
will actually increase the numbers slightly and then fonnally 
introduce it as production targets (T1). state of the now thus moves clockwise again, from 
a state of teleos to a state of intended governance, i.e. governance the production-process 
in accordance with fonnal goals 
6 The of in the biomatrix is in the same sense as in physics; Le. it to a multi-
dimensional space where a point in that space describes the state of the A 
trajecory in phase-space describes how the dynamic state of the system evolves over time (Gleick 1987). 
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46: Phase trajectory depicting dynamic or~~llsatlon of a system relative to the 0' .. " .. 1"11 ... 
aspects 
Interplay between teleos and ethos: Based on formal goals (Th there 
amongst members as a group, a sense and what is not (Eo). thus 
moves the realm, an anti-clockwise direction At some point in time the 
.. Vf" ... nt.u .. ..,"llllll .. '''''''' may sit down or a workshop be organised for all the members in order to 
explore and formalise the new values. It may, for instance be decided that it is more important for the 
institution to increase its social responsibility towards its own as well as the society in 
which it participates. This may imply a reduction of and perhaps an in hours 
and production goals. At stage the turns ethos is 
aOC)Dtf:O as policy The now becomes according to the formally 
adopted system, and may be changed accordingly (G~T)' point phase tralleclOrv 
may all the way round in a clockwise direction, back to the structure since it may be 
nec:essarv to actually restructure the institution. would be accordance with long-term 
direction in governed or~~anlsatlOlt1. For example, it may entail the establishment of a 
department order to assume responsibility personnel concerning responsibility. 
The aforementioned trajectory is of course a in reality. practice, a 
number of trajectories may run parallel, and may be in a much more way 
what is depicted 46. rather simplified approach does, however, the observer a 
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sense of understanding how the generic aspects to each other in a l1VT1lamlC way. It should 
be that through this whole exercise the level focus remained the same, 
org;aDllsatlon,allevelofthe institution as a ~v~'t",rn 
Organisational turbulence 
In instances the two organisational tenC1erlCU~S do not interact a mutually supportive or 
manner. They may in be in opposition conflict. A helpful in this is 
that ..,Ul''''U .... '''. The two in phase 
a neaLO-<1ln manner. 
""""vp,, as COlJlme:r-C1 
to a turbulent flow, off-shoots or 
currents are created, each going its own phenomenon is to as turbulent 
l11m!amlC organisation and is depicted in Figure 47. We are familiar with this phenomenon in <:v<:"rE'!m 
For in an institution processes emergmg out of the multiple interactions between 
actually be in opposition to its organisation by management). 
This is not as a result of a corlSCIOUS or intended UPIJUSIUlllll on the part of any individual or group, 
is a of the dynamics of the system at that point in time. Until such time as the 
system's dynamics are changed more effective processes of regulation are put in place or other 
intended changes are introduced), or even change of their own accord, the turbulence will remain. It is 
of no use looking for any specific 'culprit' since it is a phenomenon which out of the .... Vll ...... U 
interaction of aU the system and participating eieme:nts. 
l1li 
....e-------
t 
..,1 III 
I 
I 
\ 
- +-----------'iIIOO-
I I 
I 
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I 
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I, 
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r 
Figure 47: Phase trajectories depicting organisational 
turbulence 
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Part 3: A on biomatrlx 
It may be to intentionally a dynamic attractor in place any thing or change which 
serves as a point of attJ'aCl:l0n in phase-space), in order to coax. the emergent organisation into more 
interaction governed These attractors be in the domain of any 
one of the system aspects. For example, a family may pvr,,,,r, ... nr·,,, VUJ''';;Ul;' in its inter-
personal relationships. It may be helpful to acquire a television with the 
one. Alternatively, it suggested that the process eating is ch~ln2.ed. say 
haphazard ritual to a more fonnal ritual of sharing a meal around the 
necessary to induce a reassessment of their mind-set with regard to 
The smallest change, or more likely a combination of inslgnitic:ant cnange:s, 
or vice versa. It 
have .. vT ..... _,n,." 
be 
results, living are typically non-linear, with chaotic undertones in tenns of their 
.r;;, ..... ""'" •• VU (Gleick 1987; Kauffinan 1993; Ward 1995). 
Dunsire an organisational principle to as "collibration", or the UCUW1\,";; 
between institutions in a system: "colHbration makes use of the built-in and of 
a particular kind of subsystem or action arena ... a relatively small use of power, as stick, carrot, 
or sennon may tip the balance the self-policing tensions already manifest in the pair system". 
However, "even if an intervention of this kind did succeed in changing the dynamic system from one 
stable to another preferable one, it is unlikely that intervener would certain that new 
state would be wholly preferable, or how the new state would be, ,.. such the 
obvious tactic is an incremental one: a little at a let things see whether another touch is 
required" LlU.j,,,U,,, 1996, p.321). 
''process organizing" may a promising route to creating sustainable 
competitive ""'h"",.,t,,," ... within a environment which is increasingly turbulent 
complex Olsen et 1997), that or transfonnation is 
only one possible way of responding to environmental He proposes a "multidimensional 
or!J.~an,izai'ion" which adapts to change that affects it without actually reorganising (Ackoff 1994, 
p.l69). 
In the field of psychology, Maturana's theory suggests that "the therapist can only 
perturbations in the patient that may his or her mental reorganization but never it" 
(Ruiz 1996, p.285). experienced systems practitioner may rely heavily on her intuition and 
experience or even use more ways Probst Senge 1990) analysing 
and predicting of leverage or intervention, in mind that some the 
process deduction in principle never come up with meaningful answers to the (Smith 
1995). 
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It should noted these turbulent off~shoots may not always destructive (in a negative sense). 
They serve to dismantle or facilitate change an system which is actually of 
For it has been noted that teams through periods stability are 
punctuated by brief periods of considerable change. These are followed by periods renewed 
stability (Wheelan 1996). In short, organisational turbulence is one of major to 
creative and adaptive organisation, and is essential for the long term survival of system within an 
ever changing environment (both its inner and outer environment). However, it is a risky path and not 
all systems survive the potentially rewarding phenomenon of turbulent organisation. 
a matter of Emery predicts "the next years (at least) will evolve around men's 
attempts to create social forms and ways life that are adaptive to turbulent environments or which 
down~grade to the complex types of environments" (Emery 1997, p.917). 
3.4.2.5 Spiral recursion 
The concept of recursion (Keeney 1983; Bateson 1985) deserves some mention here. We to 
refer to it as spiral recursion. In 
aspects, but actually on different 
instance there is an interplay between various systems 
of organisation. example, the structure may interact 
I 
t 
Figure 48: Multi·levelled phase trajectories depicting the principle 
of spiral "'''''1'11..."", ... 
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with the aspect and again interact with the structure aspect, but this round on a 
level of so forth. It may be viewed as a spiral trajectory upward (on the levels 
of organisation in holarchy) or downwards. For reason we prefer to refer to it as spiral 
recursion. For instance, the sub-atomic particles (structure) interact (sub-atomic and give 
rise to a higher level structure (the atom), which in its tum interacts (molecular processes) and 
rise to a new structure (the molecule) and so forth, as depicted in Figure 48. It is a complementary 
interaction between different system aspects across levels of organisation. It does not necessarily 
involve only two aspects, but may spiral its way all around the other aspects, always climbing up or 
down the holarchic levels organisation. For example, the ethos of an individual may impact on her 
processes within a business institution, in tum influencing the teleos of the dynamic organisation 
and ultimately the institutional ethos, thereby completing the spiral from the individual ethos (on one 
level) to the institutional ethos (on the next level). 
3.4.2.6 Change and transformation 
us now briefly focus on change and transformation within a system and see how it manifests itself 
in the generic perspectives. Firstly, it must stated that the distinction between change and 
transformation of a system is not clear-cut and must always be relative to observer 
the level focus. In the term to an alteration in one of the 
system while transformation is a more widespread alteration of the entire For mstan,ce, the re-
design of an system implies a transformation of sorts (Fruytier Tilburg 
1996). 
Changes ethos (E) are most likely to result in an overall transformation of the system, as opposed to 
changes to its structural aspect (8). Governed change will most likely proceed from the ethos (E) 
domain in a clockwise direction, moving through the respective aspects (E-+ T -+ P-+ S). Depending 
on the nature of the problem, the practitioner decides in which aspect(s) to intervene. For example, if 
profitability goals are to be changed it is most likely to require an intervention in the process (P) 
and/or structure (S) aspects. On the other hand. it tum out that the original goals are 
in which instance it an nTI"11"V1"Innrln in teleos (T) as welL Finally. it 
require the actual of profitabiJity, in other the original • problem , needs to be 
turned back on itself, requiring intervention in the ethos (E) domain as well. This may include 
focusing on basic social issues such as job creation. 
in to a problem it may be necessary to move one aspect back in the phase 
trajectory relative to where problem itself. Fundamental sustainable transtorrnatlOn 
involves a process whereby all the generic aspects of the system are reconsidered with an open mind. 
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evolution and in the biomatrix 
Concluding remarks 
This chapter addressed the dynamic nature of systems in the biomatrix. It introduced the concept of 
three phases of being and becoming. This was followed by an in-depth exploration of nature 
emergent ,,''''_<1_'111 (]"(nlt>n1t>f'I organisation, rise to what is .... t';o .... ,.t1 to as a C01nplex dance 
two principles in omlse"SDlice The concept of was introduced as a ", ..... .,..".", ... ,,",11-
hetweim different system aSt.eclts across of organisation biomatrix. 
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3.5 Telentropy: incongruency and uncertainty in complex 
This introduces the of congruency and incongruency. 
incongruency and the associated concept of continuity, lead naturally to the concept of 
Telentropy is essentially a measure disorder or uncertainty in the biomatrix and is considered to be 
one most useful tools to further the understanding of 'real systems in the biomatrix. 
cmmu:r proceeds to origins, transfer and transformation of telentropy in the 
Table of 
1 
byways "'''''UUJ.F, with telentropy 
Congruency 
Entropy in context 
incongruency 
'" 1 .. ,,,iTr ..... ,,· welcome to 
Origins of telentropy 
a. Conflict oevwec:m 
b. Moving the goal posts 
world 
and teleos 
c. Telentropy from a process perspective 
d. Te1entropy from a structure perspective 
e. Te1entropy due to inappropriate (or no) substance 
f. Dynamic and the reduction of telentropy 
Transfer of tel entropy 
Transformation of tel entropy 
a. A telentropic changing or actually dlSliiDoearm 
b. Telentropy moved on to a different context 
Re-directing and telentropy 
Teleonomic "' .... ",.u .. , .. 
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3.5.1 Congruency VIOil,.'Ii.,VIOil incongruency 
Focusing on a particular svs1tem 
'fits in' with the .. " .......... ,.. .... 
the nh,~p,",llpr to 
"", .. ti('t""t,,,,, In all mS1tanl~es, a 
a sense it 
.... 1·2?,."'. to an outer en1vtrc)nrnetlt tnnler-emm(mnlent, also referred to as 
.... v~'T .. n"" interact with and outer) as well as with itself by means 
"'h~,Ua.l"""'" of meL If this exchange of turns out to be mutually supportive, to 
interacting systems, we say they 'couple' or there is a 'fit'. Systems may be considered to 
relative to' anyone of the generic system aSlJtecl:s. for example, the obvious 'fit' between two 
structures or the 'fit' between two goals or the values of two interacting institutions being in mutually 
supportive agreement. 
The concept of congruency, vis-a.-vis incongruency, is used to describe this type of , .... t-''' ..... ,~hr' .... 
between systems. More specifically, two are said to be congruent if they are in harmony, 
mutually supportive or in agreement process, structure, substance or 
dynamic organisation. Systems are not all respects, but 
only in one or a few mstan:ce, two may have a 
achieving it, means the same ends. Congruency, in the special 
case, to degree of 'fit' within a a being congruent relative to 
own generic aspects. 
hand in hand with that of 1'''', ............ ,,''' is continuity. Continuity refers to a 
within a particular series of generic over (i.e. phases) or in 
Continuity is a concept which applies to teleons. It manifests either from a 
perspective, i.e. between its phases, or a Le. between its seg;me:nts 
in example of temporal continuity would co-ordination of the different 
sub-contractors on a building site, whereas the linking up of a bus ....... "' ... v. system with a train system 
would imply a spatial continuity. If these two are SVI1Chr0l1l1Se:(] as it would imply 
both a temporal continuity. An ecological 
the eater "'p,'''''''''''' 
as well; in the one instance is a 
as a continuity of 
is not necessarily a 
to 'kill' and in the other instance there continuity 
is a are in conflict. However, in the case symbiotic relationships there is a 
According to Darwinian evolutionary continuity we observe in 
biosphere is ",,,~',,,u'ua"J a result of the emergent organisation within an overall 
ecological context 1995). Conversely, in the is mostly a result of 
human intent Le. governance. 
The observer Chl[)OSie to trace a series of congruent within tnomalLrIX in the temporal 
domain, which have a hp.~lrlnO' on anyone, or combination of CfPYIPr,,1' a!;pelcts. one may 
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decide to on the spatial domain and trace a congruent seg;ments space. 
essentially represents a Generally our focus a hybrid of both. For instance, a 
continuity of mei flux and teleos, eXlten,tlm.j}; in space in time. 
Obviously not all systems or of within the or In 
there are multiple areas of incongruency within biomatrix. these areas of 
incon2~lenc;y are in constant flux themselves, that is to say they move around within the biomatrix 
from one level to another, moving within a particular or simply disappear; in other 
instances they appear 'out the blue'. areas incongruency discontinuity are also 
referred to as stress within the biomatrix and are always viewed relative to a particular context, an 
ensemble of systems and the generic system aspects (Jaros and Cloete 1994). effects of 
incongruencies or stress specifically pertaming to teleons have received special attention in the 
biomatrix and Jaros 1989; Jaros and 1990; and Cloete and are dealt with 
in a subsequent section. 
3.5.2 Entropy in context 
concept of incongruency is not entirely to the "'V"""II" of entropy the physico-sphere. 
serve as an indication of the "disorder" a Although concept of 
entropy many for interdisciplmary and certainly has a potential 
in both the physical and biological sciences, it has limitations, one of the reasons being that it is 
extremely difficult to quantify entropy in living systems. Furthermore, although the 
negentropy principle information has introduced by Brillouin (Brillouin 1956) extended 
by Shannon (Shannon and Weaver 1963), it still remains a concept primarily applied to the physico-
systems 
Stengers 
entropy admittedly a more unified approach with relation to 
tonrnation (Tribus Mclrvine 1971). In the biosphere, the concept of dissipative 
the resulting out of has been introduced by and 
Prigogine Stengers 1977a; Prigogine 1980; Prigogine Baken 
explained emergent complexity and organisation of biological <::V<::Tpn'~ as manifestations of the 
organising capacities of living systems, or organisation emerging from the initial conditions (Baken 
1977). Evolution has been viewed in terms entropy by Brooks and and they also 
attempted to unify the work of Prigogine Haken in terms of biological (Brooks and Wiley 
1986). 
In a joint discussion of 
macro-accounting theory 
systems theory (i.e. Miller), entropy (i.e. Bailey) and 
Swanson} the role of money-information mn.rkpJr.1:' in the 
l'04I.U3~Ul\.J'U and disorganisation social entities is identified as an important aspect of social 
entropy (Swanson, et at. 1997). Negentropy is understood by them to "the amount 
organization of matter-energy forms in ,,"'-""""'''1 components ... "' .......... on attribute-specific 
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f'.1e1r1trr;nv~ ;"","1'101"l1,.'nrv and nnt.,.,.1"t!>,n'l"v 
amount disorganization in such components 
measured similarly; potential nel~ellltroipV is unlder'Stoioa to be the amount of organization in the 
in terms of money exchange 
money-information marker a societal component measured similarly; and 
potential entropy is in money-information marker structure measured 
similarly" (Swanson, et 
In social entropy theory is as a continuous measure of a system's 
state to replace that there are many types of 
entropy, depending upon the use of the adjective in the term social 
entropy_ In social entropy theory both physical entropy are utilised, where statistical 
entropy "could refer to the degree of disorder in the symbol or that physical 
actors construct and use in the course of their ongoing social 1990, p.86). 
The biomatrix model maintains that living systems are 
nature and that their functioning depends on their ability to 
_u. __ .. 1 nlrnpr'Pn and muJtilevelled by 
........ f .......... ,; outcome that 
is relevant to their field of teleos. Katakis and Katakis suggested a pn:ysll;;o-cm~mllcal ne'~rr:lntllnn 
of entropy is so far removed from the actual system with its purpose and 
usefulness of entropy with regards to the behaviour of living systems is quest.IOl1laDle "' ................ and 
Katakis 1982; Katakis and Katakis 1986). As a result they introduced 
entropy in bio-psycho-social systems. Teleonomic entropy has been 
mathematical relationship, essentially based on the n .. " .. " .... ,,.. ... 
within a system, combined with the probability that " .. p.f'''' .... '''rI states would 
teleonomic 
a 
certain states 
the present state of the system. Probabilit es are tlllle-l!lVe:rallea ""I'1,n.:lI'\, constituting an 
ensemble of systems, in the sense as defined by Gibbs (Katakis 
U .. ,.""", ... ,t",rI by the notion ofteleonomic entropy, the concept telentropy was c!lIr,C! ... rrll~·nrl introduced 
1994). for i1P~Hl\,;,!!.Lllm in the context of the biomatrix (Cloete and 1989; and 
Telentropy: welcome to the real world 
moment in time can be defined as a measure of uncertainty n.Ii;..~:()t"irnu·t1 with a 
n .... 'f'o .... DrI teleos, given its present state. Put differently, the telentropy with a 
is inversely proportional to the probability (at that moment in time) that it will its 
its present state. 
words, should be a low probability of the tel eon reaching its preferred en(]l-SGne. the 
",n1' .. f'''';'' is said to be high, and if the probability is high, the telentropy is said to 
",nt1"l"Il";V telentropy is directly related to the level of 'disorder', or more specifically 
within a teleon. Unlike entropy and teleonomic entropy, it essentially a 
description and fuzzy measure (Bezdek 1994) of the level of stress within a teleon at a 
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Part 3: A contextual ner"nectnreon biomatrix 
since in most instances it is not feasible to 
It should always be remembered though 
probability or uncertainty relative to a 
a quantitative measure of the prOlDaI:Il111UeS at stake. 
telentropy is completely on the 
as judged by the turn 
also relative to the particular 
fuzzy probability are "''''Y\""'''' the ",nt',,,,,,,,,,,t,,",1'V 
who seek to a .... VI.UU''' ... uncertain set of conditions 
At this I;oncept is not founded on a formal mathematical definition and is in a mathe:maltlcal 
sense formal than the concept of teleonomic as introduced by Katakis. 1-4"·.1' ... ·" ... ,. both 
telentropy and entropy share the qualitative notion disorder or chaos. In the case 
disorder to physico~chemical disorder or n .. ,,~ ..... t'" to incomplete lDt,ornlatllon, Wrlerl~A'" 
the case it to a teleological or within the context 
biomatrix. is dependent on state of a (or in the 
case of measurable units of the concept of tel entropy is to a 
extent 1'I ... 1'p"·l'urlpI'I the observer defines the teleon and its teleos. The moment this definition 
changes, the aSSOCllate'o telentropy will change as well. 
The exact outcome most complex systems is seldom ............. in advance. The tel entropy of a system 
is therefore nOil-oeterm:mate at any given moment in time, this necessitates a statistical approach. 
Whether the is by nature non-determinate, or whether the uncertainty in its outcome is to 
incomplete is not really relevant for the this definition. It is ever 
possible to 1'\prT,.,,.m a controlled and repetitive series of PYT\p1'1,mp·ntc: on complex 
deriving a of probability) and the of chance' are seldom evident 
a priori value). Imlplu~s that the probability referred to definition of tel entropy is often 
more of an educated than a formally obtained value. However, it should be noted that the 
precise measurement a limited subset of aspects pertaining to the system is often of less 
significance and may even prove to be misleading, when compared to an intuitive evaluation of ali 
related aspects based on and, most importantly, insight into nature of the system. 
Whereas entropy is predominantly a spatially defined concept, on the spatial 
moment, telentropy is predominantly a COIIcelpr which exists in a configuration of a 
temporal sense as a prclbal)Hilstic pr()je.:tie)D future future of the 
system changes, so implies that the l ... n1,..,., .... " can "' .. '1 .. ~;o;;; even though 
nothing in the teleon itself has chlmg;ed, except for the predicted future, as a result of changes in 
some part of its environment. a mathematical sense the telentropy function is not necessarily a 
continuous function It can, often does, change instantaneously to a completely different 
value as a result of some cminfl:e in one of the factors influencing it. 
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Telentropy: incongruency and uncertainty in complex living systems 
It should also be noted that most teleonic processes are irreversible and that the future is therefore not 
contained in, or prescribed by the present. It is the transition from the present state to the future state 
that can be regarded as the "arrow of time" and the associated notion that the future, and also time 
itself, is to some extent "constructed" (Prigogine and Stengers 1984). 
As a quantitative measure it has proven immensely useful to throw light on the principles of 
incongruency and stress within a particular system under observation. It may lead the observer to a 
greater understanding of the nature ofthe 'problem', and at the same time serve as a useful means of 
communicating these insights to other interested parties. Figure 49 depicts telentropy as a measure of 
uncertainty associated with achieving a preferred teleos. 
I ;;;0. 
Figure 49: Telentropy as a measure of uncertainty 
associated with achieving a preferred teleos 
3.5.3.1 Origins of telentropy 
The origins of telentropy in a system are multifold. In short, anything that could possibly affect the 
likelihood of a teleon reaching its teleos is a possible source of telentropy. A useful way of dealing 
with the different origins is to focus on it according to the generic systems aspects: i.e. ethos, teleos, 
process, structure, substance and dynamic organisation. Added to this list should be the outer and 
inner environments as well. Essentially, any in congruency between these aspects relative to the teleos 
under investigation, may result in an increase in telentropy. Thus, in a mathematical sense it can be 
stated that telentropy is a function of the generic systems aspects, the environment, time and space. 
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Part 3: A contextual perspective on biomatrix concepts 
Let us explore the origins of tel entropy by means ofa few examples: 
a. Conflict between ethos and teleos 
A certain production goal may be imposed on an employee but the work ethic of the employee may be 
in conflict with the meticulous and diligent inputs required in order to complete the task. It is perhaps 
more important to the individual to enjoy life and not take things too seriously. The likelihood of the 
employee meeting the required outcome is thus diminished. In the physico-sphere we may try to 
produce a certain chemical compound (i.e. desired teleos), but by the very nature (i.e. ethos) of the 
different chemicais they are not 'mixable' or compatible. 
b. Moving the goal posts 
In the teleos domain itself, a shifting of the goals may also be a source oftelentropy. The metaphor of 
a hunter trying to shoot at a too fast moving target describes this dilemma well. Each teleon has its 
own inherent time constants, and one should be careful not to exceed the ability of the teleon to adapt 
to a changed goal. It may result in an unstable system, never reaching any goal at all. Psychologically, 
if an individual does not allow herself to attain a sense of completion before moving on to the next 
goal, it may give rise to a sense of under-achievement and frustration. In other words, instead of 
giving ourselves a pat on the back upon completion of a certain goal, we are quick to laugh it off as 
'outdated' and have already moved on to the next target. 
c. Telentropy from a process perspective 
In the domain of process the possibilities are endless. In order to reach a goal a teleon may follow a 
short route (i.e. process) or a long route, a straight route or a more intricate route. The image of 
different paths, as a metaphor for process, all leading to the same destination, illustrates this all too 
well. We all know from experience that the shortest path is not necessarily the quickest or the most 
likely to lead us safely to our destination. It depends on a myriad of influences from the environment, 
as well as the ability of the system to respond to the particular demands of that 'path' (i.e. process). 
The process may get obstructed, suffer from a lack of continuity, get inappropriately interfered with, 
or simply proceed in an inappropriate way relative to the other generic aspects. 
d. Telentropy from a structure perspective 
A particular structure is invariably more suited than another in order to achieve the desired teleos. 
Trying to eat soup with a fork injects an incredible amount of telentropy into the eating teleon! From 
an evolutionary perspective it also true that organisms with particular structures (Le. both spatial 
configuration and action patterns) are more likely to meet certain demands than others. An institution 
may also experience an increase in its telentropy as a result of not having adapted to a matrix-
organisational-structure, in response to a more demanding and complex business environment. 
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e. Telentropy due to inslppirollJri:llte (or no) substance 
diet determines which nutrients our cells. Some are more likely to co-produce a state 
than others. Similarly, >.<V ......... '"lll". a manager with the information is just as likely to 
.... ",rllI'-'" telentropy as no information at all. A shortage of resources is often perceived as a 
source of teientropy in 
transforming it may take care 
However, improving the """,'T",..,n" efficiency, or ,",...,1111-"""'" 
seemingly insurmountable 
f. ...... , ...... , .... organisation the reduction of telentropy 
a system to meet the "'U~'u"'us"'" within itself and within 
meet it with an equal degree in terms of its own 
the principle of "requisite • as formulated by Ashby 
system surviving within environment depends 
line with its teleos Ultimately it should 
so In other words it should be able to change 
a cmmgmg environment, esP!eci:aU~ in those instances 
OVltlarmC organisation to deal with in 
outer environment it is '"'''~''''''UG' to 
organisation. This 
1958). For instance, the cnlllIlCI~S 
on its ability to dynamically " ..... "'n"'A 
the ability to ..... " .... ." if 
organisation, in order to fit in with 
l",n1r..nr.v associated with an "''''I'''L11,1I<. 
A political ..... ' ... I-1"'''"''' ... IVll 
with an imminent revolution is a case in point; an institution that is to 
completely transform itself in order to survive, as a result of insurmountable 
production or sales. 
Transfer of telentropy 
tel entropy has presenteo 
1r..",'rl<:ti~ .... ~·l'I to other 
on a particular level of organisation within a system, it may 
s""u .. ",uvu, or passed on to other systems. It moves around the 
holarchy, like a wave or a 
getting 'bumped around' 
ofteleons (or flux of me i). 
in a pond. The doublets likened to leaves on the 
rippling effect carried forth 
transfer of telentropy be1:we~en two teleons is "'''''1''''''''''''' 
example of the ...... ""' •. .,1 telentropy in the physico-sphere would the simple """"",1','" heat 
within a system and instance, if the spatial configuration of a crystal or complex 
IU'"'''''' .... ' ... ,''' were considered to a preferred end-state teleos), then the transfer of heat to 
this molecule may actually cause it to lose its structure and In fact, most of the molecules 
underlie living "'"'T ..... ''' sensitive to "' .... 'us.,,'" tenlperature and are a 
narrow margin of amibiellt temperature. The tr<>,,.,,t.,, .. as a wave 
molecules, may cause an in telentropy (its unique :r"'~"'UI'" structure may be to 
represent its associated teleos). On the cellular level (i.e. in biosphere) an example would be 
of telentropic information into the nucleus of the cell. This is typically what happens when a 
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feQt""c1) 
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Transfer of telentropy Derwecm two teleons 
... """",,,, the very spe:cltlc 1">'"n"' .. "' .......... '" (i.e. the or ..... "'·t"' .... 
.......... "1" instructions of the The telentropy now from the cells to the level of the 
org;amlsm and may as a virus-related •. u;:t~'i1;:t'" (e.g. influenza). It 
1TRln~m~rrf~t1 another level sense that the individual not be able to go to 
may be the cause of an , ........... "'''".1'1 workload in his working eD'\l'ironm~~nt. A colleague 
extra pressure and stress at home to the form 
th"'1"Pt'IV U1PsettH1l~ the affect 
npl'-fn1"mQllll'~p of their child at Telentropy is thus two levels up 
then across <:V<:TE"n1<: on same level of virus~ cen~ 
even get 
thus 
now come 
and 
the 
'"'Vll ..... l"o ... '--r spouse~ child). The OJ""'"'''''' are endless. The "n~,""ri·", ... t: point which needs pmntuICt1Ct 
is that the origin of telentropy on a specific level of !5i1.1Jil;xal>lVU may be traced back to a 
lower or level of within the same system or 
51. 
many instances is co-produced, thus it can to multiple 
and multiple aspects. For a institution may a decline in profits 
as a result of a world wide depression, in addition to problems with productivity in its workforce, as 
well as a shortage in supplies of 'raw m!:lt .... ·,!:1 , and so forth. 
As individuals we seldom fall ill as a a causative 
viral mtlectlon usually goes hand in hand with a weakened immune 
inappropriate an underlying genetic or disposition, or 
climate or physical factors in the environment (e.g. pollution). 
coproduce a ""~U""."'''l state of imbalance and incongruency that manifests 
medical generally likes to allocate causes to diseases. 
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may state that we not contract a cold because of a draft, but rather as a result of a bacterial or 
infection. This a gross simplification far from whole The is a 
necessary criterion, admittedly, the but it is not a sufficient r.ri.tf2r;!nn in a 
healthy individuaL 
I , 
Figure 51: T""'t'I"t,,,, .. of telentropy between .. ,.n,vu ... doublets 
and across levels of organisation 
Transformation teientropy 
Telentropy (which likened to a multi-headed dragon) continuously its as it 
moves across levels which may be either a blessing or a curse, depending on the 
situation. These transformations may be either as a result of changes the telentropy itself, or a 
change in context us some possibilities. 
a. A teientropic factor changing or actually disappearing 
example, an individual's counteract a viral mtlectJIOn by destroying 
it. institution may working conditions for employees alleviate UU'I ... I£ .. , .. 7 
discontent A depression in the economy may simply follow its cycle eventually 
itself, provided the recovery is not hampered by an inappropriate economic policy. 
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b. Telentropy moved on to a different context 
In this instance telentropy may .... ~ ... E>' .. , not due to any innate changes but simply bec:am;e it 
on to a different context. unwanted waste products from one system may 
another system. serve as a source oftelentropy in the environment (Le. 
may be as viable process. Thus, the same item 
telentropy one context a resource (Le. a congruent substance) in another. 
or 
a source of 
job but actually excel when to <>'nr'T'U'" 
cause telentropy within one system may utilised within <> ... ,,~h, .... 
r()I'1.~t>YIJ~'rJ when it is t1'lln~I't>l',·t>rJ "Dr..,D"" 
new ... r(',,,,,",.<:: 
even in a discontinuous way, 
e>Umtl)le. the moment a discarded tin is picked 
completely new its telentropic attributes change acc:ordlmj}:I't 
the same, only context ChliUlJi~es. 
3.5.3.4 and dissipating telentropy 
rtlC:lpaltes in a 
Telentropy within a system or to another system. In that 1"I1"{' ..... p<:<:: it be 
transformed or even dissipated. Thus, a system may deal with telentropy or it on 
to another This transfer need not always be negative, as was pointed out in the previous 
section. 
In the physical sphere body has evolved means of transforming toxins and waste products, and in 
other msmnces excretes transfers) them. The detoxification function of liver (i.e. transforma· 
tion) and waste products (Le. transfer) through the skin, kidneys and rectum are 
typical "'A.:1I.Ull-'I"'., 
evolved that far Unfortunately psychological stress is often not 
it is frequently transferred on to 
passed on to our fellow ........ 1".". 
where it may cause 
dlS~i1pate psychological 
mSl[an(~e be to perform ... h,l/.,U·", ""v"·r,,,,.,," or to relaxation 
techniques, whereas a "'lUUl~;'" in life style and mind-set 
sornetnlIllg beneficial. 
serve to frl;a.,.,tl',....... telc~ntJroPiv into 
Environmental pollution caused by industrial waste products is an()m~~r -,,...., .. t'.,'" inappropriate 
telcentro):.y Instead of dissipating or transforming the 1" .. 1' ..... 1-1 .. " .... " we rpl,p",~,p it in our rivers 
or the atn'lOSDhlere where it produces great harm. 
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3.5.3.5 Teleonomic flexibility 
The ability of a teleon to cope with increased amounts of telentropy without an apparent change to its 
outcome is referred to as teleonomic jlexibility. It may be likened to the flexibility of a material, 
allowing for minimum strain (i.e. deformation) in the presence of lots of stress. The flexibility of a 
teleon is primarily an indication of the degree to which it can deal with telentropy, in other words, still 
maintain its teleos in the presence of incongruencies within the system. Various strategies may be 
employed by a teleon to increase its flexibility. 
Versatility, .viz. the provision of different ways of achieving the same end, is one of them. Should a 
'problem' manifest in a specific area, it may simply be bypassed by activating one of its other 
processes. This is typical of living systems. In the human being, for example, glucose, which is the 
primary source of energy for the cells, can be obtained from either carbohydrates, fats or proteins in 
the diet. Different metabolic processes are responsible for their conversion to glucose, thus there are 
three possible metabolic channels whereby glucose may be acquired for the cells. Likewise, should 
damage occur to part of the brain, it may also be possible for other areas to take over its function. In 
an institution it is commonplace for one employee to stand in for another should she be sick, or have 
to cope with an excess work load. However, should it be a very specialised job, it becomes more 
unlikely, and as a result the teleonomic flexibility decreases. 
Redundancy, viz. having an excess of resources or processes, is another strategy. This may be an easy 
way out, but in some instances it becomes too costly, not only in an economical sense but also from 
other perspectives. However, when flexibility is f the utmost importance, it may be the only way out. 
This is typically the case in critical technological systems, e.g. the duplication of technological 
systems in space craft and the presence of a co-pilot in passenger aircraft. Unfortunately we have not 
evolved with two hearts, although we do have two kidneys! 
The related concept of connected variety is concerned with stability of interacting systems (Hitchins 
1993, p.626). It states that interacting systems stability increases with variety, and with the degree of 
connectivity of that variety within the environment. The greater the variety of systems, provided that 
variety can be exchanged between the systems, the more likely it is that outflows of some systems will 
match the inflow needs of others, through a variety of mutually redundant elements. 
The evolving paradigm ofjlexible systems management views flexibility as "the exercise of free will 
or freedom of choice on the continuum to synthesize the dynamic interplay of thesis and antithesis in 
an interactive and innovative manner, capturing the ambiguity in systems and expanding the 
continuum with minimum time and efforts" (Sushi! 1997, p.266). 
3.5.3.6 Creation vis-A-vis destruction 
Telentropy is not always harmful in the context of the biomatrix. In fact all innovation and creation is 
to a greater or lesser extent the outcome of some degree of telentropy in a system. In order to innovate 
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Part 3: A contextual nf't"C!'"''''n",''' on biomatrix 
or create it is necessary to move away from the status quo and come up with something novel. 
presence of telentropy may actually enhance and facilitate this process. 
When a system is "''''''''';''8'''''' by an exposure to lE'mlrrnrlv it is forced to itself in to 
remove telentropy. 
point which 
process of forced chlmg:e the system may eventually stabilise at a new 
tum out to be an improvement. In a sense, telentropic challenges 
.... IIJV;: ....... on living systems are largely responsible for their adaptive responses to their environment 
leaamlg to novel stable states. In other words: "it is precisely the of possible 
that can lead to s~lf-organizing systems. It is of order from (Dotzler 1996, p.250). 
were no uncomfortable challenges the environment the process evolution would 
greatly hampered. The process of brain storming, during which incongruent or 'crazy' ideas are 
... "'''' .... ..,i1" .. t1 by the group, is also based on the telentropic injection principle. It is also a well 
psychological fact that people perform optimally a certain amount better than 
presence of no stress at all (Jordaan and Jordaan 1984, p.574). the 
environment or in the CI3,SSI'001m to greatly'""""""""'·" and even ",,,,Y,,,n,,, and modes 
The drive to replace competition entirely with should thus with caution. 
The two of acting are produce results if appropriately in a 
fashion. creates the while to it 
tum it into 
Divergence 'flexing' by tel entropy should be counteracted by some process of 
convergence or stabilisation. words, it is that the tension and a new 
stable state is reached. If it is not, it lead to a unstable or 
extreme cases to total destruction system. Although, a broad even this 
need not be a outcome since it up an evolutionary other 
systems within the broader em{ir<mnllerlt. 
Concluding 
This chapter introduced the concepts incongruency and the OlOmalCrJ explored 
the concept in relation to counterpart, namely entropy. It different 
ways that may originate in the context of the generic systems aspects. This was followed by 
focusing on and in the biomatrix. regard it was shown that 
tel entropy is to the particular as opposed to absolute value of This 
suggests possibilities for dealing with telentropy by changing context. In it was 
suggested that 
contributing 
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3.6 The biomatrix approach: a conceptual map to explore 
and design systems 
This chapter focuses on the application of the biomatrix model, that is to say viewing the world from 
what is referred to as the biomatrix approach. It essentially focuses on general guidelines for the 
application of the model, as opposed to presenting a methodology for its application. 
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The h .... , ..... """v l'Inl'lrn~lr.h· 
3.6.1 The biomatrix approach 
The biomatrix approach to process of 'U'""u"n the biomatrix model, and thus refers to a 
systems assumptions and concepts (as embodied in the biomatrix 
The term 'biomatrix' serves to distinguish it from within the broader systems field, without 
impinging on existing terminology (e.g. the unfortunate naming of 'systems thinking' 
and dynamics' (Lane 1995». 
biomatrix approach is on the one hand way of looking at the world" (BouMing 1956) and as 
such refers to process interaction the observer, the biomatrix model and 'reality'. This 
is not unlike "an explicit dividing separating everyday real world of the problem situation 
from consciously organized systems thinking about the real-world situation." (Tsouvalis and 
Checkland p.37). Fuenmayer argues a systems approach is "not another scientific 
approach which simply deals with a special 'region' rather, it is a meta-scientific approach 
whose claim concerns Being in general. It is thus an 'approach' or 'perspective' whose 
standpoint is of an ontological and epistemological nature" (Fuenmayor 1991 a, p.422). 
biomatrix approach should not be as a 'structured' method, a process to be followed, or a 
set of rules. In our experience practitioners who applied biomatrix model to 
'problem situations' in their associated fields expertise have developed own unique methods 
on the biomatrix model. In way methods can be developed relative to disciplines, and 
acquaintance with other related systems (Edwards 1996; Dostal 1997). It acknowledges 
the concept of complementarism, as introduced in critical thinking, which states that 
'complete' evaluations of situations can be made through the use of different systems methodologies 
in application to a particular situation (Y olles 1996). In this regard the user is encouraged to be 
"critical" in the use of the various ideas methods at our disposal (Jackson 1994). Furthermore, 
"the need for methodological pluralism must be and then fulfilled through a 
me'tattleOJry which the of incommensurability" (Dash and 1994, 
p.4 73). In this the biomatrix approach be viewed as a mindmap primary concepts which 
guides the practitioner in development and selection of appropriate methods of 
The biomatrix is supportive the discordant pluralism as a position in 
competing conflicting theoretical perspectives There be many unresolved 
ambiguities and tensions plane which represents these different theoretical perspectives. 
However, instead of competing with one another "different methodologies from distinctive traditions 
will seen as capable assisting other in providing an enriched understanding of the " ... "' .... uu 
investigated" 1996. p.619). 
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Part 3: A contextual perspective on biomatrix concepts 
The observer is encouraged to reflect on the actual process of analysis and design. In the words of van 
Gigch: "to create an artefact, the designer needs to be a scientist to model reality, an epistemologist to 
metamodel the design process, and an artist to contemplate the result" (van Gigch 1996, p.483). It 
also encourages a process in which the researcher "thinks creatively about the context within which 
the problem is located" before deciding which route will be followed (Brocklesby 1995, p.l285). 
Ultimately the biomatrix model may serve as a basis for a 'deep' and reflexive inquiry into 'systems 
thinking' itself (Fuenmayor and Lopez-Garay 1991; Fuenmayor 1997). 
Although the biomatrix approach per se is largely 'unstructured' in the sense of a particular process to 
be followed, the biomatrix model does embody a great deal of structure. This is in contrast with some 
of the other systems theories, e.g. total systems intervention (TSI) and soft systems approaches (Flood 
1995b; Flood 1995a; Midgley 1997), where the focus is on the process (or system) of inquiry and 
does not have that much to say about the generic nature of the actual systems under investigation. 
In other words, the biomatrix model should not be viewed as a geographical map that indicates 
different roads which may be travelled leading from point A to B; instead it is more like a 
topographical map, which indicates the relative relationship between the concepts (and principles) in 
conceptual space. It is left up to the 'explorer' or observer to work out his own route on this terrain. 
How the journey is navigated and what methods of 'travelling' are used (e.g. specific problem-solving 
techniques complementary to the biomatrix model), will depend on the point of departure, the 
envisaged end-point and the traveller herself. The biomatrix approach supports the notion that the 
knowledge used to apply models in practice is not necessarily part of the models themselves. The 
knowledge of application may be tacit in the sense that it is practical, rather than academic; informal, 
rather than formal; and usually not directly taught (Dickover 1994). 
Having said that, it is suggested that there are some guidelines which can be helpful in 'good 
scouting'. In should be noted that the actual configuration of the biomatrix model (e.g. the universal 
pattern of teleos) serves as one of the primary guidelines when the jump is made from the definition of 
the problem to the actual formulation of a conceptual model. In the context of soft systems 
methodology, the biomatrix model proposes a universal framework for "conceptual models" to be 
drawn from "root definitions" (Checkland and Tsouvalis 1997, p.158). The investigative power of the 
soft systems methodology "derives not from an ontological view of a systemic world, but the 
epistemological power of a set of systems concepts which may structure thinking about the world;' 
(Rose 1997, p.252). In addition to the basic 'rules' and 'principles' of system ideas (e.g. an adaptive 
whole, emergency, hierarchy, self-organisation and autopoiesis) the biomatrix model, by comparison 
actually proposes a universal framework of being and becoming. This proposed framework is, for 
instance, reflected in the distinction between the teleon and the doublet, the "emergent middle" in the 
context of three levels of organisation, and the generic structure of the teleonomic projection. 
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A few general guidelines the application model are sut)seICluc~ntll)' discussed. 
3.6.2 General guidelines for application 
The following sectlollS should not be viewed as a linear sequence or method to be followed, since in 
reality the observer continuously moves 
inquiring. 
one perspective to another a recursive loop 
3.6.2.1 The DoubletlTeleon dual perspective: "a difference that makes a difference" 
Firstly one has to get a on the """"<:0'" or the 'problem' one is faced with. the biomatrix 
are essentially two points of focusing on the teleons and flux, as opposed to 
focusing on doublets. Which one is the to start off with depends on the context. For 
example, when dealing with a U""'"'''"''''''' organisation as a whole, it is probably easier to start off with it. 
as a doublet. Alternatively, when with a particular function (e.g. production) within that 
U""''''',",'''''' organisation or institution, it would probably 
functional net~nl~ctllve_ 
to begin with the teleonic or a 
should move on to complementary nplro:n,Pl'tlv", and back again in a recursive 
Hl;)I,n\.1ll1. So it does not really matter one starts. Within each recursion the two perspectives 
come up with and answers may even to a the 
original • ..... ,nhl"' ...... 
3.6.2.2 Focusing on the doublets: establishing a sense of space 
way the doublet systems is to points of focalised ethos in space around 
which is gathered its whole field of associated processes. These loci or focalised nuclei act as 
attractors, gathering the processes around it. 
of processes, is thus one of 
'embracing' a common ethos. 
vantage point of the observer, within vast web or 
focalisation of orocess. aU sharing or for points 
It should be remembered doublets are eSS4entiall) field-like-entities and 1' .... ''1''11''1.·1<:'" a field of 
balanced exo-, 
addition the doublet 
centro-teleons. In some instances there may be an identifiable core-body. In 
exhibits the following characteristics: 
.. It is an autonomous i.e. it ";;AI,nUII.;) properties of E;<I,'U",<lLUV"<I" closure (Maturana 
taJlIPll1lg and centro-teleons. Varela 1992). is essentially arn,pv,-n through 
.. It is in terms some of its processes. This is achieved through its tapping and 
centro-teleons, relative to a which resides as an attractor in nucleus. 
.. It is self-governing, which is achieved through its centro-teleons. 
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a. Tracing themei fl~x 
In this instance the observer essentially focuses on the flow and transfonnation ofmei.within space. It 
invariably leads the obset:ver from one doublet to the since doublets are the primary points 
interaction for This is 'simply' an exercise in tracing the route followed by aU the mei and also 
focusing on transfomiations.This .. the observer with a network of inputs,outputs and 
transfonnations many input~transfonnation~output perspective of 
aooHell in living ''''''T ......... '' theory (Miller 1978; Miller and Miller 1995). 
perspective result in a 
I 
complex dense of threads biomatrix 
Figure It is essentially a network of interactions between points transformation in space. 
This is typical of that are made in most theories. However, point no 
explicit distinction is nec:es~;an made with regard to the associated fields Of teleos. 
In 
The in the biomatrix 
The teleonomic projection (teleonics): tracing the coupling and continuity of teleos 
the holarchy 
to move from a flux ner ... ne~tn.,e to a telc~OfiiomlC n'"r ... r,~1TV''' the nn ... ",rv,,,r to a 
conceptual leap. It is not an but it is a very powerful to an entlanlcell 
insight and underStanding of the system under observation. It is at this point· that the teleons need to 
be extracted the of mei flux. observer abstracts the web mei flux 
and this web into a teleonomically based web (in conceptual teleological space). It is 
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only once this shift 
thread-like-entities in their own 
made, the teleons become Identt1:lable as independent 
The way to about this is essentially by focusing on and its . In other words the 
observer focuses on preferred outcome the mei network. 
patterns may couple in a congruent way, leading to a continuity or 'flow' of in conceptual 
It is this coupling of teleos which rise to teleologically-congruent-segments 
in space, or teleologically-congruent-phases in time; to as teleons. It should be 
remembered that there is not necessarily a one to one 'ela'[lOIlsnllp h ... "" .......... the network 
the teleonomic web; in other words a particular thread of mei flux may be associated with more than 
one teleon and versa. 
Figure 
untangling the 
departure is to focus on 
\ 
\ 
relationship between mei 
network and ..... ,.,i,.r,ti it onto 
and teleons in the biomatrix 
teleonic plane, a very helpful point of 
dynamic or~ran.isaltion of the ... ",,'tnt,..,.1r of mei It often turns out that 
there are clusters of mei flux which, together, are dynamically towards a shared and 
..... ~.t ........ 1'1 outcome, or more generally. a shared underlying pattern of dynamic 
org:anlsatlon ..... "".ro"", a 'handle', or 'grip' the as teleologically-related clusters of 
mei flux, are 'lifted out' or extracted from seemingly unrelated areas in of (see 
Figure 
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Part 3: A on 
addition, the observer may search for a continuity of teleos within and across levels of 
organisation, in much same manner. At stage the observer also the distinction 
herwe~m sub-teleons and obtaining a on holarchic fields teleons 
(within the COllcelPtu:al 
3.6.2.4 The biomatrix: where it comes together 
identified both the doublets and teleans, the observer would now have reached the stage 
where he can combine doublets and teleons in a holarchic network within the biomatrix. This is 
achieved by identifying each with its doublet origin, as well as with other participating 
doublets. In other words the teleons are linked up the holarchy of doublets, and versa. 
a. Exo-, endo- and centro-fields of teleos 
At this all are projected or mapped onto idealised web exo-, endo- and centro-
teleonic fields, with the further distinction of exo- and endo-tapping teleons. Together, these fields 
comprise the universal teleonomic pattern as postulated in the biomatrix. 
There is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship between the telc~ons, as identified by the observer, 
and the three generic fields of teleos, i.e. exo, endo, and centro. This means that in some instances a 
particular teleon may be considered to belong to more than one of these classes.7 However, in 
most instances it is possible to identify a dominant generic class, either an exo-, endo- or centro-
field. Membership of generic classes teleos is classified according to the rules fuzzy logic 
(i.e. in terms of membership functions) (McNeill 1993). If a particular teleon is considered to 
equally to more one field, one may be able to change this by " .... "'"""'''' breaking it up 
....... ,'"'".", or ... ",y."",,,,, ICIOKID2 at it from a slightly different perspective. 
may the why bother? The answer is simple: it is one the 
sub-
postulates of the biomatrix model that all systems (i.e. doublets and teleons) are dynamically 
1 For the ma.thema:ticaLlly·mindc~d it may be that observer emectlveI ..... "'; .. rt" the teleons wtder 
observation onto the generic 
are projected in ""I"tn1'."n"I"P 
of teleos. This is done in the same manner that the components of a vector 
the teleos to the orthogonal axes or 
eigenvectors in a vector space. However, this is as far as the analogy holds, since these components cannot, for 
instance, be added in a quantitative sense, as is the case for vectors. The analogy essentially implies that like the 
three dimensions of space, the teleos space, of aU also three 
primary dimensions, i.e. the exo-, and centro-dimensions (which is another way to word this fundamental 
postulate of the biomatrix model). 
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biomabix a 
organised into these three of teleos. Furthermore, fields are in dynamic balance and 
interact a symmetrical and complementary way within the holarchy of systems. If one were to 
assume that this is indeed the case, it does become meaningful to analyse or synthesise systems 
according to framework. need not judge this in an objective analytical 
sense, but judge it by 'usefulness' in practice. In other words the model can be evaluated 
+h .. ,,...,,.,,h person:al and 'mt'1pj~tnIP combined with inter-subjective consensus within a group 
Kea.son 1988a). 
Once the "1'I1~"'''''''''' has established the matrix of doublets and teleons for the field under observation, 
the opportunity presents itself to look at the generic systems aspects in more detail. 
b. The generic systems aspects 
area within biomatrix be focused on expanded OTPl~tpl' detail. In words, 
nn',p",,,PI' may study as a depth as is required. this is done 
within larger context the holarchy doublets and in the biomatrix. Such a detailed 
may imply AV,"'''''''''", on a particular nptwnlrl< of ."'."'uu'" or alternatively focusing on a 
group of doublets and their mtc~ral:tI(]lns. 
In addition to focusing on the teleons and doublets, the observer may cnOlose to study a particular 
aPTIPI'II". aspect of chosen area, i.e. focusing on ethos, teleos, process, structure, substance and 
dynamic organisation. For the detailed dynamic organisational principles a network of 
teleons may explored. This in its tum may entail looking at the feedback mechanisms involved 
(e.g. morpho static and morphogenetic feedback) as as emergent organisation 
governance. 
In a broader context the may explore principles of symmetry, complementarity and 
dynamic balance, in other ensure that the generic are and dynamically 
Ui:UWU.,,,",U. It may apparent that this neglected within the 
under "" .... , ...... J"Tl For instance, it may tum out that no endo-tapping teleons have evolved for 
the system under focus. This is not unusual for some institutions. comparison between the 
system of and the framework of the biomatrix model may lead to a understanding 
of the of the under observation. 
practitioner is to use technique AVC:UIAU.,,", to her to explore of the 
system. Most "'''''-'''til''", systems methods will in fact enhanced by meta-context provided by the 
biomatrix model. Most importantly it ensures that the observer does not get 'stuck' on a particular 
or a particular of the system. model a 'balanced birds-eye view' 
broader context allows for application models and relevant to subject 
matter under 
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Part 3: A contextual np.l"~np.l~ on biomatrix 
The biomatrix approach invites the observer to change 'up' or 'down" or 'in' and the 
holarchy of systems, thereby establishing a sense of breadth and depth of the area of It 
allows for multiple perspectives in tenus of the systems as well as dual system 
perspective. biomatrix model invariably for an interdisciplinary ..... T' .. ""',.. 
disciplines are traditionally associated with specific areas in the bloma1tnx 
moves or 'outwards' in the holarchy, different disciplines start to more rpl,pv~11'I e.g. 
political micro-biology, physiology, business SCllence, 
science. eCClIOllr:v, astronomy. theology philosophy). 
c. different spheres 
observer may also take note the different in the biomatrix. These are essentially areas 
of focus that seemingly different characteristics and are traditionally associated with different 
areas knowledge, or of knowing. integration spheres is in a sense analogous to 
the integration of the "four functions the human psyche" within the human observer (Reason 
1981 a). These are: rational thinking feeling, sensory observation (and its 
technological extensions) intuition. 
The primary distinction to be made in the biomatrix is between the naturo-sphere and socio-sphere: 
.. The naturo-sphere npl'Tl'lIfU: to the whole excluding man all man-crea,tea entities 
and institutions; with a distinction between the physico-sphere and fJu:,-,<:;"np.'re, reSDe,::-
referring to in-animate and animalte things. 
.. socio-sphere pertains to human-beings and aU their associated artefacts (physical as weB 
as conceptual). inclusive of society at further distinction can be made within the so-
cio-sphere between the cultural, technological, economical political or webs. 
Another distinction may also be between the psycho-sphere, to the individual 
and the social-sphere. pertaining to group. 
These distinctions are not set 
appropriate by the observer. 
stone, they are mere guidelines may be if deemed 
d. A Telentropic perspective 
.. 
The observer move on to of harmony disharmony the area of 
focus. A harmonious system essentially refers to a system in which aU the generic aspects co-exist in 
a way. this is not case. In fact it is one of the fundamental assumptions 
biomatrix model that there is a complementary interplay between chaos and order, i.e. disharmony 
and harmony in all systems at all times. even this apparent 'imbalance' could be 
transcended and elevated to a level of I1vr",nT1'" balance, or a complementary interplay between 
and chaos. chaos needs to be contained so does the order. 
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The biomatrix a to """nln .... and 
In order to 
system 
an understanding of notions the system, the observer may view the 
a telentropic perspective. other words pyr\ll'\y· ... the of Ie/entropy the 
holarchy, trace flow, or explore transfer transformation within the biomatrix. In doing this 
observer information insight that can to deal telentropy. 
e. Telennnmic spiral patterns 
A technique to explore the dynamic cnlllf8c:ter of .......... vu.:o is to trace interaction the time 
aornallD. Specific be the and can be to as 
events. If are recurrent events over a discernible pattern 
may grapnllcalJ~ dc:pic:ted as a teleonomic spiral in conceptual 
events along its rr<l ...... y ......... , in time Frlw'~rrl<: 1996). 
/ 
/ 
/ 
:fIMt:tIlAi:ed. 
/ tlJlA-t: 
.J>D / ":;;~;;"-_1IIil C. 0 ..... 
This ... ".11' ....... 
punctuated with recurrent 
"""U"'",""", spiral "'"t ....... i.~C! (with recurring punctuated 
events) 
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Part 3: A contextual on biomatrix 
The depiction of these spiral patterns the observer greater insight in the underlying dynamics 
the system, more specifically those events which to recur over time.s In addition to this, the 
observer may also explore the interaction over time of a selection of across of 
organisation. This type of interaction is typical many where the recurring of events gives 
rise to an action-pattern, which in its tum may itself as a configuration in on another 
level of organisation. 56 this technique of punctuation of events. 
3.6.3 Reductionism VJ'il_~.VJ'il holism 
It is perhaps apt to conclude this biomatrix approach with a remarks on 
reauctlonlsm and 
biomatrix is the living network that the of dynamic organisation of mei 
(substance) the Universe. problem is that the network is while even 
the most brilliant mind can only deal with relatively simple chunks of information. In order to 
understand it, the complexity must be reduced to manageable concepts. means that human 
inquiry into complex systems must in a sense reductionistic. However, reductionism can be a 
dangerous tool as it by necessity breaks relationships that are the essence a complex network. The 
so called holistic thinkers do realise reductionism may lead to erroneous results and they 
rightly point out harm that can caused by such reductionism. However, are mistaken when 
condemn reductionism the sins particular reductionistic method. 
The holistic attack on reductionism science is in many ways justified, since it has created 
schisms the living network of biomatrix. Some of these schisms are causing considerable 
problems today, the form pollution, moral to name a few. 
of are the result ignoring that could not be ignored a 
reductionistic science on this, it done many things. condemn it 
completely would be unwise. Conversely, holism been criticised presenting 'wishy-washy' 
statements which do not enlighten anyone about the real nature of the universe and which 
not necessarily assist us in solving the real problems of the world (Lilienfeld Coates 1 a 
8 These spiral t'lattel'1'" should not be viewed as riS;C)fotlSlv defined pattenls in for instance DmlSe-'SD~lCe, but rather 
as a qualitative graphic technique to explore events between inb"Nlt":lino ever.pm", The patterns 
are reminiscent of the of in phase-space, however, the of interaction between spirals 
are not indicative of being at the same dynamic state, but rather to an and of 
mei between the C!vC!r, ...... " at those moments points in in their evolution. 
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The biomatrix a 
historical context systems theory with emphasis on the whole may be considered an "extreme 
reaction to an extreme reaction" (Berman 1996, p.46). On the other hand, van argues that 
• over-quantification', which is the tendency to use inappropriate scales of measurement the 
application methods the properties the attributes being measured do not allow. a result 
we obtain absurd results wrongful conclusions. Applying 'the art' of measurement in a 
knowledgeable way should not 'wholesale quantification' "(van Gigch 1 p.36). 
It turns out that neither reductionism nor holism provides a complete picture. pointed out Kline, 
"to move upward or downward in aggregation within a given system with interfaces of 
mutual constraint, we must supply added information to what is inherent in level for 
particular system interest. ... The existence of open degrees of freedom, not determined by other 
layers in the structure hierarchical with of mutual constraint, tells us 
unequivocally that neither bottom-up nor top-down determinism is correct" (Kline 1995, p.116). 
A possible solution to the problem reductionism holism perhaps lies in approaching it as 
two complementary ways of inquiry, resulting in a recursive pattern of analysis and synthesis. This 
approach an integration of a "top-down" determinism a "bottom-up" determinism. 
following guidelines may 
differentiation: 
the observer  complementary quest for integration and 
• The bioma1t1'ix is complex. Complex things can be reduced in many different ways. 
the world has to be looked at from as many perspectives as possible. science 
often errs in 
ceedsto 
respect, when it reduces a problem to a particular perspective and then 
it with the lUe:atest precision, but within a limited context. 
• 'Cutting' or differentiation must be done very carefully. Here one can learn a from 
those masters art of the When take something out of 
body, they do it with the most judicious great care in n""'F'.-,n", ... 
overall context or amltolmy of the surrounding area. 
• Ensure that the possible future damage done by 'cutting' is compensated for. Surgeons make 
sure that vital receive blood supply the operation. The job of the surgeon is 
the preservation of life and not just the removal of a part of the body. 
• What is ."'''''""".,.. by reductionism has to related back to the entire Putting it 
endy: maintain an awareness of overall context throughout a reductionistic approach and 
reconnect the links' or integrate the knowledge gained as soon as possible. 
In ways biomatrix model may serve as a convenient from which both reductionistic 
and holistic excursions can be made, leading to greater insight and understanding of the 'problem' and 
system observation. 
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Part 3: A contextual 
Concluding remarks 
This concludes the chapter dealing with guidelines the application of the biomatrix 
It was argued that the model should viewed as a conceptual map, the through the 
terrain under observation. It does not prescribe the route to be followed. but throws some light 
on the area, leaving the choice with the observer. The identification of respective leieons 
doublets in the area of focus, followed by their integration into the overall context the biomatrix 
(e.g. the teleonomic projection) was shown to be essential to any inquiry. This is complemented by 
the process of viewing the matrix from the systems perspectives, thereby throwing light on 
each one of these system aspects against background of the multi-levelled holarchy. 
Concluding remarks to Part 3 
This brings to conclusion 3 of the thesis document, with its focus on a contextual perspective 
of the modeL 
Part 3 introduced the reader to all the elements of the biomatrix model against the background of its 
six major themes or chapters, with its emphasis on drawing connections aU the theoretical 
constructs and principles of the modeL The reader should now have acquired a basic familiarity with 
aU elements of the biomatrix model, and also come to realise that the dual and complementary 
concepts of the teleon and doublet, set in the context of a holarchic of flux, do a 
fundamental shift in way we the world, and particular 'system' The 
biomatrix does not resemble a hierarchy of entities, but a holarchy of fields. 
Furthermore, 'wave' is not the 'particle' and the 'particle' is not the 'wave'; however, they are 
intimately and fundamentally intertwined, and both have an objective existence. 
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4. Part 4: A linear on biomatrix _"-"JlUII.::"#':! • .,. .... ,.., 
4 comprises definition in-depth discussion of a select concepts. Concepts are 
introduced in a linear way, hierarchically, each new concept on all the previously 
introduced concepts for formulation. Together they constitute a hierarchical tree of meaning. Each 
concept is dealt with in a reductionistic way, Le. by being reduced to essential components or 
concepts, and has the following format: 
• A definition. 
• introduction to the concept. 
• A break-down of the concept (if appropriate). 
• Perspectives on the concept (if appropriate). This section explores the concept from different· 
perspectives, in particular each one of the generic perspectives. It essentially draws on 
and emphasises relationships between different concepts, thereby rendering a contextual 
analysis subject matter. 
• Notes on related viewpoints (if appropriate). This seCltlOn refers in some mstances 
comments on, other viewpoints in the literature. It is no means U'IT"''''''''>''' to be a ~OtTlnl'f'!h'fI!n_ 
or comparative study, but draws the attention of the to the eXlstelrlCe of some 
of the other viewpoints in literature. 
4.1 Action 143 
4.2 Time 145 
4.3 Process 
Structure 155 
Discrete entity 159 
4.6 Teleos 
4.7 Focalised field of teleos 163 
4.8 Function 164 
4.9 Goal 
4.10 Purpose 171 
4.11 Ethos 174 
4.12 Congruency 179 
4.13 Continuity 181 
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4.1 Action 
4.1.1 Introduction 
The biomatrix comprises a web of flux in both and space. Actions are which are 
selectively observed over a chosen time period. action thus 'V"'U;)~,;) on a specific 
'package' of change over a period of observation. It is also possible to nn~'F!n'F! change in at a 
given moment in time, such as the branching a tree in 
point. This, however, is not referred to as action. 
to observe an action, it is to 
or the widening a road at a 
asslDcl~lteo sutJlstance (mei) that is being 
changed or is changing, a space within which this Ha~'''''''''I,I;) A specific action is, n,,,w.'''''''''' not 
done 
useful to 
necessarily with the same sutJlstance 
a pencil and or either in the 
conceptually <:'PT\l'lr:l'ltp the action 
writing 
bedroom. It is 
Action be aSSiOC:latc;~d with an underlying actlOnl-DIlLnelrn or ,",VAl,,>!"''''' to be random no 
J:ln,'UI!",F'nt pattern. a in and the 
.... "',~I"'.rI of observation employed, as is clearly illustrated with the of hidden patterns in non-
linear dynamic systems (Le. fractal patterns phase-space) (Gleick 1987). all actions 
are not ne<:es!laIil:) teleos-related (i.e. with an associated outcome). example, a 
action not be considered to be teleos-related, such as a chance encounter with a or a 
random genetic mutation steering the of evolution. Some people argue that ultimately all 
actions do "''''''', ....... an underlying pattern, and may thus be considered to be teleos-related. However, it 
is not nec:essarv to take on a universal .,...,,, ... ""vu,' .... since in biomatrix, the distinc::ticin is drawn 
the (given context and information). 
4.1.2 Perspectives on action 
The observer draw Olstmc::ttolns, peltalmrlg to the foHowing perspectives on action: 
4.1.2.1 Change in position change in configuration 
• mei flow: primarily a spatial perspective change e.g. trans-
or movement, from one to another; 
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on biomatrix 
.. mei transformation: primarily a temporal perspective of change in 
the changing configuration of a mei entity at a set position in 
space-time continuum: 
4.1.2.2 Teleos perspective 
.. non-teleos--related action: i.e. action which is not associated with an apparent nrp,fprrprl 
outcome over time; 
.. teleos-related action: action which exhibits persistence plasticity over goal 
concept, section for an explanation). 
4.1.2.3 Action-pattern perspective 
144 
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4.2 
to the observer's ...... "' .... \'t. or measurement of the progression and duration of 
4.2.1 Introduction 
is one the cornerstones 'reality' and very difficult to define in an exact without 
.... '<I .. n· .. '.... to a circular argument use of the progression concept in its definition already 
implies some notion of time). Intuitively we all have a good sense of what is meant time. 
However, it is important to the different qualities of time as nl'\'~""'J .. 11 
.. v ...... ,": .. "~ .. 11 in the different and levels of the universe. 
own inherent that is how does it 
proicesses of inb: ..... "'t·, 9 
From one perspective time is seen as a variable, indicating duration of an event, and 
each 
to the 
another 
perspective it is seen as an operator (in the mathematical giving rise to an aP1,arent flow or 
progression events (Prigogine Stengers 1984). In order to measure the duration 
events another events is required to serve as a reference or In our 
mOioelD world processes in serve as a standard of reference, more the 
the atomic emission light (Le. a physical standard of time). However, Thomas 
Aquinas maintained that each has its own time and all that is, is its own time 1991, 
p.186). Furthermore: "tempus ipsa creaturae substantia or temporality of a creature is very 
sub~)tanlce (Versfeld 1991, p.89). 
Thus "biological and abstract prove that ,",v • .uv.,w", 
UI11'''''''''T .. &.f"' ...... ,,· .. to the " ... " .... ,,,,, ...... physical processes' 
evolve on autonomous 
1997, p.203). Following 
first presumes that ..... ~ .... "" .. ".. in living systems are expressed by dynamical variables 
"..,,,,"' ... '" to their components; one then presumes that these variables depend on 'a time' 
characteristic of components dynamics. There is no a priori reason why this time should identical 
to the 'perceived time' in the consciousness or measured by ... • .. "",,·'" 
of Relativity as formulated by Einstein has indicated that physical time is relative to the 
observer's frame of reference and velocity; likewise the biomatrix model views time to be relative to the process 
under investigation and its context. 
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(Fivaz 1997, p.201). From a purely physical nersnectnle this is not what is .... o .. n ..... ,",u in the 
relativity (Clarke 1979). biomatrix model acknowledges the time 
to other levels spheres may be valid and even more appropriate 
for the ..... " ....... ,,,, of focus. 
Although the measures of for types processes levels of organisation are 
f!;erlenlll-v related, is not always a linear nature and may be discontinuous. Furthermore, 
in the case time as a living entity, subjectivity (Le. relative to 
unique perception of the should In conclusion it be stated 
the adoption of the physical standard of is in some cases not appropriate and may even lead to 
incorrect conclusions. 
4.2.2 Lineal' progression and directionality of time 
Time is often perceived as a ceaseless and unstoppable progression of events. Viewed on a certain 
of organisation of processes and perception, events are irreversible biological growth 
the degradation of in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics) and therefore lend 
time a sense of unidirectionality (Prigogine Stengers 1984). It as seen that perspective 
appear as an "arrow" pointing in the direction of the future. Once an event has passed in it will 
never appear again as the exact same event or entity. 
The linear progression of time is especially .. ",n.-.u in the material e.g. the natural 
process of all physical entities, including living bodies. second law of thermodynamics implies 
that if any physical object is thermodynamically sealed off, it will tend towards a state of thermody-
namic equilibrium, i.e. a purely physical perspective it ultimately leads to a state of no 
differentiation or on a macro In other words, if one were to a pencil a 
sealed it would deteriorate and into 'dust' without any outside 
of normal wear tear. The process 'destruction' or 'falling cannot be it can only 
mtjeractea through a ceaseless rebuilding over and over again 
apart. The moment the counteracting maintenance cease to function, the 
will follow natural of falling apart, referred to as death in 
4.2.3 Spiral (cyclical) nature of time 
Viewed another perspective, does seem to itself, events seem to recur in a 
cyclical manner. The sun, for instance, and sets day; the seasons themselves on an 
annual basis; the moon goes through a monthly cycle (as do certain biological processes. The learning 
process of an individual tends to through same experience, albeit 
a new economy cycles of in inter-personal 
relationships the same old arguments always seem to crop up. Events do repeat themselves, but never 
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exactly the same global configuration or context. The moment we 1Jec::onle aware overall 
picture the differences become apparent, but if we focus only on may in 
Thus, the nl"rIOT'" .... ·lnn of events may appear to appear to be exactly the same as the previous 
cyclical, but the overall context on levels through their own cycles, giving to a 
different context. 
If one were to analyse movement of the 
the sun 
around 
the centre 
sun it would actually trace a 
galaxy. relative to the sun pattern due to the movement 
it appears as an ellipse. nWf':VF~I". if one adds additional n ... l'""'","' .... tlvP centre of the 
the movement traces a pattern. it seems that with additional 
perspective added, another dimension is added to the spiral within The image 
spiral powerfully the cyclical of events, the central which reDres~mts 
linear progression and directionality of time. 
4.2.4 Linear/non-linear relationship of time 
Physical time seems to a strong linear relationship physical and levels 
organisation. For instance, for cycle of earth around sun the moon completes 
approximately (monthly) around the and for each daily cycle of the around 
its own the electron orbits the nucleus approximately 1020 The cycles processes on the 
various levels of organisation exhibit a linear relationship, in a sense similar to the moving parts a 
In some instances, though, proicesse  exhibit a non-linear relationship. Let us assume physical time 
serves as reference (as would nonnally be the and consider the duration of events 
associated with a beating heart in the biological sphere. Nonnally the heart would beat approximately 
115 000 times for daily in case of a or the climbing a flight of heart 
rate will thus implying a in (i.e. a in the and 
duration as seen that context). this example biological time physical time are 
no longer linearly related. Similarly. there is a heightened activity in the 'family time' before and 
during a meal, and economy may into a period recession, is totally to the 
annual cycle of physical time. 
4.2.5 Discontinuous nature of time 
some instances progression events in a on a particular level of may 
completely cease to flow and the process with its 'time' comes to a halt. This is typical of 
processes interaction individuals who communicate now and Whenever they 
meet (or over telephone) the comes alive resumes where it "tn'nn~'ti 
previous Likewise, ............ '" into ............. "'y" ... ., will .......... "".... a discontinuity in their 
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Part 4: A linear .. _'C! .... Mn' .. on biomatrix 
biological time. In a sense the psychological time our nonnal wakeful state is interrupted and 
resumed each day when we to sleep. A particular trend or process in society may cease to and 
reappear again at a later stage. In this case the for that particular process does not necessarily 
reflect the flow of physical time during its resting period (e.g. the evolution of a particular fashion 
trend). 
Generally physical time appear to be continuous and not ",,,, ... un discontinuities; a 
discontinuity physical time would for instance imply the sun stationary the (as in 
Biblical account). According to special theory of relativity, fast moving objects do exhibit a 
slower flow and in extreme case, the speed light is it is postulated 
that as observed for particular will 'stop' and 
4.2.6 Subjective nature of time 
some the individual observer serves as own reference. In those cases the measure 
of may not necessarily agree other people's perception or with standard physical 
Nonnally individual's perception of on a psychological IS much 
physical time, so are circadian biological time. However, is 
not always the case: we are aU familiar with the perception flowing slower during a rather 
boring process. The individual's sense time also impaired or by chemical agents 
alcohol, release of chemicals exercise). 
4.2.7 Time constants on different levels of organisation 
The concept of a constant" "' ..... ", ... " from the field of cybernetics. that field it is related to the 
time it takes a system to recover to its original state a unit impulse stimulus, or to at 
a new end-state after receiving an input which acts as a guiding for the new (Gupta 
Hasdorff 1970). A may oscillate around an only to after a few 
oscillations or it may reach 
reached its end-state after the 
eml-State without any oscillations. The system is considered to 
have subsided within a limit from the end-level. 
which needs to emphasised is each own constant. the 
higher the process in holarchy of the biomatrix, the longer is its time constant, although 
this not always be the case. 
In order to effectively govern or transfonn a process under consideration it is essential to have an idea 
about its time constant. The of changes can only judged the time 
constant that particular has lapsed; such no real judgement can be made for 
future action. 
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Spronck argues that ''when systems dysfunction, example when get • stuck-in-time , or 
'freeze', the time-scale of the system and its environment out of svrlchrol1tisation. While 
environment changes in a certain direction, system tries to retain the equilibrium. Only 1"1"11",'""1<1'1"1 
reorganizing is the capable resynchronizing the time-scales the constituent parts. This 
matter is made worse when '''''' .. ''' .. ~" consist of h"",,,tpn'l" which themselves are under strain to 
change is the case in groups)" (Spronck and Compernolle 1997, p.l 
4.2.8 Perspectives on time 
following perspectives pertaining to the sphere of reference can distinguished: 
Physical time-frame: as and measured in physical events. Originally based on the 
rotation of the earth around the sun as a one-year period (solar calendar) or alternatively the cycles of 
the moon (lunar calendar), In modern times the cyclical nature of the wave emitted a specific 
atomic element is used as rpt"'rPn Processes manifesting on the following levels organisation in 
the physical sphere may serve as indicators of time: 
• level 
• planetary (i.e. geological reference); 
• level 
Biological time-frame: referring to the cycles and periods completion physiological processes 
within the organism. Circadian rhythms and the jet lag serve examples internal 
biological 'clocks' of an organism. Physiological processes are, however, not necessarily correlated or 
linearly to physical For instance, a person will experience an accelerated 
rate and This in turn that time' for the biological 
during exercise the cells would experience a sense of 
accelerated time). Alternatively, a sleeping person exhibits a low metabolic rate and therefore 
experiences a slower flow biological (as experienced on the level). 
mamtestmg on the following levels of in biological serve as ....... ,,""', .. " of 
• cellular (e.g. tempo 
• level 
Psychological time-frame: the 
oscillatory bio-chemical prOiceSiSes 
intuitive sense of time). 
... ~.,..~i.,,~rf by the individual (either intuitively or 
through sensory observation). The perception and ... v~' ...... "" ... r·"" of time by the individual be ofa 
Slltllel:tnre and personal nature. What one person, feel like a ne~etlrl2 
moment another. individuals are by nature 'slower' than others, to have a slower 
and more relaxed perception and measure of time Time as experienced in a dream or 
'dreamtime' is totally different from that in the normal waking state (Castaneda 1993). 
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Social time--frame: referring to cycles and progression ·of events as observed in institutions 
and societies. business organisation may into a period of heightened activity due to a deadline or 
increased demand, in which case time for the organisation will flow faster. Civilisations to 
into periods of growth, stabilisation and stagnation, during which periods time will tend to flow faster 
or slower on the social level. general, time flows more slowly for social processes than for any 
other living system. 
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4 .. 3 Process 
4.3.1 Introduction 
and 1'",,"1'''''''"''> worlds which we as observers and 
a complex interacting web of activity co-creators participate 
or flux. The through the of observation, 
interpretation, reflection and int ..... ""nti web of into a meaningful 
pattern. This not necessitate an .... "' .. u .... as it is regardless of the 
an observer a of <IJ"T'''''"'l' pre-exists. However, observer will 
definitely lnIllUelllce what is from the pattern and what is projected onto it, 
since '''''''''''''TI",n and interpretation are always subject to our ability to nPlrl'P1VP the nature of our 
understanding, and the aim of our inquiry. Consciously or sub-consciously we choose what we see 
according to we want to know . act of or highlighting a particular nr",,',,'",", 
implies elects to on a particular outcome. This may in its tum actually change 
the pre~-e}lastmg ... "t1........ and we become co-creators world in which we participate. 
Process in the first instance time. Thus a process is recognised primarily its existence in 
time as an ",,,hu." and not as an in space. Focusing on a particular or chain of actions 
implies the recognition of a between 
series 
circular "'''' ........ 11 
chicken and 
serial Olsnnl:nCln 
a linear causality, 
implies a Olrectlonal 
feedback and 
rendering a distinction between cause and 
situation). Consequently, it is more useful to 
actions, COIIStltut11fl 
in time. It 
coupling of actions 
an interrelated 
however, not 
result in a 
irrelevant and (e.g. a 
on the coupling of actions; this is 
achieved by observing and tracing the actual flux of mei over a period of observation. 
4.3.2 on process 
4.3.2.1 Teleos perspective 
The concept of a process in the biomatrix implies a series of actl0I1lS which may be aSS'OCllate:Q with a 
teleos (see the concept ofteleos). Depending on the level of and the intention 
a process may .,;i.li..lUVU mUltiple conceptually a nrr"'p.~.;: is generally a;,;,.V\.iJ.(l.L,",Y with a 
focalised field For example, ..... n ..... "",.' of ....... , ..... .." ....... be associated with the dual goal 
of selling a number of the 1"11'1'.1111,<"'1" as well as a particular image of product in 
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the minds of the consumers. a transformation process typically comprises: redesigning~ 
implementation and r"'<:tnl, ... .t1l!rlnj)'~ monitoring. However, in each instance these multiple goals 
COI1lstU:ute a focalised of teleos centred the main of marketing and transformation. 
Although all by definition towards an end-state relative to the period of observation, 
not all are explicitly related to an identifiable teieos, as they not necessarily persist in 
bringing about a preferred outcome. Such may be random or chaotic. instance, the 
evolution not necessarily progress towards a particular end-state, and 
associated mutations may be as random by nature. Similarly, many interactive orolces:ses 
between individual members an organisation are not necessarily aSS:OCilatE~d with a ... r".t"' .... "'ti end-
state are viewed as open-ended in terms of These types processes also 
open-ended a role to play creative outcomes predominantly originate from rnn,I1'l1m 
Processes thus be viewed as: 
.. open-ended: with ...... ' .. 1"'~ntll'" no preferred enCI-sr.llte: 
.. teleos-related, including following types: 
.. purposeful processes: with a 
.. goal-related processes: dynamically organised towards a preferred en(JI-Sllue: 
.. functional processes: dynamically organised a preferred O'"",,,,rl('. class of out-
comes to the for an elucidation of these ofteleos). 
Human beings are by nature meaning- and teleos-seeking systems which means that we tend to 
'foreground' or focus on activities to be teleos-related in the world us, at the 
same neglecting vast numbers and processes world. 
may all activity is ultimately teleos-related 1995). In biomatrix approach 
it is not nec:essary to take a stand the or absence of an ultimate end-state or 
cause'. 
may be observed over a period of with each leading up to and 
supporting the action, eventually rise to a end-state. When viewed over a 
shorter period observation or a different these actions actually 
as in their own again in themselves 'dissolving' into sub-actions. It can therefore be 
stated that any process on a particular level organisation comprises sub-processes, each in its tum 
contributing to a more extensive commuting for may comprise 
sutl-PI'OCC~ssc~s of walking towards a car, driving the car to work and transported in a lift to 
office. the design process typically comprises the following sub-processes: brainstorming~ 
analysing~ synthesising~ specification. 
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Process 
4.3.2.2 Structure perspective 
The structure perspective focuses on the structure of a process both in space and in time, i.e. a spatial 
and temporal perspective respectively. 
a. Spatial perspective 
Although the primary focus for processes always remains time, one may also explore the structure of 
processes in space (conceptual or physical), referred to as its spatial configuration. The following 
distinctions pertaining to the spatial configuration of processes may be useful: 
• Sub-processes: processes which are considered to co-act in order to produce the outcome 
under focus. 
• Serial sub-processes (pbases): successive phases of the process over a period, for in-
stance, the phases of education, e.g. primary, secondary, tertiary, depicted on a line 
representing the flow of time. 
• Paranel sub-processes: processes 'running' concurrently over a period of time co-
producing an outcome, for example, the different processes running concurrently within 
the various departments of an institution. 
• External process couplings: all those processes considered to be outside the boundaries of 
the process under observation, i.e. not co-producing the outcome over the particular period of 
observation. Generally any process under observation interacts or couples with other proc-
esses outside its own time-span of action (i.e. apart from those regarded as its sub-processes). 
This is a logical consequence of the fact that most processes are, by their very nature, pre-
ceded by other processes, whilst at the same time also contributing to successive processes. 
• Preceding processes: processes that 'feed into' the process under observation. The focus 
is on the temporal perspective or uninterrupted flow of actions in time. 
• Successive processes: processes which the process under observation 'feeds into'. 
b. Temporal perspective 
Implicit in a process is a series of changes. If the sequencing of actions is repetitive, it gives rise to a 
discernible action-pattern in space (conceptual or physical), albeit on another level of abstraction. It is 
in fact the recurrent sequencing of actions which serves as a link for structure in time (action-pattern) 
and structure in space (configuration). The sound produced (Le. the action-pattern) by a gong and its 
physical shape (configuration) are intimately related, and are in fact manifestations of the same 
structure in time and space. The same could be said of the DNA molecule (spatial configuration) and 
the sequencing of actions (biochemical action-pattern) as a result of genetic governance in the cell. 
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4.3.2.3 Substance perspective 
Implicit to any "''''~''V'', is the sutl,staJrlce or mei is in flux. following distinctions may 
in regard: 
• Mei flow: can be traced through the network of processes in for example, the flow of 
words in the communication process, 
• Mei transformation: a substance may transformed into a different substance or be 
reconfigured. For in the of growth or production the mei is re-configured 
and transformed the 'building blocks' to an product'. 
4.3.2.4 Dynamic organisation perspective 
• order to a point completion it is a process continuous, tempo-
ral sequential continuity (series phases) should Such a may 
continuous in Although, in some mstan,oos a series of """' •• v .. " may be intl·ITI'lntl'·rl in 
continued at a later it should be ~nl1ltin!lIpri from point in the from it 
was previously interrupted in time, sequential conltimlity should be maintained. 
4.3.3 Notes on related viewpoints 
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4.4 Structure 
rel:atl(msm~)s between ... 1 ............ 1"" 
constant relative to a n",1"1t"'11 
the focus of the observer. 
emmes. actions or proc-
observation and level 
4.4.1 Introduction 
Structure essentially refers to a particular npl"'Inpl'tn/p that may be held by 
observer, either intentionally or unintentionally as a natural 
outcome of our ability to perceive and <1ls·tm~pm;h hj~tween different forms 
and patterns). The biomatrix model structure as from the 
dynamic organisation of process. to a systems 
approach, it maintains that ultimately everything is flux structure is dynamic in nature. 
Structure emerges and by virtue oj the relatively 
over a Process and structure thus 
is subject to the period of n .... ' .. l"1'''''r'nn 
observer. 
Our focus on structure thus be either on its spatial aspect or on 
considered to analogous to the wave/particle duality in physics 
particle as it 
time. Structure 
configuration 
in space and a wave-form as it manifests 
lU<L'UU.""'" either as a configuration of elements in 
more traditional notion of structure), or over a 
Ilrll'l'I<.'.''''.' and their 
two complementary 
the viewpoint of the 
temporal aspect. This is 
1984); i.e. the shape of a 
over a period of 
.. pti ...... ~·tt to as a spatial 
.... i',,, ...... /'I to as an 
action-pattern. configuration emerges as a cOllsequ~enc:e stable 
arrangement or C0l1Il~~rlm(Jin of an ensemble of elements an actlon.-Dllltte:m emerges as a 
consequence ordered sequence or recurrence of events over a period Together 
these two (of structure) constitute a complementary 
The COJlcelPt not be confused or equated with our of 'structures' 
or entItles: are .... 1", ...... &./'1 to as discrete entities in the biomatrix. The 1''''I''l'plr'IT of structure as 
explained above is eSSiemClall) an abstraction performed by the as a natural and 
'automatic' outcome processes or measuring devices, accompanied by our mental 
constructs, or as an in creative design and imagination. Obviously all 'structures' or discrete 
entities are associated with a structure, but so are many processes, as a in 
rather than 
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4.4.2 Tbe relative nature of process vis-ii-vis strudure 
nh' ... ,..," .... may choose to on either change se or structure 
ommn:an(:e of a ... ~ .. til"l1ll~ .. perspective oe[lenClS on of the as well as 
For an anatomist the physical shape of the human body ....... · .... ".3"'1''' a structure or configuration of 
elements in space, whereas for an evolutionist or physiologist it becomes a process, albeit over 
different periods of observation. geologist may either view a mountain as a and 
discrete entity or as a process of transformation. Likewise the structure aSSiOCllatC!Q 
an , ... .,·'hh.f-", ... becomes a prCICe!iS when it is viewed as a 
examples illustrate the importance the relative period of observation and the role that viewpoint 
of the pl~ys in perceiving structure. 
It should noted that not all processes are necessarily aSS4lculteO with a structure or action-psttelm 
Some appear to be without any apparent or structure, for example, 
change within the socio-sphere. to 
,",U,,'U!,'"' on one level may exhibit some on an(lm~~r 
exhibit an overall when analysed on a larger scale and over an 
... A., ............ period (Gleick 1987). as would be the case for the weather and some processes in 
(e.g. economy). 
In geIler,al the 'special' case of stnllctured processes gives to is 
"",r,{~~I'\I~t1 as stable patterns, and discrete ent:itie:s 
c0I1lsti1ute a cnalotlc state discernible ... ny·",,,,,,, or 
It is the infusion and of structure in of chaotic energy 
extraordinary phenomena creation and evolution ultimately gives rise to an 
ordered 
4.4.3 recursive relationsbip between action-pattern and spatial-configuration 
An relationship exists structure as an or structured process and 
structure as a configuration. It is a recursive relationship between different levels 
1983). The recurrent pattern inherent in a (i.e. the action-pattern) on 
one level organisation may as a configuration or entity on another level of 
organisation. For example, recurrent subatomic processes (e.g. the orbits of electrons) result in the 
an atom as a spatial 19urat!IOn or discrete entity. 
result in the " .... ",1'",\", 
On the other 
in ............. "'" PlrOCC;:SSE'S (e.g. protein SVI1ltnC;~SlS 
spatial cm1tl~~unltloln and discrete entity 
action-patterns inherent 
maintemaJrlce of the as a 
structures as spatial configura-
tions (or "' .. " .... ,., in their turn participate in the creation of action-patterns on another level of 
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organisation. For instance, family members (as configurations in or discrete interact 
and give to action-patterns recurrent behavioural processes) which in their tum rise to 
higher configuration as a discernible in physical and conceptual 
structure can ultlm:ate,ly be traced to the dynamic e; .... U'''Ull.'U of an underlying action-
pattern or recurrent process, and all processes in their tum exist by of the interaction and 
transformation in space spatial configurations), 
4.4.4 Perspectives on structure 
The following perspectives on structure may be distinguished: 
4.4.4.1 Spatial perspective (spatial configuration) 
Spatial structure or spatial-configuration focuses on the stable 
configuration of within a system to the of 
observation observer. It 
configuration a 
of processes. 
or to the configuration of a 
atoms of an l'el'll'e~:ent a 
spatial configuration of discrete enl:1tlc:S, whereas a or communication nPTUln'!'1{ ""vU"'U'~""''' a 
configuration of The configuration of an organisational structure includes both 
the arrangement of functions processes) as well as the departments focalised 
entities). Values, beliefs and aims are associated with configurations ideas in the conceptual realm 
a 'frame of 
4.4.4.2 Temporal perspective (action-pattern) 
Implicit aU processes is a series of """ .• v •• " or events. If of 
actJOflS is associated with a discernible n~l1· ... rn of it is referred to 
as an action-pattern. An action-pattern perspective thus implies 
searching for of a in the temporal domain as a 
result of a ..... ·"Tn'&> recurrent sequence events over a of time. It manm~sts 
domain but is abstracted by into space. 
AC:tlo,n-t)8t1tenlS are with supportive configurations 
its physical 
vice versa. instance, the 
sound orclouceo (i.e. the action-pattern) by a (spatial configuration) are 
intimately related and are manifestations of structure in time and space. physics a standing wave 
would be an example an underlying action-pattern at the same time manifests as a 
In All organisational patterns action-
patterns. A whirlpool or cloud would be an of structure manifests as an 
action-pattern in time but which also or entity in 
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4.4.4.3 Conceptual vis-it-vis physical penpedive 
Structures may exist in physical and conceptual 
in the mind of the observer as an abstraction 
a physical structure generally has a counterpart 
anltes1tatlon. Furthermore, structure may 
elude the observer and never be fully conceptualised, sUD'atO]mlC particles or organisational 
structures in society. Some conceptual structures ..... WI"'; ... as such, as would be the case for some 
purely mathematical constructs and ideals and aims On the other hand a 
conceptual structure may be projected success onto the physical realm, e.g. the imagined 
structures developed by a eventually .......... 'VIIllIll"o 11 ..... ,11 .... ". in the physical realm. 
4.4.5 Notes on related viewpoints 
158 
• LST defines structure a "",,'[em as an~~emlent of its subsystems and components 
in three-dimensional 
"pattern 
"the form of a ,",n"'''I;'"' 
(Miller 1978, p.70). 
orJl~nj.zatlon or 
(Miller 1978, p.22). The concept 
spatiotemporal relationship): 
or components over time" 
• Bateson's ..... "" ... 11' are pW1CtlJat~ld by an alternation between of 
form and the description of nrclces;s. "ZIJl-Z"Jlladder of dialectic between form 
=~~~=~ (Bateson 1985, p.209-210) and subsequently ess" is mapped out in his 
by Keeney (Keeney 1983, 1). 
• "Although systemology 'structural' preconceptions of systems, it does not 
• 
try to substitute some other concept, 'process', but instead gives appropriate re~:nel~t 
to both together, supplementing them with • substance' and governance as well" (McNeil 
1995, p. of form in applied systemology is not unlike the concept of struc-
ture in the biomallrix form does not make an explicit distinction between the 
temporal 
are "patterns of social behaviour, and by gaining insight into 
some predication of social facts is possible, at roughly and in a 
are to a great extent linked to "!'U"Irll"n 
are del;)enidelilt on (Johannessen 1997, p.31). 
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Discrete entity 
4.5 Discrete entity 
Discrete entities are spatial configurations of mei which are demarcated within real or concep-
tual space by distinct and finite boundaries. 
4.5.1 Introduction 
In the biomatrix, the concept of a discrete entity is associated with 'objects' or 'parts' which appear to 
cohere, relative to the level of focus and the period of observation. Discrete entities do not only refer 
to physical objects but also include 'packages' of information such as concepts. The latter could 
manifest either in physical space as information stored on a computer file or as a discrete entity in the 
conceptual realm as a distinct memory held by an individuaL Some discrete entities are clustered to 
form larger entities while others can be 'broken down' into smaller entities. Examples of successive 
agglomerations are: molecules, bricks, houses, suburbs, cities, countries, etc. Similarly: letters of the 
alphabet, words, sentences, paragraphs, chapters, document, theory, etc. 
A discrete entity is recognised by virtue of its relatively stable coherence over a period of time within 
definable boundaries that serve to differentiate it from its environment and to give it a distinct 
character of its own. The distinction and punctuation of a discrete entity is always relative to the 
viewpoint and intention of the observer. For example, a mountain may be considered as a discrete 
entity from our point of view at the present time. However, seen from a geological perspective, it is 
seen to be part of a larger mountain range without actual physical separation from it. Separation and 
boundaries exist purely in the mind of the observer, i.e. in the conceptual realm. 
The substance of entities is a combination of mei, which may range from pure information, as in the 
case of an idea, to pure matter, as in the case of a brick. A book may be seen as information, matter or 
both, or even as energy if it is set alight or 'fires you up' to do something, depending on how it is 
viewed. In all instances, an underlying energetic dimension can be postulated for discrete entities. In 
fact, it is believed that ultimately everything revolves around different configurations of energy. 
The concept of a discrete entity differs from a doublet in this sense, amongst others, that a doublet is a 
focalised field-like entity with a diffuse and potentially infinite boundary. However, it is similar to the 
concept of a core-body associated with a doublet. In some instances a discrete entity may in fact be 
the core-body associated with a particular doublet, e.g. the human body as part of the human doublet 
in the physical domain, or a document as the core-body of a field of knowledge in the conceptual 
realm. A collective discrete entity, such as a country, may represent the core-body of a nation-doublet. 
However, all discrete entities are not necessarily core-bodies associated with doublets. For instance, a 
chair is generally not considered to represent the core-body of a doublet (since a chair is not generally 
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considered to constitute a doublet per nor does a concept or word, even both 
do participate in doublets. instance, a may participate in a family doublet and a in 
an institutional doublet as part of a policy statement. Thus, ultimately, all discrete entities participate 
at least one doublet, albeit not necessarily on level of organisation associated with its core-
4.5.2 on related viewpoints 
.. The objectivation of reality argues "that is created as social fonns through social acts 
of discourse which allow for meaningful construction of objects" and we are 
taught to perceive such as cats as being fonns which separately our 
perceptions of them, we rarely this" (Davies p.606-607). Conversely, HII'<::c;:p.lr_ 
Han phenomenological is to be through exploration 
transcendental experiences than through an exploration of a notionally objective real-
(Davies 1992, p.608). 
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4.6 Teleos 
refers to a state or outcome towards which a process (or system) tends to directed, 
or which it dynamically persists in. 
Introduction 
Teleos for 'end') is representative of a or range of distinctions, including: 
., a generic outcome associated a a function 
walking talking); 
., a preferred future state: i.e. a goal to arrive at a destination 
at a time) or an objective, ideal and vision. 
., a meta-att1'actor that connects contextualises different teleoses in 
cOflcelotuilU space: Le. a nn'rn'"!l!P (e.g. to work in order to earn a living) or a mH;SlC)fl 
Whenever a process or system exhibits anyone of properties it is to be The 
term teleonomic in the context biomatrix simply means teleos-related The aforementioned 
properties are generally interrelated and interchangeable, depending on the focus the observer. 
range may also be as a hierarchy of teleos concepts, ranging from purpose through goal to 
function. concept of a goal the middle range and is 'fully' of 
concept of 
respectively. observer 
purpose and tunctlC)fl overlap 
to focus on a ... <or .. "" 
range or of concepts ass:ocllate:d with it. 
Teleos can also distinguished as either or intended: 
of ethos and .. ",'''v&>-
aspect within 
teleos occurs as a result of mtleractil::ms within the .. " .. I' ......... It is not explicitly associated 
with sentient intent and no intention can be ascribed. In these Instances the observer abstracts teleos 
from a system by observing dynamic organisation over a period under different conditions. 
the system a particular it is abstracted as an' associated 
Examlpl(~s of emergent are the tendeIlcy of water to flow towards the lowest point of gravity 
causing the flow of a river, and the emergence of patterns 
unintentional coping mechanisms. 
behaviour within families as 
In1eDCleo teleos is by a sentient (system) projected onto or onto another 
It is associated with all plarmed in the biological, psychological and social realm. 
All processes and associated structures which are designed by man are of intended 
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4.6.2 Action pattern vis-a.-vis teleos-related BelJOllS 
Teleos-related action refers to a SPf~CltlC end-state rea,cm~a the Irrespe:cm/e of the pantern or 
'route' it fonowed in realcn:mg this state. Teleos-related action is assioouateo with plasticity, which 
means system may pursue different routes or patterns in reaching its preferred end-state. 
... "",..,ft,""''1",,,,,, focuses on a punctuated end-state, a 'pattern' of preferred end-states. The action-
pattern oelrSOlectlve toc:us~~s on OlSiCerltUDJle p.atte:rns change in the state a system over time. 
example, actions of going to work every day considered to teu~oS-reJlate:o in sense 
that I always pursue a end-state, which is reaching the 10c,atlC)fl of my office. 
however associated with a variety of action-patterns, in the sense I may 
by by car or even to walk (bearing in that each one means of 
",/Un ..... " a .... ", .... ' ... an action-pattern). 
4.6.3 Perspedives on teleos 
primary perspectives on teleos are: 
Le. a purposeful distinction; 
.. preferred ....... "'."' ... nPle<!n ....... 'I"I,vp· a gOlu-retatea distinction; 
• action pattern and associated outcome nl'!lr<::"'!'! .... t:lvl'!· i.e. a functional distinction. 
4.6.4 Notes on related viewpoints 
• "Many modern treatments of ''''""VUJI;: ••• distinguish between teleomatic, teleonomic and 
Briefly, in this SCJlerrle teleomatic systems are classified as end-resulting, ' 
teleonomic svs:tel11S are classified as systems are enCl-se~Klng. 
These distinctions are broadly intended to capture the altltere~ncc~s between Inn'l'(JAnl.... biologi-
162 
cal, and intelligent systems, but it is a moot point whether do so in an informative way" 
(Christensen 1996, p.305). The model essentially groups all distinctions, 
amongst under the single term 
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FocaUsed field of [el~eos 
A focalised field ofteleos conceptual space refers to an en!' , ofteleoses associated with 
a single point of focus. 
4.7.1 Introduction 
It should be noted that 
a to group, name 
sub-processes. 
of teleos exists 
associated teJeoses of a 
in conceptual space and provides 
or nrn,l'P'I": its sub-systems 
field is fractal~like or i.e. repeating itself ever larger, and ever smaller, 
vv ..... v .......... into a single focal groupings or clusters (Gleick 1987). Thus, each grouping may 
alternatively, each focal point be expanded into a field points, in their turn clustered around 
the expanded focal point. individual teleoses are the process under 
observation. These points llec:OlJle points for a whole points surrounding them, 
again in their own 
the cluster represents 
oe<:OlJle focal points for smaller of points. The focalised point 
or is simply referred to as teleos of the process under 
observation. The concept of a field is somewhat similar to the physical structure of a 
when viewed from afar, it to be a single point, but it keeps on expanding 
ever smaller clusters of stars, and planets clustered around the stars. 
D",'U'-<3iLlUj;:" for example, 
managing, in their turn .. " .. 'U/ .. 'I'I 
focal point. Similarly, 1"''''''UUI5 
searching and memOiflSI 
In .... "'n ....... it may 
""."V,,"" as a focal point of 
the associated 1""';' ....... 1'1 around the 
viewed as a focal point with reading, thinking, 
a:l>~'I.1'-114L~;U cluster of points (in conceptual teleos space). In some 
to name the focal point it rather emerges out of an 
assOcllatE~d cluster of points that named or identified. is somewhat similar to the corlcelPt 
in linguistics whereby a word derives its meaning from its field of associated words, which 
surrounds it in the conceptual of language. More specifically: influence that determines 
meaning moves downward from 
field theory implies. 
1981, p.79). 
whole to the part, rather 
a word is determined by 
outward) as assocI,amle 
as a (Paivio and 
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4.8 Function 
4.8.1 Introduction 
By distinguishing a function, an chooses to focus on a specific outcome associated with the 
process or structure under consideration, which she then describes in terms of an activity. In simple 
terms one may say that it states what a process/structure is observed to 'do', or what it . For 
example, it is observed that the of the heart results in the movement blood around the 
body. It may thus said the function of the heart is to pump blood. Thus outcome is described in 
terms of an activity is on a different level of abstraction from its associated prc)Cel;S 
concept a function is to belong to the teleos-class of concepts in 
structure. 
sense that the 
ass:OCllate:Q process or structure is dynamically organised towards sustaining or having the of the 
outcome. However, as function focuses on outcome or effect described as an activity. it is rather a 
of both the concepts of a process and a While a process deals with a series actions and a 
focuses on a preferred associated with the process, a function concerns itself with 
associated outcomes. Focusing on function thus makes evident Ii played by a process or structure 
in context of a specific outcome. 
It should be emphasised that the act of focusing on ascribing a function does not ne<~eSl;arl 
account causally for the presence of the or the structure to which a function is ascribed. It 
only makes explicit a specific effect by assuming that particular or structure must be 
present in order for the effect or outcome to come about (Nagel 1979). the case of intended 
functions, e.g. in the psycho-social sphere, it may be possible to make a causal ascription, since 
intention of a process may be explicitly known to observer. For example, to state that function 
of marketing process is to enhance the image of a product and then also to assume that this 
function is causally linked to a particular need for it in the system, may not be incorrect. However, in 
natura-sphere it would be incorrect to make causal judgements (i.e. teleological assumptions) as to 
the presence a particular outcome a system. For instance, when it is stated that the function of 
the flapping of the wings of a bird is to fly it is simply implied that the actual outcome flapping has 
the effect that the bird This statement not the bird has evolved 
function of flapping and the associated wings in order to fly, viz., flapping was not necessarily caused 
by a to it is a function contraction heart is to 
pump blood, it is not implied that the heart muscles contract in order to pump the blood. It simply 
means that an or outcome of the contraction of the heart muscles is that blood gets pumped 
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Function 
through the body. Thus, a functional ascription, or perspective, does not necessarily imply a 
teleological ascription. 
A functional view can mask other roles that a process or structure might have. For example, if one 
states that the function of the kidney is to cleanse blood, other important roles, such regulating 
concentration of substances in the body, regulating water balance, activating Vitamin D, controlling 
blood pressure and red blood cell production, might be overlooked. Different functions may be 
associated with the same process or structure, which is referred to as multi-functionality, or different 
processes or structures may be associated with the same function. Of course, the association is always 
subject to the focus of the observer and thus, depending on the context, the observer may focus on the 
one or the other outcome. For example, in the context of a working environment a person may be said 
to have the function of managing a department, whereas in the context of a family the same person 
may have the function of 'being a parent'. 
The following generic functional distinctions can be identified in most biological and social systems 
(Jaros, Belonje et aL 1988): 
• Input function (inputting): actions contributing to the movement of mei from the outer to the 
inner environment of a system (e.g. eating, acquisition of goods). 
• Output function (outputting): actions contributing to the movement ofmei from the inner to 
the outer environment of a system (e.g. waste disposal, selling of goods). 
• Transportation function (transporting): actions contributing to the movement of mei in 
space (e.g. blood circulation, distribution of goods and information). 
• Storage function (storing): actions contributing to the storage/accumulation of mei, over a 
period of time, in an area in space (e.g. storage of information in a computer, or memory in the 
body, storage of goods, storage of fat in the body). 
• Transformation function (transforming): actions contributing to changing the structure of 
mei in a system (e.g. growth of a system, i.e. enlargement in size, psychological growth, as-
sembling a product, rewriting an existing policy). 
• Structural integrity function: actions contributing to the maintenance of stable spatial 
relationships between the entities and processes of a system, i.e. their configuration (e.g. sup-
port provided by the human skeleton, a chair, a building, an organisational matrix). 
• Governance function (governing): actions contributing to regulation, co-ordination, plan-
ning, decision-making in a process (e.g. the nucleus in the cell, the central nervous system in 
the body, all managerial processes, governing by government). 
4.8.2 Notes on related viewpoints 
• Miller's LST in a sense equates the concept of process with that of function. It analyses 20 
subsystems, each of which is associated with a particular process (i.e. 'function'). These sub-
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system QlSttnICtH)DS are analogous to the runCtlCmal distinctions of the hi" ....... 'lTiv that it 
is a much more comprehensive list and based on a distinction between associated 
with those associated only with information (Miller 1978; Bailey 1993). 
• Ackoff and rejected the cybernetic of teleology in favour of directive 
correlation by Sommerhoff, principles of set and 
McCallion 1994). distinction is extrinsic and intrinsic 
this framework a essentially 'production' or events 
associated a structure or event. structures 
ated with a function and a structure may be associated with 
functions multi-functionality) (Gharajedaghi p.9). This is not unlike 
sense of an map: F = 1-+0 " and his analysis 
functional analysis" (Christensen 1996, p.304). 
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4.9 Goal 
4.9.1 
to the teleos class of concepts. A goal is a projection in time 
an already attained state. Being goal-related is a 
property 0 ............. "'· .. of its parts. The goal is specified in tenns of a 
specified state, it can be said that the goal has 
tenns of the outcomes and values of the relevant ,,,,,,,,r,,, .... 
or may expressed in qualitative tenns, example, "' ..... ,.u.j./'; a 
of literacy in society, or s~:nam~ 'quality at 
home with act as an attractor in the migration ..... ,."""",,, 
always 
'" 
'" 
city), contributes to the urbanisation orocess. ""'''''T'' ...... '' 
.... n·'., .. '''.... a always serves as an attractor 
even though it may never be attained its on 
conditions for goal-relatedness (Nagel 1979), Im~soectlve of wn,etn4~r is 
"/,;"'11,""" living "'Y"',''''l1.''' incapable of intentions, or by manunat:e S'VS!lems: 
related processes exhibit plasticity: i.e. the goal of such orocesses can generally 
"' ......... ,'" by the system following alternate paths or starting from initial conditions 
(Nagel 1979). 
oro'ces,ses also exhibit persistence: i.e. the system is , .... 'u ....... ,1\ .... 
COlmpem;atllry "'.U'"''/';''''' in the system in case of disturbances 
to the system). If these disturbances were not compensated for 
ealI,satl()n of the goal (Nagel 1979). 
within or 
would prevent the 
'" A state which is 'pursued' with plasticity and persistence over 
Dl"ierern~d-stalte. and is referred to as the goal. 
is identified as a 
'" 
OYllanuc.UI) ., .. 0' ...... · ....... system, the present state of 
acts as a reference level the 
"",,,,\.1 ... , ...... , ... with a which refers to the au' ...... ..,,,,,"'''' 
come. allowed to achieve the desired en<l-state 
Inl'!l@lr~~nt time constant (Le. the minimum 
Inl1l@lrl~nT ..... " ... ",rl;, .. " of the system and the cOliLtex,t) 
compared 
is a time 
"""",'\.111 of the out· 
longer than the 
of 
and 1970), 
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otherwise it would be impossible from outset to achieve the within intended 
limit. If a process is repetitive, the is continuously as a reference level 
(although it may be updated). repetitive may a short time constant, together 
a short term goal, in which the goal virtually be achieved on a moment to 
moment For body temperature and blood sugar levels are homeostatic ally 
regulated maintained. 
following distinctions pertaining to a goal can made: 
• Projected a goal which is projected onto the system necessarily intended}. 
instance, production may projected by management on production 
• Abstracted (observed) goal: identified when the observed state of a and 
persistently to be attracted towards a particular (preferred) state presence of 
different prevailing conditions. An abstracted goal be within a system or it may 
unintentionally emerge from within the system. example, the lowest point of a bowl is 
observed to act as an attractor for a ball down its Similarly behavioural patterns 
animals and human being may be observed conclusions about apparent 
goals. 
• Intended goal: a conscious expression or formulation pertaining to a future state of a 
system. It relates to the projection of a pre-determined intent which explicitly or knowingly 
predetermines desired outcome. Intended goals exist only in association with conscious sen-
tient in which observer can identify All intended goal statements should 
ideally be formulated in a way does not to the function or other 
means whereby a goal will be achieved. is especially important the 
ess, since it flexibility the choice of associated actions structures. prematurely 
specified process generally removes creativity from the solution. For instance, one may 
ify the transport individuals from one point to the next as a goal, without stating how it 
is to come about. 
• Emergent goal: ........... " ....... out of the dynamic interaction of a and itself as 
a preferred-state over Emergent goals are always abstracted from a system by the ob-
server. It refers to a retrospective interpretation of actual outcomes, rise to predicted 
future outcomes. recognition of an emergent goal is based on an interpretation of previ-
ously occurring preferred outcomes. example, preferred patterns in nature and unintended 
preferred of human behaviour may be identified and with emergent 
distinction between an intended and emergent goal is an important one is often in 
systems It can be illustrated by the (E) - (T) - D .. "'.,..,.,,'" (P) - Structure (8) 
diagram (see Figure page 100). intended goal generally oriJ~imltes in the (E) quadrant 
and evolves clockwise, whereas an emergent goal originates in the process (P) or structure (8) 
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quadrant and evolves an anti-clockwise direction. many other distinctions biomatrix, 
there is a overlap between intended emergent This is primarily due to subjective 
nature of the of observation, and limitations in our understanding of, or access to, 'real' 
situation, or the 'truth'. 
The of a "final-cause" relates to intended goals (Nagel 1979). Where the goal is intended and 
projected onto the system, is governed accordingly, it pre-determines outcome. When it 
it is not governed through intent, is future, and is not associated with 
a final cause, for ',"''''4''',.1''''_ Creationism posits an Intpn(ipri JJU'lllllnl<.:m an pmpropnt goal. 
It is necessary to distinguish between the under nn'O;:PI'"IlJ:lTlnn and the observer. What appears to 
be an emergent for the ,...h,.",,.,,,,, .. '"''''''''4''''' goal for and vice versa. 
For example, a pattern behaviour is observed in a family either be 
"'!:Irb:.f'n within it. 
of intent on 
other the part of the family or may actually as an " ... ,-,... ... "'".,,.., 
as humans we sometimes to project onto the naturo-sphere (i.e. anthropomorphism), where 
may be no intent but only an emergence of preferred outcomes. 
Apart the distinction between intended, emel"oent and goals, other 
distinctions can also be depends largely on the nnS:Erv,ET 
intent of the exercise. In some instances system on,;:erve<.: itself in case the on!'i:ervel" and 
the are the same thing, example, an individual or "'~''''''W~~ orf~an]lsatlOn 
persistent patterns in the or to itself. following ...... ' ..... 'v ..... distinctions 
between may prove to be useful: 
.. Explicit or formulated) and implicit (not expressed or stated). 
.. Extrinsic (originating from outside the SVS1[em and intrinsic (originating from within the 
4.9.2 Notes on related viewpoints 
.. According to Miller's act in with nW'n(l,~p,11 goals that are 
derived from template and modified by learning. .-nl"nn'_<': are preferred internal steady 
state values; goals are preferred external states or relationships. For instance, "an amoeba has 
the of maintaining adequate levels, therefore it the goal a 
bacterium" (Miller 1978, p.39). 
.. the words of von Bertalanffy: "you cannot conceive of a living organism, not to speak of 
"'''''HI'''ln .. and society, taking into account what variously and loosely is 
called adaptiveness, purposiveness, and like" 1968, p.4S). 
He defines equifinality as "the tendency towards a characteristic final state from different 
initial states and different based upon dynamic interaction in an open system attain-
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ing a state" and the concept feedback as homeostatic mamt€m31nce a charac-
teristic state or the seeking of a goal, based upon circular and mechanisms 
monitoring back information on deviations from the state to be maintained or the goal to be 
(von Bertalanffy 1968. 
• Ackoff a goal as an intermediate intended outcome that is attainable under the prevail-
ing conditions. An objective is a 10ng-r3inge intended outcome, which is a desired outcome 
that is not attainable in the time period considered, but attainable at a later with 
"'l"K\01",P"" towards it in the period concerned. An ideal is an ultimate intended outcome that can 
never be attained but can approached and approximated within limits. Although an ideal 
can never be attained it is still meaningful to define its pursuit (Ackoff and Emery 1972). 
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4.10 Purpose 
4.10.1 Introduction 
A purpose ascription provides a meaningful _'.I""~"W'''''' or reason as to why a process or 
a particular function or pursues a It focuses on the context of a particular 
process or system, and explores the interaction or coupling of a system with other 
in the web, i.e. thebiomatrix. A is always ascribed relative to the ethos 
in the context of other both the inner as well as outer environment 
under focus). It essentially answers the why a particular function is performed as seen 
against the background of an inner and outer context. It is related to the "final cause" found 
Aristotle's writings and as answers the sake of which ?" (Bames 1982, p.54). 
Notes on purpose: 
.. Based on the pattern of interaction, it highlights, int''''l''nlrPt .. or intends a continuity, or 
teleos within the biomatrix. 
.. It is a subjective interpretation and meaningful explanation, relative to 
observer. 
• It can either be intended and projected on, or abstracted and interpreted from, a sYstem 
.. The existence of the 
purpose. 
10 The concept 
trix. 
Examples 
observation is considered to be subservient to 
is "VI,Ii.)!,"'''' .. , ..... to belong to the teleos class of COIlceplS in 
.. The purpose of sun could be interpreted as the provision of energy and light to planet 
earth, or to serve as a ancient Egyptians. 
.. The purpose 
environment 
.. The purpose 
for human 
preted). 
.. 
body, or as 
be interpreted as the circulation of water and of an 
or~:anllsms. or as an area for human rec:realtion. or as a means to nfn'Ullue, 
creation of an aesthetically t''' .......... , .. 2'> 
intended and projected). or a source 
heart could be interpreted as: to pump and "'u'''' ........ ''' blood throughout the 
seat mind for the Buddhist. 
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• The purpose of a chair could be to provide comfortable seating and to be aesthetically pleasing 
for the user, or as a means to match the height of hands to a working surface. 
• The purpose of the process of eating could be to feed my body and soul, to socialise with 
friends, or to settle a business deal. 
• The purpose of an individual's life process (intended or abstracted) could be to serve him-
selflherself and hislher beings, or as a service to God. 
• purpose of a business company could be to serve employees, shareholders and the 
larger community in which it participates. 
• The purpose of government maybe to govern society in a way that is to the individ-
ual, the group and the environment, or as a means to gain and hold power. 
4.10.2 Perspectives on purpose 
Purposeful ascriptions are primarily guided the following perspectives: 
• an ethos nersnecrnre (albeit implicit). 
• a teleos an intended or abstracted continuity of teleos between interacting 
For example, the purpose (Le. intended) the education nrllce.'~s 
could be to transfer and integrate knowledge functions), in 
the under observation) 
to deliver productive (Le. a 
the with goal), selj-actualised (i.e. a goal) individuals coupling 
individuals as ",Y".''''''l'' in ""I"':.on, coupling of the education .............. ,"" with society as a Svsltem by 
providing individual with an opportunity for seI1·alc:lui'll a function). 
interpretation is seen against the of a particular ethos as held observer. The 
education may, however, be as a means to a particular ideology in 
society, which, of course, pertains to a different ethos and to a purpose. 
4.10.3 Notes on related viewpoints 
• to Ackoff Gharajedaghi "purpose" is a matter choice: "An entity is purpose-
ful if it can (1) the same functionally defined outcome in ways·in the same 
environment, and (2) functionally different outcomes in the same different en1{if()Dl10erlts. 
Although the ability to make choices is necessary for purposefulness, it is not sufficient. An 
entity that can differently but produce only one outcome in anyone set of different 
environments is not purposeful. are In ... ,u,1'1"",,,," 
people are obviously purposeful systems, and so are certain types social groups." (Ackoff 
and Gharajedaghi 1996, They go distinguish between: systems 
in which neither parts nor whole are purposeful, animated systems in which the whole 
is purposeful but not the parts and social systems in which both the parts and the whole are 
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purposeful (Ackoff and Gharajedaghi 1996). The concept of "purpose" as described by these 
authors is more closely related to the concept of intent or intended organisation (i.e. govern-
ance) in the biomatrix modeL 
.. According to Miller's Living Systems Theory, living systems act accordance with purposes 
and goals that are derived from their template and modified by Purposes are pre-
ferred internal steady state values; goals are preferred external states or relationships. 
instance, amoeba has the purpose of maintaining adequate energy levels, and therefore it 
has the goal of ingesting a (Miller p.39). Underlying these purposes 
goals is a hierarchy of values that np'Tn,ltQ the to establish .... "' ... '.,,. .. , .. rules. rules 
come into play when system are in conflict, that is, when the system is unable to 
act to fulfil all requirements simultaneously or immediately. 
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4.11 Ethos 
4.11.1 Introduction 
() 
serves as a reference for what is considered to be or 'wrong', 
or 'bad', 'important' or important' and 'desirable' or 'not desirable' the 
system in relation to itself, to and to its outer environment. 
Ethos is manifested different ways on the different of the biomatrix: 
.. Physico-chemical: 'laws' nature relative to aspects that support congruent states and 
dynamic equilibrium within a system. 
.. Hic)IO!!IC:ill sphere: mutually evolved organisational principles relative to a co-
and co-emergence of organisms. 
.. Psycho-sociai: aesthetics, ethics, value systems, systems of justice, of belief, loe:Ol()-
morals attitudes. 
as a field of principles, represents the contextualisation of different possible states of 
a <!v<!ltP""" and serves as a reference for prioritisation of these states. Such a field generally contains 
clusters of principles organised in a hierarchical order of priority and importance, which always 
evolve relative to others are placed the context of system itself, inner environment and 
outer environment. The organisational principles with the of ethos are 
considered to exist primarily as a in the spatial domain 44: generic """,n'..,,,,, 
aspects in the context of a double distinction of spatial vis-A-vis temporal physical 
conceptual, p.94). 
The of ethos impacts on all the aspects of a system. However, the main influence of the 
field of ethos will be on the of the system (E4> T) as it generally serves as a standard according 
to which possible outcomes are evaluated and ultimately selected. For example, the ideals,. visions and 
of an individual are influenced by values. however, has an Imt,act 
on other as wen and E4>S). a identified, it has to be 
implemented in the form of processes and strlJcture:s, which must also be according to the 
dictates of the ethos. For example, an individual may have set the of obtaining a safe home 
family, she values family as a social and personal institution 
E4>T). Furthermore, ethos will influence the of obtaining a e.g. through honest or 
dishonest means (i.e. E4>P) and actually buHding a that to some aesthetic norms 
E4>S). 
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Two principles which may be antagonistic to each other on a particular 
reconciled in the context of a higher level principle. For example, smlfellOllCler 
of organisation, can be 
in a company 
stand firm on their right of getting a return on their investments, whereas employees may insist on 
their to increased wages, without of them giving way. deadlock may 
transcended by judging the demands higher level principles responsibility and the 
free-market of capitalism. in tum may be seen as by the principles 
of or by what may be considered to be 'just' towards fellow of the state. In the 
case of an contradiction in the law, it is resolved relative to the level principles as 
the field of ethos 
although, in a coherent soc:let:v there may be a WlCle-ran.gullg inter-subjective 
contained the bill of rights (if these exist). case of the psycho-social 
is largely 
agreement on 
The concept is closely related to that is to say without an operationalised 
wise or act the three components wisdom as ethos we can not 
follows: correct ... "' ...... n 
appropriate 
the situation, correct insight into what needs to be done, and finally, the 
1995). He warns that we should be alert to the risk that we mould our 
ethics into the scientific-technological framework. As far as the relationship between 
wisdom and intuition is concerned he argues that "behind intuition lies the wisdom the heart. The 
wisdom of the the deepest stratum of human and gives direction to whole of 
human existence, thus also to intuition, which it and nourishes" (Strijbos 
The principle between the exo-, centro- and of a doublet, postulated in the body 
of this thesis, the domain of ethos. It is considered to be a fundamental principle that holds 
true for all levels organisation and all spheres However, different criteria will corne into 
play when these are considered in the various spheres of being. In the natura-sphere these 
criteria will be seen as having essentially evolved as part process of evolution and as well 
established through of years of interaction 'experimentation' between 
principles of organisation. in the socio-sphere are of a 
experimental nature. SUl)IC4Cm/e components """"'Jj¥J .. " ........ as such the of 
ethos may become not to revision. In this case become dogma. One of the 
greatest challenges of the next century will be the evolution and establishment of a sustainable ethos 
on the planet as a whole. 
Some examples of ethos at levels of organisation are: 
• On the atomic level the principle of attraction and repulsion "' .. " .. ' ... ·n particles, and symmetry 
in sub-atomic particles, rise to evermore complex structures of a certain kind. The 
verse is apparently ·va.JUIJtur an in a select 
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Part 4: A linear ner':nedh,e 
• On cellular level genetic code contains guiding principles the interaction between. 
and prioritisation of, intra- and inter-cellular processes. 
• the level of the org;anilsm the autonomic nervous system an ........ "It,,,.,,. CODItaU1S a set of 
pre-programmed to to 
and outer emrlr<Jlnmlenlt). 
• the level of the individual person a set of being "',",',",",,'''' as 
opposed to being 
• On the level of organisation, an can 
competitiveness as an important principle in 
• On ;:)U",l""'''l level a and ConstJitution represent of the nation state. 
4.11.2 Notes 00 related viewpoiots 
176 
• Miller defines a "v"lr",..., 
values represents 
values as the totality of the strains within a <.lV<.l,rpm The hierarchy oj 
urgency of reducing strain. "There is a range of stability 
• 
numerous in all Hving systems. It is that range within which the state of cor-
.... "lr."'... of deviations is minimal or zero, and beyond which correction occurs. An input or 
output of either matter-energy or information which, by lack or excess some characteristic, 
forces the variables beyond range of stability, constitutes stress produces strain (or 
strains) within the system" (Miller 1978, p.34). 
to "virtual embodied the process of "structuration" in society 
1996, p.476). In con ext of the biomatrix model this may viewed as the so-
cietal ethos. 
• 'Ethics' may be viewed as highest level within the COllcelpt of ethos: " ... what 
ethics is to set up cul1:ure of UIQ.,IU~'A'" Dletween the and its ,,, ... ,',, ... , 
... The pffpl"tIVl'!f!P':C:: of the organization would be reflected in the way the or· 
n",~""".t;" .... copes with the objectives and synthesizes all these (Ramakrisbnan 
1995, 11). 
• Munro 
value 
that "it is terms of a ... "..,t" .. " 
practice can be understood" 
and approaches can 
assc)cislted telos 
1995, p.268). also suggests that 
our understanding of the human condi-
don through democratic at present this remains founded on an impoverished 
nde~rstmding of value". Furthermore: " .. analysis of purposeful systems is somewhat neglect-
fulof historical and material conditions through people come to particular 
purposes way of 1997, "systems must 
retirallleCl to questions aspects the (rules, activities) which have a 
value in 
(Munro 
of themselves, emerging from a way of Hfe, its narrative unity and its telos" 
p.580). 
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• Hall, relational approach to organisational development "U.I;~'I;;"L" 
that "values are ideals that give 
(Hall 1995, p.37). 
.. "' ....... ,'" to our lives through the priorities we by" 
• Banathy "our third order of I:)w,tnless is to restore the !::VSlrem accountability for 
'bigger things'. In precognitive, one-dimensional is not an issue. 
systems negotiate a meaningful basis for participation or become extinct. 
In postcognitive, multidimensional we can use power or competence in one dimen-
sion to subsidize lack of efficacy in the others. While such an may be acceptable, 
we need to make explicit provisions for resolution of conflict between the multidimen-
sions. We need to provide explicitly for the ethical dimension" (Banathy 1997, p.82). 
• Singer et al the incorporation and ethical concerns traditional 
tions research (OR) techniques and (GT). They claim that elementary forms 
decision analysis can readily be augmented, using ethical theory, in 
issues (Singer and Singer 1997). 
that include ethical 
• Minati proposes a list of practical rules 
measurement (Minati 1995). 
companies in a process named ethical quality 
• aesthetics is i ... t.."" .... t~'n by van as 
definition is 'good' can originate a framework which uses the hierarchy of 
inquiring systems. It incorporates meta-ethics, normative ethics and morality as follows: 
(1) The inquiring at the metalevel is concerned with meta-ethics the definition 
of values is made. inquiring system is also concerned with the cognitive functions in-
volved in producing ethical judgements. 
ExIClmjrJle: An is if it never causes or emotional harm to an individ-
and if it never causes individual to be deprived of his or her rights (we assume that 
'rights' are socially bound). 
(2) The inquiring system at object level is COilCern€~a with normative ethics norms 
are set. A 'norm' is a which is used for cOlnp.ari!lon purposes. At this and 
and procedures which will be used at the level are set. 
LA:c'Jmj:"e~ The action a spouse causes emotional harm and therefore 
is 'bad'. 
(3) inquiring system at lower level is concerned with morality, i.e. the determination 
a certain action or a behavior deviates the norm established by in-
system at the normative ethics level. 
J:,Xi7mJ'lte: Given the standard of behavior for a spouse was established ac-
tual behavior of a can now to ethical or not" (van 
pAl). 
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Part 4: A linear on 
For Kant an aesthetic is to to a UJV,fCUI JuoRernerlt. Furthennore, the 
CO~mltlVe state upon which the aes.thf~IC lualRelneIlt IS on hannonious 
between imagination and understanding; hannonious state between two is re-
vealed by feeling (van 1997). 
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Congruency 
structures are said to be congruent if they are in harmony, are mutually 
agreement, relative to their 
processes 
supportive or are 
dynamic org;amsatllon. 
teleos, process, structure, substance or 
4.12.1 Introduction 
Systems, processes and structures interact with one another by the very nature of openness. 
concept congruency refers to a harmonious or mutually supportive interaction between the two or 
more systems, relative to particular aspects of the systems. The concept of congruency in the 
biomatrix was originally inspired by use by Edwards (Edwards 1996). Interaction systems 
may be beneficial to all participating systems, useful to only one of them (as is the case for a parasite) 
or detrimental to all of (as is the case for most of war). systems are not 
necessarily congruent in all respects, although they may exhibit in one or more aSJ,llects. 
~V:S[elmS may only a common for example two business the same 
value of serving interests of the community and the shareholder, but they have COIDolet!el 
different structures. two in their 
Alternatively a common goal motor cars towards a common 
destination), but different (e.g. cautious versus driving), 
oro·ces:ses (e.g. automatic versus manual versus interrupted driving), 
structures different model motor cars). 
different 
different 
·"' .... tn"ll, ........ ·" is not a necessary requirement, may in some even disadvanta· 
within a particular context. Incongruency may, for instance, create a favourable environment 
for creativity, innovation and evolutionary advancement. It should be noted congruency 
incongruency are relative to perspective focus of Two at war 
COIISl(lerc~d to be from a and quality of life perspective but may in fact exhibit a 
congruency in tenns of their respective weapons industries and advancement-of-technology processes. 
4.12.2 Perspectives on congruency 
Congruency or incongruency may be viewed relative to the generic systems aspects. 
interrelated and hence the distinctions may often overlap. 
asClecits are 
• Ethos: A congruency ethos implies an agreement in principle. For example, members a 
society may be congruent relative to a mutual respect life, held by individuals. 
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Part 4: A linear on biomatrix 
institutions may be incongruent, an organisation which makes a profit at aU as op-
posed to an environmentally responsible organisation. 
.. the teleos domain, systems may be viewed as having mutually supportive 'ends' . 
For example, process of getting rid of waste is considered to congruent 
collecting waste products for re-use. Maintaining a healthy on the other may be 
mconliUUent with a r'l'r,roil',!O sweets . 
.. ..... Il"''''OClll· A ""'~,",""'T'''''' relative to nrcce,;s may be Vll"WI"n interaction 
between example, a friend with when it is 
actually An example incongruency would be 'meddling' a process it is not 
corlSlCler~~a to be for watering or a plant when it should be 
to rest (i.e. hibernate). 
.. Structure: OTIlflm{'~v .. ",I .. tiu .. to structure is seen as a configuration) 
together or a mutu-and action-pattern) sense, for eJalmJ)le, engine 
supportive organisational structure. terms of actlOI1I-D::lttems two .nn",,, •. rn in an 
organisation may an excellent because of the way they go about things. An exam-
ple of incongruency would be a genetically incompatible organ transplant. 
.. Substance: Congruency relative to the substance may be seen as having the 'right mix' of 
For example, it is a congruent use of water to extinguish a forest fire but perhaps not in 
cases of a chemical or electrical Nutritious sut'sta:ncc~s are considered to be congruent 
with the organism, whereas a poisonous substance is incongruent. 
.. Dynamic organisation: institutions or individuals are said to be congruent relative to 
their dynamic organisation if they share a common strategy. On the other hand, an autocratic 
management style imposed on a independent personality type may result an incon-
gruency between the manager and u""".·v ..... 
4.12.3 Notes on related viewpoints 
• <IIn"P<IIr",. and view structural coupling as a mutual relationship or correspondence 
between the structure of a unity structure of its environment (including other entities 
within environment). This occurs when a unity undergoes recurrent interactions within 
environment whilst maintaining its identity and therefore organisation (Maturana 
1992). 
.. Hall developed a values-based ....a,uvuc:u systems ~nrn'n!l'I~h to organisational development 
named the "Holographic Organization" in which an organisation "is holographic to the 
to which it is operating on a healthy and set of values employees hold 
mally common" (HaU 1995, p.35). 
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4.13 Continuity 
4.13.1 Introduction 
In the biomatrix. actions are considered be IoVl,lUUUUlil) both time, viz" to have an 
uninterrupted or congruent of actlOnl·se:gI1'lefl'ts in space as well as an uninterrupted or 
t'nlr'1OTl1Plr'1t elueIlSI(Jin of the over time. In other appropriate must be executed at 
the and place, with COllSI(ler:atl(m of the reQluir'emlen1ts of the aspects: 
ethos, process, structure, dynamic or~tanisatio]n. 
For a message travelling a communication nprU/n,"1i' implies that there is a continuity of 
information content as well as flow. The pn .. ,.<Tl1 and the carried by it are 
vibrations in the air (i.e. an auditory signal), to an electrical impulse in a wire or 
electro-magnetic wave in the air, and eventually back into an auditory signal However, there is 
not necessarily a continuity in or ethos with respect to the interacting instance, 
there may be a continuity in the flow of information in a but no congruency relative to the 
teleos, a deal of is passed on, or within the organisation, but is not 
mutually to the parties. It may in fact even waste valuable and resources. 
A continuity of teleos in a particular action chain may also referred to as a 'flow', or procession, of 
teleos along the chain. In reality the teleos of course not flow, it is matched by a 
congruent on the other and so forth along line. In a sense it is analogous 
to a wave on the the water does not actually flow in the of the 
propagation 
teleos, or 
wave, but there is in fact a transfer of along that direction. Thus, the 
be matched on both sides, and in that sense, 'passed on' or along the 
chain of events. talk about a procession of teleos, or is perhaps more correct. 
4.13.2 ~el~DC~~lvesoDcolltilluil~ 
Continuity may viewed from a temporal or spatial perspective: 
• Temporal continuity: ... r"' .......... r'"'' between the individual of an actlorl-tclcusea 
as over time. 
• Spatial continuity: congruency he1:'wef~n the individual seg;:me:nts of a thread-like action-
focused as perceived in 
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Continuity may be viewed from the perspective of one or more of the GP.T1P."Il" 
• Ethos: e.g. workers on a production sharing an ethos of 'doing their 
• Teleos: a company aiming at providing a particular coupled to customers 
search of that particular service. 
• Process: mutually supportive coupling actions the of actions (or coupling of 
process). For example, the action of a crying baby, because it is hungry, should be met by the 
responsive action of feeding, rather than the action of soothing the baby with a loving touch. 
Similarly, the phases of the digestive tract exhibit a continuity, Le. the one phase pursues the 
digesting and metabolising action from where the previous segment and phase left off. 
• Structure: e.g. a matrix organisational structure can be continuous in the sense that it focuses 
on throughput, Le. the segments and phases of production. The parts a machine or 'parts' 
a biological organism are also considered to be structurally continuous, for example, the 
various segments in the digestive tract organism. 
• Substance: mutually supportive exchange of mei the respective actions. example, 
the substance of an advertising campaign (i.e. the product image) must match the substance of 
the production process (Le. the actual product). In the case of an ecological food chain, pro-
duction chain or information exchange there should an uninterrupted and congruent flow of 
mel. instance, in an ecological food chain the mei is considered to be continuous, since it 
couples and transformed from one organism to the next. The observer may not necessarily 
claim a continuity teleos, though. For instance, we not claim that the function or 
pose of plankton is to feed the whale. the socio-sphere, however, it be appropriate. 
example, it is correct to state that the purpose process (and by impli-
of cattle) is to feed human consumer. that context it is an appropriate 
observation, since it hand in hand with known human intent. 
• Dynamic organisation: the and implementation of the various 
..... " .... ",. in an uninterrupted manner (both in time in space). 
Concluding remarks 
conludes Part 4 thesis. It explored a concepts a linear reductionistic 
manner, from what is considered to the more fundamental concepts culminating in the 
secondary concepts the model. Some essential concepts of the biomatrix model were excluded, 
dynamic organisation and telentropy, these concepts are considered to have analysed 
depth in Part 3. reader is referred to Appendix A a complete list definitions of all 
essential concepts in the biomatrix model. 
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5 .. Part 5: linear on Teleons and Doublets 
Part 5 deals with the two classes of systems in biomatrix theory, namely and doublets, 
presented here as two chapters. and doublets comprise an integration of aU preceding 
concepts and as a result their subject matter is more extensive and is dealt with at much M"jIlI,.t",rlength. 
These two concepts are in a sense a culmination of all the concepts defined in the part. 
Metaphorically IJ"'" ......... J<, the preceding concepts COflsti1:ute the roots of the biomatrlx theory. giving 
rise to two "-"'-'J the the teleon doublet branches 
the tree be viewed as multiple oer'SOE!ctlves and to be within 
biomatrix by the This conceptual tree or holds the oro,mil;e of Tn .. """, ... some light on, 
and "'jIlI<.r.'I'I,<Y 
participate. 
except that their 
The introduction ofthe 
lead to some repetitIOn 
revisiting and ;)YIUU'(;jJ. J 
our quest greater and understanding world in which we 
two chapters are similar to the """'''' ..... 1"" dealt with part 
more elaborate. 
and the doublet in Part 3 of the and their analysis here, invariably 
for the sake COlnpJlete:ne:ss some seCUOllS were ... "' ....... ,"' .... as a 
Those are mte:ndC:d to ore-open' ideas within a new context 
and thus nf'Pcpntc the opportunity for new insights and ....... ,.t .... unclersitandmg. In this it 
should be noted that thesis traces a spiral cOilceprs and understanding is intended to 
means its "internalization" a "contemplative process of holistic meditation" 
(Muller-Merbach 1994, accompanied by an change of consciousness" (Murthy 
1994, 
The the systems on the teleon and doublet the same 
structure and at first glance appear to have a similar content. However, rigorously viewing both 
the teleon doublet from all these perspectives serves to illustrate subtle, and in some instances 
profound, relationships in terms differences and similarities. 
5.1 Teleon 185 
The Doublet 217 
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1 The Teleon 
This "'lAa..." .... analyses the under the neaam,gs as listed below. 
of Contents 
5.1.2 
5. 
5.1.4 
5.1.5 
5.1.5.1 
5.1 
5.1.5.3 
thread8 like entities 
Teleons as of sub-teleons 
Teleons and Doublets: a complementary duality 
Participating I co-acting doublets 
Doublet of origin 
Intennediate doublet(s) 
Receiving doublet(s) 
5.1.6 systems ... .,.~"'....,."ti,""., on the 
5.1.6.1 perspective 
5.1 Teleos nPfCnl'CfnlP 
a. A .", ... , .. ,..11", of teleos 
Functional fpl",,,'\nc 
a.iL Goal-related rp.pnnc 
a.iii. teleons 
b. (Le. a 
c. 'pm,nnlr~ and .. "'''I .. ''''., ....... continuity 
d. Generic teleons in the biomatrix 
d.i. 
d.ii. Centro-teleon 
d.iii.Endo-teleon 
(Le.a 
e. Relativity of the direction ofteleons in the holarchy 
5.1 Process perspective (mei flux) 
5.1. 6.4 Structure perspective 
5.1.6.5 Substance (mei components) perspective 
a. Input/output components 
b. I actor 
c. Supportive mei cornp()nents 
5.1.6.6 Dynamic organisation perspective 
a. Emergent organisation 
b. 
5.l.7 Notes on related ",,,,urn .... ,, ... ",, 
of phases) 
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Introduction 
More specifically: 
" A teleon comprises an integrated web of pro,ces,ses (in physical and lor corlcelPru:al space), 
dynamically and collectively organised towards, or "aimed , a focalised teleos-field. 
" The focalised teleos-field serves to cohere, integrate and demarcate associated processes 
into a distinct entity. 
" integrated of pro,ces,ses can be as a teleos-based vector, or "arrow", m 
conceptual 
.. It OrJll:lI!lat€~S within, is associated at least one doublet of origin. 
.. teleon (and by implication its ass:oc:latc~ web processes) .......... "'." with, and connects at 
least two (generally 
" It manifests an apparent continuity ofteleos across all participating and their ""~''''''''1-
ated of organisation. This to a chain processes, eXl:en,Qm:g 
both in space and 
The biomatrix model postulates and assumes that the universe comprises a web of activities spanning 
aU levels of a natural holarchy. threads teleons channels activity or 
mei) and nodes stand doublets (points space where threads and ......... ." ....... 
focalised-field-like-entities). This the can from 
A novel introduced by the approach is teleonic or teleonomic 
perspective or simply teleonics (Cloete and Jaros 1989; Jaros and Cloete 1993; Dostal et aI. 
1993; Cloete Jaros 1994). Teleonics introduces the notion of extended thread-like systems (in 
space-time continuum) into systems theory, i.e. a 'wave' or 
n"'l~<;:n,p('Tnl'" on being. 
5.1.2 The thread-like entities 
perspective as opposed to a 'particle' 
the systemic nature of the of mei flux in both time and space elevates these 
channels of mei flux to systems in their own right. This is contrast to on point-like-entities 
discrete and their short, the is on thread-like, flux-
based nature these systems in space-time continuum, as opposed to the spatially focalised, or 
point-like systems (i.e. the knots in the web). 
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The thread· like nature 
or congruent 
these channels ,..nnr\n .. i 
on Teleons and Doublets 
channels of mei flux in 
across levels of organisation. 
congruent seg~e:nts 
is essentially derived from a continuity, 
words from a teleos perspective 
activity. The mrea(ll-lUi~e 
events thus COllplc~s that there is an aoo,areillt ciontinlllity tuI1ICUOn, goal or "' ...... '".'" 
across the levels by the mrleaal-lUce ,",V, ..... , .. 1I,Y in teleos may 
by design (i.e. intended) or emerged as such 'th .... '''''',h " .. w .... '" organisation of svstenlS 
over time (Le. the of evolution). 
These teleos-related, spanning different organisation, are referred to as 
teleons in the biomatrix (Cloete and Jaros 1989; 1990). The is 
derived from the ....... ' .... " ... '" to reach or stretch and to be attracted tl''''J''''''~''' a 
preferred end-state, Uln,"'''p~~<! the "-on" suffix refers to the as an autonomous unit or 
own right. 
a mathematical pelrspective ......... v .. " as systems are to vectors in a vector field 
1966), and the IOc:anseO-:[lell~·nJl{e (i.e. the doublets) are to areas of densification 
and transformation in the activity). 
An essential difference oerwelm a process and a teleon is that a 
continuity of teleos in space, thread-like nature. This 
explicit the extended 
d.istlD<~ticln is in addition to mere 
change over time or the phases of action (more COlIlV€mtllon;all) associated with a DrCICe!;s 
A tel eon is thus a procession of processes in space, into a congruent chain 
or segments in space, cOlnplerrlented. its phases in is in contrast to the concept a 
process which is in 
process may, and often 
generally only implied in 
associated with change over Change associated with a 
happen at a focalised point in spatial extension of a is 
lDtleracw:ms with other discrete over time and then only .... o,"' .. 'iprl 
as a secondary phenomenon. Admittedly, some processes are Vlf:Wf:a as an extension in space, 
travelling from point A to point However, the emphasis is not placed on the continuity 
of teleos in space. Equating a ..... ",,.. .. ,,'" with a teleon may thus to confusion or misunderstanding. 
What may appear to a could result in the way a is 
uttlm=ltely perceived and more subtle a OIS'[lD(:uon alPpe:ars to our minds the greater the 
of Unknowingly. happily. going off on a track. To prevent this from 
happening and to serve as a reminder of the necessary shift in our perception towards a thread-like, 
teleos-based systemic entity, it was deemed necessary to introduce concept of a teleon. 
distinction between a more conventional approach of focusing on interaction between entities vis-a-
vis focusing on teleons in their own right is depicted in Figure 
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Focusing on interactions "' .. "" .. , ....... elrltltles 
vis a focus on thread-like-processes 
The physical boundaries of a teleon are diffuse in the sense that individual processes which 
comprise the are spread out as a network in physical space (without necessarily having clearly 
defined end-points). boundaries of a teleon are in the first determined in conceptual 
by and is then projected onto space. In 
other words are primarily defined in the COllCe]ptual 
projected onto physical domain. This renders a rather diffuse 
a conceptually LV"' .. """" .... and field of teleos. ....., .. ' ... "" .......... 5 
a Df()CeISS or may belong to a arf~l'Itf~r or 
at moment in or 
torma1tioJl) domain and then 
DrC)CeSses. all contributing to 
contribution to the 
nf'!orrf'!f'! to the teleon under 
with, more than one 
teleon comprise both sub-teleons and uV''''.Il'"t.,. In words viewing the 
teleon an even finer web with its own knots participating doublets) and 
threads (sub-teleons). What appears on one level of observation as a .:u .. ,o ... ' .... thread or teleon thus 
'dissolves' into another web when 'teased out' with its own 
doublets. This interplay (Gleick 1987) within both teleons 
and participating 
doublets, as wen as a 
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Part 5: A linear on Teleons and 
'zigzagging' (Keeney 1983; Bateson 1985) between teleons and doublets manifests on all levels of 
organisation in the holarchy biomatrix. 
stated before, the dual nature of viz. thread-like being as opposed to focalised-field-Iike 
being of systems, is considered to be analogous to the wave/particle duality the physico-sphere 
in particle physics) (Gribbin A teleon as a thread-like system is thus analogous to the wave-like 
reality. It should be noted that the transfonnation of a particle may be viewed as a process 
changing from one elementary particle into another), but this perspective does not necessarily 
lead to the wave-perspective of being. It takes a qualitative shift in our perception and means 
observation to nn!:E'l"'Ilf>, the wave-like of reality; it requires more than simply focusing on 
process or change over time. As an analogy it can be stated that focusing on up-down process of 
movement of a cork (i.e. an entity) in a pond an environment), is qualitatively different from 
focusing on the associated wave pattern as a web of process-threads Figure 58). One may 
the analogy a further investigate interference pattern between waves with 
or entities. The interference is possibly an even analogy the 
COIlcel0t of a teleon, or more correctly a web of te/eons in the biomatrix. focusing on process or 
having a approach of systems not and invariably lead to a thread-like 
field-like perspective of The concept of process is common to both the wave and particle 
perspective and should not be confused with the concept of a wave (or analogously the teleon). It is 
envisaged the concept of a teleon will introduce the reality of thread-like being complementary to 
point-like being into systems theory. 
58: associated with the up-down movement of a cork in 
a pond 
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as a system in its own is inclusive of all generic systems aspects: ethos, teleos, 
process flux), structure, substance and dynamic organisation. The teleon is made up of a cluster 
of proicesses with participating doublets, which in their tum cluster into sub~teleons, collectively 
organised towards the focal teleos teleon. In other processes aU contribute towards 
the teleos. The autonomy of the teleon essentially on2U1Iat€~S from its collective dynamic 
organisation towards a focalised of teleos. 
5.1.3 Teleons as fields of sub-teleons 
All which are considered observer to be palrtlclp2ltll112 in and TnUJAr(l<: the 
focalised of teleos under nh,~p.rIlAtlnn are considered to sub-teleons of that (Le. of the 
teleon In other words, /1;)i:!,V\olli:l.U>;;U with the LV .. '..... 3"' .... is a field of related teleoses (refer 
to the concept), associated teleons (referred to as the sub-teleons). These 
teleons are aU 'aimed' at the field surrounding the focalised point of teleos, i.e. the point of focus 
considered to represent the teleon under observation. 
It is noteworthy that sub-teleons are not distinguished by their level of org;anlsatllon, rather 
by their position in the field of sU[)-te:lec,n may either be one of many 
uv,", ...... teleon (i.e. a parallel sub-teleons. boundaries 
are not discrete a fuzzy nature. Lonse:ammtl in fuzzy terminology, 
a sub~teleon is considered to participate to a extent in the focus. 
The of its membership is the observer on of its level to the 
teleon of This is opposed to more traditional of 'all or the sub-
teleons considered to comprise a particular teleon are by the degree to which they are 
COllSl(]lerC;::Q to participate in the their conceptual closeness to the focal point of teleos. 
than one 
there is an overlap fields in the teleos space, a sub~teleon may belong to more 
in the biomatrix. 
For example, the production-teleon a vehicle manufacturing plant may be considered to i'.nTT1T11'jc;:P' 
the following sub-teleons: procurement of materials and resources, manufacturing of COln04:me:nts 
assembling units, quality of the production pro~ess. and 
not be of the production in this instance, but where the 
product is a one-off nature, product requires a new solution, it may be included as a sub-
teleon in production teleon. 
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\ 
Figure A complementary field-like perspective on reality: i.e ..... ' ... un;;) and doublets 
Teleons and Doublets: a complementary duality 
The teleon and the doublet are,analogous to the wave/particle duality physics in constituting a 
complementary manifestation of being. These two modes of being co-create each other a mutually 
interdependent way. This duality also bears similarity to the interdependence and "zigzag" interplay 
between "process" and "structure" as suggested by Bateson (Bateson 1985). It should be noted though 
that the teleon and the doublet both manifest aspects process and structure, the difference being 
that a teleon process structure a thread-like manner, with 
threads nh"p.F1Jp.r'~ point departure, a doublet manifests ..... ,...,.. .. ,,,, and structure as a 
nella-lllKC;~-n(}ae as point departure. difference these two is depicted in 
59. 
However, the two modes of being do not exclude each other. From a perspective they are 
considered to co-create other. of'densification' in the field signify areas of interaction 
transformation of teleons. This in the of doublets, albeit on other 
organisation and abstraction. example, underlying flux and coupling of mei teleons) on 
the level are considered to give to atom as a persistent structure and in space 
(i.e. a doublet) (Capra 1976; Bohm 1980). Similarly, interaction ofteleons within a focalised area, 
with its associated mei such as people and goods, may rise to emergence a company or 
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as a focalised-field-like (Le. a doublet). Conversely, it is also true that the interaction between 
individuals as doublets gives to teleons a communication teleon between two people). 
on a the lntj~Nlj"tl('.n between particles (i.e. doublets ) emerges as force 
fields teleonsHFeynman 1985). 
5.1.5 Participating I co-acting doublets 
AU those doublets which are considered by the observer to be participating in the teleon under 
observation and by implication its sub-teleons, are considered to be participating, or co-acting 
doublets. Teleons typically connect different levels organisation, and it is thus to be expected that 
the participating doublets will be on different of organisation in the biomatrix. the teleon is 
directed outwards or upwards the holarchy, it typically connects doublets on ever higher levels of 
0 ....... ., .... ".,,". whereas if it is directed .... """' .. '-1" opposite is true. 
societal doublet (e.g. corlSl(lefi~a to within 
example, the nutrition 
running aU the 
is. 
down 
through the t',;a...,m'r,o 
eventually to enter 
DrOice~;sini2 and distribution companies, the the individual, 
cellular doublet. The flux continues the cellular doublet, 
radiation of towards the environment and the of waste products, in this way turning 
outwards again. Not all teleons necessarily comprise long chains of processes or sub-teleons. The 
'shortest' teleon is only two doublets co-act, that the doublet from which teleon is 
considered to originate and doublet at which teleon is t'nrl<;!1(!lpr¥';1 to be ;1,r;"t'ti'~;1 
In some instances it may useful to distinguish the doublet of doublet 
(i.e. at which teleos is COflSlclen::ato be directed), and the doublet(s) (see 60). 
5.1.5.1 Doublet of origin 
A always originates within a particular doublet or in some Instances a group of aOll1Dllets. It 
never or in 'thin . This is because doublets serve as points of focus 
transtorrnatlon of mei in the biomatrix. Consequently, whenever a comes about the field of 
mei flux, it can traced back to at least one of these focal points a doublet). For example, in the 
naturo-sphere functions are generally associated with doublets, e.g. the radiation of energy can be 
traced back to a particle, or respiration to a plant. In the socio-sphere and psycho-sphere, ."'."",",u., 
be intended within a particular doublet(s) which is referred to as the doublet(s) 
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60: Receiving doublet, intennediate doublet and doublet 
5.1.5.2 Intermediate doublet(s) 
The intennediate doublet(s) are all 
directly associated with the 
doublet(s) PaItlclpatmg in the main but which are not 
... v •• ,"", ... , ........ to originate 
individual scholar 
origin or aim. 
education t11"Tll'Irtml"nf 
TPr'F-'V1T1U doublet). 
education teleon may be 
and to be at 
are therefore ..,VI';:'I\JI"'I,,;,.. to be 
intennediate doublets. Depending on exactly which teleon is under focus, the classification of the 
doublet may change. For instance, if we were to on the teaching teleon, the teacher may be 
........ ,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,-, to be the .... ,.,. .. v .. ~. 
5.1.5.3 Receiving doublet(s) 
The receiving doublet(s) are those doublet(s) at which teleos is considered to directed, even if 
only in potential. The r""" .. ,v,na doublet can actively engage with a teleon in field; however, even if 
it not actively teleon it a receiving because the penneates 
its field. For an inqividuaI can choose whether or not to tap into education teleon in 
society, but at least she has opportunity to do so. Thus the individual is considered to be a 
rp'l'p.tvtna doublet relative to edl.Jlcation teleon in ''''''., ...... , 
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Admittedly the OISltlDC:tl011lS between the ... v., ...... ". 
especially in 
origin, intermediate doublets receiving 
is not case of functional teleons (as discussed later). 
Generic systems perspectives on teleon 
This focuses on the generic systems nPT'c::ns>· .... h'u .. c:: r"I,!lITt'l'" to teleon: teleos, 
process, structure, substance dynamic 5 ..... ''' ... 1';" perspectives. 
5.1.6.1 Ethos perspective 
The of a teleon is riP ... "",,, from its "'v ... u".... of origin. In instances a chain of 
proicesises connects to form an teleon, may in from the one to 
the next. is not necessarily a continuity of ethos between the of a 
teleon. only aspect which is considered to be continuous in the teleon is its associated 
continuity of teleos demarcates it as a distinct entity space, a doublet is 41"" ..... """" 
by its ethos. As we trace mei flux of a 
ethos but is always a of teleos. example, the a 
is not congruent with the ethos of the teleon. In 
some it is quite possible that the customer and the producer ethical reasons, demand 
a congruency of ethos as well. instance, a weap()ns manufacturer decide only to 
ideological products to customers who share its ethos (more 
Similarly, a customer may dernarld 
5.1.6.2 Teleos perspective 
This section toc;US€~S on the teleos 
factor in identification of a 
a. A hierarchy of teleos 
the producer 
of a teleon. 
as a distinct 
hierarchy may be OlstlDlgulsne:o with regard to 
its uv .... "' ... 
ethos of ecological awareness. 
is COflSlCllere:d to 
associated a teleon. A 
may be associated with only one or a combination of classes of teleos function, goal, 
purpose). The hierarchy is inclusive, the more 'advanced' levels ....... , ..... ,'" the preceding 
classes of a teleon is considered to to anyone or a of these 
categories of is influenced by perspective of The of a functional 
teleon, goal-related teleon and purposeful teleon all exist on different levels, of but are 
related through the hierarchical nature of their respective ...,."'v'"',, .......... teleoses. 
Functional teleons 
A teleon associated with a function is referred to as a functional teleon. This is COI1SlCIerElO to be the 
most elementary of teleon from a perspective. It tocUS()S on a ,..,.".'t' ... nii .... ' ""'IUI",,,,., 
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Part 5: A linear ner'!:nfl:£!tj1Ie on Teleons and Doublets 
generic outcomes associated with the res:pelctnre interacting processes or sub-teleons. functional 
is not necessarily associated with a particular or purpose. it does not to a 
specific end-state in tenns of the system variables, also does not contextualise teleos in tenns 
of their relative meaning (i.e. purpose). In fact, the vast of teleons in the physico-sphere 
are of this type, as are some teleons in the bia-, psycho- and socia-spheres. 
A examples of functional teleons are: evaporation of water from sea, transportation of the 
gaseous water in the clouds inland, condensation and rain, water flowing back to the sea. All 
these couple in a functional sense, that is to each process 'ensures' as part its generic outcome 
the availability of mei (i.e. water in whatever state) for next process in this chain of circulation of 
water on the planet. While this is considered a functional teleon, the description does not make any 
claims with to the respective goals and purposes of each process. For instance, the observer 
need not assume that the evaporation of water is regulated to match the needs of a particular mass of 
clouds inland (i.e. matching of goals), or that water is transported inland in the clouds in order to 
ensure rain over regions a purpose). 
A further example would release of ""v'ua,,·n as a result respiration in plants (i.e. a apr,p"",.. 
outcome associated the uptake dioxide same coupled 
with 
that process) 
uptake of nv'",n .... and PDi"""'''' Olo,xICle associated with process of l"Pfi!nil",!'}tullI1 in 
animals. 
perspective, 
two processes are .... V1," .......... to couple 
.... VlJ,,,............ a functional teleon. 
manner a functional 
this does not make any 
.. palu,nnla a specific or purpose associated with teleon. other words, plants are not 
considered to specifically regulate process of respiration to match that of the animals, and vice 
versa. In both instances the regulation is considered to be aimed at their respective inner environ-
ments. Thus, a functional perspective these processes happen to be continuous, and that is all 
"" ..... ,"' ... uP" claims . 
Similarly, I 
will be 
..... " ... v~ • .., of my by putting it out in front of my house with the that it 
by the waste disposal However, of it be collected a 
two are then considered to couple in tenns of their respective 
functions, thereby rise to a functional teleon. disposing waste, together with the 
scavenger removing it constitutes the functional teleon. Neither of these processes is regulated to 
match a mutual goal or purpose. Of course I may decide to intentionally take this into account, 
sorting refuse beforehand. In addition to coupling functions a with regard to the 
"P<:lI"lP,'ti",p goals and may 
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The Teleon 
a.ii. Goal-related teleons 
A teleon associated with a goal is referred to as a goal related te/eon. It means the outcome of the 
teleon is organised towards a preferred end-state which is described in terms of a set of specific 
values. It should be noted that the entire segment or cluster of sub-teleons is considered to support the 
goal. The goal generally comprises a focalised field of teleos (in this instance goals). Some sub-
teleons may contribute more to the point of focus than others. Goal-related teleons are in general 
associated with an ensemble of functions, i.e. generally the goal is reached through the support of a 
cluster of functions. It may be considered that the goal is aimed in a certain direction in the holarchy, 
e.g. inwards or outwards. This perceived direction may be relative to the focus of the observer. 
For example, in the naturo-sphere the concentration of gases in the atmosphere of the planet appears 
to be regulated within narrow boundaries (Le. the emergent goals) (Lovelock 1979). This may be 
perceived as a goal-related tel eon aimed at regulating the gas concentration in the atmosphere, with a 
myriad of supporting processes and functions, e.g. the absorption, transformation and release of 
atmospheric gases by organisms, complemented by non-biological chemical processes in the 
environment. Together these processes give rise to an emergent goal on a planetary scale. Depending 
on the viewpoint of the observer this goal can be seen to emerge from the interaction of the various 
processes or as the governed organisation originating from a higher level of organisation (Markos 
1995). Whatever the case may be, the fact is there appears to be a definite goal associated with the gas 
levels on a planetary scale. This goal and all its associated processes may be viewed as a goal-related 
teleon. 
A further example is the sales teleon of a company setting the goal of selling x amount of units per 
annum. It is thus viewed as a goal-related teleon of selling with its associated goal of selling x number 
of units by the end of the year. The associated sub-teleons are: marketing, manufacturing, distribution 
and so forth. These are all functions which ideally should share the focalised goal of selling x number 
of units. While these functions may have their own priorities and do not necessarily fully share the 
selling teleon' s goal they do support it as a function or generic outcome. For instance, although the 
functional teleon of marketing is not necessarily aimed at specifically marketing the product towards 
selling x number of units, it does support the selling of the product in a generic sense. 
Another example would be an individual establishing the goal of obtaining a particular qualification 
in x number of years. Let us call this the education teleon with a goal as mentioned. The functional 
teleons supporting this education teleon are typically: teaching, learning, reading, writing and so forth. 
These functional teleons may not all share the specific educational goal but they do support it. For 
instance, the teaching teleon may make the required resources and knowledge for learning available. 
The decision of what the student wishes to learn and when she wants to complete her goal may be 
flexible and left up to her. It does, however, support the chosen goal of the education teleon as chosen 
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by the student. Alternatively the teaching process may more uniform 
by all students, Le. the goals as established by the teaching function are imposed on 
shared 
respective 
education teleons students. 
If the observer chooses to focus on a teleon, becomes The 
supportive te]eons are then viewed against the context of the field They 
share goa] or may only support goal in a functional sense. focus to shift to one 
of the sub-teleons, another field of teleos becomes the area focus and the roles of gOliH'elate<t 
teleon, sub-teleon and functional teleon may all shift relative to a different of teleos. Teaching 
may be viewed as a functional sub-teleon of the goal-related education teleon as chosen by 
student. By the same token, if viewed from the perspective of the teacher, education of the individual 
may be seen as a functional sub-tel eon contributing to the goal-related teaching teleon. In latter 
case the goal may be to a particular pass rate in the and education is a function in which 
the group participates. 
Purposeful teleons 
Purposeful teleons are all those teleons which have an explicit purpose associated with them, It 
should remembered that purpose is only associated with those where is a clearly 
identifiable intent. is generally associated with sentient or projected onto a 
non-sentient by a system. a perspective purposeful are 
intentionally the holarchy. is the case the of 
teleos, .... " ....... ,,.. is also ...".:l''''''" ..... 'u with a focalised field ofteleos or more specifically, a focalised field 
of Furthermore, a function (or functional teleon) may be with mUltlDle 
purposes (or purposeful tel eons ). Each purpose is associated a particular teleon, although all 
purposes may share a single function. In those instances the respective purposeful teleons should be 
regulated according to own individual purposes, even though they the same function. In 
practice this would mean that the organisation a functional teleon is done a way that it 
supports all the required purpqses associated purposeful ...... ,vn." 
For a purpose eating teleon (a functional may be to provide nutritious food to 
the cells or alternatively to event or both. some it may 
serve a sacred The thus be with multiple 
purposes and should be regulated accordingly. It is important that the observer recognises the 
existence separate as systems in own right they and 
are supported by the eating teleon. Admittedly purposeful teleons exist on a different level of 
abstraction from functional teleons, but that certainly does not them real. This is an 
extremely important aspect of the and teleos-based approach the It 
the teleons as by their organisation the 
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teleos domain. The dynamic organisation associated with is certainly just as 
real as for nutritional purposes. acute observer will notice the 
eating process is steered by different mtiemleo outcomes or purposes. in a 
very real sense through the observed the teleons and doublets 
"",,,,un •• ,,u,,!". or not recognising the "'''''".'''''''''''' or purposes or 
of the respective .""",,,,u,, It is essentially in the domain of the 
mei teleons are regulated, and it is within this realm that their res,pec~tn'e roles may 
be Ultimately we are faced with the challenge is to organise or it in such 
a way that mei flux supports the particular or purposes. This gerlenUl} 
into an mtcerd,eoemd,ent but not identical web of with 
teleos, or of teleons. The challenge separate 
.... " ... P<'ti'l .. fields of at same to recognise 
ence or areas 
b. Spatial continuity of teleos (i.e. a series of segments) 
The continuity of teleos across different processes in space and time is one of the primary 
characteristics of a teleon. Processes tend to cohere or relative to a congruent teleos. 
process chains extended segments in space, to a teleon spanning different 
organisation holarchy of mei flux. In a sense it may viewed as threads of vertical COlnm,ctllon 
across levels in of flux, the levels 
i.e. the 
across more 
is meant by 
do. 
del:1nan~at(:d by the 
v ...... " ..... " •. Not all .... ,"'uu" "' ....... ,,"u 
For there appears to a continuity of mei flux across 
levels of organisation, sub-atomic particles couple with atoms, and atoms couple with molecules 
and vice versa. There is also a coupling between the biosphere and physico-sphere in the sense 
that living organisms tend to synthesise ever more complex levels matter (e.g. photosynthesis and 
protein synthesis). This 'upward coupling' is in its tum second law 
thermodynamics, degradation of matter into ever F. ....... "' .. ,."." ... or in simple 
terms the 'decay' there are stretching across 
levels. Virtually or stretch across many of organisation. These can 
be intended and (the 'architects' of social institutions). Education, agriculture, 
health care and technological development are but a few examples of spatially extended teleons. A 
simplified version of the \;;UI.JI",o.~lVU teleon is depicted in 
of sub-teleons are depicted in [eIE~os,·sn.ace at a given moment). 
as a case in point (segments 
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G~ 
I, ~~ *'-'~ 
\\ F.1\4 J ~ 
\ ' 
Figure 61: A simplified version of the formal-education teleon 
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c. Temporal and sequential continuity ofteleos (Le. a series ofpbases) 
The temporal continuity teleons is what rise to the apparent unfolding of events in the 
different spheres of In the physico-sphere we the progression of cosmology, the 
unfolding material and This unfolding appears to be continuous in Le. 
there is a natural progression events over time, starting with the the fonnation stars, 
the fonnation of more complex forms matter within the stars, and so forth. the biosphere we 
nn"l"nll" the teleon of evolution which appears to be directed at the fonnation of ever more complex 
wholes or living systems (Smuts 1987). In the socio-sphere we observe unfolding of civilisation, 
entailing progression from a hunting, to an industrial infonnation-based ,,,,,." ........ , 
All the aforementioned teleons manifest an apparent continuity of teleos in time which contributes to 
our of history'. of these teleons are intended and others are considered to I"m~r!l'1" 
Whether there is intent outside the socio-sphere becomes a philosophical and theological question. 
debate need not be resolved to the fact that is an apparent temporal 
continuity teleos, whatever the nature origin. 
The ofa are depicted Figure 63 and a simplified of phases 
education teleon are depicted in Figure 62. 
----
I 
Figure The ofa teleon a temporal nersnecti\'e 
62: Phases of the fonnal-education teleon (Le. a 
perspective on education) 
fonnal-
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Part 5: A linear nPlr<::np,M'nIPl on Teleons and Doublets 
d. Generic teleons in the biomatm 
The 0'1""1"1"'1(' distinctions oellWc:en teleons in the biomatrix were postulated at the very outset of the 
stu(ues into the Initially two were distinguished, endodynamic and 
exodynamic the goals which were related to the interior and exterior environment 
respectively Coleman et 1979; Jaros, Guyton et al. 1980). These distinctions were thus 
based on the apparent of their teleoses in conceptual which led to name 
doublet (a doublet utilises both kinds teleons to react with two teleos-
related were teleons, were changed to endo- and 
exo-teleons respectively. It was soon realised there is a group of which are 
reflexive in nature regarding the direction of their teleos. means that teleos is at the 
same level where the originate. 'self serving' teleons are the centro tapping-
definition, teleons on all levels and in all spheres being, which means that their 
presence creates a meta-pattern of teleos in the biomatrix. They are always seen context of the 
doublets, as their existence is essentially derived relative to the focal points created by 
the doublets. The of generic distinctions a context which all teleonic 
and synthesised relative to the doublets generic also 
give to the notion of 'balance' within a doublet. If one considers the 
analogy, any knot will stay in a state if the resultant of in the strings pulling on it 
is zero. Similarly the teleons acting different directions on a doublet should balance to ensure 
a steady state the ""."'Ul~'" 
It should noted that these ''''''''VAl", are not defined on the of the of flux 
SOClatc:a with them (e.g. input I but rather on the direction their teleos as 
perceived by observer. A OfCiCe!.s associated with the input or uptake of mei does not necessarily 
imply it is an endo-teleon. Similarly the outward flux of mei is not necessarily associated with an exo-
teleon. 
In the following sections examples are provided which relate to the naturo-, bios, psycho~ and socio-
spheres. When considering these examples it must be born in mind that the exo-, centro-, endo-
tapping distinctions are always made relative to the doublet of focus its inner or outer 
environment. Many of these processes may also have other teleonic components associated with them, 
but in a particular component is "' ... 1-' ..... '''0'''' .... 
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d.i. Exo-teleoD. 
An exo-teleon is a teleon with an associated teleos is by the to be 
directed towards the external environment of doublet of origin (Le. outwards relative to 
reference of organisation). 
For "'A'UUIJ."', physics doublets (i.e. particles) interact with their outer environment 
....,..I'WIt ... "f'l' ..... its surrounding space. Each field in its tum comprises a flux of 
the particle of focus, gravitons in case of the field, 
and Oh()tOllS in the case lectromlagnletlc field. 
function of propulsion by amoeba is presumably directed at its outer environment, since it 
to dynamically or~,anlsed towards 'searching' nutrients, and avoiding unfavourable 
outer environment. It also clearly originates is organised within the 
the doublet of focus). It also be that the contraction of muscle cell in a 
multicellular the of by the glandular cell, and the 
of the nerve 
organism. 
are aU exo-teleonic nature relative to the cell (Le. doublet of and the 
In the individual the function talking to a is an "' ...... "" .. "".'" of an exo-teleon in the human 
doublet. Walking with the aim of reaching a particular destination (in the external environment) is 
considered a functional exo-teleon. In all movement considered to directed at the outer 
environment is exo-teleonic, e.g. manufacturing and building When is expressed 
as a contribution to a greater field of knowledge it is to be exo-teleonic. is 
complementary to rf"~:f"l'Ilrt":h personal satlst:actlon 
individual family "1,,"n .. "". contributes to the welfare 
teleonic in nature. Simi1arly an employee doing a 
an exo-teleonic contribution. 
is considered to centro-teleonic. If an 
are considered exo-
job' a business is considered to 
The orClceSlses of production and .... "',~v"'"i"' .... within a company (doublet of focus) are generally 
,",1.111;:>",'''''''';\1 to be aimed at outer are thus whereas on a national 
organisation the doublet focus is the government) all processes associated with foreign 
affairs, external trade and commerce, international communication, international transportation, 
international law and agreements are of an nature. 
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Part 5: A linear on Teleons and Doublets 
d.n. Centro-teleon 
A centro·teleon is a with an teleos is considered to referring to 
the level of orf;l;anilsation of its doublet origin QPlt.t'f·tPllTlt'IO to the rPt~·t'pn 
level 
Centro-teleons are generally associated with maintaining integrity and autonomy of the doublet of 
reference, relative to its outer and inner environment. They are also responsible for maintaining a 
balance and co-ordination the exo- and endo-teleonic of the doublet of reference. 
For example, although chemical properties of an atom its volume in are by large 
determined by its configuration electrons, ultimately the integrity and structure of the atom as a 
whole is determined by the structure of nucleus. electromagnetic emanating from the 
nucleus and the intra-nuclear forces responsible 
atomic structure (Eisberg and Resnick 1974). 
maintaining its integrity give to a unique 
comes about through the processes of attracting, 
repelling and thereby determining the configuration of electrons in their associated electron 'shells'. 
These may be viewed as centro-teleonic relative to the atom as a doublet. In more simple terms, 
one may strip the nucleus electrons and be with an ion which a potential atom, or a 
potentially complete doublet (i.e. the potential for electrons or their 'holes' seems to remain). On the 
other hand, if we take away the nucleus and leave the electrons, we are left with 'no-thing', i.e. only 
the free-moving ..... t1"nr'" with no overall or emerging structure. 
On level of the cell it may be that some processes originating from nucleus are a 
tro-teJleonic nature, example, process DNA replication (thereby maintaining unique 
identity cell and genetic material), as well as for regulating and 
maintliniing a balance between intra-cellular organelles. 
a biological perspective the autonomic nervous system human doublet and its associated 
processes may be considered to centro-teleonic (i.e. the human doublet is the doublet of focus). 
These are typically responsible regulating physiological within body 
the good of organism as a whole. the or fight' is regulated 
order to the of the as a whole. Similarly, the is exposed to 
extreme cold it may 'decide' to cut off the blood supply to extremities in order to preserve heat 
the internal organs. This is done in the context of the survival of the whole or centro-level 
organisation. The field includes all considered to for benefit, 
for example, for a walk because it creates a sense of eating it creates an 
enjoyable sensual experience, making love because it is enjoyable. a psychological perspective 
processes maintaining or supporting the or the sense of self, are typically considered to be of a 
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centro-teleonic nature. The self is considered to 
"may be understood as a gradual process of 
p.1015). 
a recursive SelJr-OI:IZ81nISltnlZ DrCICe!;s 
It-(JirgalDlsatl()n " (Tschacher 
On the mstltutlonal cerltro-teJleOIlS are typically assocllate:a with the processes of establishing the 
identity of the process of policy and registering of the Founding 
of a company legal identity). Centro-teleons include processes responsible 
maintaining its identity and general organisational stability. 
to the various departments or functions, as well as 
include the allocation resources 
co-ordinating processes 
departments, thus all that focus on the un." ... "". the and not on a 
particular function within the whole. 
and political n""~qn,p.l'tlV*,, On the national 
expressed by 
office of 
constitution and bill 
unique identity of the nation is 
to maintain these ideals the 
is responsible for ensuring a ... "' ......... l'. members of the cabinet or 
balance and co-ordinating the various functions of government. The allocation of resources 
through the process budgeting is typically of a centro-teleonic nature, since it has to balance the 
interests and needs of whole field ofteleons associated with the societal doublet. This is opposed 
to focusing on a particular function (institution) or teleon in ""V"""'''' 
d.m. Endo-teleon 
For example, the emergent between the atoms comprising a molecule doublet of focus) 
may be viewed as en do-processes aimed at holding the atom the inner 
environment of the molecule. are typically described in terms quantum mechanical 
principles. 
The inner environnlent of the 
transport processes across 
doublet of focus) is regulated and. passive 
permeable membrane. me:tatlollSIn:1Z processes 
concentration of substances for the cellular within the cell ensure a T,nJ'nIl1r<>n 
organelles and its associated In .. ·n,..."" These are all considered to be en(lO-lreu::onIC by nature. 
On the level of the org8lrlism or human doublet aU physiological DrOicesses """'II""U"" maintaining 
a favourable environnlent for the cells are considered to be of an en(iO-ltele:on:lc nature. include 
the processes of nutrition, of body temperature, as well as 
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the immune responses. For example, individual be considered to eat, digest, metabolise 
food (i.e. sub-teleons)in order to maintain a favourable the These sutJ ... telleorls 
would then all form part the nutrition teleon considered to be towards inner 
environnlent the human doublet. Similarly, the expiration of carbon dioxide and inhalation of 
nv''' .... '''' ... are of the teleon. respiration is dynamically organised 
maintaining favourable levels in inner (i.e. blood). a 
psychological perspective the processes of leanung, memorising, visualisation and imagination may 
be seen to contribute to the maintenance environnlent individual. 
In an institution all supportive and maintenance are typically associated with the endo-
'\Oi'"'V''''''' field, example, training and development of creating a favourable working 
environment, remuneration provision maintenance of the (e.g. and 
aU technological aids) the acquisition of materials as for of production. 
On national following processes are typically .... ~'v ... J, ... ", .. with the endo-teleonic 
agriculture aimed at local consumption), ........... "'."1 ... "" security (i.e. police and .......... ", .... 
processes), judiciary orOices:ses aimed at ,.. ..... "'h ...... and maint!in1in2 an (e.g. 
telecommunication network, houses), health care and welfare 
prclce:sses. environmentally processes pollution control and recreation), 
processes production and commerce (if at the local and last but not the the 
process ,",U''''''(:lUUI:l. This is not meant to be complete but only serves as an example of an endo-
a nation as a OOllDU::t. 
Comparing endo-teleonic exo-teleonic on the level nation, it seems we tend to 
more on creating a favourable national, or inner, environnlent, as opposed to and 
sus:mlnlJllg a favourable international, planetary, environnlent. This is hopefully something that 
will corrected in the future. 
d.iv. Tapping-teleons 
A tapping-teleon is a considered to perform function of coupling tele:ons the 
and outer en'V'mmnrlen with doublet 
It is essentially this tendency of doublets towards an integration of their outer and inner 
environnlent which is responsible phenomenon continuity of flux, and on level 
abstraction, continuity of within the In words there is a tendency 
towards the formation of long chains or segments of mei flux, as well as for to cross different 
levels organisation connect the spheres of In fact it is search for 
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apparently continuous threads of teleos-related mei flux (i.e. teleons), which is one of main 
concerns of 
extent exhibit 
biomatrix approach. It is furthermore assumed that all doublets to a greater or lesser 
tendency, are open systems both inwards and outwards. 
From a teleos perspective these 'chains' of mei flux exhibit the properties plasticity and 
persistence. Consequently, although these extended chains may be considered by some to be a 
purely "abstracted" nature, in sense as defined by Miller (Miller 1978, p.l9), it should noted 
that within biomatrix teleons are considered to be very real (Le. having an objective 
existence). Teleons are identified on the basis of an observable continuity of teleos which may 
agreed upon through the process inter-subjective agreement and subjecting the system to 
measurements under different prevailing conditions. The fact that they do not manifest as focalised 
entities in should not detract from their reality. 
It should noted that the function of tapping come about in an implicit and sense. 
eXl:lmJ,le, the phenomenon of resonance in the physico-sphere is a case in point. It is by the 
mutual attunement of two that an of this instance comes It is 
not always a case of reaching or inwards to couple with 
environment: the often comes about as a structure of a system. is 
to the of "structural coupling" of a external environment as prc)poseC! 
by Maturana Varela and 1992). In 'tapping' either be and 
governed or it may emerge through the dynamic organisation and 
fields. 
Exo-tapping-teleon 
structure interacting 
For example, the human doublet reaches out in a variety of ways to tap external environment. 
The functions integrate information from the environment into field of 
human doublet (voluntary or involuntary). are also responsible the .nt-........ " ... r' .... 
matter and e.g. selection of food (voluntary) the breathing of air 
(involuntary). All functions associated with inter-personal relationships have a tapping aspect 
associated with them. instance, we actively search and engage in companionship relative to 
our external environments. One argue processes with of a 
psycho-analytical are representative an function relative to In 
terms education the human doublet intentionally searches chooses the 
information or knowledge on offer in its external environment. Similarly we choose to link up with an 
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PartS: A on 
employer in order to ~u~,a~~ of production. The institutional doublet typically taps into 
its environmental resources through the functions of acquisition of goods and technology, as well as 
the procurement of personnel. 
Centro-tapping-teleon 
Centro-tapping functions are of a self-referring, self-reflecting and self-replicating nature. 
For instance, on the molecular level one may argue that the ability of a crystal to maintain its integrity 
and to grow in size is to a centro-tapping function, i.e. structural integrity is largely 
derived from the mutually configuration of the whole, that is to the whole sustains the 
whole. Should it grow in of the whole serves as for its growth. On the 
cellular level the process may be seen as a whereby an organisational 
perspective the whole serves as I"PfjF'l"Plnl'P the new, that is to say it taps into the dynamic 
organisation of in order to re-create a replica n .. ,., ......... "" of autopoiesis 
as defined by Maturana and (Maturana and Varela 1992) has a cerltrol-te.leo:mc component 
associated with it, in the sense the dynamic organisation of the level is tapped into in 
order to sustain and reproduce In the human doublet the process is typical of a 
centro-tapping teleon, the whole taps into the dynamic organisation of itself or the level of 
reference and 'mirrors' it, in order to reflect on it. The notion of the ego and processes associated 
with it in psycho-analytical may be seen as the outcome of functions in the 
human doublet. One may that the phenomenon of is to some extent the 
outcome of a centro-tapping mElcnon. On the institutional level 
typically expresses This is an 
mana~:emient or directorate 
of 
msnnltloln as an entity in own or as an autonomous whole. 
a living an ms11tu1t1on grow in size as a result a function. In 
other words institutional 
environment (e.g. customers) or 
innate ability and tendency to 
comes about relative to itself without to its outer 
inner environment (e.g. employees). It grows because it has the 
of its own accord, Le. by tapping into or simply allowing the 
innate dynamic organisational tenaerlCl~~S towards growth to flourish. is a bureaucracy. 
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Endo-tapping·teleon 
For example, on the level (e.g. processes associated with inner or 
lower levels of into, or the level of focus. For instance, we 
intentionally tap or process of muscular contraction (Le. on the cellular level) in 
to walk. In general the biological endo-tapping functions in the human doublet are dynamically 
organised through the intervention of nervous and hormonal signals. These are governed by the 
central nervous system functions in the column), which is organised in a 
that it 'serves' the doublet as a whole. From a COllSClOllsness perspective we 'tap into' our 
through the reticular we areas the brain. Without 
T1.n,I' .. UWI the a state of or sleep (Jordaan and 
also function of endo-tapping 
defined in psycho-analytical On the institutional level it is 
and technology, in to integrate what is 'on 
the functioning of the mSltltUltlon as a whole. For mst:am:;e, 
should take note of by aU participants, and 
p01tential of an individual or aid is maximised 
Ideally on the national level functions 
aU society at 
example, in the political 
to the notion of the "id" (as 
to tap into resources, 
lower levels of organisation 
manager of a production pr()cess 
also ensure that 
the explicit 
hold for all 
opinions of "" .. , .. :.."',,,, are economic and 
through the function by all eligible members of a oernoc:rac:y 
e. Relativity of the direction of teleons in the holarchy 
It should be noted that the the teleos associated with a is not necessarily always 
pointed in one of the a;ellefilC OlreiCtl()flS as defined by the exo-, centro- endo-fields of teleons. 
"''''','v,.", in teleos space, and all directions should be seen as or universal 
may be viewed as components in each one directions. It may tum 
out a specific teleon is predominantly aimed at one of the oerlerllC directions, but in many 
components of aimed at a combination the directions. From a 
mathematical perspective teleons may seen as vectors in a vector with the generic directions 
centro and endo being analogous to the unit vectors. 
It however, remain useful to u.",unl"""'" aU teleons relative to 
the observer with a means a sense of balance can 
directions, since it 
obtaiDC,d within the doublet. 
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Part 5: A linear on Teleons and Doublets 
This assumes that the directions in teleos space hold true for all doublets. The configuration 
of these generic directions rise to a meta-pattern of teleos within the biomatrix. 
On the level of the human doublet, for example, most functional teleons may be associated with 
one of the generic walking-teleon, for instance, may at exercising the as a 
whole and health, which as having a 
component as well as an emlO-lcele:ODllC component. On the walking-teleon may be 
aimed at reaching a destination in order to interact with a friend, in which case it has 
predominandy an component, although there also be a centro-teleonic component, 
in the sense that some personal joy is anticipated in meeting a Focusing on the department 
finance (Le. one of the doublets) and its financing-teleon, it soon De(~Onrles 
evident that the 'split ups' in different in teleos-space. For example, the 
procurement of taxes an exo-teleon for the are aimed at its outer 
environment), when looked at from the doublet, 
procurement taxes COtlstltutces an enlio-'taoOIn:!! teleon, environment 
state (Le. ofthe government as a the budgeting ..... ,..,.."',,., 
constitutes a at balancing the of government), whereas 
from the perspective of the of finance it constitutes an "''''' ... ,-.''',.'''v, ... i.e. one of the services 
rendered to government (its outer environment). 
In short, the functional, purposeful tel eons do not ne<:es!,an map onto the generic 
teleonic directions within the on a one-to-one the whereby the 
nn" ... ..,,,,,, .. distinguishes the .,. ... ,''' .. ,, ... Ctlm100Ilents of a teleon emlbl~:s c.ompar'iso,n to made between 
tele,ons. This through the activities of a 
telieOflODIUC nature Le. comparing ....... ", .... ",.10 The meta-pattern 
emerging as a result of distinctions also sen-es as a framework to ensure that all the 
teleonomic components are represented and in place when analysing a particular system. 
5.1.6.3 Process perspective flux) 
Associated with any teleon is a web processes or mei flux, which is COflSlClen:a to b~ associated 
with the field of teieos, albeit in an implicit sense. By focusing on the with a 
the observer Tn"'.,...." ,,"""'..,'1 .. " and transformation In 
10 This is similar to the mathematical COTlcelC1t of unit vectors in a vector space, which enables one to perform 
algebraic calculations on a group of vectors . 
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instances where the teleos eml!'!rCVd"." out the interaction between ,,,,, .. n,,,, plrOCf~sse:s, it not 
pmprcvpn",,'· In those always clear -'----J which pro,ces:ses should be considered to participate in 
be areas uncertainty in the mei flux perspective, where some areas of mei 
are considered to have a greater or probability associated the 
On the other hand, if a teleon is governed on levels the associated 
its exact contribution towards the teleon of focus clear. Ultimately all are a 
combination of the outcome governed emergent organisation; 
consequently tel eons have diffuse boundaries to their associated processes or flux. 
Thus the web of flux to to the preferred outcome of a field of 
cannot be clearly parts of the web being more certain than 
In short, the of the web of mei to a teU;::OS-lre outcome can general not 
"V"",,, ... ,, defined by 
Figure 64: relationship npl'WPf'n teleonomic projection in the 
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Part S: A linear on and Doublets 
5.1.6.4 Structure perspective 
Observing the web of teleons within the biomatrix from a structural perspective gives rise to 
distinctions similar to those of a structure perspective on .... r.t' .. '''' except in this instance the focus 
is on the continuity of and not (please to the structure perspective on a process 
for more detail, page 153). 
The following structural distinctions on teleons may be useful: 
.. internal sub·teleon couplings (co·action); 
.. serial sub-teleon couplings (phases and segments); 
.. parallel sub-teleon couplings; 
.. external teleon couplings (interaction); 
.. preceding teleons; 
.. successive teleons. 
5.1.6.5 Substance (mei components) perspective 
Apart from """.""1,, focusing on the state of at a particular point in time and space within a teleon, 
the may distinguish berwee~n the following types of components: input/output, 
transformer/actor and supportive. 
a. Input/output mei components 
The input/output distinction refers to components which are to flow 
out of the teleon, i.e. they are with the throughput of mei relative to 
entities transformed as part of the process. 
actual flux can be through network of asSIJClCitieU processes, 
of .. u'v .. ,,, .... ,,.. in the nrl".('p,:..: of communication hetWeEm two individuals or 
sut,stanc<~s in the process. 
as well as 
Typically 
flow 
of food 
components may be transformed (or reconfigured) into a different For example, in 
the process communication, information transformed as it flows from one person and is re-
interpreted by another individual; or in case of process of nutrition, the food substances are 
down into more basic units (ultimately converted into energy) when cooked, digested 
eventually l"vl.<l.V'VI 
b. Transformer I actor mei components 
components are considered to involved in the transformation of, or acting upon, other 
components context of teleon. For example, the be to be an actor 
component in circulatory tel eon of human doublet. TypicaHy all employees are trans-
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former/actor components in different teleons associated with an institutional doublet. The 
distinction between input/output components transformer/actor components within a teleon is 
aUj;UU,"'UI~'" to the between the object in a with the corresponding 
to process of transformation. 
c. Supportive mei components 
supportive cOlnf)<>nents are all those components in the which are not 
corlsUllere:Q to the teleon, or to be involved in the transformation entities. 
are considered to be associated a supportive in the context of the teleon. the 
institutional doublet the buildings and some of the technology, as well as background 
information, may be considered to be of a supportive nature. course, if a machine is directly 
associated with a production process, it may be considered to a transformer as opposed to, 
perhaps, the communication network. 
The distinction between transformer/actor and supportive entities or components is not always an 
exact one. This always remains relative to intention and of the observer. 
5.1.6.6 Dynamic organisation perspective 
From a dynamic perspective a distinction can be made a teleon is governed 
towards its associated and a teleon emerges out of the interaction of associated mei 
flux. In practice both these types of organisation are within a particular teleon, albeit to a 
greater or extent. 
a. :mifl'l'fJfl'l'lr organisation 
out of the 
Its teleos and structure is seen as an ......... p ... ", .. nT outcome of the 
may be seen as a process which In the case an emergent organisation a 
interaction associated 
flux, or the 11'U'''r~,'''nr.n between assocllate:d processes. 
Governance 
In those where a teleon is intended, planned and projected onto a mei flux, it 
through a rather different of evolution. It starts off with a definition of its 
by identifying supportive ultimately leading to teleos-related outcome. 
The following additional distinctions can made with 
• Teleos-setting 
to the governance a 
~"".,1C"''''''''' on teleos 
teleos-setting, 
a one may the governance of 
detiDll1lg the purpose, function or goal of a teleon. Typically the of a teleon 
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Part 5: A linear on Teleons and Doublets 
is derived from its relation to a context, it does not depend solely on the tel eon itself. 
Purpose is thus something which derives from a context. On the other hand 
from within or from without the teleon of focus. 
may either originate 
For example, the production teleon an institution derives its purpose (i.e. the production of 
goods) from the context of its doublet of origin the institution to which it belongs and in which it 
participates), goals be by senior management the centro-level), or 
by the production itself (i.e. set from within). 
• Regulation 
pro(~ess of refers to organisation a teleon towards its pre-determined e.g. 
Preferably process of "J;;\ ...... IVU n .... [n""'T" entirely within teleon other 
the teleon should enact own !;;!;;I.IUl:lLllUU. It is within the teleon that the nec:essary information 
exists in order to make appropriate decisions from moment to moment. those instances where 
regulation is enacted from outside the teleon, it may lead to inappropriate interference or telentropy 
within the The process of regulation entails some form of feedforward 
feedback. A diagram cybernetic perspective on regul tion is presented 65. 
65: A cybernetic perspectn/e on the .......... ""',,,, of regulation 
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Notes on related viewpoints 
.. Miller's LST maintains that "the units abstracted are relationships abstracted or 
",,,, .. ,,""~"J!. by an in the light his interests, theoretical viewpoint, or philosophical 
bias. relationships may empirically determinable by some operation carried out by 
the but others are being only concepts" (Miller 1978, p.19). However, "the 
relationships menUI[)flc::a above are 01'\" ..... ',,:.1'1 to inhere and .... f".~ .. "'/~t- in f'n"" ....... '" usually living, 
these concrete systems are relationships abstracted " 
Furthermore, abstracted systems are oriented toward relationships rather than f"n,,,,,,y'l'I 
the concrete systems which those relationships, spatial arrangements are not usually 
emphasized. Consequently their physical limits often do not coincide with the 
boundaries of any concrete system, although they may" (MilJer 1978, 19). 
.. "Soft systems methodology (SSM) began to make nrnarp"l::<:! when it was realised that all 
world problem situations were characterized by people trying to purposeful action. A set 
of activities, linked together so that the set was purposeful, was treated as a new kind of sys-
tem concept (a 'human activity system')." (Tsouvalis and Checkland 1996, p.37). The "human 
activity svstenlS 
Koestler 
SSM were referred to as "holons", a term originally introduced by 
Chelcklwnd 1996). 
.. For the conceptual unit of the social is the social <:!V!:.lrl'!m is made up 
The which l'nn,C!f",tl1T" the social svsltem are also same 
actions which up the personality systems of individual (Parsons in: 
1990). in social heory concludes that "both roles and their incumbents are 
proper - necessary - objects for sociological analysis. must be simultane-
To eschew study of would hamper the 
expJwnation" (Bailey 1990, p41). 
.. states "I rediscovered Russell Ackoff and key concept of purposeful 
This exciting conception opened up a whole new But before I could begin to 
understwnd its real implications I had to do a lot ofuniearning. In addition, Boulding's CUIIlXlPl 
of 'image' with Walter Buckley's adaptive provided me with the 
insight to distinguish 'information-bonded' and Subse-
quently, the synthesis of purposefulness information became core of the 
systems model presented in work" (Gharajedaghi 1985, p. v). 
.. states that system is first a way of at the world. It is a mental construct 
of a which it is to establish a set of that up the 
ner'cel'vel1 whole", He that the of a holon used by Checkland) refers 
to whenever the construct of a system offered only as an idea about relevant situations and 
emphasis is on creating new distinctions or possibilities. Even if the holon appears to 
a reference situation in the real world, its is not to bring forth the complexity real-
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world interactions but to offer an idea to be used to think more creatively about the world" 
(Espejo 1994, p.202-203). 
cOllceDts of centro- eX(H2lppmg;-telleO]OS in bioma:trix are the notion of self-
reference in theory. Luhmarm's theory of self-reference. instance distinguishes 
between self-reference to the system referred to as auto-reference and self-reference 
through its environment, referred to as hetero-reference (Bailey 1997). 
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5.2 The Doublet 
This chapter analyses the doublet under the headings as listed below. 
5.2.2 The doublet as a composite field ofteleons 
5.2.2.1 A field-like entity as opposed to a discrete entity 
The endo-field and exo-field belong equally 
5.2.2.3 Qualifications for membership of the field 
5.2.3 The nucleus or attractor 
5.2.4 The centro-body/core-body 
associated endo-doublets, exo-doublets 
5.2.5.1 Endo-doublets (sub-doublets) 
5.2.5.2 Exo-doublets 
Supra-doublets 
outer environment 
field of tapping teleons 
5.2.8 A three-level distinction 
5.2.9 Boundaries of the doublet 
10 'Incomplete'Doublets 
11 on the generic systems aspects 
5.2.11.1 Ethos npl"!:nP,(':ti1JP. 
5.2.11.2 perspective 
a. Symmetrical and complementary pairs 
b. Holarchical distinctions 
c. Functional distinctions 
5.2.11.3 Process (mei flux) perspective 
a. Mei flow perspective 
supra-doublets 
Input/output bet'weE!n exo- and cerltrol-DrOcf,ss-.field 
Input/output I"IPI'wPE'n centro- endo-process-field 
b. Mei transformation perspective 
1.4 Structure perspective (conceptual and physical) 
a. Nucleus (ethos) 
b. Process-field 
c. Teleonic field 
d. 
continued on next page 
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218 
5.2.11.5 Substance (mei) perspective 
5.2.11.6 Dynamic organisation perspective 
a. Co-action of the teleonic fields 
armoni~;ing the 
c. The emergent middle 
d. Creation and evolution 
5.2.12 Notes on related viewpoints . 
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5.2.1 Introduction 
A doublet is essentially a composite and as such it is a field-like process-system, 
rather than a concrete even it is with 
theoretical perspective. it should thus be viewed as a special system, 
an entity. From a 
l'{\rll'P,,,t of which 
prn,"rO"~" out of a recursive description the following four levels of abstraction or 
(Keeney 1983): 
.. The nucleus its associated field of centro-teleons. 
.. The dual field of exo- and endo-teleons. 
.. The distinction of the centro-body or core-body. 
• The inner- and outer environment. 
typing 
While reality should ideally be considered to be a complex and indivisible "whole" as advocated by 
holists (Smuts 1987), the only way to handle its complexity for the sake study or discussion is to 
regard its as smaller 'wholes' themselves. Anything smaller than the OTPl~tpr whole must 
always have a dual description of "part-whole" that should be considered in context of greater 
whole. highlight this double description, Arthur Koestler called part-whole entities "hotons", 
highlighting their "Janus-facedness" as "self-assertive and integrative" tendencies (Koestler and 
Smythies 1968; Koestler 1978). David Bohm referred to wholes as or "foci" (Laszlo 1972) 
and Gerard called them (Gerard 1957). dual nature of these wholes was appreciated by all 
these authors, although they ""UI""""''':''''''' rl.t+" ... "," asJ)lects of duality. Laszlo, for example, referred to 
and --SeJII-orgWllS11I1g n'l'{\,nPTtIPC;: which stresses the of 
of maintenance and growth living systems. Koestler's duality highlights the requirements that any 
system should look after itself as well as contribute to larger system to which it belongs. However, 
these do not cover the teleonic by doublet. Both K.olestl.er's 
dualities to the system on the one hand, which includes the holarchy subsystems 
within it, and the environment that includes the entire suprasystem holarchy. The duality the 
doublet is the result of a symmetrical field of Ie/eons (in space) to the of 
Because of the difference between the descriptions represented by hotons orgs, on the 
one hand, and the duality that dual-field-like systems stood for, it was decided to the latter a 
special name, viz. "doublet" (Jaros and Cloete 1987). decision was not lightly, considering 
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Part 5: A linear on Teleons and Doublets 
the present day explosion of The term was intended to describe the tendency aU systems 
to a bipolar field of or two clusters of processes, teleonomicaUy 
at its environment endo-dynamic processes) those at its outer environment (the 
exo-dynamic processes). teleos-related exodynamic processes were later renamed 
endo- and it was from two types teleons were two 
others, centro- and tapping teleons, respectively contribute to the maintenance of 
doublet's and its coupling with However, as far as the interaction """.t' .. ,,-,-... 
inner and outer environment of doublet is concerned, the original duality still holds and thus 
the name "doublet" is appropriate. It is obvious also that highlighting of the special duality in 
no way diminishes the dualities identified by and Laszlo. In the biomatrix approach 
complements distinctions in complex systems. 
One important point made by Smuts (Smuts 1987), who can rightly be considered as the father of 
holism, may have been missed by some of his proponents. For Smuts, the concept that whole is 
Pml~ter than its parts" was important. This means that emergent properties will be added to the 
whole which are not explainable from a knowledge the parts. However, he stressed that in the 
process forming a greater the parts themselves change considerably. is thus 
emergence in the as well as the wholes. This obviously would cause great problems to 
"",.' ...... u..", reductionists who that a knowledge of the one can reconstruct 
whole. Not only can one not reconstruct the whole, one also to reconsider parts. When this 
thesis was written, the whole mel;sa~~e was considered, parts were written. 
.... n''''' .. '.,...,r on reclreat:m.l!. the the parts order to achieve a fit between 
parts. process had to be rep,eat€~ several until some ~nrIVelrap.lr1~p was 
5.2.2 The doublet as a composite field of teleons 
doublet comprises a composite field teleons, and a distinction is made between three a"""''-'11' 
classes ofteleonic fields. distinction is based on the nature its associated 
• exo-field with the aSS:OCllatfQ teleos directed outwards at the asSIt)Clfltea exo-doublets; 
• the centro-field with the associated 
tion; 
n'''',()f''TI'·n at itself. centro-level of 
• the endo-field with the teleos associated directed inwards at the associated endo-doublets. 
5.2.2.1 A field-like entity as opposed to a discrete 
Traditionally, we tend to focus on tii<:,,.. ... l'>1r'" entities as 
entities, as follows: 
• human .......... 1">"', living cells; 
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• business organisations, comprising human beings and "rt,~f",,,'f".,· 
• cities, comprising human and other living and entities; 
• motor vehicles, comprising mechanical parts; 
• atoms, comprising sub-atomic particles; 
• languages, comprising words or concepts. 
oreierenc;e for ,,,,,,,.. .. "', ... elntities can ascribed to the fact that the eye, being probably the most 
sensory aspect of human beings, is the main source of information concerning the world 
us. We believe what we can see with our own have readily extended this to 
perceived through our other senses even to concepts that are conceived or 'seen in our 
· Language, being the main medium of our communication, is also the main our 
thinking processes. Through we have strengthened status tangible entities by 
prominent positions of our thinking process, in sentences. The entities are 
number one as a sentence and, especially in an analytical language such as 
J,.;,UI;U".", are placed at the beginning sentence. It is thus not surprising that the entity-based 
of the universe gets ingrained in all that we think and do. 
We are obviously aware of world, but we tend to them as e" ........ ""rn 
to passage of time an interaction or from a "' .. 'UII" .... 
..... """'."'.'" entities. In a typical sentence predicate by a is usually an that 
someone performs; it can not alone. The biomatrix approach, through its teleonic 
firmly places at the centre of the field of and analysis. This is not to 
discrete entities are as irrelevant, but they should used together with a teU~onlc 
to arrive at a more cornpl.ete picture. 
HeCa\lSe one is talking about perception, '"''''''''l''I''''' per'CeJ)tl(Jln are obviously to 
move our focus from entl.tles to field-like orctCelSs eIlllues illustrate us 
beehive as a metaphor a field-like process manifested in time and space. we 
a long-exposure photo incorporating the time dimension) of the hive and 
what we see on the photo are lines or threads spreading in all directions from the hive 
rep'resentmg the flight paths of bees into the of the hive. The totality 
is a field of pathways, repires,enting the total activity in and out the 
our mind's eye we can see 
rerlre!)ents the movement of a 
thread extends into environment of 
within the hive. We could Ohlot02nmh these internal "'OTnu,o"" 
that there exists a set within the hive. another pathways representing the 
bees of their hive. Although physical wooden structure was 
provided by men, the actual core body of the hive was constructed by the bees themselves though 
totality of their actions by field lines the hive. The 
hive around which all activity is and which gives field of activity is 
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Part 5: A linear and Doublets 
the stationary queen From this perspective, 'bee hive' not only a 
physical hive, a wax structure and individual bees, but also a field of extending the inner 
outer environment a core body having a in the of a queen bee. The 
dual thread-like-field of action' over time in space and extends the system far into 
the outer environment, including flowers, water points as well as into the inner environment, 
including the compartments the core body and the nucleus or queen bee. The difference 
between looking at hive as a composition of processes on the one hand and discrete entities on the 
other is considerable. The former entails seeing it as a field of processes extending to its outer and 
inner environment confluent into a core body, as compared with seeing a concrete hive with concrete 
bees interacting with the environment. From a perspective, core body emerges out of the 
co-action of the field of processes (i.e. activity of the organised around the nucleus the 
queen The simple lumping of a vast number of together is certainly not going to make a 
hive. reality, it is the activity or of processes which actually gives hive living eXllste:nCle. 
In other words, a hive ultimately as a field of as a house, which can be 
as the result the designing, maintenance concrete building is result 
of the nrOices:ses and not cause of the nrc)ce:sses. 
One must be careful not to regard the primacy of process as the only truth. Processes do emanate 
from existing structures or discrete entities. In fact, there is a reciprocity between process and 
structure, the one giving rise to the other in a continuous ever repeating cycle. This is the well known 
"zig-zag" arrangement of Bateson (Bateson 1985). Unfortunately, classical science does not always 
allow this recursive pattern, and presents the materialistic reality as the exclusive or primary one. 
The primary focus of a doublet is the field of 'lines of action' in both time and space, giving to 
living hive. The individual bees that are the discrete entities in space, only come into focus later, 
when details are Similarly, families and business organisations are seen as composite 
fields of (i.e. teleons) in a time-space in which entities 
n!:ltT1("ln!:l1rp and not as discrete entities, as family members or employees. 
are confluent within the doublets of family, organisation the family 
int' .... !lIt-t with one they undergo a This means that the 
doublets as the of the interaction. This explains why the formation wholes actually 
changes an parts, as was so wen observed by many years ago (Smuts 1987) 
A tree with its branches, main trunk and roots could serve as a further metaphor to understand the 
basic structure this system (see 66). branches and roots interactions 
with other doublets or on different levels of in holarchy trunk is 
representative of core body or level of reference, that can be identified as the system under 
observation. The bifurcation points of the branches and roots in their turn represent of 
organisation in holarchy. As part holarchy, bifurcation point is actually of 
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Figure tree as metaphor for the doublet as a holarchic field 
a new doublet with its own 
point of the branches 
structure . 
............. " and roots. In 
each with own set 
a new doublet 
M .. "'n .... 'n .. " and 
at splitting 
a fractal-
.L a .. ,,,, .. ,,,. useful metaphor is 
pointing upward and 
of the doublet as a cluster of seen as a dual sheath with some 
downward. The un.'~nH'1U of the sheath is repres,entatnre of the 
nucleus or attractor of the doublet Le. that aspect which binds 
or core body. 
The endo-field eJ[(~-nela belong equally 
various stalks into a 
exo- and endo-fields from the central nucleus and are considered to be part of the 
U"' • .lUI''''' on an equal level of abstraction and organisation. difference is that the exo-field is 
l1l'1"l.,r:tF~l1 ,.",Ul" ..... '" the outer ronmelnt and the endo-field tnu/lu·t1c;.: inner environment. 
roots and branches of the tree are both considered to belong to same tree and are on the same 
of abstraction, the only difference their direction in 
if not radical. shift in the of systems. This can 
..... ., ....... doublet, as a case 
view represents a 
wl",w"J,eu ... ,u by using the human or 
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Part 5: A linear on and Doublets 
Classically, a human is viewed as a that comprises a grouping of interacting cells and 
organs that are all ""'KU~'''' within boundaries of the human being as a system. 
Together these units or are to constitute the system. AU entities outside the body are 
considered to part en'vin)nrnerlt and not to belong to the system. Furthennore, there is a 
hierarchical grClullma of entltl~~S 
representing 
residing on subsequent levels of organisation 
beings, families, societies, etc. 
In the case of the aOlLlDllet as a cOlnJ)()S 
system ""A"~UU 
and onlltma'tmg 
of teleons, the process~units or 'process-parts' of the 
org;anllsatlon as a cluster of threads with its focal point on 
is as to the classical view with the system under 
In the case a human as a 
human being as an autonomous system. 
eX()-IleIO typically comprises activities like having a 
conversation, walking somewhere and 
like digestion of food, transportation of 
en(lO-IlelO typically comprises activities 
in the blood and maintaining appropriate 
levels of chemical substances in the blood. Although 
actually take part outside the body, it is still COllS1(len~O to 
example, conversation typically extends outside the core 
being to another. However in the 
be just as much within the boundaries of the human 
a 
...... 'iJul',.uJi'j to a field may 
doublet. For 
one human 
is considered to 
Admittedly the doublets towards which fields 11,,.,,,,,,,,1"<'1'1 are still COllSl(Jlere:o to 
separate from the doublet of focus. This holds whether 
of focus. For example, a single cell within the is COIISldlerc;:d to 
whereas another human being with whom conversation is 
doublet as a system. However, in both instances the 
and which penneate the outer and inner doublets, are considered to 
a field. These outer and inner fields are COllSldlere:d to on 
organisation relative to the doublet 
concept of a doublet as a field of is a n"'rl~rillr'" 
those entities 'inside' the system are COllSlClere:a 
or "' .. "" ...... 
the human nnllll"ll,F'T 
outside human 
focus 
Ill""""'I:1 to the doublet as 
and 
view. 
raClluomUl~ the human being is considered to pmpro,p out of the nu.· .. ~(..,.1 cells and 
From a teleonic perspective the doublet of focus is seen to ",mp"c,i'! as a result a mutual 
contribution both its inner and outer fields of teleons. For example, both 
l'.nlr'lVF'''Q$ltlt'ln between ""''''~'''T and a second person, and the teleonic field ~:""''''J'CtL~,1./. 
"'L"T,un" .. " are COilsiclerc;:d to participate mutually in the emergence of doublet 
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Doublet 
As a further case in point, it is true to state a cell within lung and plankton within the 
ocean where I derive my constant flow of '""v·."., .... ., are both of' the same activity-field 
pelrmc~atc~s both discrete More the latter two doublets in 
are considered to belong equally to the doublet as a field-like Thus, the emergence 
of the doublet as a complete autonomous system is in the lung and 
plankton in the sea. Such an approach represents a balance a 'bottom-up' and a 
down' approach as opposed to the traditional 'bottom-up' approach which a system all its 
interacting parts as being inside the boundaries of the system Figure 67). 
67: The doublet as a symmetrical and complementary hierarchy of fields 
traditional the is 
COIISI(lerc::a to ~nt"l1nt!'1!:p. a field teleons that ex1:em1s over at three levels of organisation the 
holarchy, with a level of reference situated in the middle level. 
Qualifications for membership of the field 
section explores the basis on which a process-thread or teleon is considered to be a or 
'part' of a particular in other which are considered to fall within the 
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'boundaries' of a doublet-system. Essentially main qualifier is related to the dynamic organisation 
of the process-thread in question. 
• If dynamic or2:anj!sation of a 
or nucleus a doublet, it is '"'v., • ., ......... 
doublet. 
or can attributed to the core body 
to be a member of the teleonic-field of that 
• The of the in question should derived from the of the 
doublet of (the ethos a doublet in its nucleus). Thus ultimately a doublet is 
ethos-bound. In other words its are determined by ethos, which in the flux 
domain into an associated dynamic organisation. 
• It follows that the flux the in question is linked with the core body or UU\.<I\;;ll:S 
ofthe doublet. This is a but not a requirement (unless the actually 
originates from the nucleus). 
• Furthermore, in co-action with other member teleons, it must directly contribute to the 
dynamic state of the doublet, i.e. its creation, emergence as an identity or whole, its 111",11"''''-
nance, 'destruction' or transformation into something different. 
In many instances the dynamic organisation a particular rocess can be traced back to more than 
one doublet and as such is considered to be a of more than one doublet. The extent to which a 
particular belongs to a particular doublet may also vary, depending on degree to which it 
meets the fuzzy classification can be employed to i1pt,F>rn111np 
the degree of membership of a teleon. In ...... "' .... 1"1( ... membership is often not a . , .. <,_ ....... _ ........ situation, 
rather a matter of relative to context. 
For example, if somebody were to talk to me as a the process is generally 
not considered to be part of mx doublet or process-field. This is because although the talking interacts 
with my field, this process primarily originates within the other person. On the other hand, if I were to 
have a conversation with this person, the organisation clearly originates in both doublets is 
considered to be a member of both fields. Interaction with the core body and field is thus not a 
sufficient requirement for membership of that particular doublet. For ... ., ...... "'''', radiation 
unnllealate emrironm!ent, is clearly not part of sun's on my skin, or the generation of sounds in 
my human doublet. On the other the of sun-bathing and so is the of 
listening. both these instances the dynamic organisation of these processes can be traced back to 
myself (Le. the nucleus of the personal doublet). Similarly the processes of marketing and 
are part of the business-organisation-doublet, but the of buying 
the finished product are not; they to the individual consumer-doublets. 
Management processes within the company may considered to belong to both the company-doublet 
(Le. originating within collective company ethos or policy) as well as individual employee-
doublet (i.e. ."" ...... ., ... "" within the worker's ethos). process 
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generally company as a whole, as well as the individuals involved with 
manaJ:;erneIlt (a rlit't ..... · ..... ,' .. in company worker ethos obviously creates a conflict and 
5.2.3 
doublet as a field at least three levels of organisation the holarchy (comprising a field 
processes to the focaHsed discrete entities). focal point of doublet on the 
level of referred to as centro-level of It is at of 
the doublet resides. nucleus serves as an attractor (in physical and/or for the 
field of processes. It essentially organises the field into an autonomous and focalised-field-
like-entity (or system). As an attractor, it gives rise to a 'densification' or focalisation of prolces:ses 
and thus to the appearance of a core-body which is maintained in a state of dynamic equilibrium in 
time space. The metaphor of a seed well illustrates the role of the nucleus within the doublet. 
Conceptually the nucleus embodies the of the doublet, in other words it acts as a reference 
the values and organisational principles shared by the doublet as an integrated whole. It is one 
'thing' which all the teleons within the doublet Le. a common value system, or more correctly, 
a focalised ethos-field in the conceptual ethos domain. Harmonisation and resolution of conflict 
between the individual teleons in the doublet-field are enacted relative to the ethos embodied 
in the nucleus. It thus serves as a reference for the autonomous identity of the doublet. 
The nucleus does not necessarily manifest as an entity in physical space, but as a conceptual 
or attractor the dynamic domain. In the words of "by identity I intend 
here a unitary quality, a coherence some kind. It is not meant as a static structural description (it is 
a process), nor as carrying mentalistic or psychological connotations (it is identity in a generalized not 
a personalistic sense)"; and "it is this operationalized which gives to an emergent or 
coherence, without the need of a 'central controller', hence the I have in mind here is 
nonsubstantially localized, and able to interactions" (Varela 1997, 
5.2.4 centro-body/core-body 
The core-body doublet is an area where there is a densification or concentration of proices:ses 
around the nucleus, as previously explained. It as a relatively and focalised spatial 
corifigurotion as a an underlying In other it out of the 
focalised dynamic organisation of all the participating processes in the doublet-field. It is generally 
perceived as a nU,(7ptp entity in space (conceptual and/or physical). 
The centro-body is the part doublet which an entity-based approach would generally 
more specifically, it would serve as primary factor for 
identifying the I.1VtUl ....... of the observation. case of a being as a 
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the core body is the physical body, and in the case of a it would be the cell structure defined by 
the boundaries of membrane. Doublets do not always have a clearly distinguishable core body in 
physical space, but certainly conceptual space. For instance, a family and business organisation, as 
a doublet, do not exhibit clearly distinguishable core bodies in physical although they do in 
conceptual Thus, although their boundaries are not necessarily they 
are perceived as distinct entities the observer. For example, we to a mountain as if it 
existed as a distinct entity, but were one to draw boundaries it would soon become 
are not at all. However, it does not withhold us to the mountain as a 
albeit conceptual space. 
In general the core body not (as is the case for a human being and other 
living but is rather an area of densification of the field where the boundaries are nebulous 
are drawn by observer relative to her vantage point This is certainly true for social 
'organisms' or doublets, and is the case for small physical systems, i.e. sub-
SVStem,s. Clearly as only for a 
biological organisms 
objects. this 
in the evolutionary ladder, 
'things' dissolve into "'J'",rD<:f!D<: without discrete boundaries. 
5.2.5 The associated endo-doublets, exo-doublets and supra-doublets 
The distinction between the associated exo-doublets and endo-doublets hand hand with 
distinction between endo-field exo-field of reference doublet order to avoid a circular 
logic definition of two types distinctions it is not to distinction 
llet'weEm the exo- endo-doublets on the associated exo- endo-fields. criterion on which 
the distinction between exo- endo-doublets is is essentially one of dynamic org;anisatilon. 
The 'centro-doublet' is generally ..... 1-, ........ 11 to as 
the doublet. 
reference doublet, doublet of focus or 
5.2.5.1 Endo-doublets (sub-doublets) 
The class of doublets referred to as endo-doublets or sub-doublets, relative to a reference. doublet, all 
share the following characteristics: 
228 
.. all appear to be dynamically organised relative to, or in observance of, the single field 
ethos associated with centro-level of organisation (of the doublet). 
• The field of ,n't,,. .. ,,,,~'t'i".n with a endo-doublet is considered to in the inner 
environment of the reference doublet; this is a necessary requirement, but not a sufficient one. 
Doublets may, and often do, 'invade' the reference doublet and do not share its common 
ethos. Furthermore, some may naturally 'reside' in inner environment, but not couple with 
it in a "' .. "", ....... " .. ..,t" way, to an ethos, for example, those doublets within an institution 
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which behave in a 'criminal' way, Le. not in line with the ethos of reference, or, in a biological 
corlte,,~t. all internal parasites . 
• .cnc.to··aOUl.)Jlets are COIISl(llere:a to on a lower organisation the reference 
aOlll:>l~lt. It is not to judge the organisation of a system relative to 
especially in social Thus we to a holarchy of organisation as opposed to 
a 
In other words respect of its own organisation an endo-doublet appears to explicitly the ethos 
of the doublet associated with the centro-level organisation. terms of the 
o ..... ,,,u,,,.u there is an or interdependent organisational link between endo-dynamic 
doublets and doublet of It also follows that endo-doublets amongst themselves all share 
a common of organisational principles, and are to be 'coupled' or mutually 
dependent terms of their organisation. 
In other words, in line with Miller's t1pjhn"ti of a system 1978, p.16), endo-doublets are 
constrained by, by, or on the state of other endo-doublets. In the context of the 
doublet this is considered to be an outcome of the fact that all endo-doublets share the common ethos 
of the reference doublet. It should also be noted that the reference doublet is considered to pmp'I'CJ'p out 
of the interaction of both its endo- as well as its exo..jields. from the as held by 
Miller and all traditional entity-based systems theories that the pm,pr(rpc; out of 
the interaction bel:we:en its 
composite approach 
5.2.5.2 Exo-doublets 
or parts, 
model). 
The class of UV''''V'''''''' referred to as ex('}-aOU4[nelS relative to 
following {'h~I~(·tpl'·i",ti,{'",· 
• reference doublet 
teleos 
• In do not share a nl'llr'tl("lll~lr 
endo-doublets (as VI.JL'V':>~;U to the 
the 
an exo-doublet is ... Vll.:>I"' .... "' ... to be 
with the refierelDce doublet. 
not share a common of principles. 
• The 
reside 
• In 
words they with the reference doublet without 
being bound by a common ethos. 
of interaction between an exo-doublet and 
outer environment 
exo-doublets not 
reference doublet. 
on the same 
reference doublet is considered to 
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Part 5: A linear on Teleolls and 
eX1ltmtue. the as a doublet interacts with family with a school, with employees 
other institutions in society. These are all considered to be exo-doublets of the family doublet. These 
dOlllblets all a particular continuity of teleos with the family doublet of other, 
and in general. do not share a common ethos amongst themselves. Similarly, the 'customers' of a 
business doublet as well as suppliers of 'materials' are considered to be one 
interacting independently with the doublet, i.e. the business, although, from the perspective 
of the reference doublet, they aU exhibit a continuity of teleos. albeit different in each instance. 
Furthermore, they are to in the outer environment of the doublet. 
5.2.5.3 Supra-doublets 
The class of doublets referred to as supra-doublets relative to the reference doublet aU share the 
following 
.. reference doublet is considered to be an endo-doublet (sub-doublet), relative to the supra-
doublet. 
.. The supra-doublets are considered to on a higher level of organisation than the reference 
.. In general supra-doublets are not necessarily on the same level of organisation. 
A doublet may, and generally does, participate in more than one supra-doublet. For example, a human 
doublet may participate a family supra-doublet, in a business organisational supra-doublet, an 
education institutional supra-doublet and a supra-doublet. 
distinction between endo-, exo-, and supra-doublets is depicted in Figure 68. 
68: 
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S.2.6 The outer and inner environment 
A distinction is between an an outer em/Ironment ofthe 'f'Pt,po'f'PlnI"'P doublet. 
.. Inner environment 
inner is the .. "'.,""-....... '" space (conceptual and/or physical) considered by the 
observer to 'contained by' or the centro-level organisation, or alternatively to 
'inside' core-body. It all the interacting fields endo-doublets as well as 
doublet-fields 
endo-doublets. 
are considered to 'inside', but not belonging to the class of 
.. Outer environment 
The outer environment is field-like (conceptual and/or physical) considered by the 
nh'~f'l'"vf'r to the centro-level of organisation or alternatively, to 'outside' the 
core-body. It aU the fields of exo-doublets as well as other doublet-
fields are considered to 'outside', but not belonging to the of exo-doublets. 
cOflcel:n of an environment is a field-like C()1ICl?1'1t and as such is not entity-based. 
exo-environment instance 111""' ..... '"'' the total field all exo-doublets, other doublets which are 
considered to 'outside' but not interacting with doublet, as well as those components 
of the of endo-doublets are considered to directly the outer environment. 
a human doublet I may, for example, u·,tI·r!'l('t as part my exo-field with a who would be 
an exo-doublet to me; my 
with 
her tum lnT,,..r!'lI"'T<: as part of her 
The of my family of my eX()-erlVlrOmnellI but not exo-
field, my personal n1T'''r< .. ~T.r.n with part of my exo-field as as myexo-
environment. 
Furthermore, my body as a doublet may be invaded by a non-congruent or 'foreign' doublet, a 
case the bacterium is considered to my inner but 'malignant' bacterium. In 
not part of my endo-field. 
immune system loentlltles 
'foreign' UVI.""',",''', 
fact it is this doublets immune is aimed at. 
in 
This is a first-order approximation of the corlcel:>t of exo-environment, Le. only those doublets with 
which there is direct interaction are included. It is also possible to have a second-order, third-order, 
etc., approximation depending on number of doublets. may argue that ultimately 
all are at some or interacting other doublets thus by 
implication should be considered as part of environment. .... ".·""''''''.F in practice it is useful to 
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Part 5: A on Teleons and 
.. uf5 ....... on the basis of the omectltless' or " relllloltenteSS , of the nature "n1-<~ .. ",~h"... within the 
or field 
The same U''''''y''"" applying to the P!Yi\.p,11vilr'nn'mP!lnt hold true for the endo-environment. For 
an is considered an of a business organisation reference 
doublet). between the company employee (e.g. training, 
production) is considered to be part of the I'nrnn<lnv doublet's endo-field as well as lOner 
environment. 
interacting 
employee, however, also has numerous other teleons within his 00111DlleH:leltl. 
his family, personal recreation nutrition etc. These £lll'ti'li1·i .. " 
neither of the cornolllnv' endo-field nor of its environment. 
The Olsnm:mcm an endo/exo-field an endo/exo-environment-field is more 
at first glance. It the fact that all the of the 
endo/exo-doublets of reference doublet do not nec:eS!lan contribute to the .. mpl"opnt'p and 
organisation of doublet. This is due to 
discrete entities and the field of activities associated 
explicit distinction that is made the 
one of them. 
Looking at the emlo-:nellO versus endo-environment ..................... it is not a simple matter a 
emerging out of lOt~=ra<;uon of its parts, with fully 'embedded' or 
emerging a matter of some "'I"'T'''''''''''' parts' giving 
emergent other activities emerging SV~;Ielns. on 
£llrh" .... t ..... tlv lead to a false and view of parts interacting to discrete ..... 1·.,. .. ·" 
to a larger whole, 
of a hierarchy of 
complex wholes. 
their tum interacting. viewpoint leads to a COilCeptIJlallsatlon 
with the discrete entities as points of ever or more 
on the other hand, leads to a much more intermingled, more 
I;<U,u"a'UVJU. The discrete .. "l·lnE'" are considered to 'wear many 
A field-based focus on nl"l'.I",p,:..: 
and less linear hierarchy 
participate in a VglMPI"V doublet-field even on levels of 
or 
Furthermore Irolrunem is not only something which is 
. The env'iroruoent -_ .. __ ... .1 1111111<.""" and 'flows within' 
, it is truly just as much 'in 
system under observation. It 
again emphasises the equal mirror-like ontological base is O"t'!I,nt"'rI to the exo- and endo-poles 
of the doublet, and the inner and outer levels of its existence.ll 
11 For the mathematically-minded, it may be added that the is equal with to the 
inner and outer environment the tends to consider the outer environment to be much more 
Footnote continued on next 
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The field of tapping teleons 
Tapping teleons are special exo-, endo-, and centro-teleons. teleons are concerned 
with integration of what is 'on offer' or accessible in the outer and inner environment, into the 
of the is essentially a functional distinction of teleos. These teleons have 
function relevant of the fields originating from doublets into field 
of the These teleons thus 'tap into', or with, fields originating from other 
doublets but permeating the doublet. Teleologically these teleons 'fold back' to 
.... t''' .... 'n'' .. doublet in an act of thereby integrating selected o.;)Ll,","'L;) of the 'foreign' 
fields with field of reference. 
This additional of exo-, endo-, and centro-teleons has distinguished in order to emphasise 
its importance in the functioning of all systems. The mere overlap of fields not guarantee 
an interaction; furthermore interaction needs to modulated in order to ensure a congruent 
coupling between fields. This is through tapping into the outer and inner environment. 
The "" .. ,''', .. case of tapping into its own field is referred to as centro-tapping. This implies a ...... ,."' .. '"" 
of • self-reflection' or a re-integration of the field of reference. 
5.2.8 three-level distinction 
Apart from at a doublet as a focalised field ofteleons, it should be viewed as a field-like 
at different of holarchical organisation. of 
organisation are distinguished by focusing on the core bodies or nuclei of doublets on 
different In words espective of doublets reside on a particular 
organisation and serve as points of reference for levels in the holarchy. 
A doublet's extends its core or nucleus towards its outer environment, which is on an 
outer level of organisation, as well as to its inner environment, which is on an inner level of 
organisation. A doublet, therefore, always permeates at least three levels organisation within the 
living holarchy, its core and nucleus being the middle reference level. a ... v ... " ...... 
complex than the inner environment, mainly as a result of the much and infinite space associated with it. 
On the other hand, the space of the inner environment is considered to be limited and finite, and likewise its 
capacilty for This is an erroneous conclusion. it has been shown that the field of two-
dimensional lines traversing an enclosed and finite three dimensional space is infinite. Similarly, the number of 
rational numbers within a fmite range of integer numbers is infinite. In other words there is an series of 
rational numbers within the finite two-dimensional space for the numbers 1 and 2. 
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on 
is analysed or depicted it is done with at least three levels of organisation in mind. is referred to 
as the three-level perspective of (Le. doublets) in the biomatrix. Consequently the biomatrix 
approach insists that the should always consider at least three organisational levels with 
reference to any doublet (as a system). 
An of a three-level distinction pertaining to the human doublet would be the cell, the human 
and the family. These are viewed as doublets with core bodies on different levels 
of organisation. Let us take the middle one the above levels as the reference. field of 
the human doublet extends from its core body towards outer environment , viz., the family, and 
towards the inner environment, viz. cells. 
5.2.9 Boundaries of the doublet 
The h(,\lmnln·u~<i: of doublets are not like those 
.... t?' ... ""~ .. demarcation of field-lines. A 
as a fractal-like web of 
discrete point-like entities, but 
for example, should not 
and roots blending with 
and 
doublet is not demarcated by drawing a around it, or putting it in a , but 
rather the exercise the of all the 'branches' and in both directions of 
cOflcelotull1 space. the boundaries of fields are not defined in the classical sense as a dividing 
between inside and outside, but rather as a complex, fractal-like, inner outer 
demarcation fields (see 69). 
69: The doublet as a fractal-like field of mei 
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5.2.10 'Incomplete' Doublets 
All doublets are focalised in space, sometimes with an emergent core-body that can be viewed as a 
discrete entity. However, discrete entities are not necessarily doublets. degree to which a 
discrete entity is considered to be a doublet depends on the focus and the perspective of the 
nh':Al"'IJAr For example, we may not consider 
or an artefact to a doublet. 
organs in the body, or a department in an institution, 
following characteristics of doublets may serve as a means 
and a non-doublet-like discrete entity: 
distinction between a doublet-like 
• A doublet is an autonomous entity, it exhibits the n,..~' ..... 'Y"t ... ", of organisational closure 
(Maturana and 1992). is essentially achieved and " ..... ' .... n._1" .. " .. _ 
ons. 
• A doublet is 1U>lf;'r~.fj>J.,.i1ifO' in terms some of its prc)ce:sses. 
tapping celrltn)-t€~le()nS r .. I·"ti~I" to an attractor which 
• A doublet is self-governing, which is through 
• A doublet is self-maintaining and may self-reproducing. 
autopoiesis by Maturana and (Maturana Varela 
is a"'I,Il""'''''''' through 
its nucleus. 
~n."f'h .... this is ret~em::d to as 
The distinction however, is not clear-cut and it may tum out an entity is considered to be an 
'incomplete' doublet. It may be the process evolving into a doublet, or even in process of 
the properties of a doublet (Le. in process of surrendering its autonomy and sense of 
5.2.11 Perspectives on the generic systems aspects 
This sec:tlO'n focuses on the doublet of the 0 ... "'·1"1,,, aspects a system: 
teleos, ... rrl" .. '~~ "" .... " • ..,,,- substance dynamic organisation. 
5.2.11.1 Ethos penpective 
The is in the instance ethos bound. Ethos gives doublet an identity and serves as an 
attractor for the organisation the teleonic into an autonomous The serves as the 
ultimate field reference in the co-ordination and of the field of teleons and 
their r",,,n,,,,~f'''I''' fields 
5.2.11.2 Teleos penpective 
The doublet comprises a composite field teleons; in other it is associated with 
teleoses as opposed to 
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a. Symmetrical and complementary pairs of teleo5 
field of teleons 
teleos: 
viewed the n ... ""n''' ... ti of symmetrical complementary pairs of 
.. exo-teleonic field vis-a.-vis endo-teleonic i.e. outer environment vis-a.-vis 
ment; 
.. centro-teleonic field vis-a.-vis exo/endo-teleonic fields: 'self VI"_"'_"" 'non-self; 
VH': •• ll_VI<: 'take' . .. endo/exo-teleonic fields vis-a.-vis endo/exo-tapping i.e. 
b. Holarchical distinctions 
Alternatively a doublet may also viewed from the perspective of the direction of teleonic poles 
in holarchy: 
.. exo-field: outwardly directed; 
.. centro-field: i.e. directed at itself; 
.. endo-field: i.e. inwardly directed. 
c. Functional distinctions 
A doublet may be U""lV .. rI from a functional nel'snl~ctllve: 
.. a provision or giving function: i.e. exo/endo-fields; 
.. a self-referral. balancing or co-ordinating function: its centro-field; 
.. a tapping. taking or integrating function: Le. its exo/centro/endo-tapping-fields. 
S.2.11.3 Process (mei Dux) perspective 
process perspective on a doublet focuses on the flux of mei within and through doublet. It 
replres~:nts a more fundamental of or logical typing that the The 
nh;~p.1"'ilt';r essentially traces the and of mei in (conceptual and/or physical): 
a. Mei Dow perspective 
The flow is not a simple case input and output of mei to the system, as would be the case for 
the classical 'black box' approach of a cybernetic perspective. A three-level distinction is made 
the doublet, i.e. an outer environment or exo-process-field, a centro-level or centro-process-field, arid 
the inner or These levels tum to a mei flow from 
inside into the centro-level and versa, as well as a flow from outside into centro-level and 
versa. In effect it explicitly adds dimension of mei flux to ali doublet systems. 
The mei flow perspective not explicitly make a teleological OlSlcmc:tlO]a: it simply tocusc::s on the 
flow in space, In this lU::\I;;;un;w;; the endo-, exo-, and CeIltfC)-D1reIlX refers to the direction of 
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direction mei flow, and is not necessarily the same as 
space. It should be added that flux of mei through 
direction of its 
doublet is facilitated 
of the doublet field. The cell is an excellent case It a selectively membrane 
glvmg to a 'tapped' or two-way flow of from its outer to its environment and 
vice versa. It does, however, also hold true for non-living doublets, e.g. the planet and atom. For 
instance, planet has a selectively permeable atmosphere which couples both with its outer 
environment (e.g. the solar and cosmic 'wind') as well as inner environment the radiation 
heat and electromagnetic waves originating from its ~nl~p_I'\nCIV 
a.i. Input/output between exo- and centro-process-field 
This nPr<:npi'tn/p refers to the two-way exchange of mei hetwefm the centro-level and the coupling of 
its exo-process-field with fields permeating its outer environment, i.e. those originating from 
exo-doublets. example, a organisation information, materials' 
(i.e. mei input) from its outer (i.e. its customers service providers). the same time 
it also available its products, by-products and other unintended, sometimes unwanted, outputs 
to its outer environment (i.e. mei output). 
a.ii. Input/output between centro- and endo-process-field 
This np.r<:np.~tn./p. refers to the IWI[}-\IItlSV exc:haJt1ge of coupling of 
its with permeating its environment (Le. from endo-
doublets). example, in a ... " ... """" organisation there is a flow of mei from the employees to the 
centro-level in the form of their ..... ""' ...... ·h 
as a whole. Similarly there is a flow 
and rerrlum~ratlon. 
b. transformation perspective 
contributions t .... u,,,r,-I,,, the functioning 
the centro level to employees in 
organisation 
instructions 
The transformation perspective focuses on the transformation of mei within the doublet. 
Transformation may take place on the interfaces (i.e. as part of the coupling process) or may form an 
integral part processes within the doublet. Transformation also be different 
aspects doublet. For example, may be transformed as of a 'production' or exo-process, 
the structure the core-body be transformed, a particular teleos or even ethos of the 
doublet may transformed. if the structure or of the doublet as a whole is 
transformed, we refer to it as a transformation. It should never forgotten that the as a field 
of mei flux is in a state of dynamic equilibrium. field are always evolving or being 
transformed into something else, even though we may not np1·~p.'IVP. or ",,..L'nnutl •• 1'1 as such. 
There are no structures in nature: is stability, but stability is one of dynamic balance, 
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and further we nPf,ph'!'It... into matter more we need to understand its dynamic nature to 
understand patterns" 1997, 
5.2.11.4 Structure perspective (conceptual and physical) 
The structure a doublet manifests itself in its ethos or nucleus, 
of associated pr()Ce:sses, the of its of teleons 
configuration and action-pattern 
its teleonomic and in 
spatial configuration core-body: 
a. Nucleus (ethos) 
structure of the ethos associated with the nU(;lelIS exists in conceptual and eSS4:ntlal refers 
to the pattern of organisational principles processes teleons the doublet. 
b. Process-field 
Associated with all structured processes is an action-pattern, a series of actions which repeats 
in Focusing on these patterns enables the observer to understand the dynamics of the 
system, as wen as the recursive relationship between process in time and configuration in 
c. Teleonic field 
The structure of the ..... 'VU1 ... field is abstracted from (analysed) or projected on (designed) a fie1d of 
prc)ce:sses. The act abstraction or projection the teleonomic presents observer a 
... "'fir ........ of teleos associated with a teleonomically-structured field of From pattern 
follows the abstraction or projection of teleons. It should that a ... ", .. ti,.,11", ....... ".,. ... ,., may to 
a greater or lesser extent participat  several ''''''VU''. 
d. Centro/core-body 
structure core-body itself as a spatial in physical or 
conceptual The core-body is traditionally with the physical structure a 'concrete' 
system. the case a doublet as a composite field-like the is only one of 
aspects of its and not even as a discernible entity physical For example, 
the core-body of a business organisation as a doublet not exist in physical space. observer 
may choose to associate the core-body with the actual business premises, which may tum out to be 
rather in space concept the mobile office). On other the human 
doublet does indeed entail a physical body, its core body. 
5.2.11.5 Substance (mei) perspective 
Substance refers to all which 'embody' the in ,.. .... n'I" ..... 'tnl'l 
space. Substance the doublet perceptible to our senses, to our or our ........ " .... 
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devices. Substance flows and interacts within the field of processes. In fact, it is the presence 
substance that the processes perceptible and 'tangible'. Substance generally manifests on 
different levels of organisation within a doublet. On closer inspection some of the 'substances' may 
tum out to be doublets in their own right. an entity-based systems approach the substance generally 
is that which is referred to as parts the systems. In doublet it refers to all 'tangible' 
(mei). In some instances they are considered to doublets, e.g. endo-doublets or doublets flowing 
within field of teleons, as would be the case for employees and clients of an institution. In other 
instances they are not considered to be doublets, e.g. food substances, technological parts or bits of 
information. 
A functional distinction pertaining to substance within a doublet can be made as follows: 
.. input/output entities; 
.. transformer entities; 
.. supportive entities. 
For example, in a school as a doublet the throughput input/output) entities are the studerlts. the 
teachers are transformer Uln,F>""'~~'" all educational as well as the school building would 
viewed as ''', ........... '''','''',. entities. 
5.2.11.6 Dynamic organisation perspective 
This section explores a 
field-like system. 
aspects related to the dynamic organisation of a doublet as a focalised-
a. Co-action of the teleonic fields 
doublet emerges from the dynamic organisation of and co-action between five in its 
teleonic field (exo, endo, centro, exo-tap endo-tap). The following complementary pairs 
can be identified (it should be noted that the pairs complement other) Figure 70). 
The complementary pair 'giving': 
.. directed at inner environment (i.e. endo-pole); 
.. directed at outer environment 
The conlpl€:~mentar pair 'taking': 
permeating environment the endo-tapping-pole); .. tapping into the 
.. tapping into outer environment (Le. the exo-tapping-pole). 
The organisationally closed centro-pole of' individuation': 
.. directed back at I.e. centro-level or the level of reference. 
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The teleons within a particular are said to co-act within exo-pole or en£1lo·t:IOle 
this implies all teleons within cluster or more the pole, mu:ra<;I in such a way that 
they are with a There are within a of teleons 
a distinctions of teleos with them. Ultimately all the 
clusters within a particular pole are dynamically organised in a way that are congruent and 
continuous the overall "''''t'it ...... 
The doublet with its associated core-DIOOV is considered to "" ............. out of the co-action within, and 
interaction Detwetm these five teu~onlc 
0-------
I 
I ~i:~ 
Figure 70: \.,Olmpllem,entarv pairs ofteleons in the doublet 
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h. Balancing/harmonising the teleonic poles 
Apart from a balanced or congruent co-action between the within a ... ",,.,t'l'I1 teleonic pole, it 
is also essential to achieve a balance or harmony between the respective poles. 
Whereas an intra-polar ........ _ ... ' ... is through I"Pt,!'>I"Plnl'P 
is through to a shared 
an inter-polar balance 
congruency between the teleonic 
is relative to the single a doublet as a 'whole', or as a composite field of 
", .. .",.,.."IVII of this act of balancing is mainly brought about by ~"'l~'UU". The dynamic 
organisational teleons 
centro-teleons is to ensure a 
... ",' .... .,,'" in the Thus, one functions associated with the 
co-action between the .. "''' ..... ,'~nl''' ......... "' .• " ... poles a doublet. It 
is a balance 'being an introvert' as opposed to 
pole). This its turn is balanced relative to a balance between 
(i.e. exo-
centro-pole) as 
opposed to unselfish' (i.e. exo/endo-pole). 
c. emergent middle 
reader may have noticed the previous section that 'self is associated with centro-pole, 
and both the exo-pole are associated the -nOln-Siell the 
process- field-based approach a doublet as a system, is such an essential '"'v ...... ""I"'. that it 
justifies some further explanation, at the risk unnecessary repetition. 
example, a more traditional systems approach would view the human-being as something which 
emerges out of the interaction of its 
of the human system, and as a 
The cells are considered to be 'parts" components or units 
pro.cesses directed the or associated with 
are generally considered to belong to system. 
",1'1"' ...... 1'1 to be body in would be 
The doublet as a 1'I"\,,... ... ,..."'lt.. teleons 
corlSlClerc~CI to I"{"\.'I"I""""" the 'system', and what not. The 
with the more traditional approach 
different viewpoint what is 
is now on of with each 
exhibiting some emergent organisational properties. instance, the human as a field-like 
system on different levels of recursive abstraction, or typing: the nucleus, the 
exo/endo-pole in process-field, centro-pole in process-field and core-body. endo-
doublets (e.g. the interact with the of the of focus, the exo-doublets 
family participate the exo-pole. two classes of interaction are considered to be of 
the same type (Roach and Bednar 1997). The only 'things' which are considered part the 
system are the fields, the nucleus and the core-body (which is considered to be of ., ..... ,\Ju-.& ... 
importance when it comes to identifying cells or endo-doublets are thus not 
,",v •• """',,,,, .... ". to be of the human doublet as a field-like system. They are considered to interact with 
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Part S: A linear on and Doublets 
O;:VO;:lrem through the mediation of the endo-tapping pole. The exo-doublets are considered a 
similar way. 
Admittedly the endo-doublets or cells in this example are mainly responsible for the emergence the 
core-body as a stable configuration in space. However. this is no reason to attribute to 
position of being part of. or being 'within', the system. Attributing to 
position is, in our opinion, a fallacy which has roots an entity-based aPt)ro~lcn. 
AI"'''''''''".", the focus is erroneously placed on entities that are to 
within the system boundary. The boundary in its turn is on the notion that the are 
organisationally coupled in an 'intimate' way, resulting in the as a whole. For instance, in 
organism (as an entity-based system) the mutually corlstr;,llm~d interaction between all the 
are considered to 
on the biomatrix UIV',","", 
""ro/'i1liJ/11 originating 
the human organism as a 
there exists a ~()Jl'07'1jrpnt 
CeIIUl(U loci, and 
more accurate 11"'.' .......... 1'", ... 
mUl'UUl coupling nor,.,o" .. 
TlUrJ'll.lTl ur}:,~un.l.Jim as to the inner the human ... v~u.Jj~'''' 
same is true its outer VlllU"'"") It leads to a three-level, perspective on any svs;tenr'L 
the locus of its fuzzy boundaries residing on the 'middle level' (i.e. the level of focus). 
.... _"T",,."'T.. the doublet is a into its inner and outer environment. Furthermore it is 
.lv\.,y;:,.".g on the level of the Cel1ltro'-Iuml. It is here that or autonomous field-like is 
centro-field as a thin 'layer', a 
garnsllltlOnal1) closed to the 
organisationally closed pro,ces;ses is referred to as the emergent middle. It out 
of the interaction of the exo- endo-fields with the outer environment, with the centro-
field residing in the middle (i.e. relative level of organisation in the holarchy of LA"'" ... -...... '" 
What implication does this our understanding human '",,,,ot,,, ..... '" It means 
is not the dOlllbllet or it is only an more precisely it is core-
body. It means that li1;:'l'UIU,jlI, in the inner "' ... "" .............. "',,1' as well as all the U"'UUI"'. 
institutions and other entities with which a human being outer environment, not 
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doublet. These with the human doublet through their own aSSCJCilillted 
It is also true to say that 
processes associated with the 
nucleus and centro-field 
pelrsplective one may 
ora 
a physiological perspective nucleus and centro-field in 
nervous system, whereas from a psychological ........ "' .... "'....ti'J'" 
in those processes ass;ocilate:d or the 
pro,cesses ""'~'''''''JI''.'''''' with the it in 
a 
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The Doublet 
the case an institution the concept of the doublet becomes even Cle!l'Irf~r or to comprehend. 
Again, we state that the employees do not comprise the organisation or institution. is quite 
obvious, because we all know that only certain activities of the employees interact the institution . 
... ".1',,,,,,,, of employees' activity-fields fall outside the interest the institution which 
their family nutritional activities, and so forth. Likewise, the customers 
of resources do not comprise the institution; they merely interact with it in shared fields of 
The exo-field would typically be the production and marketing processes, whereas the endo-
field would typically be all support activities, procurement of resources, training and provision of 
an infra-structure. The nucleus and its associated centro-field is in the instance associated 
the organisational ethos. This is typically expressed in its policy documents, mission statement and 
also its founding act (the contents of which predominantly in conceptual space). the 
perspective of physical space, the nucleus and its associated centro-field is associated with all 
processes of policy-fonnulation and decision-making, as well as the allocation of resources. 
processes are typically associated with and reside on the level of board of directors, the chief 
executive or a senior executive committee. 
d. Creation and evolution 
are essentially two ways which a doublet may come into being. One is the 'intended' 
creation projection of a nucleus into the field-like holarchy, referred to as governed organisation. 
second is emergent organisation, which 
pre-existing interacting of organisation 
to the emergence of a nucleus out of at least two 
the holarchy. 
Thus, on the one hand a doublet may start off as a nucleus in the holarchic field of systems, gathering 
or attracting pro,ces:ses around it which are congruent with its ethos. Ultimately, this then produces a 
ly-:tlec1gf:d doublet, embedded between an associated outer- and field-like environment. 
... "" ........ ,1:" .. ". of would an institution which starts off as an idea the of an 
followed by a mission statement, policy document and founding act Together these represent the 
nucleus of potential organisation. At this point it may start to evolve as a fully-fledged institution 
all associated generic of a doublet, processes, and structure. Another 
example would the fertilised ovum of a being. At point it the nucleus a 
potential human doublet. Within the environment of the uterus it evolves into an autonomous doublet 
or human Similarly the of a plant represents nucleus of a potential doublet in plant 
appropriate environment it a plant. In the nucleus 
of an stripped of its electrons the hydrogen represents the potential a fully-
fledged atom. Similarly, a solar system is believed to evolve out a point gravitational focus 
embedded a rotational plasma field. 
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Part 5: A linear 've on Teleons and Doublets 
Alternatively a doublet may pm,PI"IJIP out the interaction of pre-existing processes in a field-like 
environment. This is analogous to the of spontaneous of order out of an <1I""'\"r, .. nt 
chaos, as observed in non-linear, dynamic, thermodynamically systems (Prigogine and 
Stengers 1984). This emergent type of evolution effectively comes in an area of flux between at 
two pre-existing and interacting states of organisation (i.e. doublets). It is believed that within 
the context of the biomatrix type emergent evolution comes about when teleonic fields, 
at two doublets, interact so as to create a new state organisational closure and 
Varela 1992). it is believed that the newly formed state of organisational is 
facilitated by the various tapping teleons of the doublets. It is as if the act of tapping into 
their respective becomes interlinked or closed, giving rise to a new 
ethos and ultimately an attractor or nucleus. Metaphorically may be seen as interaction of two 
counter-currents or of flux, producing turbulence out of which emerges a distinct area of 
closed flow', generally referred to as a vortex. 
In reality these two types of organisation interact and impact on each other giving rise to a mutually 
recursive outcome. This combined outcome is referred to as dynamic organisation. 
The following examples serve to clarify these two types of organisation. On one hand the 
fertilised ovum presupposes a interaction of two pre-existing states of organisation, the 
act of procreation between parents as doublets. On the hand, out the interaction between 
the two of genetic a non-determined new In its tum the newly born 
individual interaction with and outer environment, which its turn rise to 
a non-determined emergent 'selection' the genetic in future acts of governed 
creation. Similarly a company be created an intended and act of a 
policy statement. due course the newly company with inner and 
outer environment, which invariably to unintended, non-determined in 
and i.e. an emergent These may impact on its ethos policy 
document which in turn may be formally incorporated as a governed pre-determined process 
5.2.12 Notes on related viewpoints 
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• In the terminology of Living Systems Theory, the units of a doublet are processes (Miller 
1978, p.16-19). 
crete and 
Miller's LST emphasises role of concrete systems, with con-
definition their boundaries in physical space (Bailey 1995). According 
to Miller: "Theory which deals with concrete "'''''' ..... n'''' avoids two common sorts of confusion. 
is the confusion of conceptualizations which seem to assume that information can be 
"" .......... """ ... from system to without ml'll"lcp'l"lI: to bear it. The other is the confusion of 
some social :S\,;II;;U\.;I;; theories which appear to assume that actions, roles, or relationships 
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on a life of their own, independent other aspects of the people or concrete e"eT ...... "" 
whose processes they (Miller This quote serves to highlight some 
primary points that biomatrix to Firstly. although processes admittedly 
can not "carry on a of their own", neither can discrete or localised entities carry on a life 
. oltheir own. Secondly, the phrase concrete systems whose processes they only 
deals with one perspective of reality. viewing process as the outcome of an mtcerac:mcm 
between. entities, as opposed to also viewing entities as the outcome 01 an interaction be-
tween processes. Admittedly Miller may that no process can exist without a concrete 
entity or "marker". The biomatrix model is in agreement with this, but takes it one step fin .. ·" .... 
and also maintains that no discrete or localised entity or "marker" can exist or come about 
without process. 
.. The Gaia theory considers the planet as a c:ll., .... rrrrO'lfllc'..... (Markos 1995) and in that 
. sense our planet may actually satisfy all the reQluu'emlen1ts 
.. The following extracts from 
-J-"-'" in perspective (these extracts are oresentea 
rep,eatE:a here): 
doublet. ' 
the doublet as afield-like-activity-
section lA, page 6, and are being 
Attention in the contemporary natural scumcces shifted from the description and c1assi-
fication of individual entities to the theoretical explanation of classes of entities forming 
ordered structures or events .... Thus classical physics us particular entities as the ul~ 
timate furnishings of this world. with classification C:"'f"\J1no the primary heuristic purpose 
of building theories for calculating their new physics deals with ordered 
seClUencc~s of events, forming wholes, which can 
cess in exact laws. to individual 
construct for these ordered wholes is field. , ____ .. _ 
and usually without suc-
The general 
Maxwell, people conceived of nh'JC:u'l'I - insofar as it is supposed to 
I"pn,I"Pc:pnt events nature - as material points, whose consist exclusively of mo-
.. VIII"' ..... ~, .. ""'. Maxwell they conceived physical reality as represented by continuous fields. 
not mechanically explicable ... This change in the reality is the most pro-
one that has come to physics in: Laszlo 1972, 
conception of nature as forming ordered fields with subsidiary patterns 
is reflected in the new chemistry, where molecules are viewed as complex dynamic pat-
terns formed by the sharing of the outer electrons (conceptualizable .9oth as waves and 
particles) several nuclei. Further counterparts to are found in bio,,: 
logy. organisms are no longer viewed as similarly 
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6.1 Contributions of this _ ... "',"' ... process 
The is the formalisation and further development of the biomatrix model into a 
rigorously defined general model. rather than the proving or of any 
The complete model should be viewed as a ng()rOlLlSl\l defined proposition: it should not evaluated 
on the perceived relevance or applicability, but rather on the consistency, 
contextual f"rU'1O?"1Jl>l'1f"ll soundness contributions of this process should 
thus context of the model as thesis document Appendix B for a 
..... ,.,,,,'1'\1 ... , and contributions of the biomatrix model and 
a response to some 
The model several contributions to 
of which probably is the distinction between 
field of systems science, the most insightful 
and the doublet, which COl1lstl1tute "".,,. ...... ' ... r 
mentary "1"""""" 
process-based, 
IO:VIO:.TPnllO: in the biomatrix. This distinction is based on the notion a 
holarchic organisation concept of a field explicitly 
of spatially congruent chains of mei flux across 
system boundaries. At same time, the concept of the doublet as a 
forces a change in our perception of 'entities' and the 
acknowledges 
conventional, 
focalised 
traditional a system boundary. These spatially focalised systems are considered to the 
loci for fields teleons, i.e. mei flux-lines. Therefore, both classes of systems of 
fluxes ofmei, the threads {tel eons) being teleos-bound and points of focus (doublets) ethos-bound. 
These concepts make a significant contribution in sense that they represent a new 
abstracting and while also 
more complete reality on a filnldm:nerltal embedded a 
in flux. 
a 
mei 
The notion of COlnDlosrte and complementary fields leads to the concept of the emergent middle and 
the necessity three levels of organisation into consideration when focusing on any 
system. In this it to our understanding how 'things' come about and to 
persist as integrated but autonomous entities in the In doing so, it a 
complementary 'top-down', 'bottom-up' causality, with the nucleus serving as point of reference and 
acting as a locus for the spatially diffuse, field-based doublet a system). The rigorous definition 
generic systems aspects into 
well as their dynamic 
manifesting in space as 
space as a logical ""ITTln'Ul 
teleos, process, ................ sublstance and dynamic organisation, as 
meaningful. For mstance, structure is explicitly as 
time, which in tum fundamental unity of time 
process-based perspective of terms of the organisation a 
svs:tenll. a clear distinction is made between emergent org:anllsatlon and governed organisation, with 
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Part 6: 
particular emphasis on role of these in 
Classical thinking does not generally treat these distinctions 
distinction enables tracing of the QVIllamlC evolution a 
evolution of all systems. 
such an ",,,,,,n,,, .. manner. The 
DmlSe~soalce. by Avvn.m,,,, at the 
contributions of different and o-P"Pl"ll'" systems aspects to the overall dynamic 
system. 
The definition of the concepts of congruency and continuity the context of a teleonomically 
integrated field processes, to concept telentropy, is also a meaningful contribution. 
concepts provide a means WhE~I"P.I'I,v systemic creation and transfer 'disorder' or 'stress' can 
be contextualised and Bearing in mind the balance exo-, 
centro- and as viewed from the "''''''PI''1II'' systems the telentropy 
makes a valuable contribution to our ability to reclognise, predict deal with svs:termc 
'disorder' . 
Finally it can be that the model makes a significant contribution to system sciences in sense 
that it proposes an integrated, congruent and rigorously defined system model, the 
fundamental premises and quintessential structure of which are 'deeply' embedded a field- and 
process-based paradigm. 
6.2 Suggestions and recommendations for future research 
development of the tHomatrlx model is "',.,,,'."',, ..... .,. .... to centre <J.lU,,, ...... further validation of its 
usefulness terms of application to mUlti-disciplinary as as the development 
of its content. It will be noted the number of listed the Biomatrix Bibliography that 
considerable work has ...... ' ..... }' been in this I"PC!"P"''r 
6.2.1 Application of the model 
The application of the model to socio- psycho-spheres is des:iraIJle. Its apJ:Hlc,aUl)fi 
to real-life by a diverse group of system practitioners the of the 
model beyond doubt, at the same providing valuable feedback for future development. 
The model has a potential for application to social institutions, as well as to the individual levels of 
organisation in the of psychology and health). Its attractiveness lies in ability to 
COllte;{tuali!ie and integrate the different levels of organisation pertaining to individual doublet, 
those considered to be within its outer environment (society at large), at the centro 
(psychology), inner environment (biology). problems in the fields of health care and 
education deserve special mention, especially since they call for an integrated approach considers 
levels spheres organisation. 
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The benefits a partnership between ."",r",."", organisational theory are obvious 
(GaUiers. Mingers et 1997). especi:aUv systemic to the structuring and 
organisation of business institutions. The V1VU'<I'''' model been found to particularly 
useful in explaining the importance of "'''''r ...... ',.. principles to business. To hnTh~'''' 
facilitate this process the 'packaging' of the model for specific application to business malllagernelilt is 
suggested. This should include a contextualisation of issues in management as viewed 
from a biomatrix perspective. For example, the notion of a matrix organisational structure has 
been touched upon (Dostal and Jaros 1994b; Dostal 1997; Jaros Dostal, 1999). The identification 
of a generic structures or archetypes of dynamic processes that recur in diverse settings and 
that embody important management principles (Senge 1990; Lane and Smart 1996) will further extend 
the application of the biomatrix model. 
6.2.2 .............. of the theory 
The ontological basis the concepts teleon and doublet justifies research (Davies 1992). 
In the socio-sphere the existence ofteleons is by and large an outcome of human That is to 
we intentionally create teleologically continuous links of mei between levels of organisation and 
within society to serve our purposes. On the other hand, teleons in the naturo-sphere exhibit an 
apparent teleos that took millions of to evolve. different levels of organisation associated 
with ever entities in the physical world are obvious; but it is not easy to determine whether 
these entities are actual through channels mei flux, so, the exact nature 
When exactly an entity is considered to comply with all the characteristics of a doublet is not always 
that clear. is in a sense to the associated our distinction between 
and inanimate 'systems'. On the one hand appears to a continuous spectrum, ranging from 
inanimate systems to systems (with the virus on interface between the two). On other 
hand, we tend to specific about what constitutes life, what does not. the context 
biomatrix, point that further investigation concerns properties distinguish a 
doublet from the environment within which it emerges. Furthermore, it to be established 
whether these characteristics are really properties, an ontological basis, or whether they 
are mere abstractions in the mind of The posing as well as answering of questions 
cuts to the heart of age-old p~iJosophical debates which are not easily resolved. In from a certain 
perspective, questions "''' ...... '''''1'; .. 1.1, .. questions to 
The of the middle implications the evolution of systems are also 
considered to justify further research. It essentially implies that all effectively between 
two pre-existing levels of organisation. How relates to the prevailing theories of evolution 
concerning biological and for that matter the universe, should provide fruitful ground 
for i"I,.oj-h, ... research reveal some interesting ... u .• t:!r"~ in these fields. 
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6.3 Conclusions 
biomatrix model has been formalised and developed, in with the aim and resew'cn 
paradigm of this a logically and contextually congruent general systems model. 
biomatrix model been presented in form of a series well-defined and mtel1l'at~~d 
theoretical constructs, contextualised and set within the process and field paradigm. In some ms'tances 
A" • .,T'1'llT system concepts have been redefined, while a number of novel concepts, 
approaches, which are with our experience reality have introduced. The r ... c: .... A1"l' 
trusts that the development formalisation biomatrix model as undertaken and in 
will make a ....... "' .......... 1'. contribution to field of systems theory and related sciences and 
it will stimulate future research, application, validation and constructive evolution of the model 
itself. In our experience, not reported in this thesis, model provides an integrated understanding 
multi-levelled and multi-dimensional systems and serves as a means inter-disciplinary 
stu(lles and communication are facilitated. 
it is hoped that research reported this thesis will provide a comprehensive but 
simple perspective on human beings and their world, thus making our fragmented 
information more available for 
252 
intelligent and, more importantly, compassionate conduct of 
The best stories are those which stir people's minds, hearts and souls 
and by doing so them insights into themselves, their problems, 
and their human condition. The challenge is to a human 
science that more folly serves this aim. (Reason 1981a, p.50) 
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Action 
7. Appendix A: Alphabetical glossary of key concepts 
7.1 Action 
Action refers to a change of mei in time and space (conceptual or physical), as observed rela-
tive to the context and the period of observation. 
Image I Metapbor 
.. A dancer: continuously changing shape and position. 
.. Tbe weather: a combination of pre-determined patterns (i.e. seasons) as well as unpredictable 
chaotic changes. 
Example 
.. moving. 
.. changing shape. 
.. talking. 
.. breathing. 
.. growing. 
7.2 Biomatrix 
The biomatrix refers to the universal web of holarchically organised process-threads (Le. tele-
ons) and focalised-field-like entities (i.e. doublets). 
Image I Metaphor 
.. A fisherman's web with its knots (i.e. doublets) and threads (i.e. teleons). 
7.3 Biomatrix space (BMS) 
The space described by the biomatrix model is referred to as the biomatrix space (BMS). A 
distinction is made between physical space and conceptual space (i.e. in the mind of the ob-
server). 
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7.4 Centro-tapping-teleon 
Centro-teleon 
centro-teleon is a with an associated teleos which is considered to be referring back to 
reference level organisation its doublet origin (i.e. self-referring to reference 
level of organisation). 
7.6 Congruency 
Systems, processes and structures are said to be congruent if are in ., ...... 'nnu are mutually 
supportive or are agreement, .... "uni' .. to their teleos, process, structure, sublstaJnce or 
dynamic organisation. 
Image I Metaphor 
.. Ajig-saw .......... ,£,I"'. 
.. A couple. 
7.7 Continuity 
.. Temporal continuity: 
as perceived overtime. 
between the individual an action-focused series 
.. Spatial continuity: congruency between the individual segments of a thread-like-action-
focused series as perceived in space. 
Image I Metaphor 
.. A race. 
.. A road network. 
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Example 
seg;me:nts of the digestive tract (Le. spatial continuity) 
• The developmental individual continuity) 
COInmUnllcatlon network (i.e. spatial continuity) 
• The or lines, of aele2;3.tea responsibility in an organisational structure (i.e. spatial 
continuity). 
• and segments of a production process (i.e. temporal and spatial continuity) 
7.8 1I."' ...... A1rA entity 
Image I M4~tal[)b(]lr 
• An object. 
• A concept. 
Example 
• A .. n"'rrru .,..,.1c ...... '~1'1 to as a quantum. 
• A rock. 
• A chair. 
• The physical human body. 
• A of people (e.g. spectaltors at an event). 
• A of information: i.e. a COflcelPt described by 1 .... '~.v (e.g. language). 
• A document or book. 
• A company as a distinct legal 
• A nation. 
7.9 Doublet 
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More specifically, a doublet comprises: 
.. A nucleus or attractor (in COllcelPtual _~._~.'" associated with the C'E'flrrr,.IPVE'1 
within which centres a focalised field (in conceptual _ .... _'_~ ,. The 
organisation, 
serves as an 
attractor for field of teleons, dynamically organises the doublet into an autonomous 
entity. It rise to an emergent Cerl[f(Jt-level of organisation (i.e. the level of It 
also serves as a 'self, or 'whole', and gives to the doublet being an 
autonomous and integrated entity (or system). 
.. A composite jield of teleons, producing, and considered to part of, the doublet, comprising 
the following generic distinctions: 
.. an exo-field teleons, its teleos at its associated exo-doublets in the outer 
ronment; 
.. a centro-field ofteleons, its referring back to itself (i.e. ofthe reference doublet), or 
the centro-level of organisation; 
.. an endo-field teleons, teleos f1."''''''T~'f1 at its associated endo-doublets the inner en-
vironment. 
.. Ajield of tapping teleons which is 
tion), comprising: 
perlm~lOs~:d on the fields (as an additional distinc-
.. an exo.tapping jield of ...... 'vu ... directed at integrating is on offer the 
of the into the of the doublet; 
.. a centro-tappingjield ofteleons, its teleos directed at re-:intc:gnlting what is on from 
centro-teleonic field into field of the reference doublet; 
.. an endo-tappingjield ofteleons, its directed at integi-ating what is on offer from the 
fields of the endo-doublets into the field of the reference doublet. 
.. A centro-body, or core-body, emerging from the composite field of tel eons. It manifests as a 
spatially (conceptual and/or physical) discrete and focalised structure, associated with the 
centro-level of organisation of the doublet. 
An inner- and outer environment can distinguished as follows: 
.. inner environment, the field-like space (conceptual and/or physical), considered by the 
observer to faU 'inside' the centro-level of organisation. 
.. An outer environment, i.e. field-like space (conceptual and/or physical), considered by the 
observer to faU 'outside' centro-level of organisation. 
The following dY11anuc·,or~tanjlsa110n originate the centro-level: 
.. Co-organisation with ,.pt,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,, to doublets in outer-environment (i.e. 
field). 
.. Autonomous organisation with reference to itself{i.e. its centro-teleonic-field). 
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Dynamic organisation 
• Co-organisation with reference to doublets in its inner environment (Le. its endo-
teleonic-field). 
Image I Metapbor 
• A tree with its roots (endo-field), main trunk (centro-body) and branches (exo-field). 
• A cloud, having nebulous boundaries, and forever emerging, as a focalised-field-like-entity, in 
dynamic equilibrium. 
• A beehive: the hive representing the core body, the flight patterns of bees representing the 
exo-field, the trails of the bees within the hive representing the endo-field, and the queen bee 
representing its nucleus. 
• A spider's web: the spider (i.e. the nucleus) at its centre, and the web of threads (i.e. the field 
ofteleons) emanating from it. 
Example 
• An atom. 
• A living cell. 
• A human being. 
• A family. 
• An organisation, e.g. business organisation, school, society, the 'world-wide-web'. 
• A 'body' of knowledge. 
• A government. 
• The planet and the solar system. 
7.10 Dynamic organisation 
Dynamic organisation refers to the combined outcome of all the 'guiding forces' in a system, 
i.e. the combined outcome of the emergent organisation vis-a.-vis the intended organisation or 
governance of a system. 
7.11 Emergent organisation 
Emergent organisation refers to the innate ability of a system to organise itself as a result of the 
interaction between its units. 
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7.12 Endo-tapping teleon 
7.13 Endo-teleon 
endo-teleon is a with an associated which is considered to be directed towards 
the internal em/Ironment of doublet origin (Le. relative to level 
7.14 Ethos 
Ethos serves as a for what is 'preferred" 'the , 'right' or 'wrong" 'good' or 
'important' or 'not important' and 'desirable' or 'not desirable' the system in relation to itself, to 
its environment and to its outer environment. is manifested in different ways on the 
different levels of the biomatrix: 
258 
.. physico-chemical: 'laws' of nature relative to aS~)eclts that support congruent states 
dynamic equilibrium a <:V<:.Tp.nr'l' 
.. biological sphere: mutually evolved organisational principles relative to a ........ ,,""' ...... ,,1' co-
and CO-lem(lf!ZenCe 
.. psycho-social: ae~;th(~tlCS, value 
Examples 
.. On the atomic level the principle of attraction and repulsion between particles, arid SVlrut1lettv 
in sub-atomic particles, rise to evermore complex structures of a kind, The 
verse is apparently 'valuing' an in a select of order, 
.. On the cellular level the genetic code contains guiding principles for the interaction between, 
and prioritisation intra- and inter-ceUular processes. 
.. On level the the autoniJmlC nervous an individual 
pre:-progJ'arnmed rules which "''''Tot ... "", to as an integrated whole 
its inner and outer environment). 
a set 
relative to 
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7.15 Exo-tapping teleon 
the outer irolilmient with doublet of focus. 
7.16 Exo-teleon 
An ex()-reaec,n is a teloon with an ""'~OV""'"'''''''' teleos which is considered by observer to be 
external of its doublet origin (i.e. outwards relative to the 
reference organisation) . 
7.17 FocaUsed field of teleos 
A focalised of teleos in conceptual space refers to an ensemble of telt~os«~s associated with 
a single point focus. 
.. Together, points l'n."d.,n a focalised-field-of-teleos. 
.. The field is fractal-like, i.e. repeating itself with ever larger, and ever groupings or 
alternatively, each clusters. each grouping may be collapsed into a single focal 
focal point may be expanded 
focal point. 
Image 1.l'U,.;LAII-'U'UOI 
.. A viewed from 
expanding 
.. A cross-5,eCtlOn through a 
or its focal point 
a field of points, tum 
it appears to be a point, from up, it keeps on 
of stars, and Lll ......... "'. clustered around stars. 
string, i.e. ever threads twined CUUIUlUU a central axis, 
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Example 
.. Education: education may viewed as a focal of teaching, learning, and 
manalr!ln1l. in tum, V1"'Ul~'11 as the of teleos, around 
main focal point. Similarly, learning may viewed as a focal in its own right, with 
reading, thinking, searching and memorising as its associated cluster of points (in conceptual 
teleos space). 
7.18 Function 
260 
.. 
.. 
concept a function is considered to to the teleos-class 
the .. "''''v ... , ...... , ... Dlroc,ess,;structure is dynamically organised 
the the outcome. 
concepts, in the sense 
sustaining, or 
'.u ..... '"'''' may the same process/structure, a phlen()mc~ncm ... ",tl:>?.,.",rI 
to as multifunctionality. 
.. Different processes/structures be associated with same ........... ,; .. (i.e. means 
to the same outcome). 
Example 
.. Illumination: a function of the n .............. :<: of the sun, as opposed to also radiating 
as an outcome. 
.. Pumping blood: a function of contraction processes of the muscle, as opposed to 
also generating heat as an outcome. 
.. Acquiring a function of acquisition process, as opposed to also having as an 
outcome. 
.. Nutrition: a function of the eating and drinking pro, cess, as opposed to spending time with 
family or friends as another outcome, which of course also becomes a function if so intended. 
co Providing support: a function of a chair, as opposed to also taking up or being 
aesthetically pleasing, which are possible tunctlcms. 
co a desirable image of a product: a function of the as to 
perhaps also being entertaining, which may also become a function if so intended. 
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Goal 
7.19 Goal 
A goal refers to a specific preferred-end-state which has not yet been realised. 
• Intended goal: an intended goal is a conscious expression of, or explicit fonnulation pertain-
ing to, a desired future state of a system, prior to the future of the system. 
• Emergent goal: an emergent goal emerges out of the dynamic interaction of a system, and 
manifests itself as a preferred-state over time. Emergent goals are always abstracted from a 
system by the observer. 
• Projected goal: a projected goal is an intended goal which is projected onto a system by the 
observer. 
• Abstracted (observed) goal: if the observed state of a system repeatedly and persistently 
appears to be attracted towards a particular state, in the presence of different prevailing con-
ditions, then this preferred-state is referred to as an abstracted, or observed, goal of the 
system. An abstracted goal may be intended within the system, or it may emerge within the 
system, without any intention. 
Image I Metaphor 
• An arrow pointing at a mark. 
• The top of a mountain, or the bottom of a well. 
Example 
• A specified level of fitness (intended and/or emergent; abstracted and/or projected). 
• A particular destination to be reached at a point in time (intended and projected). 
• 'Quality' time at home (intended and/or emergent; abstracted and/or projected). 
• 'Good' interpersonal relations (intended and/or emergent). 
• Specific production targets in an organisation (intended and projected). 
• An acceptable level of inflation (intended and/or emergent; abstracted and/or projected). 
• A literate population (intended, abstracted and/or projected). 
• The lowest point in a bowl, which acts as an attractor: i.e. a baH running down the sides of a 
bowl always comes to rest at the lowest point, irrespective of where it is initially placed on the 
inner surface (emergent and abstracted). 
• The centre of the valley, towards which flows all the water running down a catchment area 
(emergent and abstracted). 
• A specific body temperature and blood sugar level, i.e. homeostatic levels maintained in the 
body (emergent and abstracted). 
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.. and light sources, acting as attractors in plant growth (emergent and abstracted). 
.. A recurrent behavioural "!>tic"' ...... as Clh';:e1"1ilet1 over time, a LA ... ., ........ being or family (intended 
and/or emergent and abstracted). 
.. A city, acting as an attractor for the migration of people, 
tended and/or emergent and abstracted). 
the urbanisation process (in-
.. Increased i.e. growth, as a persistent tendency in some public service organisations. 
possibly even in the presence a stated, and intended, policy reducing its size (emergent 
and abstracted). 
7.20 Governance 
7.21 Process 
262 
Image I Metaphor 
.. Evolution: Le. a of actions leading to a transformed end-state. 
.. A picture: a of creating of a SUC:ce!iS of 
events. 
Example 
.. Energy transfer process: 
energy. 
.. Commuting process: 
absorption of .. rU'rO'U--l.T1"~lns1brrnation of energy-+radiation of 
walking-+driving-+parking-+walking-+arriving at 
• Design process: e.g. brainstorming-+analysing-+synthesising-+design specification. 
.. Transformation proeess: e.g. re-designing-+implementation or re-structuring-+monitoring. 
.. Nutrition process: e.g. selection of food-+preparing-+eating-+digesting-+metabolising. 
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7.22 Purpose 
" Based on the pattern of intemction, it highlights, interprets or intends a continuity, or "flow" 
of teleos within the biomatrix. 
" It is a subjective interpretation and meaningful explanation, to 
observer, in terms of what teleos is by a 
" It can either 
" The existence 
UIL'l;iU""'U and projected on, or abstracted and interpreted from, a"""'·"'''''' 
system under observation is considered to be subservient to its 
purpose. 
" The concept of purpose is considered to belong to the teleos 
trix. 
concepts in 
a generally ... ", ........ '" reference to one or more of the foHowing 
" the ethos of the observer (albeit implicit); 
" an apparent, or perceived, continuity of 
system(s); 
" a function( s ); 
" a goal(s). 
Example 
" 
... " ...... "".,'" of the sun 
or to serve as a ancient 
of 
" 
purpose of a river could interpreted as the circulation of water and 
to planet 
provision of an 
environment for organisms, or as an area for human recreation, or as a means to navigate. 
.. purpose of trees could the creation of an ae~itn~:tlCau, pleasing 
UUllllWl beings projected), or a source oxygen 
" 
... "P .... """ .. of the heart could be interpreted as: to pump and circulate blood throughout the 
body, or as the seat of the mind the Buddhist. 
" 
of a chair could to provide comfortable .,,,, .. , .. up, and to be ae!;thc~ti(:an 
for user. or as a means to the height surface. 
" The ."",, .... "", .. of the ......... , ... " .. ,,, could be to body and soul, to socialise with 
or to a business deal. 
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• The purpose of an individual's life process (intended or abstracted) could be to serve him-
selflherself and hislher fellow or as a to 
• The purpose of a business company could to serve its employees, its shareholders and the 
larger community in which it participates. 
• purpose of government may be to govern society in a way that is beneficial to the individ-
ual, the group and the environment, or as a means to gain and hold power. 
7.23 Structure 
refers to those relationships between elements (e.g. discrete entitie:s, actions or proc-
which appear to constant relative to a particular period observation and level 
of organisation as by the of the nl'l'~f'rVf'r 
The following distinctions may made pertaining to structure: 
.. spatial configuration: a structure considered to manifest primarily in 
(physical or conceptual); 
spatial 
• action-pattern (temporal-structure): a structure considered to manifest primarily in 
temporal domain. 
The foHowing StlI1lCtiiOnS are of a dlttereltlt logical type: 
264 
• conceptual structure: a structure considered to manifest primarily in conceptual 
• pbysical structure: a structure considered to manifest primarily physical 
Image I Metapbor 
.. A tree: a configuration physical space. 
• field of knowledge: a configuration in COilcelPtual 
• A wbirlpool: both an action-pattern and configuration in physical space. 
• A an action-pattern both in and physical 
• A cloud: both an action-pattern and configuration physical space. 
Example 
.. The spatial configuration or 
SC3.ttel·ed. human-shaped. 
.. An stl1:utlon:al structure: 
tions in a UU;)lU'''llI;) Or~tanlsatIOI 
of a physical object(s): round, fork-like, densely 
relative configuration different departments and func-
• The pattern of traffic or migration of animals (i.e. pattern). 
• Behavioural patterns (i.e. action patterns). 
• Cultural structures: e.g. values as configurations in conceptual 
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7.24 Substance 
The of a system to those separate -entltli;!S which embody a O;:VO;:lfp.m (con-
ceptual or physicail), in other 
mind. or our meaSuring devices. 
a o;:vo;:'r",m perceptible to our senses, to our 
7.25 Tapping-teleon 
A tan,nm,Q-tlelec:m is a tel eon ""'v •• "' .... "" ....... to perform the IUnlCtlC)D of coupling teleons from the 
outer environment with doublet of focus. 
I 
7.26 Telentropy 
Telentropy at any ~oment in can defined as a measure uncertainty with a 
teleon preferred its present state. differently, the tel entropy asso-
ciated with a teleoh is inversely proportional to the probability (at that moment in that it 
I 
will reach associated teleos, given its present state. 
~ 
7.27 Teleon 
More specifically: 
• A of processes (in physical and lor conceptual ~ .. ___ " 
OYlrlaIlrllClaU" and collectively org,anlsea towards, or 'aimed at', a focalised teleos-field. 
• focalised teleos-field serves to' cohere, integrate and demarcate its associated Drc.ces,ses 
into a distinct entity. 
• viewed as a teu:os"OaJseo vector, or --"' .... "''',r-
• It orig;inat:es and is .. "'O'V ... i' ...... ' ... with at least one doublet 
• (and by implication 
least two doublets (generally 
... "~'v .. ,.,, ... , ... web of prC)Ce!,selS) interacts with, and connects at 
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.. It manifests an apparent continuity of teleos across all participating doublets their associ-
ated organisation. gives to a teleos-coupled chain of processes, extending 
both in and 
Image I Metaphor 
.. A thread within a web a fisherman's 
.. A ray light in a field-like-space. 
.. of force an electromagnetic field . 
.. 'Functional within cuv·",.t", 
Example 
.. (e.g. from sun). 
.. transportation (e.g. a network with 
.. Oxygen-provision-to-the-ceBs teleon. 
" Manufacturing-of-a-product tel eon. 
" An education teleon. 
7.28 Teleos 
266 
.. It emerges from system, and is observed (Le. abstracted), or is intended (Le. 
jected onto the system). 
.. system is considered to be attracted towards a ........ ,f .......... .-i state if it persists, under different 
prevailing conditions, in its ...... "." .... ,1" state, or persists in progressing towards a particular future-
state end-state}. 
.. Whenever a system ";;hJ,UVjL;:) the atclrelnelrltl()ne:(1 ...... " ...... t"t'."''' it is said to teleos-related. 
.. overall COflcelPt of teleos is of, depicts, a 
class, goal, and function. 
Image I Metaphor 
.. A target being aimed at. 
.. sun as an attractor the earth or a plant). 
.. A habit or persistent pattern of organisation. 
" A vision. 
concepts same 
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Example 
" A function as a generic outcome of interacting processes, e.g. walking and """''''l:'' 
" An emergent goal as a preferred outcome, e.g. water flowing Tnu'''' ....... 
processes tending from high to low concentrations, and an org:anllsm in a particular 
habit or behavioural pattern, 
away from a 'dangerous' area. 
migrating towards a nutrition-rich environment, or moving 
" An intended goal, e.g. working towards a specified target. 
" intended purpose, e.g. pursuing a healthy diet in to promote a state of health. 
7.29 Time 
Image I Metaphor 
" 
incessant flow of water a river. 
" The rlif'f'" .. "",nt ofthe moon. 
" 'time' and date progression of events). 
" The time it takes to complete a task duration). 
" The birth, growth and inevitable ageing of 0 ..... , .. " ... " (Le. Anl'lAr,f'nt flow 
" that seems to 'fly' when one is engaged in a .... "',"" .... 'drag' when one is 
bored the and relative nature of time). 
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8. Appendix B: Concepts, principles and contributions of 
the biomatrix model 
This is a "'YU'uu""", of the most inu',.....t" ... t concepts, 
model. 
mCIDlC~s and contributions of the biomatrix 
8.1 General aspects 
• The biomatrix model proposes a universal framework and melra-llatt,ern of organisation 
spheres and on all levels of being. 
III model makes ontological statements about the qUllnte:sse:nttal nature orgams,atlC)D of 
all systems which may serve as a for future inquiry into the nature of (e.g. the 
field-like nature of localised organisation as an interplay intended and emer-
gent outcomes, and evolution as an interplay between two pre-existing levels of organisation). 
III model puts forward a conceptual framework for both reductionistlc and 'wholistic' 
excursions by the observer, suggesting an improved understanding of, and 
field of focus. 
into the 
• The of the model not only in of its individual concepts but in 
way these have contextuaHsed into a congruent framework different per-
this the numerous graphical of and their 
relationships are considered to a significant 
III The ",Ul";,/l;"''''''''' an 11"''''l'nll context and IflJl!u'U,'1UP for UI.''''''''''''.'''' (i.e. a meIa-llanll;Uage) 
", .. ,...,,, ... 11 which from a wide of disciplines be debated. 
8.2 The biomatrix: a field of mei in flux 
• The is supportive a field-like perspective on a reality which is underpinned by 
process and flux. 
• model uu ............ the concept of mel biomatrix) and 
suggests that all ''''''TAn,,, are field-like their very nature. 
8.3 Duality and symmetry 
• teleon and the doublet are defined as a complementary pair systems, both representing 
a unique aspect reality, but also co-producing each They are to constitute 
a duality, to that of the wave particle The 
thus suggests a dual perspective on reality as re~)re~;en'ted by two classes of systems. 
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and contributions of the biomatrix 
.. The principles of symmetry and complementarity are proposed as fundamental to organi-
sation the model the exo- vis-a-vis endo-pole of the doublet, inner vis-a-vis outer 
environment of the doublet and intended vis-a-vis emergent organisation). 
8.4 The teleon 
" The biomatrix model action per se as a specific class system, viz. the teleon which is 
defined demarcated its teleos. observer is encouraged to explicitly search for 
teleonomic continuity in the mei flUX. This results in a thread-like or vector-like system 
action traversing different levels of organisation. 
"The is regarded as a thread of activity in both time and space as opposed to the tradi-
tional concept of a as activity in (i.e. temporal change). 
" 
introducing concept ofa the model explicitly addresses the existence and nature 
of vertical 'connections' within holarchy organisation. connections are essen-
tially on a teleonomic continuity, i.e. a 'flow ofteleos·. 
8.S The doublet 
270 
" concept a doublet is introduced as a focalised:field-like system. a densification or 
point of focus within the teleonic field. Whereas the teleon is teleos-bound, the doublet is 
considered to be demarcated by its ethos, dynamic organisational principles. 
" The doublet comprise an exo- and endo-teleonic field, respectively directed at its outer and 
inner environment. 
• On another of abstraction, there is the centro-teleonic or self-referential field directed at 
the doublet itself. The centro-teleonic is considered to responsible for maintaining the 
.. n .. ,"'"'"', ..... " and doublet within a space by a multitude interpene-
trating fields. 
" The concept an attractor or nucleus, representative of the focal point and of the 
doublet, is introduced. point of focus is suggested to for all localised or focalised 
.. n1'11'1~·C: (albeit in conceptual phase-space). 
" In some mstances a core-body 
entity. 
emerge from focalised field, rise to a discrete 
" All entities are viewed as "'"'''' .. a .... a from an underlying field of in flux, as 
opposed to viewing entities as primary foundation of reality. 
.. The concept tapping-teleons that ultimately all systems are considered to 
systems em,oelaat:a within a ofmei flux. 
" This also stresses the fact that act of coupling the field 'on , originates 
within the system itself either as a voluntary or involuntary, a active or passive act. 
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• distinction exo- and endo~tapping a symmetrical arrangement between 
the inner and outer fields of the doublet from which emerges the middle or centro level. 
• centro-level, in a self-referential manner, pro~oul::;es an autonomous lOent11ty, relative to the 
outer and inner within which the doublet is emoeCloea. 
8.6 complementary inner and outer environment 
• inner and outer the doublet are considered to be complementary and co-creating 
giving rise to the doublet. 
.. 
members of the teleonic 
inner environmental field does not enjoy a privileged position cor:npared to the outer 
environmental field, even when seen from a causal perspective and when on the dou-
blet as an emergent entity. The ontological implications of this statement are considered to be 
significant. 
8.7 Boundaries and 'parts' orthe doublet 
" 
doublet essentially redefines the classical notion of parts of a system the notion of the 
interaction between parts within the system boundaries giving rise to an PfnPl"opnt whole and 
the whole in its tum with the environmen.t to produce a a bottom 
tree of emergence of ever wholes). 
• doublet is seen as a of coupled extending both into and outer 
environment, both of which have diffuse and fractal-like boundaries, as OPtlose:o to discrete 
organised within a discrete boundary. 
8.8 The emergent middle and the three levels 
" 
concept of the 'emergent TTLm.u.Yo leads to an eXJ)Uclt 
inner, centro and outer organisation in aU '"''''''U''''''''' 
on at 
of the system 
of 
obser-
.. centro-level of organisation of a doublet-system is thus viewed as sOllnetlnng which 
Pfn,r>l"m~c;: between an outer (or upper), and inner (or lower) of organisation, as to 
the more traditional one-sided 'bottom up' causal tree evolution. 
" The evolution of systems is seen as something that happens between two ...... "',-"'".",,,, ...... 
of organisation. 
of organisation. 
nnl'TU1!n implies a primordial JU:>71rn",?tilln of two complementary 
8.9 The teleonomic projection (teleonics) 
" A symmetrical meta-pattern of teleos is suggested on the teleonomic plane. It is svrnrnletrlca 
in sense that the field is considered to both the 
outer doublet (Le. exo-teieonic fields). It is a 
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and 
meta-pattern in the sense that it postulates a IIniiVf'.I~1 network symmetrical com ple-
mentary connections between all levels of organisation, as viewed on teleonomic plane. 
8.10 Generic systems aspects 
.. pertaining to systems in the biomatrix are individually defined interrelated as 
distinctions to made (or to be by observer. Together, 
they are referred to as the "' .............. "'J"n''''''' a~iDelcts. i.e. ethos, teleos, process, structure, sub-
stance (mei) and dynamic organisation. 
8.11 Dynamic organisation: emergent vis-a-vis governed organisation 
.. A distinction is made between emergent organisation and governed organisation. These two 
principles of organisation are considered to interact and give rise to a collective outcome, 
rpt,!>rr~·t1 to as dynamic organisation. 
8.12 Phases of evolution 
.. The evolution a system as viewed from the perspective of its generic aspects is considered 
to follow two complementary paths. 
.. The respective phases of these two complementary modes of evolution have been generalised 
as a 'clockwise' tendency ethos through teleos and process, to structure, vis-Ii-vis the 
'anti-clockwise' tendency from structure through process and teleos to ethos. 
.. In practice these two tendencies interact and produce the complex dance the trajectory in 
phase-space. 
8.13 Time-space and structure 
it Structure is seen as an aspect that manifests both in (action-pattern) and space (spatial 
configuration). This alludes to the intimate ontological relationship and space 
and unifying that structure plays in the manifestation of in 
continuum. 
8.14 Conceptual and physical space 
.. The biomatrix model an intimate link between conceptual and physical systems, 
acknowledging the fact that aU are with a perception in the mind the 
conceptual space). Conceptual and physical systems are to be by 
8.15 Congruency and telentropy 
.. concepts of congruency, continuity telentropy are introduced as a means whereby 
.... "" ..... ., .... and l1n,'prt!l1n'I"\l ~,soc:iatc~d with a be understood relative to 
generic aspects. 
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Congruency and telentropy 
• concepts postulate that an apparent continuity of teleos manifests itself across the levels 
of organisation in universe. This, tum, produces postulated meta-pattern of 
connections on teleonomic plane. 
• concept telentropy is corlSlclen::o to a useful vehicle to """' ..... , .. " and understand the 
spread Ols:Ol'(ler across different levels of organisation. 
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9. A endix C: A critical res onse 
This is a critical response to the systems paradigm, the biomatrix model in lZeiler-iil and this in 
9.1 The systems paradigm 
The following are points of levelled at general """",."'",,'" paradigm, and may 
apply to biomatrix model (Dostal 1997): 
Woodhill that systems thinking involves the paradox oj attempting to holistic vis-a-vis 
our inability to grasp totality (Woodhill1993). 
This paradox is embedded in the limitations of the human mind. The multi-dimensional and multi-
framework the biomatrix model provides a context which attempts to encompass the 
totality of It thus provides a means of contextualising a particular issue focus, within 
pre-given framework of biomatrix modeL By comparison, other systems approaches 
identify the problem around albeit based on systems In that 
sense the biomatrix model is a meta-pattern, or meta-framework mqulry . 
Admittedly, ..... "" .. ,1",,"11" is ultimately 
The mind has ability to think in a linear and analytical manner as well as in a patterned 
synthetic mode. latter enables us to perceive in their totality. The synthetic refers to 
wholistic, intuitive and mode of thinking which is related to This thinking 
style is not accessible to traditional requirements of empirical science. In this the biomatrix 
uses and graphic depictions of concepts that inspire and facilitate wholistic thinking 
while the clear of its invite analytical mode thinking. the model 
facilitates a balance between analytical versus synthetic and 
inquiry. 
V .. T'u .. ,n versus divergent modes 
"Systems thinking achieves its all-encompassing universality by its abstractness and by ignoring the 
concrete, specific and substantive" (Lilienjeld 1978, p.192). 
While with the of the the second may be Any model or 
theory is an abstraction that only becomes concrete in application. been 
in this thesis how the model may be perceived in relation to In addition, it been 
applied by other to different disciplines and shown to yield concrete suggestions 
strategies pertamlmg to substantive in the world. 
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One of the most widespread 1"""''''''' of systems theory general concerns terminology, namely that 
systems are imprecise, amlJUlUOllS and often in their use of (Lilienfeld 
1978; Robbins and Oliva 1982). same time the model may within the 
introduction 
It was to the criticism and imprecise terminology in the field, that the 
biomatrix is described in terms of well·defined The creation of new terminology was 
deemed as some of the concepts introduced are new within the systems even though 
there are with by other systems thinkers. For Gharajedaghi's 
use of Checkland (Checkland and 1990) use 
of systems" are some respects to the concept of the even though 
they do not a similar distinction between doublets and amongst other issues. Thus, in 
the context academic debate, the terminology is considered useful because of its precise 
definition and novel ideas it to convey. However, in practical application model, it 
may complicate and confuse with people not with In those 
instances it acceptable to these terms with more descriptive approximations. 
The criticism has been lodged that although the general systems paradigm aims to develop a common 
vocabulary to unify disciplines, different disciplines have their own intrinsic and fundamental 
conceptions of systems and their functioning. These may even in conflict with each other. At the 
same time, many applications of ('\1('10»,(, thinking within a discipline are not aairlmg new 
insights to but merely a replacement of vocabulary (Lilienfeld 1978). 
The biomatrix model evolved from of an interdisciplinary research group and therefore 
addresses both On the one concepts and patterns with the 
biomatrix can add new Ul"l/';ll~" to various or if not new, 
universality across disciplines. 
To date, systems not "offer a conceptual space in which to visualise 
systemic ideas or any kind of conceptual map of how these ideas (i. e. various systems concepts) might 
relate to one another" (McNeil 1993, p.204). 
One of the aims of the model is to integrate the primary general I;;VI;;Tf'!nll;; concepts as as some new 
concepts into a IV!'i, ........ coherent, u .... ,~ ....... .1 reinforcing and model or COllcelotuiU map of 
ideas. ideas allow visualisation of the conceptual map 
of the model its related concepts. 'maps' have been found useful as explanatory tools in 
working with people with no prior ....... "' ....... ", ... ofthe problem (Cloete 1994; Dostal and 1996). 
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The model 
The 0'1>111>1'.'11 .... in" ...... nUT"Hn"Vrn has been criticised for using selective evidence from various "'''',aM'ih;> 
disciplines, as well 
construction 
applying analogies of phenomena across dif.ferentfields of knowledge, its 
r.;ur,rCI:l)'ts that claim to be applicable across disciplines (Lilienfeld 1978). 
This is a criticism that also applies to the biomatrix model. 
basis of cross-disciplinary information and analogies. However, 
the biomatrix group provided some cross-checking of 
model was indeed conceived on the 
interdisciplinary composition of 
validity comparisons on 
basis of individual Drc~tes;SlOnal experience. Nevertheless, the ",,.. ....... ,,., cionc:epl[S principles 
stage biomatrix for vigorous testing 
development be regarded as being located at end of the 
research .fi:nI".t::liML"rl. 
the research spectrum. 
the researcher, as opposed to the explanatory and descriptive end of 
Much of the criticism tiil·2C.t2t1 at the general systems paradigm, and potentially this model, refers to 
its obscurity. On the one hand it is perceived as too complex in apjDtl,~an'on, and on the other hand 
it is perceived as simple and commonsensical. 
as su~~ge!,tea by Ashby, dictates 
Unfortunately common sense IU\J,"""'"', not that common. Thus, model also serves as a frame-
work to remind us of some very 'common' principles. 
9.2 The biomatrix model 
The following are some ....... '" ..... '''1 questions and comments that may be raised with regard to the 
biomatrix model 
Admittedly, is a l'iv,(}I'(;tu.<;J'v c(}n,~r1'1'1,lCn~a model, but is it aC1Uallji other words: is 
emperor any clome's: 
The fact is that 10cali~;ed··en·tttll~S do in our world. The Qu,estlon are they field-like? In the 
physical sphere particle 
Certainly, for social "v,;:,'" ... t1I'1C! 
certainly supports that premise. But is that also true for other spheres? 
the evidence does point in that direction. It makes sense to think in 
terms of a socially-constructed organisation as an extended field of "" .... ,.""1·, ... " rather than as a discrete 
l"('\ll'101'l1Plfn chains of mei flux, entity with enclosed localised in space. 
stretching across different organisation, certainly have and do exist in the bio-
sphere. Anybody with a ruclimentary knowledge of ecology will attest to fact. Are these process-
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c: A critical 
fields really in tenns centro-, and This is 
by the actual organisation of as witnessed in biological systems 
psycho-sphere (i.e. psychological processes) as well as socio-sphere 
social institutions). In conclusion. one of the points which the biomatrix model 
should not a position to which is above 
prc'ce!;S-c:nalIDS. rn""r""lv because seem to be more The biomatrix 
two modes of point a fundamental duality embedded in 
ultimately can traced back to our distinction and appreciation of time and 
which we ,.., .. ,." .... " .. order or structure in 
entity-based may be UDJ)leflSarmy 
two modes. who <i1l1h<i1~f'1 
they come to the 
close up, or 
something completely different when over time. 
supported 
organisms), 
organisation 
is that we 
field 
that these 
a duality which 
and to the way in 
primarily to an 
that their 
transfonned into 
I find the concepts of the model and trivial: virtually all the concepts, in one form or another, 
were already familiar to me in my field of expertise. 
The concepts viewed _1"'!'I!"j~t""llv may very well familiar, but the way they have been 
integrated and contextualised in the model may prove to be rl1fl7 .......... t Although differences may 
seem subtle, they may very well have profound effects. in itself, it is a remarkable 
proposition that principles to true in a "", .. t.f'II.I .... field of (excluding 
systems field) are universally true. 
I fail to see the biomatrix model is different in a fundamental sense from some of the other 
existing systems models. 
The biomatrix model encourages the nn'~E'!I"VE'!T to note certain as~IeC1tS of a system that are not generally 
emphasised in other system models Appendix B). It es~entlau) enables the to appreciate 
the multi-dimensional, field-like and nature of and thus to relinquish some of his 
previously-held on the nature of reality. 
I fail to see the relevance of the model. 
The model presents 
AppendixB 
observer a dltferent view on .... , .. ,,"',. view is so ... I'\c, ..... ,,"' ...... -1 different 
section 6.1) as -----"J to make a rljttp,f'""n{~f'! in tenns of our participation in, and 
co-creation of, the world in which we live. To rephrase the above statement: is it a difference that 
makes a This is a question ultimately only observer could answer for herself. 
However, before judgement is passed, should actually able to intemalise its 
fundamental points, complemented process of critical reflection on its application to the 
different It ....... n1r'~<i1 and effort, but even more importantly, it nothing 
than a change in mind-set. If does not to the fundamental of the 
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The content 
model, she 
because 
once said: 
not necessarily appreciate the usefulness or relevance of the model 
1984, 
to a different ontological viewpoint 
-" .... ·un ..... who is not shocked by quantum theory 
what is 'really out there'. 
not understood it" (Bohr 
Finally, a critic may state that he cannot see the model, when what he really means is 
that he either not it, or does not agree with it. the model has been rigorously 
defined and order to engage in a constructive process of dialogue the critic 
to and rigorous in his response. 
9.3 The content of the thesis document 
The following are some 
of the thesis doc:umlent 
Having read through the 
should be applied 
questions and comments 
particular: 
thesis, I still do not understand how 
The focus of is the formalisation and development a 
with regard to the content 
biomatrix model could and 
systems model and not its 
application. It is a conceptual-theoretical study which describes the model, and does not 
concern with application of the model per se, apart from numerous short examples to clarify 
concepts, as well as some guidelines for its application 3.6. The thesis may be 
compared to a or anatomy textbook in the field studying of physiology or 
anatomy does not lead to an understanding its to they merely 
describe the functioning and structure of the healthy ~VS1[em (i.e. body). 
It would have been helpful to have more in-depth eXGrm/.ues case ........... "',"J on the application 
the model. thus actually illustrating 
particular context. 
the model could be useful and revealing new insights in a 
In order to of the thesis a deliberate decision was not to include in-depth 
examples or case stu(.1les. It should be noted that the application model has been dealt with 
extensively bibliography). 
I fail to see what this 
The thesis does not set out to 
integrated and 
debated by interested 
anything: it proposes a 
the:on::tical concepts, in 
in 
it can 
a logically _~ .. ~.~ .. _ .. 
",..H.,. • ..," and critically 
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C: A critical 
[just don't it'. 
response to this complaint is perhaps best framed with the help of an analogy. reader is 
probably familiar with those printed pictures which when looked at appear to be a random two-
dimensional pattern, repeated all over the but when looked at in a certain way 'jump' out the 
and present viewer with an emergent and completely different three-dimensional picture. 
However, this not happen: it requires a concerted effort to the two-dimensional 
pattern in a particular way (e.g. focusing behind the picture and at the same time relaxing the eyes, 
allowing a new order to emerge). It may take a while to see the three-dimensional image, but 
when seen once, it becomes much easier to regain image. Likewise, the thesis sets out to guide the 
reader through a process of seeing world differently, bringing about a change mind-set. 
Making this mind-shift is not a linear process, it comes about rather suddenly, and can lost as 
abruptly, to regained again with ease. 
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